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Abstract
The title page photograph1 has been used for many decades as the quintessential
representation of George William Knight (1832–1923), railway engineer, viticulturist,
horticulturist and Bendigo Council’s building surveyor and city surveyor. He is cursorily
remembered by railway, viticultural and horticultural historians and enthusiasts.
However, he remained unknown by some of his descendants, including me. Yet, his
contribution deserves to be recognised.
Knight is representative of English, middle-class, liberal young men who flocked to
Australia in the 1850s, but who did not obtain high political office or financial success.
This study uses a biographical approach to explore his role in building Victoria. It
examines his conflict with Bendigo councillors who could not abide his forthright stance
or his refusal to acquiesce to their whims, a conflict that exploded into a vicious battle
that Knight lost. Unshackled from council, he expended his huge intellectual and
physical energy developing nurseries and vineyards. Yet, these battles with council are
remembered, and Knight’s reputation has suffered because of them.
This thesis examines misunderstandings surrounding class and reveals Knight to have
been a member of the petty bourgeoisie—aspirational, yet understanding and empathetic
towards working people. Knight was an erudite, respectable gentleman, an intellectual, a
man of culture, committed to liberal values and the code of the gentleman, and a
defender of the oppressed. Highlighted in this study are the high tides, low ebbs and
pivotal turning points that beset Knight’s life. A noted writer and raconteur, he was an
influential figure in Bendigo and the colony. Covering more than ninety years, Knight’s
story encompasses London 1832–56, early colonial Victoria to 1923, and shines a light
on one of the many oft-forgotten people who helped to build the colony.
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Male Portrait of G.W. Knight. Source: Bendigo Historical Society, PH2011:2155, Box 127.
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The History discipline in the Faculty of Education and Arts, Federation University,
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‘Chicago/Turabian full note citation style’, General Guide to Referencing, 2016 ed., 6599. See: http://studyskills.federation.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/CHICAGOTURABIAN-FEDUNI-GENERAL-GUIDE-TO-REFERENCING-2016-EDITION.pdf
Candidates are also required to comply with Catherine Pilbeam, How to Present Your
Thesis: A Practical Guide to Requirements in Form and Style (Ballarat: University of
Ballarat, 2005).
Bendigo/Sandhurst
The first Europeans gave the name ‘Bendigo’ to the general area, geographic locations
and business ventures (Bendigo Creek, the Bendigo goldfields, Bendigo Advertiser)
discussed in this thesis. However, the town was named Sandhurst. In 1891, a referendum
renamed the city Bendigo.2
This thesis uses Sandhurst to describe the town/city, and Bendigo for mining fields,
businesses and locations as appropriate, until 1891. Thereafter, Bendigo is used. Where a
time frame spans both Sandhurst and Bendigo (e.g., 1880–95), Bendigo is used. Sources
do not necessarily make this distinction. They are cited accurately.
Weights, Measures, Currency
Imperial weights, measures and currency are used in this thesis. A conversion table is
provided.
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See: Frank Cusack, Bendigo: A History (Melbourne: Heinemann, 1973) 67, 72, 158, 188; F.
McKenzie Clarke, Early Days on Bendigo, ed. Frank Cusack (Carlton: Queensbury Hill Press,
Carlton, 1979), 12.
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Prelude: The Spanish Maiden

Figure 1: José Gutiérrez de la Vega, The Spanish Maiden, 1837
Source: Oil on canvas, 157 x 131cm (with frame), Bendigo Art Gallery, accession no. 1912.12.

Standing before The Spanish Maiden (Figure 1), a beautiful painting that had hung on the
walls of my great-great-grandfather’s home, and now hangs in the Bendigo Art Gallery,
forced me to question my feelings towards him. I believed that George William Knight
had abandoned his grandchildren—my grandfather and his siblings—after their parents
both died tragically young. Why else would my mother have never talked of this man
who was still alive when she was a child? I had thought him callous and ignorant, a
brute. Yet, to own this demure nude suggested otherwise. It seemed to indicate a softer
side. Perhaps he was a man of greater sensitivity, education and culture than I had
anticipated. Large assumptions previously formed would need to be revisited.
Researching the painting’s fractious history revealed my great-great-grandfather to have
16

been a man of firmly held beliefs and opinions; a man who was resolute when
challenged.
The Spanish Maiden is in the style of Goya’s La Maja Desnuda c. 1798–1800,1 though
she is less explicitly sexual. Still on display, and a favourite of the collection, the
painting created a sensation when, in 1889, Knight offered to loan it to the Bendigo Art
Gallery.2 It had hung at the 1888 Melbourne Centennial Exhibition. Sir James Macbain,
president of the Executive Committee, even thanked Knight for his generosity in offering
it for display. Several newspapers noted the painting’s quality, some arguing that it
should have been more prominently displayed.3 A proud man, Knight would have
appreciated this affirmation of his taste in art, seeing it as validation of his status as a
middle-class, liberal gentleman. He would never have anticipated the furore about to
descend. The Spanish Maiden had hung at the School of Mines, the first home of the
Bendigo Art Gallery, for at least six months in 1887.4 Other nudes had been purchased
and displayed there. So why did Knight’s offer in 1889 provoke so much outrage?
Once offered, the gallery’s Select Hanging Committee accepted The Spanish Maiden for
exhibition on the casting vote of the chairman, celebrated local architect W. C. Vahland.
However, the Executive Committee overturned their recommendation, a decision
reported in many colonial newspapers.5 Dr Paul Macgillivray, who conceived the

1

Images of Goya’s La Maja Desnuda can be found at: http://www.franciscogoya.com/nakedmaja.jsp; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_maja_desnuda.
2

Art for the People: Bendigo Art Gallery 1887-2013, (Bendigo: Bendigo Art Gallery, 2013), 5, 20,
22.
3

“A Spanish Maiden,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 3, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586171; “Fine Arts,” Leader, October 6, 1888, accessed
November 19, 2015, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article196425110; “The Pictures,” Age (Melbourne
Centennial Exhibition Supplement), October 2, 1888, accessed August 4, 2016,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article193396128. Note: “Country News,” Age, May 2, 1889, accessed
August 4, 2016, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article197325983 states that Knight purchased The
Spanish Maiden at the 1888 Exhibition. This is an error.
4

George W. Knight, letter to the editor, Bendigo Advertiser, May 2, 1889, accessed February 13,
2017, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586125.
5

“Sandhurst Fine Art Gallery,” Bendigo Advertiser, May 1, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586096; “Country News,” Age, May 2, 1889.
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gallery’s motto, Ad delectationem Populi per Artem Pulchram,6 argued that Knight’s
nude was problematic because the School of Mines and the Bendigo Art Gallery were
housed together and young women undertook telegraphy classes there. Chair of the
Executive Committee, Reverend John Garlick of the All Saints Church of England, a
prominent Freemason, added that boys came to the gallery when these young women
were studying and made ‘remarks about the pictures, which were certainly not dictated
by a love of art’.7 Yet, such twittering would surely have been directed at all nudes,
including those the gallery had purchased, and there was no move to remove them from
public display. Only Messrs Herman and Vahland voted to display the painting, with
‘Messrs. Garlick, Macgillivray, Rymer, Robshaw, J. H. Abbott, Davis and Bayne voting
against’.8 Alexander Bayne and Knight had been opponents in a festering dispute that
culminated in Knight’s resignation from his position as city surveyor in 1886. In
Bendigo, old enmities die hard. More was at work here than the simple inclusion of a
nude painting, for the gallery already held nudes. The problem was that this was Knight’s
nude.
Letters for and against the painting flooded in to Sandhurst’s newspapers. Many were
anonymous, a practice that vexed Knight intensely. He had obtained the painting as a gift
from James Elliott Blake9 and wrote to outline its provenance, observing that it cost
400 guineas in 1837. He was irritated that inferior works were purchased when The
Spanish Maiden showed ‘all the purity and innocence of expression true to the model of
the Great Architect of the Universe’.10 He attacked Garlick and concluded his letter with
a withering, sarcastic attack on members of the Executive Committee, noting that:
The result in no way surprised me, I did not think so many as three or four of
the committee could appreciate its beauty,

6

Art for the People: Bendigo Art Gallery 1887-2013, 4. (Translation: For the delight of the people
through beautiful art.)
7

John Garlick, letter to the editor, Bendigo Advertiser, May 3, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586171.
8

J. Hunter-Potter, letter to the editor, Bendigo Advertiser, May 4, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586234.

9

“Pioneers And All. George William Knight. As Horticulturist, Student And Discoverer,” Bendigo
Independent, June 26, 1913, accessed March 26, 2018, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article227853916.

10

Knight, letter to the editor, May 2, 1889.
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‘Beauty, like wit, to judges should be shown,
Both are most valued, where they best are known.’11
Ending with lines from Soliloquy of a Beauty in the Country, a poem by Lord Lyttelton,
Knight issued this final, ironic insult, further declaring the breadth of his own cultural
knowledge.
Garlick retaliated, asserting that Knight’s charges were ‘unworthy of the intelligence
with which he is generally credited’.12 However, the Presbyterian Reverend John HunterPotter also attacked the committee for being ‘tradesmen’ ignorant of art. He compared
Sandhurst unfavourably to the more urbane and progressive Ballarat. Providing insight
into the machinations of the cabal that ran Sandhurst’s society and politics, Hunter-Potter
argued that the art committee was controlled by a ‘churchy clique’ and was ‘practically
ruled by the same class who wield the power in all our public institutions’.13
Knight had come up against the entrenched personalities and views of the ruling coteries
of Sandhurst many times during his almost twenty years there. His battle over The
Spanish Maiden was just one example. Hunter-Potter explicitly called out the hypocrisy
and condemned the ‘prevarication’ and ‘puerile judgment’ of those who had purchased
nudes for the gallery and then refused Knight’s offer of a superior painting. He wrote that
it was impossible to ‘hide the fact that has oozed out in casual conversations, that, with
one or two exceptions, a prejudiced opinion did occupy the minds of the committee’.14
At some time Knight must have really irritated them.
The letter wars continued. Knight, a creative and cutting wordsmith, still had Garlick in
his sights. He accused him of being disingenuous and a poor chairman who disregarded
his congratulatory letter from Macbain. Knight noted, with more than a little sarcasm,
that while Garlick was a ‘noble-minded man, profound and original thinker’, he
questioned whether ‘an art gallery should be brought down to the level of the little boys

11

Ibid.

12

Garlick, letter to the editor, May 3, 1889.

13

J. Hunter-Potter, letter to the editor, Bendigo Advertiser, May 3, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586171.

14

J. Hunter-Potter, letter to the editor, Bendigo Advertiser, May 7, 1889, accessed February 13, 2017,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88586301.
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and telegraph girls’. He praised Hunter-Potter as ‘a collegiate of culture … a man; he
loves truth and teaches it; and ploughs up hypocrisy with a double furrow’.15 Knight
must have seen himself reflected in the young Reverend—a man of culture and truth, an
opponent of hypocrisy, and even an opponent of anonymity in letter writing.16 In
describing Hunter-Potter, Knight proclaimed his view of gentlemanly behaviour,
standards to which he always held himself accountable.
Knight rarely gave way, especially to an attack by the city cabal; however, in 1889 he
was wrestling many problems, both personal and professional. Faced with such
opposition to his painting he simply withdrew his offer and took home ‘this most
exquisite and valuable oil painting, which might have become a permanent loan to this
public institution’.17 He thanked his supporters for their courage and fearlessness, noting
that ‘the regret these gentlemen feel that art is so ill appreciated in Sandhurst is shared in
by me’.18 Melbourne newspaper Table Talk saw parallels between this fracas and that of
Chloe, the famous nude that today hangs in the Young and Jackson Hotel, Melbourne.
They derided Garlick for his ‘ignorant egotism’ and pointed out that a prurient interest
had emerged as people sought salaciousness rather than innocence in the painting.19
Table Talk added that, in causing such a brouhaha about The Spanish Maiden, many
would venture to see it, should Knight ever change his mind. There the matter seemed to
end—but there were always twists and turns in matters to do with Knight.
Five years later, a new committee, with a new gallery location, approached Knight to
request that he lend his ‘really splendid work of art [that] would be an undoubted
attraction’.20 Knight acquiesced and The Spanish Maiden was again displayed.
Concurrently, Christ and the Woman of Samaria, owned by J. H. Abbott, MLC, was
15
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borrowed, probably to obviate any controversy. The decision to hang these two paintings
was reported not only in Bendigo, but also across the colony,21 for the controversy
regarding The Spanish Maiden had not disappeared, and controversy always followed
Knight.
In 1897, the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), and especially Mrs
Harrison Lee, who, as a temperance campaigner had targeted Knight, asked the gallery to
remove The Spanish Maiden.22 Melbourne Punch commented: ‘Bendigo has a Chloe
sensation now … [and] evil is to him who evil thinks.’23 The annual meeting of gallery
subscribers dismissed the WCTU’s request,24 but the temperance advocates continued
their campaign. Lee wrote a disparaging comment about The Spanish Maiden in the
gallery’s visitors’ book. The editor of the Labor newspaper, Tocsin, responded in an
article headed ‘The Prurient Prude in Art’, branding her ‘the peripatetic pietist’.25
Controversy was good for business. At the 1898 subscribers meeting, visitor numbers to
the gallery were reported to have increased to 94,048, and indebtedness to Knight and
others was acknowledged ‘for the loan of a number of valuable pictures that had proved a
source of great attraction to the gallery’.26
In 1910, the gallery rehung The Spanish Maiden, ‘acknowledged by leading authorities
as a rare work of art’.27 In 1911, the Women’s Prayer Union sought its removal, a request
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again dismissed.28 In his eightieth year, Knight offered to sell the painting to the gallery
for £125,29 a significant reduction on past valuations. By September 1912, The Spanish
Maiden belonged to the Bendigo Art Gallery. It would please Knight to know that his
painting remains on public display, that it featured in the gallery’s 2013–14 Art for the
People exhibition and was reproduced in the accompanying brochure and advertising
posters.30
A seemingly insignificant issue—to hang a nude painting or to hide it—reveals much
about Knight and Bendigo. Moreover, from this incident, extrapolation can be made to
significant issues of colonial history, in particular, the much neglected role of the middle
class and liberalism. These are the central themes of this thesis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Born in London in 1832, George William Knight trained as a surveyor and engineer.
After migrating to Australia in 1857, he worked as a government railway engineer. Later,
he became a viticulturist at Sunbury and a Melbourne wine merchant. After relocating to
Sandhurst, he was employed as the city’s building surveyor, then city surveyor, before
devoting himself to horticulture and viticulture. In 1913, he was described as:
One of Bendigo’s most interesting, versatile and useful citizens … [an] exrailway engineer, mining and land surveyor, architect, viticulturist, florist,
nurseryman, botanist, experimentalist, investigator and discoverer of new
species, territorial magistrate for Victoria since 1870, and member of the
Bendigo City Council.1
At the time of his death in 1923, he was remembered as a formidable citizen who had
played a role in many facets of the city. The Bendigo Sun’s obituary reiterated these
words and noted:
The story of Mr. Knight’s life is an absorbing topic, perhaps the most
wonderful point being the great number of matters in which he was interested.
His mind was broad, and nothing in Nature lacked interest for this eminent
scientist.2
Knight usually signed his name ‘George W. Knight, C.E., J.P.’ and, after 1888,
‘F.R.H.S’. He was proud to be a civil engineer, territorial magistrate/justice of the peace
and, especially, Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society of England. Knight knew and
associated with colonial luminaries such as George Darbyshire, Thomas Higinbotham
(brother of George), Redmond Barry, Reverend Dr John Bleasdale, and Ferdinand von
Mueller. Anyone travelling into Melbourne from the west by rail will pass the bluestone
buttresses of the original railway bridge over the Maribrynong River for which Knight
acted as government engineer. Travel to Sunbury from Diggers Rest, and then through
Sunbury and Riddlles (formerly Riddell’s) Creek, and you see evidence in the built
landscape of industries, landmarks and properties he helped to establish, including
1
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Vineyard Road, Bald Hill and the Jackson’s Creek railway viaduct. These are places of
importance for Knight—places where his contribution was significant. However, it was
Bendigo where he spent more than fifty years and one would expect him to be
remembered there. Yet, for the most part, he is not; while some from that city may know
his name, his contribution remains largely ignored or forgotten. Knight was a tall poppy.
Australians like to cut down their tall poppies. Perhaps that is why he has been largely
lost to history; or, perhaps the fields in which he flourished were too many, causing him
to be lost to any.
Knight rates a brief comment in both authoritative histories of Bendigo: George
Mackay’s The History of Bendigo and Frank Cusack’s Bendigo: A History. He has
biographical entries in W. B. Kimberly’s Bendigo and Vicinity and the Australian
Dictionary of Biography.3 David Dunstan mentions him in Better Than Pommard! A
History of Wine in Victoria. There are glimpses of Knight in other publications, but he is
only mentioned; he is never studied. To study Knight is not to investigate one of the
‘great men of history’. Though he did dabble in politics and was a sought after raconteur
and lecturer, he was not a celebrated politician, sportsman or celebrity. As such, Knight
is not the usual candidate for a biography, yet his contribution extends far beyond the
hagiography of a genealogical project. His biography reveals a man of extraordinary skill
and competence; an innovator and inventor; a lover of art and science; and a man who
polarised opinion by his preparedness, in the face of any opposition, to stand up for what
he considered to be right and fair. He is the quintessential middle-class, liberal migrant to
colonial Victoria. Studying Knight allows not only an understanding of his story, which
is varied and compelling, but also provides a means to investigate liberalism and the
middle class in colonial Victoria until twenty years after Federation.
John Tosh and Martin Crotty observed that all historical knowledge is built; facts and
their subjective and objective influences must be verified and critically assessed.4 Alistair
Thomson advised the historical researcher to apply the usual methodological skills—
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‘background research to situate an account in historical context, triangulation with other
evidence, [and] checking for internal and external consistency’.5 Simon Gunn and Lucy
Faire explained that such methods are the tools and practices of history that link sources
and theory, tying all parts of the research together, while methodology underpins and
justifies the methods.6 Eminent historian, E. P. Thompson advised that history (and, thus,
biography) must act ‘to recover, to “explain”, and to “understand” its object: real
history’.7 Thompson cautioned that theory should be used only to assist in this quest, for
history was not ‘a factory for the manufacture of Grand Theory … nor is it an assemblyline for the production of midget theories in series’.8 Taking such advice into account,
this thesis rests on three pillars: the methodology of biography and the theories of class
and liberalism.

Biography
‘Human life has always been the most gripping of all subjects of observation, research,
and, consequently, description.’9 So begins a report of a round table discussion of
biography by Russian scholars. Added to this, John Tosh observed that ‘curiosity has
been indulged by historians in the form of biography for as long as history has been
written’.10 This may explain why biographies are so popular, covering metres of
bookstores’ shelving, and why the genre has worldwide support. According to Barbara
Caine, as a consequence of its narrative form and individual focus, biography has often
been consigned to the margins, while political, social and economic studies have
dominated the centre.11 Yet, Graeme Davison, John Hirst and Stuart Macintyre contend
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that ‘those who regard biography as a mere ancillary of their discipline underestimate
it’.12 Clarifying this position, Stanley Wolpert explained:
History has illuminated every field of human endeavor … embracing countless
modern disciplines, expanding its focus on change over time to comprehend
entire nations, cultures, and civilizations, each far more complex than any
individual life. But at its best, biography is the finest form of history.13
For G. R. Elton, although those who have died ‘are irrecoverable in the flesh now, they
are indestructible in past reality’.14 We want to find them for they tell us about the human
condition. Robert Rotberg added that ‘it is incumbent on the biographer … to assemble
the evidence, weigh its significance, and examine appropriate counterfactuals’.15
Biography must use such evidence to build a life story. As Paul Ziegler explained:
Facts are not an end in themselves. An imaginative leap as well as skilled
technique is necessary to conjure life from the dross, to produce that
combination of art and history, of hard fact and daring speculation, which is the
stuff of good biography.16
For decades, eminent historians, and those unconnected to the discipline, have debated
whether biography is a valid form history. Thayer, when investigating the influence of
science on history, noted: ‘It followed naturally, when historians took a survey through
the cosmic telescope, that … the collective should prevail over the special’.17 Biography
was seen as distorted, ‘but it is a distortion that is well understood and easily corrected;
and the lens can bring out detail as well as provide the warmth of a burning-glass’.18 As
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science can explore both the heavens and the cellular level, history can explore the broad
sweep of time, place and people, and investigate the intimate story of a single life.
History can incorporate both grand narratives and personal biographies. Thayer saw the
blurring of individual’s lives as a consequence of history’s effort to ‘define the great tides
of evolution’, and argued that ‘we turn again to Biography in order to hear human
voices’.19 Shirley Leckie recommended ‘weav[ing] biography and history together …
[for] the two illuminate each other’.20 History and biography are not in opposition but on
a continuum.
In 1965, J. M. Gray evaluated twentieth-century biography and cited Sir Sidney Lee who,
in Principles of Biography (1911), wrote of a split between the fields of history and
biography. After detailed investigation of many authors, Gray concluded:
In the end the argument over the values and weaknesses of biography as history
seem to me little more than an aside in the continuing debate between—in
whatever form—a scientific and a literary approach to history.21
The continuing debate is thoroughly scrutinised by Ann Curthoys and John Docker who
explained that each approach has been questioned for millennia and that each has, at
times, been ascendant. They argued that history possesses a dualism—‘history as
sustained inquiry into the past; history as literary, engaged in narrative [and] drama’.22
Clearly, delivering informed history requires accommodating both scientific and literary
approaches. Both have their place and, when applying one, the lessons of the other must
always be taken into account. Both are equally valid in biographical studies.
Through rigorous research, the biographer uncovers aspects of a life and brings these to
the fore, adding a new dimension to the whole, and building a comprehensive picture.
Labour historians Mark Hearn and Harry Knowles argued that methodology must link
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the history of an individual and their society ‘to reveal the conditions that incited the
individual’s struggle for recognition, and inspired their dreams of personal and social
transformation’.23 Charles Fahey and Alan Mayne also argued for individual stories to be
integrated into the context of their surroundings, for themes of history ‘lack credibility
unless they are linked to the local preoccupations of the people whose decisions shaped
those events in the first place’.24 As a counterpoint, Thayer cautioned that the zeitgeist is
not monolithic and can produce personalities with wildly different outlooks.25 However,
this should not detract from investigating the society in which an individual lived, for
Caine explained that the methodology of biography can clarify how the great social
forces of wealth, power, gender, ethnicity, religion and class ‘have affected historical
experiences and understanding … [and can illustrate] the great importance of particular
locations and circumstances and the multiple layers of historical change and
experience’.26 Rotberg approached the issue from another standpoint, noting: ‘Social
forces are important, but they act on and through individuals. Structural and cultural
variables are important, but individuals pull the levers of structure and act within or
against cultural norms.’27
The subject of a biography must be connected with the times in which they lived, as their
life makes sense only if viewed within that environment. Historian and biographer,
Roderick Barman, when discussing the pitfalls and caveats for producing good
biography, clarified this point, arguing that ‘the historian gains a window into the
complexities of a particular era and so appreciation of the realities of thought and action
for that individual or the larger group of people of whom he or she was a part’.28
Therefore, the individual and their society act as a duality. Biography, accordingly, must
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massage evidence to form a story that reflects not only the public and private life of the
subject, but also the times in which they lived, a process evident in two recent Australian
biographies, one by Meg Tasker,29 the other by Mark McKenna.30 To understand George
Knight, his struggle to be recognised and his dreams of personal and social
transformation, he must be placed within his society: Victorian-era London, colonial
Victoria, the emergent middle class and the new political doctrine of liberalism. These
are central to his personal development and his responses to events; therefore, they are
central to building a comprehensive picture of Knight.
For the unwary biographer, biography has certain traps. For example, biographers may
over identify with their subjects, becoming so intertwined with them that they lose sight
of the distinction between themselves and the other. Wolpert warned that ‘hagiography is
probably the most common potential pitfall for any biographer, since all of us probably
choose our subjects because we admire them’.31 Knight is my great-great-grandfather,
and hagiography must be considered, but he was unknown to my generation. My mother
and her siblings never spoke of their father’s family. In fact, my mother insisted that she
had no knowledge of her grandparents ‘because they died when dad was a boy’. This is
true. However, she failed to mention that Knight, her great-grandfather, died when she
and her siblings were sentient children—and they knew him.
My cousins and I have no records, no photographs, and only fleeting memories of words
or gestures from conversations we were not meant to hear. Investigations revealed a
convict link to Knight’s daughter-in-law, our great-grandmother, and while convict
ancestry is fashionable today, it was a source of great shame in the past—and shame is a
powerful force that allows truths to be hidden in the shadows. Nick Salvatore introduced
another element to biographical study, declaring that it ‘examines the process of
historical change through an individual who … grapples simultaneously with complex
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forces both public and private’.32 The biographer must move into the gloom, trespass into
the hidden world. Susan Magarey discussed the voyeuristic attitude some have when the
private life is addressed. She concluded that, while maintaining respect, both the public
and private life should be examined, and noted that ‘the balance of what can be
considered private and what is public is not always easy for the biographer’.33 Moreover,
Hearn and Knowles argued that some biographers ‘construct a legend of venality as
misleading as a tendency to exaggerate the qualities of the subject’.34 As with any
historical writing, vigilance is needed to avoid such pitfalls.
Much Australian historical understanding is predicated on knowledge of the changes
wrought by significant events including Federation, Gallipoli and the Depression. Martin
Crotty and David Roberts noted:
We use the terms ‘turning points’ and ‘crucial moments’ somewhat loosely and
conveniently, accepting it is possible to discern semantic and subtle differences
between these and other, easily interchangeable but not necessarily
synonymous terms, such as milestone or watershed.35
Investigation of subtle differences in terminology and their application is important, but
it should not stifle research. What is clear is that ‘biographies … [also] have their own
turning points and crucial moments’.36 Sociologist, Norman Denzin, used life stories to
explore social issues. For him, a life story is shaped by significant moments he labelled
epiphanies or turning points that ‘leave marks on people’s lives ... In them, personal
character is manifested. They are often moments of crisis. They alter fundamental
meaning structures in a person’s life. Their effect may be positive or negative.’37
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An epiphany must turn a life around, have a deep effect and be remembered. Importantly,
Denzin grouped epiphany into four main groups: major, reactive, minor and episodic.38
Semantic differences between turning points, critical moments, watersheds and
milestones, as highlighted by Crotty and Roberts, are important, but the difference is not
fundamental. These terms are not in opposition. It is indisputable that events can be so
significant that a person’s life trajectory is irrevocably changed. In Knight’s life, such
turning points are clear; they forced significant change for both him and his family and
are highlighted throughout this thesis.
‘Pentimento’, a beautiful metaphor from the world of art, is used by Denzin to explain
the process of uncovering a life. He described revealing a painting so that:
When paint is scraped off an old picture, something new becomes visible ...
Something new is always coming into sight, displacing what was previously
certain and seen. There [are] ... multiple images and traces of what has been,
what could have been, and what is now.39
It is impossible to know an entire life as it was lived. We see only the image that
remains, as represented by the available sources. Through rigorous research, the
biographer uncovers and brings to the fore aspects of a life. Sometimes this will mean
uncovering entirely new stories. Sometimes the discovery will signify more than the
removal of surface dust and grime of years from a painting. Vibrant colours and a clearer
image may be revealed, not necessarily to ‘displace what was previously seen’, but to
add new dimensions to the whole, new ways of seeing the subject. In a similar vein,
Sheridan Palmer offered a metaphor from the discipline of music as an to aid
biographical writing. She suggested finding ‘the subject’s core leitmotifs, those recurrent
themes or images that illuminate his or her character and motivates their life and work’.40
Palmer also advised that the biographer, ‘while painting the various rooms and shades of
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his subject’s interior and exterior worlds, must always seek out leitmotifs and hold onto
the long view’.41
Looking beyond the confines of one discipline can reveal new ways of seeing. Old
canvases have sometimes been so damaged that no image is evident; sometimes,
regardless of the best efforts of the conservator, the image remains obscured. Pentimento
sees the conservator working at her or his canvas, sometimes revealing new images,
sometimes clarifying existing ones. Biographers too must be prepared to have missing
parts of their subject’s story—some parts that remain obscured, some that become clear,
and others that provide a new story. The very act of scraping away reveals something
unseen. It is an empowering image, as is the notion of leitmotif. What is it that recurs
throughout Knight’s story? What is the drumming that comes to the fore again and again
regardless of the setting or circumstances? It is class and liberalism. They are the
recurring themes in Knight’s life. They are themes that underpin his story and support the
methodology of biography.

Class and Liberalism
Class and liberalism are far from universally understood. Both terms swim in a murky
soup of contradictory and inconsistent definition, as well as slipshod use. Today, even
the most blue of blue-collar workers, clearly members of the working class, call
themselves middle class. R. W. Connell advised that an accurate analysis of class
requires investigation of the relationships within and between classes, for ‘classes are
never homogeneous, and …an analysis of the structure of these relationships is required
both to make the reasons for their actions intelligible, and to understand their
consequences’.42 Liberalism, regarded as the political and social philosophy of the
middle class, can also confound. According to Elaine Hadley, ‘liberalism in midnineteenth-century Britain encompassed such a diversity of opinion and personality that
it has always frustrated efforts at definition’.43 Rae Wear advised that, while liberalism
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shaped Australian politics, it ‘has never meant the same thing to all who have used it …
[and] social liberalism … especially in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
has been understated by many analysts’.44 Australians today view liberalism through the
prism of the Liberal Party—a conservative parliamentary party. However, dictionaries
define ‘liberal’ as being open minded, especially to new ideas or proposals of reform;
candid and unprejudiced; being in favour of political change, democratic reforms and the
abolition of privilege in politics; and being opposed to conservatism. Class is defined as a
ranking or ordering of people with similar attributes within their society.45 Theories of
class and liberalism, underpin this thesis. Both demand exploration.
Class
To recover, explain and understand the life and times of George Knight, Marxist class
analysis is applied. E. P. Thompson noted that Marx’s theory radiates ‘historical logic’.46
Such logic is necessary to analyse a middle-class man in colonial Victoria. Sociologist
Erik Olin Wright explained:
Classical Marxism is an ambitious and elegant theoretical project in which class
analysis was thought to provide the most fundamental explanations of what can
be termed the epochal trajectory of human history.47
Historian John Tosh added, ‘no other theory has stepped into the breach’.48 To use a
Marxist class analysis today may be controversial; however, as Thompson and others
showed, it can provide a sound basis from which to understand an individual.
Written about for centuries, class remains a contested area, with competing
interpretations among academic disciplines, and semantics sometimes getting in the way
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of understanding. Eminent historian, Professor Sir David Cannadine, described class as
‘one of the most important aspects of modern British history no less than of modern
British life’.49 Further, he argued that ‘it is at best regrettable and at worst plain wrong
for the current generation of historians to show minimal interest in the subject’.50 Susie
Steinbach observed that, in the nineteenth century:
Everyone was aware of class, admitted that it was a meaningful social reality,
and identified themselves as a member of a class. As a result understanding
class is fundamental to understanding Victorian Britain.51
Historians have often focused on the upper classes and elites or the working class and the
voiceless, largely ignoring the middle class. Anne Curthoys and John Docker described
such historical analysis across millennia.52 Melanie Archer and Judith Blau observed
that, in America, ‘the structural and cultural foundations of middle-class formation in the
nineteenth century are largely obscure. As yet, there is no coherent middle-class
history.’53 When historians do study the middle class, they often fail to analyse just who
makes up this category for, ‘when all is said and done, most people are evidently anxious
to shelter under the middle-class umbrella’.54 The same is true in Australia. Dee Michell,
Jacqueline Wilson and Verity Archer postulated that the study of class has become
invisible in both countries, and:
One possible explanation is that the Weberian-inspired expression ‘socioeconomic status’ has replaced the once popular ‘class’ in contemporary
discourse. Another is that we share the American illusion that everyone is
middle-class now.55
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More concisely, Janet McCalman, in arguing that the middle class is somewhat reserved
and elusive, pointed out that ‘scholars have been rather shy of writing about the
Australian middle class … and yet it has been, and remains, so important’.56 This study
of George Knight, which spans both industrial England and colonial Australia, provides
insight into the forgotten middle class. Thus, formulating an approach to ascribe class to
an individual becomes critical.
Economics is intrinsically bound to class. Thomas Piketty cautioned that ‘the way the
population is divided up usually reflects an implicit or explicit position concerning the
justice and legitimacy of the amount of income or wealth claimed by a particular
group’.57 Steinbach also acknowledged the importance of income, arguing that Victorian
Britain was hierarchical and accepted the three-tier model of class in which ‘the working
class got its income from wages, the middle class from salaries and profit, and the upper
class from property, rent and interest’.58 Rubenstein’s statistical analysis of the
nineteenth-century middle class included both millionaires and menial clerks within the
category.59 Simon Gunn’s wealthy, self-made merchants and industrialists, and their
lowly clerks, were also identified as middle class.60 Yet, if wealth determines class,
ascribing both the very wealthy and those earning menial wages as middle class seems
flawed.
John Raynor noted that the term ‘middle class’ first appeared in the Oxford English
Dictionary in 1812.61 From then, class has usually been depicted in three tiers:
1) the upper class, aristocracy and bourgeoisie
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2) the middle class, bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie
3) the lower class, working class and sans culottes.
The position of the bourgeoisie is blurred, and scholars look for ways to account for this.
Jim McAloon argued that, in the nineteenth century, ‘capitalists … could be called
middle class because the upper class was still the hereditary land-owning aristocracy and
gentry’.62 Marxist sociologist, Erik Olin Wright, described the problematic middle class
as ‘people who do not own their own means of production, who sell their labor power on
a labor market, and yet do not seem part of the “working class” ’.63 Thomas Piketty
recently divided class by percentages (the top ten per cent, the middle forty per cent and
the bottom fifty per cent) but held this to be ‘arbitrary and open to challenge’.64 Wright
also divided class into twelve categories; however, according to him, much of his work
has been misconstrued.65 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall divided the middle class
into lower and higher ranks, each with thirteen characteristics.66 The middle class,
perceived as numerically enormous and with wide income discrepancies, has been
consistently divided into subsets and further subsets so that it becomes an unrecognisable
hodgepodge, encompassing everyone except the working class (read blue-collar workers)
and the aristocracy. Something is needed to eliminate this confusion.
Gunn noted that, since the rise of cultural historians, linguists and postmodernists, class
has been seen as ‘an arbitrary means of organising historical narratives as opposed to an
essential concept in accounting for conflict and change in the past’ and, consequently,
that it has been ‘stripped of any determining agency in historical processes’.67 Cannadine
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downplayed the role of economics and saw class as simply a way of seeing the world.
Preferring to discuss the terminology surrounding class, he noted that the ‘history of
“class” should properly be regarded as the answer to … how did (and do) Britons
understand and describe their social worlds?’68 Using Robert Darnton’s The Great Cat
Massacre,69 he outlined three models of class: the hierarchical—ordering of rank, dignity
and prestige; the triadic—three collective categories of modified estates (nobility,
bourgeoisie and common people) differentiated by wealth and occupation; and the
dichotomous—patricians against plebeians (us and them) in an adversarial society.70
Writing at the height of postmodernism, and criticising postmodernists for not
appreciating that ‘there is a social reality beyond language’,71 Cannadine noted that the
similarity of vocabulary in his three models allowed fluidity between them.72 Economics
was no longer regarded de rigeur in historical analysis and had fallen into the
background. Yet, economics is a constant applicable across all societies, genders and
races. It is vital to a comprehensive, error-free understanding of class; and, as Darwin is
to science, Marx and Engels are to economics.
While supporting the hierarchical model, Cannadine accepted Marx’s view that ‘the
material circumstances of people’s existence … do matter in influencing their life
chances, their sense of identity, and the historical part which they and their
contemporaries may (or may not) play’.73 Yet, his opposition to Marxism remained
profound. He argued that Marxism asserts the collective over the individual, and divides
society into three classes—landlords, capitalists and labourers—that are ‘ideal types,
historical abstractions, [which] grossly over-simplified the way in which the social
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structure of modern Britain had actually evolved and developed.’74 Cannadine described
his own three models as ‘extreme over-simplifications of complex social structures and
protean social identities’,75 yet still promoted them and his preferred hierarchical model.
Offering a counterview, W. D. Rubenstein asserted that:
Successful interpretations of class structure must be sweeping, digestible, à
propos, and rooted in firm statistical evidence. The failure of any but Marx’s
theory of class to meet these criteria is a major reason why the Marxist view of
class structure has survived so long and so successfully.76
People seek immediate and straightforward answers to the question: ‘what is class?’ Yet,
even in the 1950s, Roy Lewis and Angus Maude argued that ‘nobody has ever found a
definition of the English middle class [that] is short, satisfactory, and watertight’.77 This
included Marx and Engels.78 Yet, buried within their extensive works, and refined over
decades, are answers. To fully understand Marxist class analysis, their works must be
assessed chronologically, dissected and cross-referenced. This thesis is not about Marxist
class analysis—that is the stuff of its own thesis (or many theses).79 However, the
economic analysis of class provided by Marx and Engels can overcome the confusion
that arises when the prodigiously wealthy man and the poor clerk are both considered
middle class. It is also fundamental to my thesis that Knight be accurately attributed a
middle-class man and member of the petty bourgeoisie, and Marxist class analysis
unequivocally allows that.
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Marx and Engels described all classes, including the aristocracy and the peasantry, but
their definitions are scattered throughout their work. They wrote of classes associated
with capital, wage labour and landed property and, by relating class relationships to the
means of production, determined that two fundamental classes would eventually emerge:
the bourgeoisie, who owned the means of production, and the proletariat, who only had
their labour to sell.80 Their most cited references come from the Manifesto of the
Communist Party. Engels noted in the preface to the 1888 English edition that:
By bourgeoisie is meant the class of modern capitalists, owners of the means of
social production and employers of wage-labour. By proletariat, the class of
modern wage-labourers who, having no means of production of their own, are
reduced to selling their labour-power in order to live.81
The bourgeoisie and proletariat are often considered the only classes analysed by Marx
and Engels, but they wrote of more. They explained gradations within the bourgeoisie—
initially known as the middle class—situated between the aristocracy and the sans
culottes in France. In 1845–46, they explained that, as capitalism developed, so too did
the bourgeoisie, but ‘in the guilds was concentrated the petty bourgeoisie, which … had
to bow to the might of the great merchants and manufacturers.’82 A marginal note on this
page made by Marx confirmed that he did not regard the bourgeoisie as a homogenous
group: ‘Petty bourgeoisie—Middle class—Big bourgeoisie.’ Other descriptors of the
petty bourgeoisie abound, such as: ‘other portions of the bourgeoisie—the small
tradespeople, shopkeepers, and retired tradesmen generally, the handicraftsmen and
peasants …The lower strata of the middle class’;83 landlords, shopkeepers, pawnbrokers,
small manufacturers and artisans;84 small industrialists, tradesmen and guild masters;85
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and merchants.86 Engels concluded that the petty bourgeoisie consisted of ‘first of all of
the remnants of the mediaeval craftsmen … secondly, of the down-and-out bourgeois;
and thirdly, of elements of the non-propertied population which had risen to small
merchants’.87 If the works of Marx and Engels are only superficially consulted, it is easy
to succumb to the misconception that the middle class is synonymous with the
bourgeoisie; yet, it is to its subset, the petty bourgeoisie, that the middle class is
anchored.
Marxist texts determined that, from pure self-interest, all other classes would eventually
align with either the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. Such alignment was seen in the 1848
European revolutions, but the petty bourgeoisie equivocated. Engels explained that, after
initially supporting the revolution, in the face of armed conflict, they:
Stood aghast at the dangerous situation created for them; aghast at the people
who had taken their boasting appeals to arms in earnest; aghast at the power
thrust into their own hands; aghast, above all, at the consequences for
themselves, for their social position, for their fortunes, of the policy in which
they were forced to engage themselves.88
The petty bourgeoisie had wavered.
Marx and Engels saw the petty bourgeoisie as indecisive and opportunist, vacillating
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. In 1846, Marx concluded them to be an
unreliable ally. In a letter to P. V. Annenkov, in which he assessed the work of
philosopher Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, Marx wrote:
In an advanced society the petty bourgeois necessarily becomes from his
position a Socialist on the one side and an economist on the other; that is to say,
he is dazed by the magnificence of the big bourgeoisie and has sympathy for
the suffering of the people. He is at once both bourgeois and a man of the
people. Deep down in his heart he flatters himself that he is impartial and has
found the right equilibrium, which claims to be something different from the
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golden mean. A petty bourgeois of this type glorifies contradiction because
contradiction is the basis of his existence. He is nothing but social contradiction
in action.89
The wealthy men described by Gunn and Rubenstein were owners of the means of
production and employers. Using the class division of aristocracy, middle class and
lower class, Gunn and Rubenstein determined that such men must be middle class
(because they were not aristocrats). However, those rich men were millionaires, the
owners of the means of production and at the top of the social hierarchy; therefore, in
Marxist terms, they must be the upper class, the bourgeoisie. A forgotten piece in the
puzzle is that class is about power. Power is derived from capital. In every epochal
change, one class displaces another. During the Industrial Revolution, capitalism
displaced feudalism—and capitalists displaced the aristocracy. Marxist analysis allows
this to be seen clearly for what it was.
It is important to ask the question: ‘Who owns the means of production?’ Cannadine
does not like this question, seeing it as ‘too narrow, too materialistic, too reductionist an
approach, [which] erroneously assumed that all social identities were shared rather than
single’.90 Yet, class analysis deals with more than individuals; it deals with categories,
and the relationships between them.91 Therefore, the question of ownership is valid. The
capitalist and the clerk do not both own the means of production. They are not equal.
They do not belong to the same class. For Marx, one was bourgeois, the other was petty
bourgeois. The bourgeoisie (capitalists) held the power. Marx characterised the petty
bourgeoisie as ‘a transition class, in which the interests of two classes are simultaneously
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mutually blunted, [and the middle-class democrat] imagines himself elevated above class
antagonism generally’.92
With this knowledge it becomes possible to begin to answer the question: ‘how do we
know that Knight was middle class?’ Noting Wright’s contention that a person can hold
two class positions,93 it is necessary to uncover Knight’s relationship to the means of
production to determine if he was a wage earner or an owner and employer. Throughout
his life Knight variously owned some means of production (e.g., his vineyards and his
nurseries,) and employed people, but he also earned a wage (e.g., as a government
engineer, building surveyor and city surveyor). He was also self-employed as a wine
merchant and architect. While Knight was said to have made and lost two great fortunes,
there is no evidence that he was ever a major employer; certainly, he never had a fortune
to rival that of his daughter’s father-in-law, gold-baron J. B. Watson. It is clear that
Knight was not a member of the proletariat; ergo, he must have been a member of the
bourgeoisie. While he has been called a capitalist, he was not a ‘big bourgeois’. His class
position neatly matches that ascribed by Marx to the petty bourgeoisie:
He is at once both bourgeois and a man of the people. Deep down in his heart
he flatters himself that he is impartial and has found the right equilibrium …
contradiction is the basis of his existence. He is nothing but social contradiction
in action.94
Marx could equally have been writing of Knight as Proudhon.
Liberalism
The study of liberalism has been linked with biography,95 and is intrinsically intertwined
with the middle class. Simon Gunn and James Vernon argued that it is ‘the expression of
a rising bourgeoisie, or at least the cultural values associated with that class:
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individualism, the nuclear family, and capitalism’.96 Just as the middle class is subject to
many interpretations, so too is liberalism. Usually discussed as Whig liberalism and
radical liberalism, Gunn and Vernon exposed its many facets, including political,
economic, party-based or even governmental.97 Vernon added that, in contemporary
academia, liberalism is ‘a remarkably imprecise term that is frequently alluded to but
rarely specified. Those studying liberalism … approach it differently and are rarely in
conversation with each other.’98 Indeed, he and Gunn noted that ‘few terms are more
promiscuously used’.99 That said, there are some accepted truths, for example: liberalism
emerged from the philosophical underpinning of the Enlightenment; as the English
Industrial Revolution gathered pace, a new bourgeoisie rose to prominence with
liberalism dominating its politics; British liberalism in the mid-eighteenth century was
the political and moral philosophy of the new middle class; and liberalism was a
significant political doctrine in colonial Australia.
Eighteenth-century British politics was organised around two dominant parliamentary
factions, Whigs and Tories. Both were parties of the aristocracy; however, conservative,
traditional and hierarchical Tories dominated parliament and ‘favoured monarchical
power, the Church of England, landed wealth, and protectionist economic policies’.100
Liberal ideas coalesced around the Whigs who supported constitutional monarchy. The
early 1800s encompassed a period of stable Tory government until internal divisions led
to their demise and the rise of a new Whig government. In 1832, the year of Knight’s
birth, the electoral balance shifted seismically. Whigs passed the Reform Act, a section
of which extended the electoral franchise to merchants, manufacturers, professionals, and
tradespeople, who saw themselves as ‘a “middle class” between the aristocracy and the
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people’.101 The working class was excluded and began to organise for further electoral
reform, their policies outlined in a Charter. By the 1840s, radical actions were taking
place around Chartism and the Swing movement102 in the countryside. Allegiances
changed and avowed Tories such as William Gladstone (1809–98), who came from a
wealthy, slave-owning family, became a Liberal-Conservative under Robert Peel. Some
Chartists left their working-class movement and aligned with the liberal middle class,
which opposed monopoly, privilege and oppression.103
Alfred Deakin (1856–1919), a journalist for The Age from 1878, editor of The Leader
from 1880, thrice Australia’s Prime Minister (1903–04, 1905–08, 1909–10), and an
avowed liberal, attributed 1836 as about the time Whigs began to call themselves
Liberal.104 Joseph Coohill discovered a document from 1834–35 that clearly showed that
‘whig, radical, reformer, and Irish repealer M.P.s used “liberal” as a unifying term … [to]
push a common agenda … [to] defeat the Conservatives’.105 This confirms both the date
and breadth of coalition of liberal thinkers. Benjamin Weinstein argued that, as the midcentury approached, competing subgroups of liberals created a dynamic and vibrant
political culture so that London became the vanguard of popular liberalism.106 Howard
Wach added that:
Urban elites … reinforced bonds forged and ideas expressed in formal
associations. These sites located in social networks that produced class-linked
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codes of values and behaviour as well as specific business and family
alliances.107
He concluded: ‘Liberalism, understood as a radical individualist ethics with highly
ramified social and political implications, was thoroughly integrated into bourgeois civil
society.’108 Knight was then an impressionable youth.
Fuelling liberal discourse at this time was philosopher, political economist and
contemporary of Marx, John Stuart Mill (1806–73). From the 1820s, he published on a
wide range of social, political and economic issues and became a Liberal parliamentarian
(1865–68). When he died, Mill was lauded in Victoria, The Australasian describing him
as a great thinker and philosopher. He was:
The political and social reformer, the assertor of the claims of the oppressed,
the bold champion of the rights of free thought, irrespectively of the question as
to the conclusions to which it leads, all friends progress can recognise that he
was fighting in the van of their battle, and that they had no better hero than the
one who has now passed away.109
Liberalism, with both an altruistic and commercial face, was thoroughly middle class. It
influenced Australia and dominated Knight’s political understanding.
Susie Steinbach summed up the personal and political assumptions underpinning
liberalism when she argued that:
Liberals saw themselves as the party of people across spectrums—across class
hierarchy, across religions, across the four countries of Britain … [who]
stressed progress, individual responsibility, and the centrality of character …
favoured limited government … recognized the need for social reform and for
government intervention … [and] favoured parliamentary power, religious
tolerance, industrial wealth, gradual reform, liassez-faire economics and
individual liberties.110
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Elaine Hadley saw individualism as fundamental to liberalism; she argued that ‘midVictorian liberalism imagined its politics in terms of individual subjects, not nearly so
much in terms of groups or classes or masses’.111 While complimenting some of her
argument, James Vernon criticised Hadley’s concentration on the individual, pointing out
that people remained enmeshed within their society, so liberalism was ‘always haunted
by the paradox that its freedoms were structured by rules which had to be constantly
tested’.112 Hadley conceded that her claim may have been overstated and Vernon was
correct.113
English philosopher, Thomas Hill Green (1836–82), a noted liberal, promoted individual
liberty and freedom. While asserting the role of the individual, he argued for state
intervention in matters such as the labour market and education, for ‘no body of men
should … be able to strengthen itself at the cost of others’ weakness’.114 Rae Wear
maintained that Green’s ideas and idealism influenced Australian liberalism, for Green’s
promotion of freedom allowed:
All community members to grow and make the best of themselves … [Green
believed] that an ethical state should ensure that each citizen had the material
conditions necessary for the fulfilment of potential … [and] maintained the
importance of private property.115
Martin Sawer, who also recognised the importance of J. S. Mill, added that Green
influenced social liberalism in Australia, which ‘not only provided the normative
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arguments but also the empirical evidence in favour of “state interference” on behalf of
citizens’.116
As David Llewellyn observed, ‘Australia is considered by most commentators to have an
almost continuous heritage of liberalism in one form or another’.117 An outpost of empire
from 1788, free settlers and emancipists became increasingly influential, though
conservative elites initially maintained power. In 1831, the editor of The Sydney Herald
proclaimed in an article entitled ‘Sworn to no Master, of no Sect am I’ that, while British
freedoms and rule of law were sacrosanct, and deference to Britain was paramount,
deference to elites was not. Forthrightly, he added:
Whilst we are bound to respect Government and its measures, we are entitled to
be independent in thought and speech … The well-being of the merchant,
manufacturer, farmer, and local and civil functionary, shall be the guide of our
proceedings, convinced, that on their welfare depends the prosperity of the
community … [and] Our Editorial management shall be conducted upon
principles of candour, honesty, and [honour]. Respect and deference shall be
paid to all classes. Freedom of thinking and speaking shall be conceded, and
demanded.118
The intertwining of middle-class ascendancy and liberal principles had taken root in the
colony almost as soon as they had in England; however, in 1850, a seismic change hit
Australia. Gold was discovered. People rushed to the colonies from around the world,
labour shortages disappeared, and convict transportation ended in the east.119 Chartists,
who had arrived as free settlers or convicts, influenced colonial politics.120 The character
of the colonies was transformed, and liberal and egalitarian ideals blossomed.
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Geoffrey Serle noted that, as early as 1851, most new migrants ‘underwent a course in
colonization from these ex-convicts, native born and migrants of the pre-gold period,
which served greatly to develop anti-authoritarian and egalitarian attitudes’.121 John Hirst
suggested that on the goldfields people from all classes worked together, dressed
similarly and spoke as equals: ‘Everyone was “mate” ’.122 The social norms of England
seemed to no longer apply. As Stuart Macintyre argued, ‘where there were few
traditional forms and no established ruling class, there seemed precious little for liberals
to contest—or, as conservatives often lamented, little to conserve’.123 Social hierarchies
were skewed. Some emancipists became wealthy, while some free settlers were poor.
Hirst noted that most ‘wanted to get rid of old-world distinctions … [and] began to treat
each other as equals’.124 He surmised that ‘the commitment to avoid old-world divisions
was much stronger than the desire to perpetuate them’.125 The gold rush reinforced a
sense of egalitarianism, liberalism and radicalism. Desiring democratic government, the
colonies quickly moved to self-government and full male suffrage, but not to the extent
suggested by Louis Hartz who viewed colonies as fragments of European culture lacking
a feudal period, and Australia as ‘a “radical fragment”, the product of migrations from
post-industrial Britain’.126 Rather than idealistic working-class radicals achieving
democratic reforms, A. W. Martin described how such reforms were realised by liberals,
and emphasised ‘how weak in general the convict and proletarian imprint [was]. And
everywhere, the capitalist spirit, evident’.127
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In Victoria, Serle observed that most lower house parliamentary representatives were
‘liberals and democrats at least to the extent that they believed … in the equality of
opportunity … and in the desirability of wide diffusion of wealth and property’.128 Stuart
Macintyre cautioned that nineteenth-century Australian liberalism was not a prescriptive
political program but more a way of behaving. Predicated on notions of freedom from
traditional hierarchies and tyrannies, liberals were committed to self-government and
demanded ‘tolerance, privacy and the rule of law’.129 Yet, liberalism held contradictions,
not only between the individual and the state, but also between the settler population and
indigenous people and non-European settlers. Leigh Boucher described a society unable
to extend freedoms to everyone: ‘Aboriginal people were rendered visible in a grammar
of difference that both discursively secured their apparent political incapacities and
materially justified their control and management.’130 Boucher further argued that ‘the
tropes of liberalism and their foundational assumptions about human capacity and
rationality offered a precise language in which to simultaneously constitute Chinese
otherness and validate their exclusion from the colony’.131 People who did not fit the
Anglo-Saxon mould were excluded—and colonial liberals though little of it.
In granting a form of self-government to Victoria, the British legislature left a sting in the
tail. The Legislative Council (the upper house of parliament) had a high property
qualification for membership—and the right of veto over legislation, allowing
conservatives, the pre-gold upper class, to continue ‘hostilities against the ascendant
popular movement until the early 1880s’.132 The liberal Berry Government attempted
Legislative Council reform. In 1878, The Age supported Berry from attacks by ‘those
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lynx-eyed assassins of character who are … dogging his footsteps for the purpose of
catching him on the trip’.133 Premier Berry was then in heated dispute with conservatives
and had threatened to raise property taxes, while the conservatives, for their part, accused
him of communistic principles. The article noted that John Stuart Mill had been initially
labelled a ‘communist’ before he outlined his theories more precisely, so Berry must
have felt he was in good company. This interesting aside shows that communism was
discussed in Australia before Marx’s Capital had been translated into English.134 The
article went on to state that liberal orthodoxy supported:
The accumulation of wealth … No liberal was ever deterred in the honest
pursuit of wealth by any a priori reflection that he must be an enemy to the
liberal programme if he possessed it.135
Liberalism was not about to challenge capitalism. It simply wanted the Legislative
Council to loosen its grip and allow privileges of power to spread more widely.
The Age reported Alfred Deakin’s lecture ‘What is Liberalism?’ in 1895.136 Knight had
known Deakin personally for at least a decade through local issues, irrigation and the
Chaffey Brothers, and his own unsuccessful foray into politics, and it is fair to assume
that he would have read this article. Deakin described the English Liberal Party as one
supporting:
Resistance to and destruction of class privileges … [especially in] the House of
Lords … the removal of the religious disabilities of Nonconformists and Roman
Catholics and the abolition of the laws against trades unionism. Equality of
political rights without reference to creed, and equality of legal rights without
consideration of wealth or quality.137
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Deakin argued that Australian liberalism was built on like principles, but went further. In
arguing for female suffrage as ‘a necessary corollary of Victorian Liberalism, but also of
one man, one vote’,138 he mirrored John Stuart Mill who wrote of his dismay that:
The vulgar and insulting expression ‘manhood suffrage’ has found its way to
Australia … it asserts the exclusion of women as a doctrine, which is worse
than merely ignoring them as was done by giving the name universal suffrage
to a suffrage limited to men.139
Liberalism, Deakin continued, was to protect the poorest by guaranteeing a minimum
wage and factory legislation so that ‘wealth would be prevented from taking unfair
advantage of the needy, [who] would be saved from leading wretched and imperfect
lives’.140 He argued that Federation would ensure industry protection and noted that
liberals had a responsibility to ‘tread, as ever, the paths of progress. In doing so they
would make mistakes, but they would leave the world on the whole better than they
found it.’141
Knight’s actions demonstrate support for Deakin’s views, but such views were not
unchallenged. The Argus printed a highly critical letter that rebutted Deakin and stated
that English liberalism advocated free trade whereas colonial liberalism advocated
protection. Protection was equated with ‘socialistic experiments’ and it was argued that
‘English liberalism would be ranked as ultra-conservatism in the colonies, but French or
German socialism might be considered as “High Tariff advanced liberalism”, with the
usual spice of anarchy’.142 Again, conservatives used the terms ‘socialism’ and ‘anarchy’
in a derogatory manner, and exposed another dichotomy of Australian liberalism—that of
free trade and protection—and Knight always favoured protection.
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Macintyre investigated three influential colonial liberals: David Syme, a protectionist
who owned The Age newspaper empire and used his position to influence government;
George Higinbotham, editor of The Argus (1857–59), an independent Liberal member of
the Victorian Legislative Assembly and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Victoria
(1886–1892); and Charles Pearson, an intellectual, educationist, writer, politician and
reformer.143 While all rose to a level of prominence never achieved by Knight,
McIntyre’s work provides uncanny parallels between these four men. All were tolerant
and advocated press and religious freedom. They supported education, innovation,
capitalism and democratic representative government. Liberals saw a sharp distinction
between private and public life. This rings true for Knight whose family life was (and is)
mainly hidden from view. Here a parallel can be made with George Higinbotham whose
brother, Thomas, worked with Knight, making it probable that they knew each other.
Higinbotham destroyed his private papers before his death. No private papers for Knight
have been found; yet, Knight’s public writings reveal that both ‘manliness’ and
‘character’ were central to his being—and both were fundamental to the liberal canon.
From the time of his birth in 1832 until his death in 1923, manifestations of liberalism
and the middle class are intermeshed with Knight’s story.

Sources
This biographical thesis is based on extensive document analysis. V. H. Galbraith wrote
of the limitless inspiration of sources and commented that ‘the work of reconstructing the
past will only end with the destruction of the evidence for it’.144 Veracity of sources is
essential. They must be deciphered and their credibility tested and established through
rigorous analysis. G. R. Elton instructed that ‘knowledge of all the sources, and
competent criticism of them … are the basic requirements of a reliable
historiography’.145 Impartiality, added Robert Shafer, requires the historian to assess not
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only the author’s intentions, but also their own beliefs and ethics.146 Stuart Macintyre
offered sage guidance, noting:
The choice of subject, the engagement with the sources, respect for the
evidence, fair dealing with the work of others, attention to context, humility in
the exercise of judgement and recognition of what cannot be known—these are
just some of the responsibilities a researcher incurs.147
There are gaps in the evidence regarding Knight. Inevitably, some material has been
destroyed, but Knight has not disappeared from the record. A few photographs have been
uncovered, making it possible to see his face, his dress and his demeanour. Photographs
of his nurseries and, photographs, lithographs and etchings of his engineering works
provide yet another avenue to Knight. Hibbins, Fahey and Askew note the usefulness of
visual material for it can add another dimension to the man and his haunts.148 London,
Melbourne, Sunbury, Bendigo and even the rural hamlet of Riddell’s Creek, were vastly
different in Knight’s time, but there are continuities—of geography, of street layout and
of some buildings. Noting advice given by Ludmilla Jordanova regarding visual sources,
and Jo Guldi on the use of landscape,149 it is possible to walk the streets that Knight
walked and visualise his surroundings; to see his engineering works, his vineyards and
his nurseries; and even to understand a little of Knight himself through his meticulous
drawings for the 1888 Vegetable Products Royal Commission.
A few contemporary and recent books and articles contain references to Knight. One, in
particular, illustrates the need for scrupulous reading of sources. The preface to W. B.
Kimberly’s Bendigo and Vicinity indicates that Knight provided expert knowledge and
wrote the ‘Real Estate and Resources’ section.150 It also appears that Knight had
significant input into his own biographical entry, and it is not inconceivable that he wrote
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it himself. Consequently, Kimberly’s information becomes significant as much for what
it does not say as for what it does. As Janet Brown noted: ‘Every generation of historians
recasts the past.’151 However, information may be modified long before it comes into the
hands of the historian. Archives are powerful in establishing both individual and
collective memory; as Flinn, Stephens and Shepherd noted, those obscured or
marginalised in official archives have begun to establish their own archives to tell their
stories in their own way.152 The quantity of Knight’s submissions to newspapers
confirms that he was keen to cast his stance on many subjects.
Private materials and personal papers for Knight remain undiscovered. However, even if
they existed, these would not be unproblematic sources, for, as Shafer observed, diaries
and memoirs should be approached with the same rigorous caution applied to all other
sources.153 Further, as Hearn and Knowles stated, public documents can be probed to
‘reveal the subject’s identity and beliefs’.154 It is through such documents that Knight’s
life is illuminated. There are official documents in the archives; however, Michelle King
cautioned that such records are not value free, for those who construct the archive have
their own agenda and destroy or preserve information to suit that agenda.155 This caution
is particularly apt when investigating Knight’s exchanges with the Sandhurst City
Council.
Newspapers hold the key to revealing Knight. Tens of thousands of words were written
by him or about him, facilitating considerable insight into his public persona and
glimpses of his private thoughts. Hibbins et al. advised that ‘the paper could well provide
the battleground on which local identities skirmished in print’.156 Certainly, Knight
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conducted more than a few battles in the pages of local newspapers in which
commentary, ranging from support to amicable disagreement or violent opposition,
swirled around him. In staunchly defending his own actions, his strong sense of selfworth was revealed. Knight also advocated for the voiceless: the Chinese, downtrodden,
women and ordinary people. He vigorously supported and campaigned for public causes
such as the delivery and cost of Bendigo’s water and gas, the fight against the destruction
of phylloxera-infected grape vines, and council revenue and expenditure. He wrote to
inform and when requested by editors. Through his articles and letters, Knight
constructed an image of himself. In articles and letters written about him, others provide
an alternative image. All authors invariably select and interpret information to suit their
own ends. Sometimes these views concur; sometimes they are in opposition. Elton’s
advice applies.
This thesis is largely based upon a reading of selected digitised newspapers available
through the National Library of Australia’s Trove service, the British Newspaper Archive
and newspapers held by the State Library Victoria. The chief newspapers consulted were
The Argus, The Age, The Bendigo Advertiser, The Bendigo Independent, The Leader and
The Illustrated London News. Chandrika Kaul outlined how newspapers tie communities
together; yet, at the same time, they select, arrange and reformulate information to
accommodate the demands of their editors and owners, so that their facts and opinions
are not unfiltered.157 According to Tosh, newspapers print:
Only what was considered to be fit for public consumption … what journalists
could elicit from tight-lipped informants, what editors thought would gratify
their readers … [and] there is a controlling purpose which may limit, distort or
falsify what is said.158
Obituaries also feature in newspapers. For the biographer, obituaries often contain
information and insights not found elsewhere, but they also tend to exaggerate positivity
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and exclude negativity.159 Knight’s obituaries appeared in newspapers across Victoria
and beyond. Some were a few lines, others major articles. They must be read with care,
looking for distortions, but also for the gems that may have been hitherto unknown.
Newspapers also provide a vehicle for understanding the development of liberal thought.
Raewyn Connell and Terry Irving showed that, after the 1820s, Australia newspapers
encouraged an emerging intelligentsia that immediately became intertwined with
politics.160 Alan Lester noted that newspapers spoke for ‘a particular British colonial
constituency—the free, the propertied, and the “respectable” ’.161 Liberal principles of
press freedom and individual rights were demanded, and conservative and radical presses
were both regarded as liberal. In September 1834, the British Parliament removed postal
duties from newspapers.162 This simple act enabled news from the empire and the world
to quickly spread, encouraging ‘the idea of a trans-global British settler identity’.163
According to Elizabeth Morrison, newspaper networks strove to ‘integrate [their] readers
… into a political and social entity’.164 Throughout the colonies, journalists took a
primary role in the reportage of political events, and newspapers included detailed and, at
times, verbatim, reports of local and colonial government proceedings. Material was
often syndicated. Richard Twopenny noted that most colonials were literate and keenly
interested in world affairs. Australia, he explained, was ‘essentially the land of
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newspapers … [and] Australians have reason to be proud … [of] their newspaper
press’.165 Politics and the media became tied in a helix-like relationship.

Chapter Outline
Knight’s story traverses middle-class migration to colonial Victoria, the colony’s first
railways, viticulture, horticulture, education, mining, architecture, engineering and
politics. Chapter 2 deals with Knight’s life in England and his decision to relocate to
Victoria. Chapter 3 discusses his time as a railway engineer and his relocation from
Melbourne to Sunbury. Chapter 4 investigates Knight’s foray into viticulture at Sunbury
and Riddell’s Creek, the unfortunate celebrity he earned when the Prince of Wales
visited, and the eventual collapse of his wine ventures in the early 1870s. In Chapter 5,
Knight has relocated to Bendigo. His employment with the Sandhurst City Council and
subsequent disputes with citizens and councillors throughout the 1870s are addressed.
Chapter 6 covers Knight’s increasingly acrimonious relationship with council,
culminating in his resignation in 1886. Unleashed from the shackles of employment,
Chapter 7 investigates Knight’s rise as a horticulturist and nurseryman. Chapter 8
explores Knight’s family relationships through a study of his wife and children and,
through the late 1880s and early 1890s, the insinuation of temperance into his household.
Chapter 9 encompasses Knight’s later years, including his role in local campaigns and
moves into politics. Chapter 10 concludes this thesis. Knight was a busy man. His story
is compelling.
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Chapter 2: The London Years
Little is known of George Knight’s early life; however, London was central to his
formative years. Its socio-economic and political life, and the stories generated
therefrom, enables us to better understand his class position, his views and his actions. Jo
Guldi discussed the importance of landscape in the formation of race and class and noted
that ‘spatial stories offer some of the most persuasive accounts of how identity is
structured’.1 Therefore, it is instructive to understand where Knight lived and the social
and political influences swirling around him in early Victorian England. In particular,
much can be extrapolated from descriptions of the borough, Tower Hamlets, where the
family lived, as well as from generalised information about middle-class families. Yet, to
understand a person depends on more than place. It also depends on people—especially
those closest to them. Uncovering stories of Knight’s family assists in developing and
extending our knowledge of him as a middle-class liberal gentleman and provides insight
into why he took the momentous decision to migrate to Australia.

The Family
In late spring, on 11 May 1832, Elizabeth Knight gave birth to her youngest son, George
William, at her home in the newly developed Henry Street, Limehouse, as seen in
Greenwood’s map (Figure 2). Elizabeth would have taken comfort in the knowledge that
her husband, John, was a good provider and that his business was growing. Yet, she must
have felt some trepidation for both cholera and tuberculosis were rife in the area and the
average life span of a labourer’s child from nearby Bethnal Green was only sixteen
years.2 Maybe this is why, unlike his siblings, the time of George’s birth was not
recorded in a family Bible and he was not baptised until 23 January 1833. The ceremony
was conducted at St Anne’s Church of England, Limehouse.3 The family lived in
London’s East End, a hard place to live, even for those from the middle class.
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Figure 2: Mark Annand, Greenwood’s Map of London, 1827
Source: Accessed 20 May 2017, http://users.bathspa.ac.uk/greenwood/lhistory.html#.
Note: Knight’s property, North of Salmons Lane, adjacent to and East of Regent’s Canal.

Born in Liberton, a suburb of Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1785,4 George’s father, John
Knight, rode the wave of expansion precipitated by revolutionary times. As Gunn and
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Vernon noted, many historians contend that these revolutions extended beyond the
political to include ‘financial, agricultural, commercial, consumer, industrial, and
transport revolutions that inaugurated capitalism’.5 The economic revolution brought
about by harnessing steam in the 1760s intensified England’s development as a
manufacturing and trading country. England escaped the tumult of the French Revolution
(1789) but was captivated by the social revolution it instigated. New ways of thinking,
working and living became acceptable and respectable, and political change was to the
fore. Success at Waterloo (1815) allowed Great Britain to harness all its energy and
zealously promote the expansion of manufacturing, trade and industry, and, thus, its
development as an imperial power. The late 1700s to mid-1800s was ‘a period of
economic upheaval, in which Britain shifted from being a predominantly agricultural and
commercial society to being the world’s first industrial nation’.6 John Knight was well
situated to capitalise on such empire building.
An established stonemason and skilled artisan, John Knight was thirty years old when he
married Elizabeth Maria Ashton at St George’s Bloomsbury, Camden, on 8 August 1815.
They lived at Bell Street, St Johns, where a daughter, Sarah, was born in 1816. Two years
later, Mary was born. When James Richard was born in 1820, the family lived in
Limehouse (Figure 3), a prosperous area of industry, enterprise and middle-class
values—but also poverty. There they remained, with St Anne’s their family church.
Another daughter, Elizabeth, was born in 1822, but died in 1824. John George was born
in 1825, and Elizabeth Emma in 1828; they were baptised together on 22 April 1829.7
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George William completed the family in 1832. While census records indicate that he was
born at Limehouse, The Bendigo Independent recorded that he was born at the much
more salubrious-sounding, Regent’s Canal,8 which ran contiguous to his home in Henry
Street. His sisters were fifteen, thirteen and three, and his brothers eleven and seven,
when he was born. As with middle-class families without servants, Sarah and Mary
would have been expected to assist with household duties, including looking after their
siblings.9 It is likely that they would have had substantial responsibility for young
George, who must have been a pampered baby and toddler, with only Elizabeth Emma,
three years his senior, offering any competition for family indulgence.

Regent’s Canal

Knight and
Son

Limehouse cut
[canal]

St Anne’s Church
Regent’s Canal
entrance

Figure 3: B. R. Davies, A Street Map of London, 1843
Source: London: The Society for the Diffusion of useful Knowledge, 1843.
Note: Facsimile reproduction (Devon, UK: Old House Books, n.d.).
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Some time before 1840, the family changed their church to the medieval St Dunstan and
All Saints,10 for Knight’s two older sisters both married there. In 1840, when Knight was
eight, Sarah married Samuel Caswell, a master baker.11 Although Sarah gave birth to
eight children, hers was not a happy marriage. When her father died in 1858, Samuel
argued that he did not get sufficient share of John Knight’s fortune, and it appears his
mistreatment of Sarah increased. In 1866, when her youngest child was six, in a court
case reported throughout the country, Sarah divorced Samuel on the grounds of domestic
violence.12 Mary married Mackenzie Luckie, a master mariner and son of a ship owner,
in 1845 and was much happier.13 They also produced eight children, two of whom were
born at sea.14 Two sons, John Neptune and Alfred Mackenzie, migrated to Victoria,
Australia, and resided at Eldorado, Kilmore, and Warragul, respectively; two were
sailors, David Claude, who died at Penang,15 and Sydney Edwin, who died while
holidaying at Kilmore.16 Mary’s daughters remained in England. Luckie died of a heart
attack while master of the Michael Angelo and is buried at Wakapuaka Cemetery,
Nelson, New Zealand.17 When Mary died on 14 April 1878, she had a fortune nearing
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£8,000, including land at Footscray, Victoria.18 It is probable that George Knight met his
nephews after their migration, and Mackenzie Luckie when his ships docked in
Melbourne, though no such records exist. Elizabeth Emma, Knight’s youngest sister,
never married and died in 1868, aged only thirty-nine.19 His sisters’ lives reveal that
Knight grew up in the company of strong, spirited and independent women; to divorce in
1866 amid the ignominy of nationwide press coverage, to sail the world and give birth at
sea, and to remain unmarried were traits requiring a determination not always ascribed to
Victorian women.
To School
Education was fundamental, both to the rise of the middle class and to the life of George
Knight. Rubenstein asserted that public education in the nineteenth century provided a
‘mechanism for training the governing and managerial personnel … as well as for
ensuring British dominance overseas’.20 Somerset House, where Knight studied, became
a school based on progressive and liberal thinking after the Representation of the People
Act 1832 (known as the Reform Act) and subsequent House of Commons Select
Committee of Arts and Manufactures that recommended establishing ‘state-supported
schools of design for the upper artisan classes in the various cities of England’. In 1837,
Somerset House became ‘the first London School of Design, the progenitor of the
Victoria and Albert Museum’.21 According to Steinbach, by the mid-nineteenth century,
a number of public, fee-paying schools tried to emulate elite boys’ schools; however,
they also ‘stressed practical, business-oriented subjects, including maths and the natural
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sciences, along with sports and camaraderie … [which] helped to create a more uniform
middle class, which for the first time spoke with a relatively uniform accent’.22
Family lore tells that John Knight insisted his sons have a practical education so they
would have skills to fall back on in hard times. According to Bendigo and Vicinity,
Knight studied under Professor Fitzgerald until he was eighteen, and then studied
architecture for three years at Somerset House.23 Somerset House was the logical school
for Knight to attend. It is possible that both his brothers were also educated there for all
three had a skill set reflective of the medieval skills expected of a stonemason—
architecture, engineering and design. The Illustrated London News remarked that the
government sponsored ‘a school of ornamental design for males and females (!) at
Somerset House, for architectural and manufacture’s decoration’.24 By late 1843, the
school had 500 pupils ‘besides a well-attended class for females’.25 Students attended
morning or evening classes and were primarily the children of ‘weavers, carpenters,
stonemasons, cabinet-carvers, &c. &c.’.26 Figure 4 depicts young men hard at work at
Somerset House, their master at the central high table. Art-covered walls provided a
sense of grandeur. Knight, who attended evening classes five nights a week after working
from 6 am until 6 pm at his carpentry bench, would have felt quite at home in such
surroundings, though he remembered that ‘it was terrible hard during the three years over
which these daily and nightly tasks extended’.27
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Figure 4: School of Design, 1843
Source: The Illustrated London News, 27 May 1843, accessed 18 July 2017,
http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk.

Practicing the skills of his architecture course, Knight built a conservatory adjoining the
dining room of the family home. It seems that when his course at Somerset House had
finished, his father had demanded:
George, you will now design and build a plant conservatory for your mother—
build it entirely with your own hands, no one assisting you in any way, and it’s
to be of brick—no wood except the doors, windows, ceilings, sashes, and so
on!28
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Once finished, his mother began to stock it with plants. According to Kimberley, this was
where Knight’s love of horticulture began.29 Knight confirmed that he took pleasure
helping his mother and, moreover, that:
I began to cultivate a passion for plants and flowers, an intense pleasure in
watching the growth and development, and studying their nature and different
characters. When I went to Australia this love of plant and flowers went with
me.30
That Knight had such a thorough education, and that his family financed the building and
stocking of a conservatory, indicates financial security. Further, they suggest that Knight
was privileged, if not indulged, as the youngest son. It is apparent that the family, as
skilled artisans, were firmly located within the middle class.

Tower Hamlets
Abutting the Thames, Limehouse, in the borough of Tower Hamlets, was originally a
marshy, wasteland area. Records from the 1400s indicate that limekilns gave the area its
name. Largely rural, and with the Thames its highway, eighteenth-century Limehouse
looked to the river. Warehouses and industries supported trade and shipping.31 John
Boydell’s engraving (Figure 5) shows a busy port and well-established marketing
enterprises, a scene that belies the rural aspect the buildings conceal. A century later,
Narrow Street was about one-third of a mile south of the Knight’s family home and
mason’s yards in Henry Street. The entrance to Regent’s Canal bisected this street.
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Figure 5: John Boydell, View Taken Near Limehouse Bridge Looking Down the
Thames, 1751
Source: Copper line engraving, 250 x 420 mm, Phillip Sharpe Gallery, London, accessed 17 April 2017,
http://www.philipsharpegallery.com/product/a-view-taken-near-limehouse-bridge-narrow-street-by-johnboydell-1751/.

Figure 6: Thomas Shepherd, The Limehouse Dock, Regent’s Canal, 1827
Source: Fine steel line engraving from original drawing, 96 x 148 mm., Phillip Sharpe Gallery, London,
accessed 17 April 2017, http://www.philipsharpegallery.com/product/antique-print-the-limehouse-dockregents-canal-thomas-shepherd-1827/.
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In 1827, Thomas Hosmer Shepherd depicted the Limehouse Dock at Regent’s Canal in a
series of engravings entitled Metropolitan Improvements or London in the Nineteenth
Century. Figure 6 shows a bustling river with lightermen ferrying goods and warehouses
in the background. From such artwork, we can envision young George Knight as he
ventured to the Thames entrance of Regent’s Canal, only a short distance from his home.
He would have witnessed great, multi-mast sailing ships arriving at the docks, disgorging
their cargoes, crews and passengers, or, conversely, departing for foreign shores. Such
comings and goings must have captivated the young boy.
Central to Tower Hamlets were the East and West India Docks and the powerful East
India Company.32 In 1795, The Universal Magazine described the East India Docks as
nearly nineteen acres of shipyard and wet dock with the capacity to ‘receive twenty-eight
large East Indiamen, and from fifty to sixty ships of smaller burden’.33 However, as trade
grew, this became insufficient. The port grew congested and theft was rife. The solution
was to construct the West India Docks, which opened in 1802 and accommodated more
than six hundred ships on fifty-four acres of import and export docks, with five-storey
warehouses for cargo storage. The East India Docks were rebuilt, opening on 4 August
1806. These consisted of eighteen-acres of import docks, nine-acres of export docks and
a three-acre basin with three locks.34 Such works needed the masonry skills of John
Knight who, thus, played a part in this work of empire.
Historians and contemporary commentators provide a glimpse of nineteenth-century
Tower Hamlets. In Limehouse, men and women toiled and ‘the dirt of their drudgery, the
odour of their occupation, are brought into the home … There is no escape from either’.35
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In 1852, Thomas Miller noted that ‘there is a forecastle-smell about the streets, a
minglement of junk and rum, tar and biscuit, casks, ropes, and tobacco, not unpleasant to
one who is proud of the wave-washed island on which he was born’.36 In 1905, George
Sims ventured to the East End where docks, wharves and warehouses prevailed. There he
heard ‘the clang of the hammer as it descends on ringing iron’ and the Cockney voice.37
He was overwhelmed by a concoction of smells from heated oil and burning fat, as well
as a variety of chemicals so overpowering that ‘the odours saturate you, and cling to you,
and follow you’.38 Writing of the area’s history, Sydney Maddocks added:
The street was redolent of odours strange and varied—hay, ship’s biscuits,
coals, tarred twine, horses, brewers’ grains, paint, kippers, coffee, stale beer,
and the mustiness of water-logged wood, all in sequence, but each individually
blended with jam in the making.39
Though these reports are from different times, they are indicative of the sounds and
smells that would have enveloped Knight as he made his way to and from school.
For Miller, Limehouse displayed the ‘grandeur … [of] magnificent Docks—watery
squares surrounded with high-piled warehouses, and filled with gigantic shipping, the tall
masts of which tower proudly above the loftiest houses’.40 Where there were docks there
were sailors and Knight would have encountered people from across the world. Sims
noted:
Through the dock gates … we see the Jap, the Chinaman, the Malay, and the
negro pass side by side with the Scandinavian and the Russian. In and about
Limehouse we should have little difficulty in finding the Persian, the Arab, the
Egyptian, or even the South Sea Islander.41
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Within this ethnically diverse panorama, the Chinese dominated. Indeed, Limehouse,
with its opium dens, grocery stores, boarding houses and inter-racial marriages between
Chinese men and English women, was regarded as ‘China Town in London’. Gareth
Stedman Jones added that, between 1851 and 1881, the parishes within Tower Hamlets
had few provincial immigrants, but a high proportion of Irish-born immigrants.42
Class in Tower Hamlets
Industrialisation encouraged people to flock to the east of London to find work. As the
population expanded so too did poverty. Benjamin Weinstein described Tower Hamlets
in 1832, the year Knight was born, as ‘the poorest and most solidly plebeian borough.’43
Twenty years later, Thomas Miller noted: ‘No contrast can be greater than that between
the west and the east end of London; the very houses, dresses, and language of the
inhabitants are different.’44 Yet, in 1875–76, W. Glenny Corey challenged the tendency
to belittle the area. He wanted to overturn ‘the gratuitous assumption so prevalent, that
East London is a degraded place, and that its people isolate themselves by the low tone of
their civilisation’.45 A divergent opinion also came from Sims who saw an area
reminiscent of Rotterdam, Brussles and Holland. He admired the Limehouse cut (i.e.,
canal) with the white spires of St Anne’s rising above it, and lock side where:
The long, low wall, the little houses on the opposite side and the green trees in
tubs, the white and green woodwork, and the broad river beyond the dock gates,
the grim realism of the ‘cut’ has ceased and the romance of the river begins
again.46
In George Knight’s London (1832–56), different classes of people coexisted. As Gareth
Stedman Jones commented: ‘It was in the late 1850s that serious concern first began to
be voiced about the “desertion” of the wealthy classes from the poorer districts …
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severance of rich from poor.’47 Knight’s youth preceded such desertion. He would have
witnessed in Tower Hamlets both the gloom and squalor of poverty, and the vibrancy of
wealth, trade and industry. He would have witnessed the harshness of the workhouse and
rough boarding houses and countered this with views of industrious workers and sailors,
and skilled artisans, master mariners and business people going about their daily lives.
John Knight’s employees worked at yards adjoining the family home. George Knight
saw the middle class and the working class carry on their daily lives in close proximity;
he saw a world in which the lines between the working class and the middle class were
blurred and people moved up and down the social spectrum. Thus, just as his own beliefs
and values were being formed, he had the luxury of access to both worlds. Gunn advised
that the middle class was characterised by ‘wealth (connoting substantial property
ownership), leadership (designated by terms such as “influence” or “standing”), and
education (often defined as “intelligence” or “cultivation”)’.48 Knight, who witnessed his
father’s wealth and concern for his sons’ education and, thereby, his family’s place in
their community, understood these as the tenets of the middle class.
The employment of servants was a demonstrable way of showing status and position.
Davidoff and Hall noted that, by the 1850s, many middle-class households had at least
one live-in servant; however, ‘the majority of middle-class women did a substantial
portion of housework and childcare to reach the new standards, despite an increase in
domestic servants’.49 According to Rubenstein, the wealth needed to keep a family
‘firmly within the servant-keeping middle class was … perhaps as low as a few thousand
pounds’.50 It is probable that John Knight’s wife and daughters contributed greatly to the
required domestic work and that, as Sarah and Mary married and left home, their mother
needed additional help with such tasks. The 1841 England Census shows no servant
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residing at the family home; however, by 1851, a local girl, Elizabeth Bryant, was listed
as a general servant, indicating a rise in the family’s status over the course of the decade.
Records also reveal John Knight’s rise as a stonemason, builder and stone merchant, and
that Knight and Sons was a significant company. When George was nine years old, the
1841 England Census listed his father and brother James as builders, and brother John as
a stonemason.51 Electoral Registers from the 1840s record John Knight owning a house
and mason’s yard at Henry Street, and the 1845 Post Office Directory lists his occupation
as ‘statuary and mason’.52 However, by the 1851 England Census, John Knight was
declared ‘a builder employing 106 men’.53 James, a slate merchant, was married and
living at Mile End Old Town. John was listed as a builder and George Knight, who, by
Kimberly’s account, was a scholar at Somerset House, was also listed as a slate
merchant. Knight worked with Knight and Sons in the morning and attended evening
classes at Somerset House. Family hearsay recalls that John Knight was a hard
taskmaster who ensured his sons had both a practical and theoretical education.
Gareth Stedman Jones researched the 1851 England Census and tabulated London
occupations. Although, because of ‘the ambiguous classificatory terminology employed
by the Victorian Registrars-General’, his figures are approximations, they nevertheless
provide insight into Knight’s world.54 In Steadman Jones’s ‘Table 9—London 1851: Size
of Firms’ (see Table 1), less than sixty per cent of employers provided numbers of those
they employed. Figures for the category ‘builder’ are reproduced below. While more
detailed analysis is needed to prove the relationship of these figures to Knight and Sons,
they indicate that the firm was a significant player in the building industry, as John
Knight declared a workforce of between 100 and 200 men. Family sources suggest the
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number was up to 600 and George Knight himself advised that ‘never less than fivehundred men were on different contracts working for the Messrs. Knight’.55 However,
evidence to corroborate these figures has not been found.
Table 1: Reproduction of Gareth Stedman Jones’s ‘Table 9: London 1851: Size of

BUILDER

Firms’
Percentage of persons employed in
firms of

% employed

1–5

29.8

5–9

21.2

10–50

40.2

50–100

5.3

100–200

2.0

200–300

0.9

300+

0.2

Source: Gareth Stedman Jones, Outcast London: A Study in Relationships Between Classes in Victorian
Society (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1992), 374.

Following George Knight’s death, Bendigo’s newspapers reported that he was ‘was born
into an atmosphere of engineering and practical work of considerable magnitude. His
father and brothers were engaged in massive contracting works on the river Thames’.
These included contracts for maintenance and repairs for the East and West India Docks,
building the Gravesend and Milton Waterworks and the entrance to the Blackfriars
Bridge, and the repair of London Bridge, for which they had to find a way to cut the old,
underwater piers.56 Noting Denzin’s and Thomson’s cautions regarding the use of
obituaries, it is certain that Knight and Sons work did involve such construction,
superintendence and invention for major contracts. W. Glenny Corey, in his analysis of
East London industries, did not mention Knight and Sons in the section on the building
industry.57 James Knight was then running the company, for his father had been dead
nearly twenty years, and Corey concentrated his investigations in Bow, to the north of
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Limehouse; however, Corey’s work nevertheless confirms the importance of the building
industry to empire building.
A Hands-On Approach
Kimberley’s assertion that Knight and Sons was ‘a very old firm of engineers,
contractors, and stone merchants in London, known to the public for one hundred and
forty years or more’ is highly questionable.58 It infers that the Knight family were both
long-term residents of London and long-term members of the middle class. However,
John Knight’s Scottish birth suggests otherwise; certainly, evidence thus far can only
corroborate the firm’s existence from the 1830s.
In medieval times, master masons travelled the country, built great structures, including
castles and Gothic churches, and employed an often-large workforce. They were ‘highly
skilled craftsmen who combined the roles of architect, builder, craftsman, designer and
engineer … [and were] prosperous middle class professionals’.59 While few records of
nineteenth-century building firms remain, James Smith’s memoir and an anonymous
reflection detail the lot of nineteenth-century stonemasons.60 Additionally, Patricia
Spencer-Silver researched George Myers, a mason and leading contractor in London and
Hull, who employed up to 400 men and built cathedrals, workhouses and asylums and
also took private commissions from the aristocracy. Myers and Sons yards were at
Ordinance Wharf on the Thames. Myers’s five sons joined the firm; however, following
his death, the company seems to have faded.61 A contemporary of John Knight with a
larger enterprise in a different field of masonry, Myers’s and Knight’s stories share
certain features. It is likely that John Knight was a working man who made a fortune on
the back of the Industrial Revolution and that, like Myers—whom Pugin saw as a ‘rough
58
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diamond, but a real diamond’—he managed a workforce regarded as a rough-and-tumble
group.62
John Knight actually got his hands dirty at work—not something usually associated with
the middle class. His will, signed when John Knight was feeble and near death, included
a witness testimonial that stated that he had, ‘many years ago lost one of his hands and
some years ago permanently lost the sight of one eye’.63 Presumably, these were
workplace injuries. John Knight died on 30 October 185864 of ‘chronic bronchitis for ten
years’,65 probably another workplace illness caused by the dusty air surrounding his
mason’s yards. The skilled artisan was so intimately involved with stonemasonry that he
lost a hand, an eye and the health of his lungs; yet, in the process, he developed his
business to the extent that he could be regarded as middle class. Employing Marxist class
analysis, we see that John Knight rose from the working class to the petit bourgeoisie
and, when employing at least 106 men, to the bourgeoisie—though he is more accurately
positioned as a member of the petty bourgeoisie. Using other characterisations of class, it
could be argued that John Knight moved from the lower middle class to a more
salubrious position within the middle class.
Beyond John Knight’s insistence that his sons have a practical education, his connection
to the working class is revealed in a widely reported incident involving his son John. The
Commercial Gas Company (CGC), with which John Jnr was associated, laid gas pipes
across Ben Jonson’s Bridge; however, a competitor, the Great Central Gas Company
(GCGC), attempted to lay their own pipes. Trouble erupted. After initial skirmishes, over
300 GCGC workers, supported by horses, attacked the bridge held by far fewer CGC
men, one of whom opened a gas pipe to use as a flamethrower against the horses. By
weight of numbers, the GCGC won the battle. The police intervened with more than one
hundred reinforcements. Arrests were made. John Jnr supported his labourers at their
62
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court appearance, providing evidence that his father and brothers were contracted to
repair the bridge, which led to a wharf in his possession, and that the owners of the
bridge had given permission to remove the posts erected by the GCGC. All cases against
his men were dismissed.66 Knight and Sons preparedness to engage in brawling and
riotous behaviour not usually associated with the middle class points to John Knight’s
working-class origins.
Forming Views
During George Knight’s formative years, as well as being privy to such battles, Britain
was engulfed in social and political fallout from the Industrial Revolution—Chartism,
liberalism, the agricultural Swing movement, the rise of the working class, and contests
between Whigs and Tories. The 1830s and 1840s were turbulent times. Knight would
have been swept along by the political machinations around him. As a sixteen-year-old,
he would have taken a keen interest in the 1848 revolutions in Europe. Benjamin
Weinstein described the staunchly Whig borough of Tower Hamlets as quite
conservative, socially diverse and poor—a place where sweated labourers outnumbered
the petty bourgeoisie.67 Knight would have been surrounded by discussion of liberalism
and Chartism, its developing philosophies and operational styles. As the son of a selfmade middle-class man, he would have understood the calls for an extension of the vote
to workingmen, tolerance, individual liberty and social reform.
Knight had access to more than the ideas and values of the middle class and Whig
politics. At his doorstep, he had access to his father’s workers. Through them, he would
have been privy to discussions about workers’ rights, including those espoused by the
Chartist movement in response to working-class disillusionment with the Whig Reform
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Act 1832. This Act, which maintained property qualifications for voting, was seen as a
middle-class betrayal of the working class. The six-point People’s Charter (1838) called
for manhood suffrage, voting by secret ballot, payment for and abolition of property
qualifications for members of parliament, equalisation of electoral districts and annual
elections for parliaments. Over the next twenty years, Chartists fought for their ideals,
some even being tried, convicted and transported to Australia for their efforts. Knight
could not have been oblivious to such happenings. Both working-class and middle-class
ideology, politics and economics surrounded his family home and young Knight was
surrounded by calls for reform and revolution.
In this tempestuous time, ructions soon engulfed Knight and Sons. By 1851, it had
become clear to the younger brothers that their older brother, James, then thirty-one, was
to inherit the family firm and they were expected to work under him. It is unclear
whether John Knight was harking back to the aristocratic habits of primogeniture or
whether he was a pragmatic, middle-class businessman who wanted to secure the
family’s fortune and saw James as a superior capitalist. What is certain is that neither of
the younger sons was enamoured of this decision. A little over a year after the battle for
Ben Johnson Bridge, middle son, John was aboard the Lady Peel bound for Australia.
The passenger manifest, signed in London on 6 October 185168 presents an interesting
conundrum—a pentimento moment. John George Knight, twenty-seven, is correctly
listed as a builder. The next entry is ‘William … 20 … surveyor’. In 1851, George
William Knight was nineteen and studying architecture and surveying. It is possible that
both brothers intended to travel to Australia; however, there is no further evidence to
support this theory. John Knight arrived in Victoria on 2 February 1852; no other person
with his surname disembarked with him.69 It is highly likely that their father, with his
networks along the Thames, took measures to prevent the underage George from
boarding the vessel. If so, a festering discontent must have pervaded the family while
George continued his education at Somerset House.
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1853—A Turning Point
Assuming that Kimberly’s timeline is correct, Knight left Somerset House aged twentyone in 1853. His father then organised for him to work as a civil engineer under Henry
Martin, engineer for the East and West India Docks and the Birmingham Junction
Railway. As a teenager reading newspaper articles of railway works, it is easy to imagine
Knight becoming swept up in railway euphoria. There were idyllic etchings to pore over,
such as the Wandle viaduct in 184670 and, in 1848, thousands were reported celebrating
the opening of the elevated railway bridge at Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.71 However, not
every venture was successful. On 18 November 1849, near Knight’s home, ‘seven of the
newly-constructed arches of the East and West India Docks and Birmingham Junction
Railway suddenly fell with a tremendous crash’.72 From such reporting, and from
practical experience, Knight would have been aware of the exhilaration of building
mighty structures. Equally, he would have been cognisant of the need for absolute safety
when undertaking such engineering works. As will become clear, he applied this
knowledge throughout his working life. Prepared to play his part in nation and empire
building, in the two years that he remained with Martin, Knight learned railway
surveying and engineering.73 He also met the Adams family, with whom he would later
cross paths in Victoria. Commencing full-time work and gaining essential skills made
1853 a significant year for Knight; yet, more was in store for him, for 1853 was also the
year of his marriage to Elizabeth Patience Middleton.
Elizabeth Middleton’s grandparents hailed from Rawcliffe by Goole, Yorkshire. Mary
Bramley married Thomas Middleton in 1787 in Drax, Yorkshire. Josiah, their second
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child and first son, was baptised on 10 April 1791.74 Josiah went to sea as a lad. On 31
December 1817, aged twenty-six and back in London, he married Lucy Watts at St
Paul’s Church, Deptford. Lucy, also about twenty-six, was illiterate, for she signed the
marriage register ‘with her mark’.75 Middleton travelled the world, including ferrying
convicts to Hobart Town when captain of the Earl St Vincent in 1826.76 Lucy then lived
at Cherry Garden Street, Bermondsy, Southwark, and there she bore her first five
children.77 Their sixth child, also named Lucy, was born at Deptford Place, and first
baptised on 26 August 1829. Her father, then commander of the Percy, which departed
for Sydney in April 1829,78 was absent; therefore, Lucy was baptised again on 11 July
1834 at St Mary’s with her youngest sister Elizabeth Patience. Elizabeth, born 11 June
1831 when the family lived at Church Street, Rotherhithe, Southwark, was the
Middleton’s seventh and last child.79 Lucy was often alone with her children. Middleton,
still commander of the Percy, returned to Tasmania in 1830–31.80
Rotherhithe, on the southern banks of the Thames, is opposite Limehouse. It is unlikely
that Elizabeth and George met as children. They attended different churches and their
fathers plied different occupations. At the time of the 1841 England Census, Josiah,
Lucy, and eldest daughter, Mary Ann, were located in Hook, Rawcliffe, at the home of
Josiah’s younger brother, Benjamin.81 The 1851 Census shows Lucy and Elizabeth at 9
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Stebonheath Terrace, Limehouse.82 The family’s status had risen, for a servant now
resided with them. Lucy was again without Josiah, who was journeying to Australia as
captain of the brig Charlotte. On 24 December 1851, Josiah Middleton docked at
Queen’s Wharf, Melbourne. He may have intended to depart the colony soon after
clearing his cargo but the discovery of gold created havoc; crews deserted their ships,
which languished in Port Phillip Bay. Middleton was trapped. Despite regular shipping
intelligence reports stating that departure would be ‘that day’, it was not until 10 April
1852 that the Charlotte arrived at Portland on its outward voyage.83
It is unknown when George Knight met Elizabeth Middleton; however, it is clear that
Elizabeth must have captivated him. Throughout his life, Knight was always confident in
himself and his views, which suggests that would have been certain of his desire to have
Elizabeth as his wife. Davidoff and Hall pointed out that, during the nineteenth century,
‘the process of courtship and marriage was a serious step for both men and women [of
the middle class], not usually undertaken until their middle to late 20s’.84 Yet, George
Knight, like brother James who married at twenty-two, bucked this trend. He was only
twenty-one, and Elizabeth, eleven months older, twenty-two, when they married at St
Dunstan and All Saints Church on 31 December 1853,85 Elizabeth’s parent’s twentysixth wedding anniversary. Being sent by his father to practice railway engineering may
have emboldened Knight to seek Elizabeth’s hand in marriage, for he now earned a
living. This is supported by Davidoff and Hall’s observation that, ‘for a man, settling into
marriage often coincided with taking on new responsibilities in business or profession’.86
According to Davidoff and Hall, ‘on marriage men assumed economic and jural
responsibility for their wives and the expected brood of children’.87 Just over nine
months after their marriage, on 6 October 1854, Elizabeth gave birth to their first child, a
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son, William John.88 It seems likely that Elizabeth, who fell pregnant with their second
child about twelve months later, followed the then common practice of using
breastfeeding as a contraceptive.89 George Walter was born on 5 July 1856. Knight
remained for two years with Henry Martin. With one baby and another on the way, in
1855 he returned to the family firm. This was a time to consolidate around family for not
only had Elizabeth’s mother, Lucy, died on 6 June 1855,90 but John Knight’s health was
also in decline and James had taken increasing control of the family company. Twelve
years older than George, John, then aged thirty-five, was not about to relinquish control
to his younger brother. Simmering tensions, which had seen the middle brother, John,
leave for Australia, soon engulfed George Knight.
George was close to John and they shared many (ad)ventures. It is fair to assume that
both men, as prolific writers, would have exchanged letters after John’s migration to
Victoria. George would have been intrigued by his brother’s life in the new world. Swept
up by ‘gold fever’, John initially ventured to Ballarat; however, finding life at the
diggings unsuitable, he soon made his way back to Melbourne. George would have noted
John’s rapid rise, from working for the Public Works Department as a government
inspector at a salary of £1,200, to establishing himself as an architect, to becoming the
principal in the firm Knight, Kerr and Kemp. The whole family would have been
surprised to learn that John, aged twenty-eight, had married fifteen-year-old Alice
Bertrand on 21 April 1853 at St Paul’s cathedral in Melbourne.91 This was only four
months after her arrival aboard the Syria.92 Peter Kerr, Knight’s business partner, soon
married seventeen-year-old Harriett, Alice’s sister.93 Suitable matches were not easily
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found in the colony, and Davidoff and Hall observed that, among professional couples,
the age-gap was usually greater than average, for ‘the young, dependent, almost childlike wife was portrayed as the ideal … an image of fragility and helplessness [that]
enhanced the potency of the man who was to support and protect her’.94 It is worth
emphasising that George Knight, in marrying a woman eleven months his senior, did not
follow this trend.
John Knight, firmly established in Melbourne’s intellectual and cultural scene, would
have related his many successes in letters to his younger brother and wider family,
including attending balls at Government House, involvement with major projects, such as
constructing the iron military barracks for the 40th Regiment, and becoming a director of
the Steam Gondola Company.95 That John earned plaudits for producing the winning
design for Melbourne’s Parliament House and was founder and inaugural president of the
Institute of Architects (1856–61)96 would have added to the family’s pride. John seemed
to be living the middle-class dream, enhancing his social status and mixing with the
social and intellectual elites and powerful men of Victoria.
Tensions within Knight and Sons escalated to breaking point in 1856. This is glossed
over by Kimberly who briefly noted that, ‘owing to a disagreement with his eldest
brother, Mr. Knight and a second brother left the firm and came to Australia’.97 However,
the situation was much more complex. Wishing to emulate John’s successes in Victoria,
and somewhat seduced by John’s entreaties to join him, George relented. Richard
Broome, in discussing the push and pull factors influencing migration to the colonies,
argued that ‘they only leave if emigration is viewed as a real alternative to their present
conditions’.98 Helen Woolcott noted that many immigrants with money ‘were attracted
by investment possibilities and the opportunity for a fresh start’. She also observed that
94
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‘hope and optimism, stimulated by the possibility of becoming independent and selfsufficient, motivated many’.99 George Knight possessed capital, a wealth of skills and
optimism, and he craved independence. To relocate to Victoria must have seemed a way
out of conflicts within Knight and Son—and another brother would be there to greet his
family.
Despite considerable opposition from their families, George and Elizabeth began making
preparations for travel to Australia. Elizabeth would not have been overly apprehensive
about such a voyage. Her father was regularly at sea and, in 1856, was journeying to
Australia as captain aboard the barque Resolution. Her sister-in-law sailed with her
husband and had given birth while at sea. Her brother, Josiah, was also a master
mariner.100 Throughout her life, Elizabeth would have been regaled with stories of the
sea. Unlike the emigrants Richard Broome wrote about, who were ‘scared out of their
wits’ when they first encountered the open ocean,101 Elizabeth would have known what
was in store. More than many other passengers, she would have been aware of the perils
and not overly intimidated by them.

Swiftsure: To Australia
George Knight probably sought advice from family members with maritime connections
when choosing an Australia-bound vessel. He arranged passage aboard a magnificent
new 1,326-ton clipper ship. Built in America in 1854 and purchased by the Blackwell
Line, the ship was renamed Swiftsure (Figures 7 and 8).102 Commanded by W. B. Price,
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the Swiftsure was designed as a ‘first-class ship … [suited] to the peculiar requirements
of the passenger traffic between … [Australia] and Great Britain’.103 Frederick Dodge,
who travelled on the voyage subsequent to that of the Knight family and kept a journal,
remarked: ‘I was very much pleased with my survey for she is a beautiful ship to look at
over.’104 Dodge recorded that the Swiftsure was 230 feet in length (i.e., about seventy
metres) and thirty-five feet wide (i.e., about ten to eleven metres), with very high masts.
Immediately, modern perceptions are challenged. How would we feel cramped for some
months with many other passengers and crew into so small an area? Through the lens of
today, we may ask: ‘how did they manage?’ However, at the time, the Swiftsure was an
innovative, modern vessel.

Figure 7: The Clipper Ship Swiftsure of 1326 tons, circa 1866
Source: Ian Nicholson, Log of Logs: A Catalogue of Logs, Shipboard Diaries, Letter, and All Forms of
Voyage Narratives, 1788–1988 For Australia (Queensland: Roebuck Society Publications and I. H.
Nicholson, n.d.), 512.
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Figure 8: Swiftsure
Source: Accession no. H99.220/3972, Brodie Collection, La Trobe Picture Collection, State Library
Victoria, accessed 17 May 2017, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/11819.

Built for speed, the aesthetics of this ship would have appealed to Knight’s architectural
and drafting skills. He would have revelled in the competitive nature of the voyage, for
every captain aspired to be quickest to Melbourne. Plotting a course along the Great
Circle Route (Figure 9) was designed to achieve this, for, once departed, Captain Price
did not intend to touch land until he reached Melbourne.
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Figure 9: Great Circle Route from England
Source: Richard Broome, The Victorians: Arriving (McMahons Point, NSW: Fairfax, Syme and Weldon
Associates, 1984) 71.

The Knight family travelled first class. Emma Curtin explained that charges were
generally between ‘£45 to £65 for first-class or saloon cabins; £18 to £22 for secondclass, intermediate or fore-saloon cabins; and £15 to £18 for steerage’.105 Consistent with
this assessment, Dodge, who travelled steerage, paid £15 for his fare. The Swiftsure’s
charges for passengers returning to London in April 1857 were: second cabin, £35;
intermediate, £25; and steerage, £20. First-class fares were ‘as agreed’.106 Rates for the
outward voyage appear to have been somewhat less than the return voyage, but it is fair
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to assume that Knight would have paid somewhere between £45 and £65 for each adult
ticket and extra for the children—that is, considerably more than £100, a substantial sum
in 1856. Dodge, writing during very rough weather with fellow travellers suffering the
effects of seasickness, commented: ‘I will never come steerage again and I would advise
anyone that is coming to go in the First or Second cabin or stay at home altogether.’107
The prior knowledge of the Knight’s seafaring families ensured that they did not make
that mistake.
The Swiftsure aimed to provide a comfortable and commodious journey for passengers.
The fit-out of the ship paid attention to space and provided:
Great breadth of beam [that] will afford the second and third cabin passengers
ample space on deck for promenading, whilst the spacious character of the
accommodation set apart for them will ensure perfect ventilation throughout the
ship.108
An experienced surgeon was on board and stewards were employed to provide service to
first and second-class passengers, thus meeting the requirements of the 1852 Passenger
Act and its amendment in 1855, whereby ‘commissioners could regulate not only
discipline, but all matters relating to sanitation, provisions, health and safety during a
voyage’.109 Emma Curtin noted that that accommodation was not equivalent across all
ships, larger vessels having larger cabins, and first-class cabins having slightly more
room. First-class passengers also had more access to spaces within the ship than
intermediate or steerage passengers.110 Woolcock added: ‘A first-class passage on any
kind of vessel offered relative space, privacy, freedom and ever-increasing amenities,
including cabin and table service. Compared to steerage, saloon passengers dined
sumptuously.’111 According to Dodge, they lived more comfortably too, for he reported
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being unable to sleep ‘as there is a lot of fleas—and they teased me very much’.112
Knight wanted the best for his young family but, even so, as he and his wife waited to
board the Swiftsure they must have felt some trepidation at leaving their extended
families and travelling with a toddler and a five-month-old baby.113
Plymouth was passed on 15 December 1856. On the deck and gazing towards land, the
realisation that this was possibly their last view of England must have been hard for the
Knights, and England disappeared quickly. Dodge noted that, after only two hours of
sailing, England had drifted beyond the horizon. However, the ocean was not a lonely
place in the first days of voyage for much sea traffic was bound for England. It was not
uncommon to see several ships (or more) during the first days of voyage. Four days out
from Plymouth, Dodge wrote that they ‘passed 14 or 15 ships today’.114 As Knight
scanned the ocean for ships, he would have been speculating about his future and what
Victoria held in store for his family. Always an optimist, his dreams and plans would
have been invariably positive.
However, such optimism may have been dented if seasickness overtook the family, a
curse few passengers escaped. Clara Aspinall, who arrived in Melbourne on 17 March
1858 aboard Royal Charter115 reported that suffering profound seasickness until just
before arriving in Victoria.116 Dodge wrote of the creaking of the ship, how the sound of
the wind prevented sleep and how some passengers were unable to go below deck at all
because of inescapable seasickness. When rough weather hit, things grew worse. Dodge
described the third day from Plymouth in which: ‘The sea had been running high all
night and when I came on deck this morning I could not stand without holding fast.
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Could not eat any breakfast. Dreadfully sick.’117 We do not know precisely what
happened to the Knights on their voyage, for a diary, such as that written by Dodge, has
not been found; however, it is fair to assume that their experiences would have been
similar.
Confined below deck to breastfeed her baby or watch over her sleeping toddler, Elizabeth
would have suffered dreadfully had she been afflicted with seasickness in weather such
as Dodge reported. When they struck the ‘roaring forties’, Dodge described the ship
rolling so much that:
I lie with my head towards the sea, and every time the vessel rolls to the right, I
appear to be standing on my heels, and when she rolls to the left, I appear to be
on my head—which is very uncomfortable.118
In such weather, what could the Knights do but lay in their bed with the children
snuggled in their arms for protection? The luxury and privacy a first-class cabin afforded
must have seemed a godsend.
Some have argued that the close proximity of shipboard life encouraged egalitarianism,
an ideal often associated with Australia; however, Curtin maintained that while there
may have been some relaxation, terrestrial social distinctions found in England were
maintained at sea.119 The passenger manifest reveals that the Swiftsure carried forty
passengers. Fourteen travelled first class, nine second class, and seventeen were third
class. Dodge reported ten stowaways on his voyage. Shipping Intelligence reports did not
publish stowaway numbers and we are left to wonder if any were found aboard Knight’s
voyage. The listed passengers were young and predominantly male. Most men listed
their occupations as ‘trader’, as did Knight. Only nine passengers were above thirty years
of age. Only eleven were women.
Ships generally provided some comfort for women. Cabins were usually supplied with
basic amenities such as a washstand and lamp, but even cabin passengers were required
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to supply their own furniture and bedding.120 Aspinall suggested taking not only a
portable easy chair but also a set of miniature drawers, a private library, plenty of warm
wraps and tins of biscuits.121 The Knights must have felt a sense of familiarity and
security with their own belongings around them, particularly in inclement weather.
Mindful of the demands of genteel society, some ships also allocated spaces for women
to sew, read, write or play music, thereby maintaining a distinction between public and
private life, so important in Victorian times.122 Elizabeth may have used such spaces, as
travellers could not isolate themselves within their cabins for three months, the duration
of a voyage.
Male passengers aboard the Swiftsure, while observing the expectations of rank, would
have been likely to mix together, discussing potential business opportunities and
expectations of the new land. However, such social interactions were problematic for
women. According to Curtin, ‘they could not, even had they wanted to, totally abandon
the dominant cultural ideals that had informed their lives from an early age’.123 Even in
dress, women were confined. Dodge wrote of Miss Hogan who laced herself so tightly
that she suffered fainting fits and cramps and went ‘clean out of her mind and was put in
hospital’.124
Decorum stipulated that Elizabeth should mix primarily with her fellow first-class
passengers, Sarah-Anne Towel and Elizabeth Selby, merchants’ wives, Phoebe Hall, a
lady, and Ellen Parkinson, governess to the Towel’s four children. She would have been
expected to interact less with the two third-class traders’ wives, one of whom travelled
with her two sisters, and not at all with the servant. Catherine Bloom, a trader’s wife
from second class, may have had entrée to both groups. However, the children would
have been less constrained. The four Towel children and the five Tompkins children
from third class may well have broken distinctions of rank and played with the children
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from first and second class. Doing so may have enabled their mothers to mingle more
freely.
Representations of the Swiftsure imply the deck was a relatively clear space for the
children to play, the adult passengers to relax and the crew to work. When discussing
travel at the time, Wollcock observed:
The main deck was a busy and cluttered area, with privies and bathrooms,
cookhouses and farmyard, the rigging and wheelhouse machinery, spars and
long boat, as well as structures to accommodate the [water] distilling apparatus,
extra equipment and sometimes the sailors.125
Drawings by T. Skinner Prout (Figure 10) confirm this. In one, a horse hangs its head,
the sail billows above and people congregate awaiting rations. Another constructs a more
serene scene in which:
The schoolmaster has summoned his little class, and seated reverentially on
some spars, the prescribed educational course is in full progress. A
contemplative shepherd takes a solitary seat on the keel of the reversed longboat amid-ships, whilst several anxious souls looking after creature comforts
surround the cook’s galley.126
Life aboard was certainly far more cluttered than we may envision today.
For shipboard life to run smoothly, order had to be enforced and strict routines observed.
Rosters for cleaning, airing of mattresses and washing clothes and linen were arranged,
and passengers were allocated duties according to their rank.127 Prout described ships
maintaining order by the tolling of the bells and pointed out that such duties ‘afford[ed]
them some daily occupation, and render[ed] them more alive to those little recreations,
which are frequently indulged in’.128 Dodge also described the orderly running of the
vessel. He noted the ritual of taking the ship’s coordinates and painstakingly entered the
daily latitude and longitude in his journal.129 Prout also described the captain and several
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of his crew preparing to determine the latitude by measuring the altitude of the sun with
sextants and quadrants, watched by a ‘curious middle-class gathering in the rear’.130 With
his scientific and surveying skills, Knight would have been to the fore of such a
gathering, eagerly learning a new skill, anxious to assume responsibility for a sextant and
take his own measurements.

Figure 10: T. Skinner Prout, Emigrants on Deck and Tea Water, 1849
Source: The Illustrated London News, 20 January 1849, accessed 10 May 2017
http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk.

Recreational shipboard activities included ‘journal writing and mending clothes, sports of
every description (including cricket), plays, lectures and debates, concerts and dances …
[allowing] considerable opportunity for self-expression’.131 Richard Broome added that,
to avoid boredom, passengers also:
Chatted, scanned the horizons for passing ships to take their letters home,
fished, boated and swam in calm seas. Those with guns blasted anything that
moved and others snared albatrosses for their feathers.132
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Dodge confirmed such activities and added to the list games of quoits, leapfrog and
boxing, and playing the violin and the banjo. He mentioned also the practice of bringing
up passengers’ boxes from the holds so they could inspect their goods.133
Knight would have revelled in this atmosphere of leisure, counter-posed with scientific
study, a fitting occupation for the middle-class traveller. Prout wrote of passengers:
Lounging over the ship’s side, prying with curious eyes into the secrets of the
‘deep blue sea’. ‘Portuguese men-of-war’… pass by in hundreds, presenting to
the wind their gossamer-like sails, tinted with the most beautiful pink and lilac.
Flying-fish … rise in shoals from the water in all directions, and after a short
hurried flight, drop with an extended splash into their element again.134
Dodge described fishing, catching a porpoise then skinning and eating it, and catching
albatrosses, storm petrels and other birds, sometimes for their feathers, sometimes to be
released, tagged ‘Swiftsure’ and the date.135 Knight would have been keen to study
marine life. Taking classes, giving after-dinner lectures or recitals, and debating, were
activities that Knight participated in throughout his life. While it is only speculation that
he was involved in such ventures while at sea, he undoubtedly would have been an active
participant in shipboard life. During the voyage, he entertained himself with drawing and
sketching, for he produced ‘a wonderful drawing, a design of a beautiful church’ that was
both ‘a work of art … [and] an indication of the ability of [Knight] as a draughtsman’.136
A family treasure, it was suggested in an obituary that it be displayed at the Bendigo Art
Gallery.
Knight and his family reached Melbourne eighty-five days after leaving England,
whereas Dodge’s voyage took only sixty-seven days. Captain Price plotted a course to
take advantage of the trade winds and Dodge wrote of being ‘outside the Bay of Biscay’
four days out from Plymouth, passing Maderia eight days out, and seeing the Cape Verde
Island of St Antonio five days later. The Swiftsure raced for the roaring forties, latitudes
near Antarctica where high winds made for speedy journeys—but not without attendant
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dangers. Approaching St Paul’s Island, 38˚ south, 77˚ east, a rough volcanic outcrop used
to aid navigation, Dodge described the sea as so rough that ‘our main top mast studding
sail boom touched the water’. The next day, the ship rolled so much that crockery was
broken, boxes moved about and the Swiftsure ‘appeared … to be going completely over
and the waves seemed to be coming over the sides’.137 Sailing was certainly not for the
faint-hearted!
Knight’s voyage, which followed the same course, may not have faced such perilous
weather, for it was slower. We know that Knight crossed the line of Greenwich Mean
Time, 0˚, on 3 January 1857.138 On 3 February, and still heading south, Captain Price
reported seeing another vessel in the distance.139 A little over two weeks later, on 20
February, battling the roaring forties of the Southern Ocean at latitude 43˚ 7’south,
longitude 88˚ 10’ east, Price signalled the Marshall Pellessier, which was travelling from
London to Adelaide.140 Such sightings must have given those on board a sense that they
were not entirely alone on the vast ocean—and they would have known Australia was
near.
With expectation growing, for six days light easterly winds blew and progress slowed.
However, by early March, passengers finally heard the longed-for call, ‘land ho!’ Cape
Otway was in sight and Melbourne only one hundred miles away. Dodge reported
travelling so close to land that they ‘could see the breakers’.141 Calara Aspinall saw only
a dry, barren, treeless plain and, at night, the glow of bushfires.142 On seeing land,
Knight’s excitement must have been high. On 9 March, after taking a pilot aboard, the
Swiftsure passed the Heads and entered Port Phillip Bay;143 however, there were
protocols to follow before landing. A doctor from Queenscliff boarded to check the
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passengers’ health.144 With this formality completed, the Swiftsure sailed for Melbourne
on Tuesday 10 March 1857.
Standing on the Swiftsure’s prow as she glided towards Melbourne, Knight would surely
have scanned the panorama of rolling hills and grasslands, yellow in the early-autumn
sun, and observed that grey-green and sparsely foliaged trees, so different from his native
London (Figure 11). Having researched his new home, Knight would have known that
Europeans first settled the Port Phillip district in 1835; that it was an agriculturally rich
area with more than six million sheep; and that Victoria had become an independent
colony in 1851, the year gold was discovered at Ballarat and Bendigo. Serle argued that
gold ‘transformed Victoria from a minor pastoral settlement to the most celebrated
British colony’145 in just ten years, with only Sydney its rival. Further, Serle maintained
that unassisted migrants in the 1850s (such as the Knights) provided ‘magnificent
economic material with educational qualifications and professional and industrial skills
superior to any other group of migrant to Australia, at least in the nineteenth century’.146
Pondering his future, Knight would not have been looking for sheep, but for Melbourne,
the town, which must have appeared small when compared with London.

Figure 11: Nathaniel Whittock, City of Melbourne, Australia, 1854
Source: Coloured engraving, 29 x 52.9 cm, accession no. H15070, State Library Victoria, accessed 17 May
2017, http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/pictoria/gid/slv-pic-aab74247.
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This ‘celebrated colony’ had been portrayed in 1845 by resident judge, Robert Therry, as
a modest town where only five ships were anchored in Hobson’s Bay and sheep grazed
in Bourke Street. However, by 1856, Melbourne was transformed. In that year, Therry
saw a grand city that ‘presented such a transition from poverty to splendour as no city in
the ancient or modern world had heretofore exhibited in a corresponding period’.147
Bourke Street was then:
Crowded with fine buildings and thronged and alive with … busy people …
[Hobson’s Bay] was filled with about two hundred large London and Liverpool
A1 ships, and countless other vessels from America, New Zealand, and various
other foreign parts.148
Seduced by the boundaries we know today, it is easy to assume that Melbourne in the
1850s was a large metropolis; however, a glance at an 1858 photograph by Barnett
Johnstone (Figure 12) shows otherwise. This was the world Knight saw as the Swiftsure
dropped anchor in Hobsons Bay that Tuesday. The Knights had been safely brought to
this busy port—this bustling, burgeoning city of Melbourne. After three months at sea,
their lives were about to change forever.
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Figure 12: Barnett Johnstone, Port of Melbourne, from the top of the Houses of
Parliament, Emerald Hill and Hobson’s Bay in the Distance, 1858
Source: Albumen silver photograph, 15.5 x 21.5 cm, on mount, accession No. H27160, State Library
Victoria, accessed 17 May 2017, http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/pictoria/gid/slv-pic-aab70983.
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Chapter 3: The Railway Years, 1857–62
George Knight committed to Victoria. He was young, enthusiastic and entrepreneurial,
one of Stuart Macintyre’s ‘ambitious individuals and families … [who tried] their luck in
Australia [and] brought additional savings as well as new skills and energies’.1 As the
Swiftsure’s anchor hit the water on 10 March 1857,2 calls rang out: ‘Shore. Who’s for
Shore.’3 Knight could not have known the important role he would soon be undertaking
in railway construction, the extent of familial upheaval caused by relocating residences—
isolation for Elizabeth and bereavements—nor the fortuitous coincidence that would
bring him in sight of good land for viticulture. Instead, ever optimistic and about to
embark on a new life in a new country, Knight would have eagerly awaited landfall,
ready to confront the challenges life would throw his way.
Small craft pulled alongside the clipper to take the intrepid travellers to land (Figure 13).
The Knights would have disembarked immediately, their possessions following later. A
contemporary observer noted:
The only means of transit between the seaboard and the city was, for goods, by
horse and dray or boat per river route, and, for passengers, by cab. Exorbitant
charges were made for freight, and passengers had to pay excessive cab fares.4
Negotiating with cab drivers would not have been necessary for Knight, as his brother,
John Knight, would have been awaiting their arrival. Joyous scenes would have followed
the reunion of the brothers and their growing families. George and his wife and children
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initially resided with John and his family at High Street, Prahran, where John rented a
prestigious ten-room house and garden.5

Figure 13: François Cogné, Sandridge from Hobson’s Bay, 1863
Source: Lithograph, tinted and hand coloured, 26.6 x 35.5 cm, accession no. H15460, State Library
Victoria, accessed 2 April 2016, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/284206.

Writing in 1904, Henry Gyles Turner reflected that Melbourne in the 1850s experienced
a metamorphosis and was a:
Bright, bustling metropolis. The few scattered oil lamps had given place to gas;
an abundant supply of pure water, from the noble Yan Yean reservoir, was laid
on to the houses; substantial buildings were everywhere in course of erection;
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and the handsome mansions and trim gardens of the well-to-do citizens were
making picturesque the rapidly filling suburbs.6
However, a glance at a map of Melbourne and its surrounds from 1855 (Figure 14),
produced by the Surveyor-General’s Office, puts these glowing accolades into
perspective. Vast tracts of land remained undeveloped, while Williamstown, Footscray
and St Kilda were villages unconnected with Melbourne.

Figure 14: C. Pasley and J. Jones, Melbourne and Hobson’s Bay, 1855
Source: Map, 56 x 58 cm, Melbourne: Surveyor-General’s Office, 1855, accessed 15 August 2017, State
Library Victoria, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/118537.
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Little more than a month after their arrival, the Knights were beset by tragedy. The death
of children was a problem to be endured in the nineteenth century, and both Knight
families faced such losses in 1857. John Knight registered the death of his nephew,
George Walter, George and Elizabeth’s second son, who died on 19 April at Punt Road,
Prahran, and was buried at St Kilda cemetery the following day. He was just ten months
old and had suffered for ten days with dysentery.7 John Knight’s firstborn, George
Melbourne, had died soon after birth, and his second son, George Arthur, died on 6 July.
Throughout 1857, Elizabeth, then aged twenty-five, and Alice, just nineteen years of age,
would have provided each other solace. Amid the grief of ailing children and their
eventual demise, George Knight had to support his family and find work.
Knight’s father had overseen the sale of his household goods, but his books, instruments
and some keepsakes followed on another vessel that never arrived. The £350 forwarded
from Lloyd’s of London seemed scant compensation.8 Irrespective of this setback, when
recalling his time as a government railway engineer in an article for the Victorian
Railways Institute Review (republished in the Bendigonian), George Knight commented
that, on arriving in Melbourne, he:
Superintended for some time the foundations of the present Houses of
Parliament, my brother … of the then firm of Knight, Kemp and Kerr, having
obtained the Government’s competition premium for the best architectural
design for Parliament House.9
He may have briefly overseen such work but Knight’s main preoccupation for five years
from 1857 was building railways. He took to this task with a gusto that prevailed
throughout his life, for Knight was always confident and diligently applied himself to all
tasks at hand.
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Railways for Victoria
In planning Melbourne in 1837, government surveyor Robert Hoddle designed a gridpattern street layout and was praised for incorporating ‘a line on much the same route as
the city’s first railway would be built seventeen years later’.10 This was insightful, as the
predominantly pastoral colony did not then require such infrastructure. However, all that
changed when a fledgling Victoria announced the discovery of gold in 1851. Transport,
particularly railway construction, became a priority for it ‘created opportunities for a
more intensive exploitation of the wealth of the country’.11 Some had advocated the
construction of canals and docks to allow shipping into Melbourne.12 Indeed, John
Knight toyed with such designs. However, amid the great prosperity generated by the
goldfields, Australia seemed harsh and huge to English eyes. Railways were used to tame
the country for they allowed access to previously remote or vulnerable frontiers.
Beverley Kingston argued that railways were ‘visionary … [and] promised to secure …
the continent’.13 For the citizens of Victoria, railways were needed to end chaotic
transport conditions.14 An integral part of Victoria’s infrastructure, railways allowed
produce to reach markets and people to travel for work and leisure.15
Drawing on thirty years of English experience, railway construction became the fastest
growing industry in the colonies. Towns built along railway corridors grew and
prospered.16 Private companies were expected to construct railway on Crown land while
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the government retained land ownership.17 In 1852, a public meeting established the
Melbourne and Hobson’s Bay Railway Company (MHBRC), which sought capital of
£100,000 at £50 per share.18 The government readily accepted their tender to build a line
to Sandridge and, on 12 September 1854, a Victorian manufactured locomotive powered
the first Victorian railway journey. This was a milestone. According to a report in The
Argus, ‘a great crowd assembled round the station at the Melbourne terminus, lining the
whole southern side of Flinders-street, from the station towards the wharf’.19 A further
article commented: ‘The spirit of material progress is preeminently the spirit of the age;
and without the aid of such cheap and quick communication as railways afford, this
progress cannot be realised.’20 This article, which outlined the rapid, worldwide incursion
of railways and their effect on all people, also argued that European colonists had
expropriated land and gold from Aboriginal people. Scathing in its criticism of Christian
England, it remarked:
Who, while rapidly destroying you [the Aboriginal people], cants in her
churches and her religious meetings about doing to others as she would be done
by! Rejoice, you dark-skinned savage, at the advent of your kind,
magnanimous, and most Christian brother!21
In so doing, the article provided a contemporary voice to Boucher’s suggestion that
‘Australian settler colonies were simultaneously some of the most progressive and
repressive polities in the nineteenth century British world’.22
The Melbourne, Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway Company (MMA&MRR),
incorporated in 1853, sought capital of £1,000,000 and planned lines from Melbourne to
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Echuca, with a branch line to Williamstown. However, insufficient shares were sold and
the company limited work to the Williamstown section, beginning on 12 June 1854.23
While some enthusiastically supported railway construction by private companies, it
became clear that government ownership of railway land curtailed investment.24 Failure
of the MHBRC and MMA&MRR seemed inevitable when English venture capital
companies were also failing, and investors, often from the middle class, lost their life
savings. In 1840s Britain, the Royal Engineers regulated private railways and found:
Any amount of extravagance, greed, waste and speculation. These experiences
reinforced their view that government officials could do such jobs better,
cheaper, and more disinterestedly than investor-speculators and their highly
paid minions.25
Some of these engineers migrated to Victoria. Their ideas percolated through the halls of
government, resulting in the emergence of ‘the political will for government ownership
of the railways’.26 In 1855, Governor Hotham suggested that Victoria build its own
railways; his plan rested on reserving land along the lines and using British finance. In
March, the Legislative Council Select Committee agreed.27 In 1857, it was decided to
borrow £7–8 million from British banks; however, a consortium of colonial banks also
put forward a tender and theirs was accepted. Turner recalled a belief that principal
railway lines ought be under government control to avoid unnecessary duplication, and
hinted at protectionism and parochialism, for he wrote that Victorians were inclined to:
Pay for the privilege of dealing with the local man rather than … the ‘foreigner’
… There were advantages … since relations between the banks and the
Government from that time to the present day have been of vast commercial
importance, and have proved cordial and mutually beneficial.28
In 1855, consensus had emerged to concurrently construct two lines: Melbourne to
Geelong and Ballarat, and Melbourne to Sandhurst and Echuca (with the Melbourne to
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Williamstown section given priority). These lines would link the metropolis with the
interior and provide transport to Melbourne for goods and passengers arriving by sea.
The government purchased the ailing MMA&MRR for £68,100. At that time, only
earthworks between Melbourne and Williamstown had been commenced.29 On 1 April
1856, the Victorian Government Railway Department was established as part of the
Board of Land and Works with George Darbyshire its engineer-in-chief. His priority was
building the Sandhurst line, followed by those to Ballarat and Geelong.
From his offices at Batman’s Hill in 1856, Darbyshire began designing the railway,
altering the MMA&MRR proposal so it would ‘follow the general route of the Calder
Highway through Diggers’ Rest and Gisborne’.30 He completed specifications for
ironwork and locomotives for the Melbourne to Williamstown line, including passenger
carriages, goods wagons, guards vans and bullion vans from England, but also ensured
that twenty passenger carriages and sixty goods wagons were built in Victoria,31
confirming Turner’s view that Victorians tended to support local manufacturing. Murray,
a Victorian Railways employee, added:
These railway pioneers were not content to build a line and then stand idly by,
and let the wind whistle over it until someone else at the other end of the world
was pleased to send along the engines they had ordered. That they were men of
energy, grit, and resource is evidenced by the fact that they decided to give the
local manufacturers a chance to see what they could do in the way of building a
locomotive.32
Over the next year, engineers were employed to facilitate this project. George Knight, a
young man about to enter his twenty-fifth year, was one of them. Mr Robson was the
engineer from the Melbourne terminus to the Saltwater River, and Darbyshire appointed
Knight as ‘Government engineer of the Saltwater River bridge and the railway line from
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this bridge to Williamstown’;33 though, in 1859, this was curtailed to the Geelong
junction.34

To the Railways
Victorian Parliamentary Papers confirm that, in April 1857, Darbyshire employed Knight
as an Inspector of Works with a salary of £400 per annum.35 Knight joined an office with
five other employees: two draftsmen, two surveyors and one senior engineer, Robert
Adams, who had more than twenty-years experience. The Adams family had known the
Knights in London. Robert Adams’s support, together with that of John Knight, who was
prominent and influential, must have assisted Knight in gaining his posting, for
patronage was important in securing positions.36 Knight maintained this role and salary
in 1858.
Today, it is acknowledged that ‘high levels of creative engineering and aesthetic design
were assured … [from this] team of hand-picked experts’ who worked on Victoria’s first
railways.37 Engineers Australia, when arguing for heritage status for the Melbourne,
Bendigo and Echuca railway, highlighted important structures on the Bendigo line
including the bridge over the Saltwater River and the Jackson’s Creek viaduct. These and
other structures for which Knight had responsibility are now heritage listed.38 Knight was
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supervising engineer at both the Saltwater River bridge and Jackson’s Creek viaduct, and
both presented him with significant engineering problems.
The Melbourne–Williamstown Line

Figure 15: Henry Laird Cox, Victoria‐Australia, Port Phillip, Hobson Bay and River
Yarra Leading to Melbourne, 1865
Source: Map, 79 x 96 cm, London: The Admiralty, 1865, British Admiralty Nautical Charts, State Library
Victoria, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/93001.

Pasley and Jones’s map (Figure 14) shows the Melbourne to Williamstown railway line,
its junctions with the Melbourne to Sandhurst line and the Geelong line. Cox’s map
(Figure 15) shows a large swampy area, some basalt (bluestone) outcrops and the
crossing of the Saltwater (Maribrynong) River, all of which provided obstacles for the
engineering team to surmount.39 However, the Saltwater River crossing had to contend
Overlay no. H061 for the Railway Bridge, Sunbury, over Jackson’s Creek; National Trust of Australia
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with more than physical obstacles. Initially, opponents presumed that railways would
cause damage to river trade.40 As early as September 1854, a group formed to support
river transport, stating that ‘this committee altogether disapproves of the closing or
obstructing of the navigable rivers of the colony’.41 Amid such controversy, a bridge had
to be constructed to cater for the traffic to the goldfields.
The Saltwater River bridge was the first tubular, wrought iron, box girder structure to be
built in the colony. It cost £90,000, spanned 200 feet, was thirty-three feet broad and
stood twenty-five feet above the height of the water,42 From the outset, the land itself
provided a substantial obstacle. Knight had to contend with marshy ground along the
river, on the Footscray side of the bridge where the land was:
So soft and morass like that a foundation for the bank to rest on was only
obtainable by making ‘fascienes’ of the ti-tree scrub bound with wire 20ft. long,
and a foot thick, thrown in 4ft. deep and tipping the earthwork on to them.43
In November 1857, Knight provided The Argus with extensive information about
construction of the Saltwater River Bridge, a task completed by George Holmes and
Company. He noted that ‘beneath the site for the abutments lies a deposit of seventy feet
of vegetable matter, rendering it imperative to pile the foundation’.44 To overcome this,
more than 600 trees, fifty feet long and two feet in diameter, were driven into the ground
to a depth of sixty feet, primarily using steam power. Soil was then removed and
concrete poured. Over this:
Attached to the piling is a massive cradling of fifteen inches squared blue-gum
timber and eight inches in thickness of hardwood planking, forming a perfect
platform to receive the masonry … Cofferdams have been driven around the
foundations, enclosing an area of 1,600 square yards: these have been very
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successfully constructed, as the excavations within them are comparatively free
from water.45
Once foundations were completed, bridgeworks continued and:
Masonry will be fixed with travelling cranes, designed by the assistant
engineer, each of 40 feet span and the entire height of the abutments—they are
the first we have seen working in the colony upon so simple and effective a
principle.46
This bridge remained the longest in Australia until 1889; in 1911, it was replaced by a
steel Pratt truss, though the bluestone buttresses remain today.47
Significantly, for such a large and complex construction that, in part, used steam power,
accidents were few, The Argus reporting ‘this reflects credit upon all persons connected
with the works’,48 especially Knight, the responsible engineer. Yet, would his bridge
carry the weight of a locomotive? Newspapers throughout the colony reported that, on 16
September 1858, Darbyshire, Knight and others set off from Williamstown in a
locomotive. Startling Footscray residents, they sped past the Sandhurst line junction
halting just before the bridge, thus opening six of eight miles of line, but the Saltwater
River Bridge was still to be tested.49 Knight reminisced: ‘Mr. Jack’s locomotive foreman
and myself took the first locomotive over the Saltwater River, or, rather, two
locomotives, with which we tested the new bridge.’50 A few months later, on 7 January
1859, Captain Pasley, Commissioner of Public Works, Darbyshire and Knight, took a
locomotive and six loaded goods wagons across the line and conducted a series of loadbearing tests that showed the deflection of the bridge with one locomotive and wagons,
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and then two, crossing the bridge, both slowly and at speed. No doubt it was Knight who
‘carefully chronicled [the deflections] as the experiment was made’.51 Thus, the bridge
had been successfully tested before dignitaries partook of the excitement of this journey.
Once tested, the Melbourne to Williamstown line was officially opened for use on 13
January 1859.
In letters to the Sandhurst Council, Knight attested to his responsibilities as a railway
engineer. In relation to the Melbourne to Williamstown line he stated: ‘I have built the
Railway Bridge over The Saltwater River … [and] it remains still the largest one span
Bridge in Australia’.52 In another letter, Knight cited his achievements on this line as:
–The Tubular Girder Bridge on the swamp over the Saltwater River 70 feet
deep of sludge under each foundation.
–The Iron Girder Bridge over the Bay inlet on the Williamstown line.
–The heavy timber viaducts near the Saltwater River
–And the whole of the cutting. Embankments, Bridges, Ballasting and
Fermanant way from the Salt Water River to the Geelong junction near
Williamstown.53
Knight clearly saw the value of these works and his contribution to them and, even
though problems existed with contractors,54 the Sandhurst line was finished in a timely
manner.
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Figure 16: A. Willmore, Engraver, S. T. Gill Artist, Bridge Over Saltwater River,
Victorian Railways
Source: Steel engraving, 26.5 x 29 cm, (Melbourne: Sands, Kenny and Co., 1862), Victoria Illustrated
Collection, State Library Victoria, accessed 15 August 2017, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/165261.

Completing the Saltwater River bridge and the Williamstown railway were major
achievements and both became the focus of a number of artworks produced at the time.
Arthur Willmore’s steel engraving (Figure 16) displayed the grandeur of the bridge with
its imposing bluestone buttresses, as well as the rural nature of the surrounding
landscape. Showing a train travelling to Williamstown, Samuel Calvert’s wood
engraving (Figure 17) reveals the significance of the line for Melbourne. Beyond the
growing township and busy port of Williamstown, Hobson’s Bay is crowded with
steamships and ships under sail. There was a clear synergy between sea and rail
transport, and rail quickly assumed a major role in domestic transport of cargo and
passengers in colonial Victoria.
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Figure 17: Samuel Calvert, Williamstown from the Railway Bridge, 1863
Source: Wood engraving (Melbourne: Ebenezer and David Syme, 1863), Illustrated Newspaper File, State
Library Victoria, accessed 15 August 2017, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/236433.

When working on the Williamstown line, Knight relocated his family to the hamlet of
Footscray, probably to 15 Hyde Street, a property owned by J. Knight, that was located
opposite the Wesleyan Church and within a block of the station and railway line (Figure
18). Elizabeth remained illusive; after the hustle and bustle of London, she must have felt
isolated being now in such a small hamlet. Records show that she gave birth to Augustus
Gerald on 31 March 1858.55 The joy of a new baby was soon compromised by the death
of Knight’s father in London on 30 October. Then, after suffering dysentery for two
days, Augustus died on 29 December 1858 and was buried in Melbourne New
Cemetery.56 The loss of a second son must have affected Knight; however, historical
sources are silent on the matter. The death of infants was not uncommon, and private,
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family matters did not affect the public world of work, for Knight would soon relocate
his family again, this time to a rural location.

Figure 18: The Township of Footscray, Parish of Cut Paw Paw, 1857
Source: Melbourne: Public Lands Office, 1857, accessed 8 August 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/166302.

The Diggers Rest–Lancefield Road Section of the Sandhurst Line
Kimberley noted that Knight’s work on the Melbourne to Williamstown line had been
‘so satisfactory … that the Government largely increased his salary, and subsequently
deputed him to construct the whole of the Sunbury section of the main line of railway to
Bendigo’.57 Parliamentary Papers for 1859 confirm Knight as ‘an engineer etc.’ with a
salary of £600 per annum.58 A letter from 1883 indicated that he was also supplied with a
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family residence, a field office, staff and a fenced paddock for his horses, making his
annual remuneration equivalent to £800.59 Knight’s purview was Section 2 of the
Sandhurst line from Digger’s Rest to Lancefield Road station (Figure 19) and, according
to Knight, he was ‘engaged by the Government until the completion of the Sunbury
railway contract’.60 Relocating his family to the rural township of Sunbury facilitated a
turning point for the family’s lifestyle and fortune, but first there was another railway to
construct.

Figure 19: Victorian Railways, ‘Plan Shewing [sic] the Several Contracts for the
Main Trunk Line for Which Tenders Were Received on the 24th March, 1858’
Source: Melbourne: Railway Department, 1858, map RM 1020, Digital Map Collection, National Library
of Australia, enlargement showing Sunbury contract, showing Section 2, for which Knight was
responsible, accessed 18 March 2016, http://nla.gov.au/nla.map-rm1020-sd-cd.
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Samuel and William Jackson began farming in the Sunbury area in July 1836, soon after
European colonisation of Port Phillip.61 Nearly twenty-two years later, on 24 March
1858, with Sunbury township emerging, the government let contracts for the construction
of the Melbourne to Sandhurst railway after receiving 133 tenders for individual sections
of the line. Work began on 7 June with an expected completion date of 31 July 1861.
Two independent firms amalgamated and Cornish and Bruce became the largest
contracting firm in the colony. They were appointed contractor for the whole of the
Melbourne to Sandhurst line, their tender being for £3,356,937.62
Knight intended to be a significant citizen of Sunbury. At a Crown land auction in June
1859 he purchased six allotments in his own right for £153, one for his brother John for
£21, and another in partnership with John for £36 1s, spending in total £171 0s 6d.63 Four
blocks between Evans and O’Shannasey Streets formed one large allotment adjacent to
the railway line. John Knight’s block and their joint allotment abutted this land. Knight
purchased a further block in O’Shannasey Street, south of Brook Street. For an additional
£40, Knight bought yet another allotment on the corner of Evans and Brook Streets;
however, by 1865, both the block under joint ownership and the corner block had been
sold to W. Peebles. In Figure 20, drawn in 1859 and published in 1865, Knight’s blocks
are indicated by arrows; the station and its buildings, the end of the railway line and
Jackson’s Creek are also shown.
Living opposite the railway station, with William their only surviving child, Knight’s
family began to expand. Elizabeth gave birth to Jerrold Ernest on 30 October 1859 and
Jessie Violet on 30 July 1861. Family notices, presumably written by Knight, listed
Elizabeth as the wife of ‘G. W. Knight, Esq., C.E.’.64 It is clear that he wanted his civil
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engineering status acknowledged; however, the use of ‘esquire’ shows he aspired to join
the gentry, thus exemplifying the equivocal position of the petty bourgeoisie as described
by Marx. While still with the Railways Department, Knight purchased more land and
began to plant vineyards at Bald Hill for himself and for others.
Sunbury was a workers’ town. The railway terminus provided for commerce and
construction of the viaduct required a large labour force. Businesses and other
infrastructure developed to service their needs including ‘shops, hotels, and eating and
boarding houses’.65 The Argus noted that, at Sunbury, there was:
The inn, and the church, and the restaurant; there is the blacksmith’s forge, and
the carpenter’s shop; and picturesquely irregular lines of square canvas tents
dotting the sward, and fringing with a white border the windings of the creek.66
According to Harrigan, ‘Cornish and Bruce had 2,000 men and 600 horses employed.
Camps were established [along the line] at the locations of big works, such as Jackson’s
Creek’.67 A camp was also located at Riddell’s Creek.68 The workers, and often their
wives and children, lived in canvas or corrugated iron huts for up to two years, their
camps described by Cusack as ‘small townships … at key points along the way …
[where] men and … horses [had] to be fed each day’.69 Newspaper reports indicated that
2,000 workers attended the opening celebrations for the line to Sunbury in 1859 and, at
Easter 1860, at Jackson’s Creek, ‘some 400 brawny men [were] labouring, cutting the
stone, building the piers, or blasting the shaly sand-stone or the hard blue rock in the long
mile of cutting’.70
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Figure 20: Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Victoria, Township of
Sunbury in the Parishes of Buttlejorrk and Bulla Bulla, County of Bourke, 1865
Source: Map, 34 x 51 cm, accessed 19 January 2018, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/103747.
Note: Arrows indicate Knight’s properties. Enlargement shows George Knight’s allotments (13,14, 18 and
19) and John Knight’s allotment (21).
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Knight specified his practical experience as a government engineer on his section of the
Melbourne to Bendigo line, and noted that he was responsible for between 400 and 500
men and for the ‘laying out of works’ and also for ‘accurately measuring up their works,
and certifying for payments of the same amounting but little less than half a million of
money’.71 The engineering requirements of Knight’s section of line were prodigious and
much of the plant used had to be improvised.72 Cusack observed that ‘the task called for
an organisation of men and materials on an unprecedented scale’.73 Knight declared that
‘the water supply for the locomotives at Sunbury occurred on my section including the
dam at the Macedon River’. He also claimed responsibility for:
–The stone viaduct over the Harpers Creek.
–The five span stone viaduct over Sunbury Creek.
–The extensive Iron and Stone viaduct over Jacksons Creek Valley.
–The heavy rock cutting one mile in length … and the whole of the cuttings,
bridges, Embankments, Ballasting [page destroyed] way and completing of the
line [page destroyed] Diggers Rest Nearby to Lancefield.74
Both the eight and a half miles of the Melbourne–Williamstown line and twenty-three
and a half miles of the Melbourne–Sunbury sections of the Sandhurst line were to be
opened on 13 January 1859; however, the day before, strikes caused nearly one mile of
the Sunbury line to remain incomplete. The left-hand line was able to carry traffic, but
‘the right-hand line is still in confusion—a chaos of sleepers, broken metal, rails, and
chains’.75 On the night of 12 January, Sunbury was filled with noise and commotion.
Hundreds of men toiled to complete works for the following day’s festivities for the
governor and 1,400 invited guests.
On Thursday 13 January 1859, Governor Sir Henry Barkly officially opened both lines.
At 7 am that day, a train was sent to Sunbury with the Volunteer Artillery Corps and half
a battery of one-pounder howitzers, the 40th Regiment Band and staff to assist with the
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luncheon. Before 10 am, thousands had arrived at Batman’s Hill.76 They waved farewell
to a train holding the official party and the press, The Age noting: ‘The whole Ministry
were present, and we can scarcely mention a person of any note who was not present.’77
Heading to Williamstown they crossed Knight’s Saltwater River bridge:
A handsome, and every way satisfactory structure of iron girders and stone
piers … past Footscray at thirty miles an hour … [through] open ground, and
the rolling sea with a ship in full sail … to our right.78
They arrived, listened to the required speeches, then proceeded to the junction of the
Sandhurst line and headed to Sunbury, a trip of over three hours. At Sunbury, the official
train met up with three other trains that had travelled there directly.
All guests disembarked their trains at the wooden building erected for the celebration
banquet, a feat managed only with workers toiling through the night. After partaking of
refreshments, the governor, headed by the military, walked along the line to lay the
foundation stone at Knight’s much-lauded Jackson’s Creek viaduct, described by The
Age as ‘a severe one, some sixty or seventy feet high, massive stone piers, with iron
girders. The area for an abutment [was] excavated to a depth of fifteen feet.’79 Barkly
deposited a time capsule thirty feet deep containing coins, newspapers and an
informative scroll.80 Formalities completed, the party returned to the banquet hall, which
had raised dais for dignitaries, seven tables running the length of the building for guests,
a gallery for the orchestra and recessed areas for the serving staff. According to The
Argus, the banquet, as shown in an unattributed engraving (Figure 21), was sumptuous.81
Cornish and Bruce intended to celebrate in grandiose style, bringing forty cooks, one
hundred waiters and sixty drays to transport the food.82 As Harrigan noted, ‘government,
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citizens and contractors apparently agreed that the inauguration of the first portions of
Victorian railways was an event worthy of general rejoicing’.83 The following day, a
‘magnificent ball [was held] at the Exhibition Buildings in William Street … [for] more
than 1500 persons;84 with that, the festivities concluded.

Figure 21: The Railway Festival at Sunbury, 1859
Source: Leo J. Harrigan, Victorian Railways to ’62 (Melbourne: Victorian Public Relations and Betterment
Board, 1962) 27.

The opening of the railway to Sunbury was narrated, drawn, photographed and painted.
The Illustrated London News commemorated the occasion with a wood engraving of the
laying of the foundation stone in 1857, which depicted citizens lining every vantage
point (Figure 22).85 The rural, relatively undeveloped nature of the Sunbury area, which
was still the case in 1859, is evident in this engraving. Ladies are dressed in crinolines
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and bonnets, their escorts also well dressed for the occasion. Hats worn by the men
distinguish their class—top hats for the well-to-do, bowler hats for those aspiring to
improve their lot and cabbage-tree hats for working men. Housing is quite sparse, and
Smith’s general store is of modest wood construction. A rudimentary wooden bridge
crosses Jackson’s Creek. It is easy to imagine that the middle-class couple, arm-in-arm,
watching the crowds assemble from the high ground opposite the store, are Knight and
his wife.

Figure 22: The Victorian Government Railway—Laying the First Stone of Jackson’s
Creek Viaduct
Source: Wood engraving from sketch by J. D. Stone, 19 x 24 cm, The Illustrated London News, 23 April
1859, accessed 15 August 2017, British Newspaper Archive, http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk;
State Library Victoria, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/69116.

Another wood engraving (Figure 23) indicates the pride with which the colony viewed its
railways. Surrounded by working men, an Aboriginal person, a variety of colonial
produce and the call, ‘A Narrative to Send to Friends’, it features Jackson’s Creek
viaduct. The moderately wooded, undulating terrain is tamed by huge earthworks that
encroach across the valley. Cranes are located at the face of the left embankment and
121

atop the right embankment are horse and cart teams seemingly disgorging soil. Jackson’s
Creek is in the foreground and between it and the valley are worker’s tents. Buildings of
Sunbury and the transient worker’s camps can be seen to the left of the railway line.
Within a year, at Easter 1860, The Argus described the viaduct as:
A very substantial erection of bluestone, consisting of several arches of small
span. The piers have now being carried up to their full height, the frames for the
centres have been placed, and the embankment is made up on the Sunbury side,
and very nearly so on the other; therefore, this ‘little difficulty’ [Jackson’s
Creek] will soon be got over … The first pier has been carried up to its full
height, and the others are more than half erected; but still some 80,000 yards of
embankment have to be laid to connect the line with the bridge. The work done
is unquestionably of the most substantial character.86
Murray later noted that the Jackson’s Creek, Malmsbury and Taradale viaducts presented
significant construction difficulties; however, ‘experts from abroad have declared that
this is one of the best constructed railways in the world’.87
Lancefield Road Station (now Clarkefield Station) opened on 8 July 1861.88 Later that
month, the railway was able to carry goods and passengers as far as Woodend. Official
guests for the opening ceremonies, one of whom was Knight, travelled along the line
and, on reaching Jackson’s Creek viaduct:
The whole of the company left the carriages to inspect that fine work … the
structure was much and generally admired, both for the boldness and elegance
of the design, and the splendid workmanship which it displays.89
In official speeches, Thomas Higinbotham, who had replaced Darbyshire as engineer-inchief on 17 May 1860, noted that ‘Knight was entitled to the credit he deserved in
connexion [sic]with the works at Jackson’s Creek’.90 Later, Mr Williams of the Geelong
and Ballarat Railway praised the government inspectors of the line, Knight for Section 2
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and Mr Green for Sections 3, 4 and 5. He referred to the railway they had travelled over
that day as ‘proof of the ability and professional integrity of those gentlemen’.91

Figure 23: Samuel Calvert, The Railway Viaduct Jackson’s Creek, 1859
Source: Wood engraving (East Melbourne: Herald Office, 1859), State Library Victoria, accessed 15
August 2017, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/106350.
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Cornish and Bruce
William Cornish died in March 1859 after the opening of the Sunbury line but the
company continued. As Cusack observed, John Bruce was an unyielding opponent of the
eight-hour day, as had been Cornish, and the company’s tender was developed on the
basis of a ten-hour day. From 1859, Cornish and Bruce was in dispute with its
stonemasons; according to Cusak, the company intended to ‘destroy the principal [sic] of
an eight-hour day and as well, the bargaining strength of the Operative Stonemasons’
Society’.92 In January, 300 men went on strike and Knight’s section was affected. A
three-arch bluestone bridge two miles south of Sunbury had not been built; therefore, a
temporary wooden structure was constructed so that the line could be opened.93 To break
the strike, Cornish and Bruce contracted German stonemasons to work ten-hour days;
however, when these men met with striking stonemasons, the Germans also refused to
work. Bruce used the Masters and Servants Act to try to force the Germans to comply,
but they refused to renew their contracts when they expired in 1860, forcing reinstitution
of the eight-hour day.94 Bruce also used subcontractors who were neither beholden to
their workers nor inclined to reduce government costs. Offering unrealistically low
tenders, they often refused to pay their workers at the completion of projects.95 Through
such subterfuge, Bruce was inadvertently responsible for increasing industrial unrest.
A disgruntled worker complained to The Argus in June 1859 that workers received
between seven and eight shillings a day but did not get paid when it rained or when the
company failed to supply blasting powder for the Sunbury viaduct. The worker blamed
the company, Bruce and a manager, Mr Lee.96 Knight was not mentioned, but he too
would fall foul of Lee. A subsequent letter remonstrated against Cornish and Bruce.
‘Obscurity’ argued that men were being routinely underpaid by manipulation of working
times, for they were only paid for full hours worked, not part hours, and they were never
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paid overtime. He argued that any public complaint would lead to dismissal showing
‘pretty clearly … the dependent position of working men in tolerating such abuses
without daring to evince their dislike to them’.97
In 1860, things escalated. Cornish and Bruce received fortnightly payments from the
government but began to pay their workers monthly. Incensed, local business people
refused to supply anyone who could not settle debts each fortnight. Three hundred
workers on the Riddell’s Creek section went on strike. Men further along the line also
refused to work until the issue was resolved. Bruce again tried to hire strikebreakers.
Tensions escalated. Those on strike used guerrilla tactics, tampering with work and
fighting with strikebreakers. The government believed it was powerless to intervene, as
‘it was simply a matter between master and servant’. Yet, Cornish and Bruce was
challenged by some for failing to supply enough workers to fulfil their contract. At the
start of August, nearly 200 men marched from Castlemaine to Bill Hill near Sandhurst
and the government intervened to resolve the dispute. While Bruce’s activities had
consequences beyond his firm, on 9 August, he offered the men fifty per cent of their
money at the end of two weeks and, with this compromise, they returned to work.98

Railway Contracts Investigated
Parliament established the Railways Committee (Railways Contracts Committee) ‘to
investigate the working of Railways Contracts on both lines [and] invite[d] all persons
having complaints to make, either in relation to contractors or the Railway Department,
[to] forward same’.99 Aiming to investigate the expenditure of the borrowed £8 million
and review contracts, it targeted the inexperienced George Darbyshire who was accused
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of negligence through overspending on engineers’ salaries and making errors, including
in specifications for the Saltwater River Bridge. Contractor, Mr Holmes (an unsuccessful
tenderer for the MMA&MRR), complained that Darbyshire’s plans were inaccurate,
resulting in additional costs, and that Isambard Brunel, the English railway baron, had
been forced to alter drawings. Tender quotations were also not strictly followed, a
‘schedule of prices’ being applied that often increased the final cost to the government.100
Darbyshire withstood an onslaught of criticism from The Argus; however, on 4 May
1860, the Legislative Assembly, armed with reports from its Railways Committee,
argued that:
The conduct of railway works cannot satisfactorily be left dependent on the
good faith of the contractors, and … there ought be a thorough inspection of all
the railway works … by professional and practical men; and … [future
supervision should] prevent any departure from specifications unauthorised by
the inspectors, who ought to be men of unquestionable character and fitness for
their duties.101
Understanding this as a major attack on his professional credibility, Darbyshire defended
himself, but also offered his resignation. Thomas Higinbotham, brother of George, was
appointed as engineer-in-chief on 17 May 1860.102
After succeeding in gaining Darbyshire’s scalp, The Argus continued its pursuit of
misconduct in the railways, claiming:
The Melbourne and Sandhurst Railway bids fair to become the most stupendous
monument of fraud and folly ever carried out by a community priding itself
upon its mercantile habits, its commercial sagacity, and its admirable system of
responsible government.103
Investigations revealed that some parliamentarians and officials ‘sat both in Cabinet and
on the boards of the banks that arranged the railway loans and financed the
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contractors’.104 Chief among them were parliamentarians Mr Woods, chairman of the
Railways Committee (and later owner of a vineyard adjoining Knight’s property at Bald
Hill), and Mr Sinclair, who held a position with Cornish and Bruce. Pursuing Darbyshire,
the Railway Committee found evidence ‘of mismanagement and extravagant expenditure
of public funds on the part of the officers of the Railway Department’.105 The
machinations of conflicted interests and, at worst, corruption, were evident and would
soon embroil Bruce, Woods and Sinclair.
Cornish and Bruce was also damaged by this investigation. The Argus cited depositions
to the committee from former company employees stating that:
It was a general and oft-repeated instruction from Mr. Bruce to his
superintendents to obtain false measurements and returns of metal from the
Government officers on the line, as much as possible in excess of the actual
quantities, in order that the contractors might get undue advances thereon from
the Treasury.106
The company was alleged to have overcharged for bricks, cement and other goods used
in the construction of the Melbourne to Sandhurst line north of Sunbury. Further, it was
alleged that contractors claimed for more materials than required, and that the quality of
materials was not as specified. The Argus also criticised the rigour and the questioning
style of the Railway Committee.107 By offering inducements, in particular, a £1,000 bribe
to the chairman, Mr Woods, Bruce was seen as attempting to manipulate the outcome of
the committee, whose members included his attorney and Sinclair. While Woods refused
the bribe, in March 1860, he was forced to resign from the Railway Committee, as was
Sinclair.108 Yet, the construction triumph of Cornish and Bruce cannot be dismissed. For
the Melbourne to Williamston line and the Sandhurst line to Sunbury to open—that is,
‘so many miles in so short a space of time’—was ‘an event unprecedented in the annals
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of railway making’.109 Though their progress from Sunbury to Sandhurst slowed due to
poor weather and industrial issues, this section was also speedily completed and provided
infrastructure that has been in use for generations.
The archives reveal that Knight supplied his superiors with meticulous, regular progress
reports that noted even minor discrepancies. For example, he informed them that, without
permission, a Cornish and Bruce employee removed government wagons from a site, and
that he had held back certificates until the company complied with his written requests.110
By 1860, Cornish and Bruce’s agent, Mr Lee, was defying Knight’s written instructions.
Given Knight’s relative youth—he was not then thirty years old—it seems that some
contractors thought they could get the better of him.
The Railway Committee examined ‘several engineers and architects of standing and
experience, and also some of the officers of the Railway Engineers’ Department,
including the Engineer-in-Chief’.111 In January 1860, Knight appeared to defend himself
against allegations made by the firm Cragg and Dale.112 They claimed that Knight acted
with ‘excessive severity in the rejection of certain timber required for a railway
viaduct’.113 This charge, The Argus contended:
Utterly breaks down against the Government officer, and the evidence goes
only to show in what various ways a contractor can “dodge” a too punctilious
inspector. Mr. KNIGHT’S fault of over-scrupulousness is proved, by
subsequent revelations, to be a very uncommon fault on the part of the
Government officials.114
Cragg and Dale alleged that Knight rejected the timber because it was not purchased
from his preferred company and, as the timber was on-sold to other contractors for
government projects, Knight was proved to be in error and corruption was implied. Yet,
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evidence from Cragg and Dale effectively confirms the unscrupulous methods used by
Cornish and Bruce and their contractors, as well as the dubious allegiances of some
government employees, such as the government engineer William Zeal, who, for a salary
of £2,000, resumed employment with Cornish and Bruce as manager and engineer-inchief of all government engineers.115 After ‘sitting for several months and examining
many witnesses, [the Railway Committee eventually] abandoned the inquiry’.116 Knight
later revealed:
The contractors brought an action against the Government for [£3000] over the
Saltwater River Bridge, the entire weight of the defence of that case rested upon
me, as the Government Resident Engineer. I got the Department and a clear
verdict, with full cost and I received a money payment from the Government
for my skill in conducting the case, in addition to my salary.117
Again, Knight was shown to be a man of integrity—a gentleman—and a man of that noone could get the better of.
Cornish and Bruce worked amid a backdrop of money for compromise, yet Knight
remained a loyal government employee. He desired, unconditionally, to get the best
results for government and, hence, for all Victorians, from the contractor and his
subcontractors. He may have been (too) fastidious and (overly) scrupulous, but to a very
positive end, for there was no suggestion that Jackson’s Creek viaduct or any work
overseen by Knight was faulty, no payments were questioned, and the safety record of
sites for which he was in charge was exemplary. The middle-class and liberal tenets of
integrity and moral character, expected of gentlemen, were important drivers for Knight.
He completed his work efficiently and in a timely manner. Deadlines were adhered to so
that, at Sunbury, the government took ‘possession of nearly three additional miles of the
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railway, two years before the contract time, thus enabling [them] … to run their traffic
into the township’.118
On 20 October 1862, the Melbourne to Sandhurst line was officially opened. Knight
relinquished his position as a railway engineer on 31 August that year;119 however, he
attended opening celebrations for various sections of the Sandhurst line and kept in touch
with his fellow engineers. Figure 24, a photograph of the engineer-in-chief’s branch, was
taken sometime during 1862. It depicts thirty-five engineers and clerical staff from the
branch. Attired in frock coats and top hats or dress coats and bowler hats, these men were
Knight’s fellow employees. Some stand in front of the Beyer Peacock locomotive while
others stand on the train behind them. The locomotive seems remarkably diminutive and
strangely proportioned, with a large conical funnel and open driver’s box with corrugated
roofing. A man dressed in a dark coat, with light shirt and trousers, a bow tie and a top
hat, stands directly in front of the locomotive’s funnel (top left). He is relatively tall and
thin and his arms are folded authoritatively. He looks young and Knight would have been
just thirty years old in 1862. Is this Knight? As no names are attached to the photograph,
it is impossible to be certain; however, the physical attributes suggest that it is.
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Figure 24: Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch, 1862
Source: Photograph, record no. MM070571, Victorian Steampower—An Illustrated Social History,
Museum Victoria, accessed 28 March 2016, https://museumvictoria.com.au/search/?q=MM070571.

After the Railways
An entrepreneur, inventor and man of science, on 14 January 1861, Knight applied for
patent no. 421 ‘Improvements in the Construction of Ballast Wagons’ to aid railway
construction.120 A month later, having further developed his original specifications, he
submitted a further two patents: no. 435, ‘A New Method of Spreading Ballast on
Railways’; and no. 436, ‘An Improvement in the Construction of Railway Wagons’.121 In
1871, Knight reported he had ‘received £650 cash for an invention patented for self
discharging Ballast Waggons [sic], & £3000 to £4000 worth of them were made &
extensively used’.122 These wagons were ‘so cleverly arranged as to drop the bluestone
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metal in three separate parts of the line … [and] ballasted the railway from Footscray to
Bendigo’.123 It was later stated that Knight received £1000 for the use of these wagons,
which he constructed at his own expense.124 Whether the payment was £650 or £1000
(both figures claimed by Knight), it was substantial and would have helped finance his
venture into viticulture. In 1861, John Knight assembled the Victorian exhibits for
London’s 1862 International Exhibition. Cornish and Bruce submitted ‘a panoramic view
of the railway from Melbourne to Sandhurst … [and] Mr. G. W. Knight, civil engineer,
patented ballast wagons and other railway improvements’125 The Knight family must
have been very impressed to see such significant contributions from both sons a mere
decade after John migrated to Victoria and only five years after George and his family
arrived in the colony.
Knight became increasingly engaged with viticulture at Sunbury and Riddell’s Creek, but
he always kept his options open. He applied for a position as surveyor with the Brighton
Council in 1862. Though unsuccessful, he was one of five shortlisted candidates from
nineteen applications.126 Rather than a missed opportunity, Knight was able to engage
totally with viticulture—his passion—but he never relinquished his connection to the
railways or its personnel.
Chewton Railway Station Hearings
In 1863, a Select Committee investigated the site of the Chewton Railway Station. In
evidence, Knight agreed with Darbyshire that the gradient at Butcher’s Gully made it
preferable to Chewton as a location for a station. When Higinbotham became engineerin-chief, citizens of Mount Alexander (Castlemaine) sought to modify the railway route.
This was agreed and the line was moved through Chewton, increasing the gradient and
precipitating difficulty in controlling the brake system for locomotives. This problem
was replicated on the Ballarat line where an accident occurred at Warrenheip. It appeared
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that, at times, a driver and guard could not control a locomotive’s brakes. Scathing in his
assessment of the braking system design, Knight stated:
I consider the break [brake] vans at present in use on the Victorian railways are
decidedly inferior to what they should be. I consider the system of placing
break [brake] blocks on one side of the wheel is exceedingly objectionable. If
anything happens to the single set of break blocks, the break van is disabled
immediately. An accident may happen at any moment beyond the power of the
guard and engine driver … the train is virtually without a break at all.127
It appeared that the guard had to manually stop the train by applying pressure to the
wheels with brake blocks. That this method proved unsuitable for stopping large, heavy
locomotives and their carriages is hardly surprising.
Such danger was unacceptable; newspapers cited Knight’s concerns that ‘the trains are
frequently out of control’.128 Knight was keen to find solutions. He was aware that,
compared with English designs, local manufacturers had increased the weight of brake
vans. When challenged by the Select Committee as to whether this was an improvement
on English designs, Knight was unequivocal. ‘Yes, decidedly’, he replied, adding that:
Experience gained from day to day in working these lines will show
incontestably that additional weight is required in the vans, and additional break
power is also required, whether the same has been designed in England or
not.129
Knight was a staunch advocate for Victoria and had unquestioningly committed to his
new life and new home. After deliberating on evidence received, on 13 August 1863, the
Select Committee recommended the railway line relocate to Butcher’s Gully and ‘the
Railways authorities be immediately directed to the deficiency of power in the breaks
[brakes] now in use, and to the urgency of improving them with as little delay as
possible’.130 Higinbotham immediately put these recommendations into effect.131
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Clearly, Knight valued his links with the Victorian railways and the men with whom he
had worked, maintaining a connection with them into later life. In 1903, he wrote in
support of striking railwaymen, noting that ‘the men’s earnestness stands out like bravery
upon a battlefield. They stake their all, including the happiness of their families, rather
than surrender what they deem to be their birthright.’132 Yet, his support was conditional,
for Knight conformed to Marx’s analysis of the petty bourgeoisie. Siding with labour
while appeasing their opponents, he stated: ‘Neither capital nor a country can array itself
against labor, any more than labor can array itself successfully against capital or a
Government.’133 To advance his ideas and find a way through the impasse, Knight was
observed holding secretive discussions with a union delegate and W. A. Trenwith, the
MLA for Richmond, as he returned to Melbourne for a parliamentary meeting.134
Later that year, again showing concern for working people, Knight addressed the Engine
Drivers and Firemen’s Association about the importance of establishing an insurance
scheme to protect members against dismissal. Knight held his audience in ‘wrapt
attention’ as he explained that railway employees would raise money at regular intervals
to be kept in a central pool so that any employee dismissed would receive £50 to ‘start in
the world again’.135 Knight and others formed a committee to put this proposition to the
Melbourne executive. Ten years later, in 1913—Knight’s eighty-first year—he attended
the annual gathering of locomotive enginemen; in 1918, he wrote about the history of
Victorian railways for the Victorian Railway Institute Review.
In a time of exuberance and positivity, the Victorian Government Railway Department
produced ‘beautifully elegant railways, with carefully modulated grades, gentle curvature
and excellently designed structures’.136 Knight played an important part in this
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construction and was always proud of his work. However, in 1862, he initiated another
turning point. He left the Railway Department and the security of paid employment to
follow a dream. While overseeing the Sunbury section of the Melbourne, Mount
Alexander and Murray River Railway, Knight had observed the land it crossed. He
deemed it suitable for viticulture and believed that he could become a landowner, thereby
elevating his family’s status. As Davidoff and Hall noted, land bestowed a special status
and ideal of leadership, for it provided ‘the basis of all virtue and claims to honour’.137 In
becoming a landowner, Knight sought to pursue another love, viticulture—a passion that
followed him to the grave.
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Chapter 4: The Wine Years, 1859–71
In the 1860s, Knight turned from the engineering skills in which he had been trained to
pursue his love of the botanical world, viticulture in particular. In addition to his town
properties, Knight purchased 30-acre leases at Bald Hill using the 1862 Land Act’s novel
industries clause.1 He also managed land there for others including Thomas Hutchins
Bear and his old friend, Robert Adams—300 acres in all. That year, Knight also
purchased more land for himself at Riddell’s Creek (Figure 25), to the west of the town
and south of the railway line. A hand-drawn map shows his name on six blocks south of
those coloured.
With confidence, optimism and diligence belying his youth, Knight threw himself into
meticulously developing vineyards at both locations. He also experimented with breeding
sheep, exhibiting ‘a fifth cross from a Chinese sheep with a Cotswold ram’.2 He showed
Cotswold sheep and horticultural produce, especially bottled fruits, at various agricultural
shows including the Port Phillip Farmers’ Society shows and the Grand National
Exhibition, Geelong (1866). He won many first prizes and certificates, and netted a tidy
income from such activities.3 Yet, viticulture remained his focus. It allowed him to mix
with Victoria’s gentlemen at the Connoisseurs’ Club and the Athenaeum Club, and rub
shoulders with royalty when Prince Alfred visited Victoria. Confident that viticulture
would secure their family’s future, Knight was just thirty years of age, and Elizabeth
thirty-one, when he moved the family to Riddell’s Creek in 1862. Their star was on the
rise; they were an archetypal, aspirational, middle-class couple, improving their status.
Neither would have contemplated a fall from grace or foreseen the disasters that were to
come.
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Figure 25: Parts of the Parishes of Kerrie and Gisborne
Source: Vale Collection, State Library Victoria, (Melbourne: n.p., 186-?), accessed 7 December 2015,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/161792.

Prizes were lucrative, but Knight’s long-term goal was to supply Melbourne’s grocers
with his fruits.4 In selling produce, Knight’s actions support Davidoff and Hall’s
contention that, when the middle class bought land, ‘it was often more of an investment
or asset to produce income for enlarging the business or farming operation, or as
collateral on loans’.5 Not a member of the idle gentry, Knight was a businessman.
Showing sound business sense, he sought to further promote his gooseberries by sending
them directly to The Argus, which reported them as ‘remarkably fine, many …
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measuring some four inches in circumference’.6 They would also feature in a basket of
fruits presented to Prince Alfred. Knight, a man with no known farming experience,
embraced his role as gentleman farmer and businessman with alacrity. His interest in
fruits, vegetables and sheep was clearly very strong; yet, it was eclipsed by his love of
viticulture.

Vines and Viticulture
Vines had accompanied European settlers to Port Jackson in 1788 and Port Phillip in
1834.7 Initially, grapes were principally for the table and ‘vines simply occupied the
orchards and gardens of homesteads as settlement advanced’.8 By 1850, working
vineyards were planted across Victoria, often by Swiss and German immigrants;
however, expansion was restricted by a lack of skilled labour and high labour costs.9 The
colonial government then sponsored skilled vineyard workers from Switzerland and
Germany—and many came.
The budding wine industry also confronted other problems. Much of the local vintage
was badly made or spoiled in the cellar and it was perceived that Britons preferred beer
and spirits to wine, a notion supported by drunkenness that seemed to permeate the
colonies.10 The Argus noted in 1859 that the cost of importing both wine and sprits was
nearly £1 million plus £813,595 in customs duties.11 Later, in 1868, Knight calculated
that wine importation in 1866 cost Victoria nearly £250,000, a prodigious sum. The
6
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average annual per capita consumption in Australia at that time was approximately three
bottles; in England it was two bottles and in Paris it was 185 bottles. In a public lecture
on wine making, Knight claimed that ‘a gang of 300 workmen … consumed at a public
house in twelve months, £7,500 in beer and spirits—an average of nearly 10s per head
per week’.12 Given this level of alcohol consumption, Knight (and others) would have
viewed viticulture as a lucrative business, especially if the working class could be
converted to drinking wine. At the same time, the liberal-thinking Knight would have
acceded to political scientist Adam Smith’s view that vineyards were noble and wine
transformative.13 Vineyards were planted throughout Victoria and middle-class migration
in the 1850s promised to change tastes for wine, for such migrants were ‘part of an
emerging middle-class and upper-class consumer culture’.14 Knight must have felt his
prosperity guaranteed.
In 1859, Geelong viticulturists John Belperroud and David Louis Pettavel published a
series of essays that Knight would surely have read, as they were said to provide
excellent assistance to prospective vignerons. However, they were not uncontroversial.
Belperroud was strongly criticised for suggesting that establishing a ten-acre vineyard
would cost £1,780, Ludovic Marie calling it excessive.15 Anonymous authors, ‘Beberrao’
and ‘V’ also claimed that Belperround had overestimated the time a vineyard would take
to provide a return on investment.16 Knight’s own estimates in 1868 were based on
contract labour and efficiencies of scale, and seemed far less costly than those of
Belperroud.17 Regardless, establishing a vineyard was an expensive business, and
cooperatives and companies were encouraged. The Murray Vineyard Association offered
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shares for ownership and shares for investment. The latter encouraged workers to invest,
for:
On the payment of a sum of £20 a year for three years, which any working man
can save from his wages, he will become possessed of a freehold, affording a
home and a permanent means of support to himself and his family.18
By August 1860, the Tabilk Vineyard Proprietary Company was established with 5,000
shares at £5 each providing a working capital of £25,000.19 For decades, Knight
remained connected to Chateau Tabilk (later Tahbilk), first through James Blake and
then the Bear family.
Francois de Castella reported steady growth in the number and extent of early Victorian
vineyards, from three and a half acres in 1842, to 173½ acres in 1851–52. By 1861, there
were 1,464 acres of vineyards, 336 of these being in Sunbury and the outlying suburbs of
Melbourne. With rapid expansion, in 1862–63 vineyards comprised 2,006¾ acres.20 The
novel industries clause of the Land Act 1862, written by Gavan Duffy, triggered this
growth.21 Sunbury resident, owner of the Goonawarra vineyard and member of
parliament, James Goodall Francis, described the terms of the clause thus:
If I pay 30s per annum as rent, and continue to pay it and plant not less than
one-half of the 30 acres with vines, I may, at the end of five years, obtain the
land by paying 30s per acre for it.22
Establishing a vineyard was a risk, but a calculated one. The Argus advised:
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In the general tenor of the instruction they [Belperroud and Pettavel] offer, and,
guided by their treatises, the merest novice might succeed in this branch of
horticulture, and in the production of genuine and wholesome wine.23
According to Lynette Peel, ‘the majority of new vineyards were planted by people with
little or no experience of viticulture’.24
Being a Londoner, Knight’s experience of horticulture and viticulture was limited;
therefore, he probably welcomed advice from Belperroud, Pettavel, Marie and others.
Confirming his ignorance, in 1913, Knight recalled meeting James Blake in a Melbourne
street when Blake was taking vine cuttings to establish the Tabilk vineyard near
Nagambie, Victoria. Unsure what the bundles of ‘dry sticks’ in his wagon were, Knight
struck up a conversation with Blake and learned they were vines. Surprised by the quality
of colonial wine they later imbibed, this chance encounter led to an enduring friendship
between the men, and to Knight purchasing 5,000 vine cuttings from Blake for £5. All
struck, and Knight’s vineyards at Sunbury and Riddell’s Creek were underway.25 He had
capital—from a bequest after his father’s death, from his patents for ballast wagons and
from savings from his salary; he had a passion for horticulture, particularly viticulture; he
was a connoisseur of wine; and he had confidence. Moreover, he believed that, whereas
‘beer [was] the main beverage of … [England], pure wine [was] the natural beverage of
this country’.26 As indicated by the magnitude of the operation he managed at Bald Hill,
and in his expansive approach to his own vineyards, Knight’s intention was to become
entrenched in the middle class as a successful and substantial viticulturist.
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Knight’s Vineyards—‘A Dream of Purple Clusters’27
Bald Hill, Sunbury
‘Bald hills are a common feature of our upside down country’, a reporter for The Age
noted in 1867.28 A bare hill that caught Knight’s eye as he built his section of the
Melbourne–Sandhurst railway is located about halfway between Sunbury and Diggers’
Rest (Figure 26). The area is climatically arid and the soil porous but, as The Leader
observed, ‘the vine … is always found to thrive best on volcanic debris, and assuredly
vines never grew with greater promise than on [this] soil’.29 Dunstan noted that Victorian
owners usually laboured in their vineyards; however, at Sunbury, operations ‘appear to
have had their origin in a company structure in which the Bear family was active …
[and] Knight … was described as the manager of the whole of the Bald Hill vineyards’.30
In the first year, Knight prepared 150 acres for vineyards, well exceeding the Land Act
requirement that half be planted within five years.31
H. Thomas, who provided tourist guides, observed in 1868 that a tourist inspecting the
300-acre vineyards at Bald Hill ‘may rely upon the obliging civilities of the manager in
charge’.32 In Thomas’ account, we glimpse Knight as a friendly young man with an easy,
forthcoming manner, willing to share his expertise—a man full of enthusiasm and
expectation of a positive and profitable future. A gentleman, Knight maintained middleclass distinctions, directing labour, rather than engaging in it. As manager, he consulted
owners and acceded to their wishes. Some opted for separate fencing, while others
enclosed four allotments with a perimeter fence, increasing the sense of splendour.
27
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Knight advertised for vine stock and workers, including fencers, vinedressers, vine-stake
splitters and a driver with twenty bullocks.33 He was also one of the first to use a steam
plough.34 Through cooperation and efficiency, costs were minimised.

Figure 26: G. A. Woods, Holden, Section of Map Mounted on Canvas, 46 x 49 cm
Source: Melbourne: Surveyor-General’s Office, 6 June 1856, accessed 5 September 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/117380.
Note: Red line is the Melbourne, Mount Alexander and Murray River Railway.

With the manual work done by others, Knight was able to apply his architectural and
engineering training to improving the properties. Appealing to his Victorian sense of
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order, he used ‘a theodolite … in laying out the whole of the vineyards, so that the rows
run right through all the sections’.35 Thomas described the grandeur as ‘the first glimpse
of the picturesque’.36 Knight’s attention to detail invariably reaped rewards. His principal
vine varieties included Burgundy, Hermitage, La Goire, Espart Grenache, Carignan,
Verdeilho and Mataro. Knight meticulously removed any inferior plants and the nursery
comprised ‘a fine stock of the most esteemed kinds’.37 His land preparation and methods
of staking or trellising vines, trellising on two wires or one wire for the length of the row,
were documented in a series of articles printed in The Leader, the reporter noting that
some allotments were worked by horse-drawn labour while others were entirely worked
by hand.38 Each method was measured, recorded and assessed.
Allotments were numbered 1–7; allotment no. 7 was the first visited by The Leader. It
housed ‘a large slab building, comprising a cellar, a press-house, quarters for some of the
hands, and the manager’s office’.39 Seven workers were cutting Burgundy grapes on the
day the reporter visited. After being pressed using a small grape mill, an egrappoir
removed stalks from the grapes. In an allotment with 20 acres under cultivation, a yield
of 800 gallons per acre was estimated and, ‘large as this may seem’, the reporter noted
that ‘we have no reason to believe that the vines were overtasked, or that less will be
produced in future’.40 Rather, the yield confirmed that the Sunbury soils could produce
excellent wines. Another allotment held the main cellar, ‘a heavy bluestone two-story
building, built into the face of the hill’.41 Only one-third of its proposed size, the cellar
was sixty-six feet by twenty-two, with walls two feet thick and fourteen feet high at
ground level, and twelve feet high and eighteen inches thick in the upper story. The
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ground-level entrance was to the east of the cellar, and the upper level to the north.42
Photographs of ruins by J. T. Collins (Figure 27) confirm the magnitude of this building.

Figure 27: Rosenthal Ruins at Vineyard Road, 1976
Source: Photographs J. T. Collins Collection, La Trobe Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria,
accessed 12 January 2016, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/234287.

Allotment no. 6, planted with varieties including Hermitage and Burgundy, included a
small orchard and orangery. This land, ploughed and cleared by horse hoe, provided a
comparison with hand-cultivated allotments. The reporter from The Leader asked if any
disparity had been found between handwork and more industrial approaches and learned
that Knight’s calculations showed little difference and that ‘the appearance of the crops
would not justify a preference’.43 Spring planting in allotments 1–4, up the hill, had
limited success. However, some varieties were producing very successfully; for example,
in allotment no. 3, ‘Pettavel's Mataro is bearing a prodigious crop; we think the yield
cannot be much under 1200 gallons per acre’.44 The whole vineyard was conservatively
expected to yield 10,000 gallons in 1868. The 1866 in–out tonnage of more than 5,000
tons was used to justify the erection of a goods shed at Sunbury, following a deputation,
led by Knight, to the Commissioner of Railways to support this construction.45
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Rosenberg, Riddell’s Creek
Providing a ready water supply essential for viticulture, a stream ran through Knight’s
Riddell’s Creek property. After his initial purchases, Knight acquired more land to the
east of Hudson’s Lane, including the land on which his home was built (Figure 28). The
Leader described the property as ‘magnificent’. As well as his home, the property
included four acres of orchard and nursery and a nineteen-acre vineyard situated in a
north–south orientation in a sheltered valley.46 Knight preferred this orientation as it
allowed the ‘grapes [to] get properly done on both sides’.47 The Leader continued: ‘The
slope … is rich black basaltic soil, fine wheat land, not very retentive of moisture,
sloping sufficiently to ensure fair drainage, four to five feet below the surface being
basalt.’48 In 1867, preparations were underway to extend the vineyard into another
paddock of one hundred acres. In June 1868, a new cellar ‘fitted up with permanent oval
store casks … [and] paved with Castlemaine flag-stones’ was built. 49 Though his
vineyards were not in full production, the 1868 season at Sunbury and Riddell’s Creek
produced 350 hogsheads of wine and Knight expected this to increase in subsequent
seasons.50 Robert Bruce’s 1856 engraving (Figure 29) illustrates the labour intensity and
scale of vineyard work.
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Figure 28: Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Gisborne, County of Bourke
Source: Melbourne: C. H. Rixon, Government Printer, 1902, photo-lithographed cadastral map showing
parish boundaries and land ownership, 101 x 68 cm, State Library Victoria, accessed 24 August 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/94256.
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Figure 29: Robert Bruce, Receiving the Grapes at the Wine-House and Unstalking the
Bunches Preparatory to Pressing, 1856
Source: Melbourne: Print; wood engraving, Robert Stewart, 24 March 1856, State Library Victoria,
accessed 7 September 2017, http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/246589.

Agricultural and horticultural pursuits and practices were under investigation in the
1860s. Prominent member of parliament Gavan Duffy noted that ‘it must be remembered
that we are not at the end, but almost at the beginning of experiments on the capability of
the country’.51 In encouragement of viticulture, he advised that ‘the subtle conjunction of
soil and climate on which the special qualities of good wine depend … [can be]
ascertained only by experiment’.52 The Leader paid particular attention to Knight’s
extensive and prolonged experimentation into every facet of viticulture, commenting that
‘this grower appears to have tried and tested for himself almost every system’.53
Distances between vines, and staking as opposed to various forms of trellising, were
tested at both Riddell’s Creek and Bald Hill. At Riddell’s Creek, Knight grew more than
forty vine varieties on both flat and sloping land.54 Experiments covering planning,
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laying out and preparing a vineyard, drainage, the quality and length of vine stakes, and
the aspect of trellises were also undertaken.55 Reporters applauded Knight for ‘freely and
fully’ sharing his results, an uncommon occurrence as most growers sought to profit
from their knowledge.56

Beyond the Vineyard
Knight always shared his expertise, ideas and research, believing that ‘nothing tends so
much to mutual advancement as a free interchange of the result of different growers’
experience in different localities’.57 Showing an interest in both wine and science, in
1860, Knight provided The Argus with a description of how to flavour wine that he had
found in the Universal Magazine (1766). Although uncertain if this method had been
used in the colonies, Knight felt sure it would be successful, for ‘nature is always the
same, and never varies’.58
In June 1868, Knight presented a 5,000-word lecture on viticulture and winemaking to
the Kyneton Agricultural Association, in which he discussed his experiments and
practices at Bald Hill and Riddell’s Creek, and included a practical demonstration of
pruning. The vine, he believed was:
The easiest moulded plant to man’s hand that perhaps exists: if it is healthy and
vigorous you can prune it to give you four bunches of fruit, or fourteen … you
can name the number of bunches the vine shall produce the following year …
once established in the land it is there almost for ever, requiring only to be kept
clean, pruned and tied.59
Knight argued that promoting wine to the working class would open a huge market. Yet,
he cautioned of the risks of seasonal failure and high costs that could result, as well as the
high cost of establishing and maintaining a vineyard.60 The Leader thought this lecture so
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important that they published it in full, noting ‘it will do more to extend the cultivation of
the vine than all the book experience and theoretical controversy that is from time to time
being published’.61
Rather than high alcohol content, for Knight ‘the most valuable wines in the world
[were] the light delicate wines almost as thin as water, with exquisite [flavour] and
aroma’.62 He regularly and successfully exhibited wine, producing:
The light and cheap wines that are adapted for quenching real thirst … [and
those for] the wants of that very numerous class that demands sweet and
tolerably strong wines, the kinds known on the Continent as liqueur, or ladies’
wines.63
Knight’s Sunbury vineyards and Riddell’s Creek enterprises were highly successful at
the Intercolonial Exhibition of 1866–67. Knight won a prize for bottled fruits and jams,
but for wines he won fourteen awards. Winning a further five awards for other Bald Hill
vignerons, he was also awarded a medal for overall excellence (Figure 30). These came
from vintages produced from twelve grape varieties in 1860, 1861 and 1864, but
primarily from 1865 and 1866 vintages.64

Figure 30: G. W. Knight, Intercolonial Exhibition Medal
Source: Bendigo Historical Society, registration no. OB2012.7008, accessed 19 April 2016. Author’s
photograph.
Note: Clearer representation of these medals can be found at Museums Victoria,
https://collections.museumvictoria.com.au/items/55165.
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An Argus correspondent who went by the name ‘Censor’ criticised Knight’s success and
suggested that many winning wines were from new vineyards and thus were too young
and below standard.65 A more sinister implication was collusion. John Knight was
secretary to the commissioners of the Intercolonial Exhibition and Knight himself was
secretary to the wine jurors. However, what appeared more galling to ‘Censor’ was that
‘this gentleman [Knight] … was the largest exhibitor of Victorian wines; and he and his
friends have obtained fourteen medals and five honourable mentions’.66 It appears that
this was just a case of sour grapes, as The Leader had ‘no hesitation in upholding the
award by the intercolonial judges’.67 The Connoisseurs’ Club also acknowledged the
quality of Knight’s wine.68 Knight was never idle. Showing entrepreneurial zeal, he was
quick to capitalise on his success, advertising 1,000 gallons of award-winning wine
suitable for the Indian market.69
Knight’s time at Sunbury and Riddell’s Creek exposed the contradiction he confronted
throughout his life. The Duffy Land Act challenged pastoralists. John Hirst claimed that
‘the middle class led the attack against the squatters, and … had an enthusiastic
following amongst the workers and gold-miners’.70 In being one of the first to access
land at Riddell’s Creek, Knight joined their ranks, straddling a line between the working
class and the bourgeoisie, once again reflecting the lot of the petty bourgeoisie. He
understood wine as a middle-class beverage; yet, he argued, ‘let us do him [the working
man] justice. Let us give him as good a wine as we wish to put on any table, at a price
that he can afford to pay.’71 Knight wanted to be a successful, bourgeois gentleman,
make his fortune from wine, and elevate his position within the middle class; however,
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he could not ignore the working class. Encouraging workers to drink wine may have
been good business, but his intention to provide excellent wine at affordable prices infers
egalitarianism. Again, Knight exemplified the contradiction of the petty bourgeoisie—
one eye on moving up the social ladder, another not willing to disconnect from those
below.

Of Home, Family and Community
Knight built a family home of substance and grandeur (Figure 31). In 1983, it was
described as a ‘most pretentious … [and] fine home’.72 In building such a house,
Knight’s rise within the middle class seemed secure. Linda Young observed that ‘the
very nature of middle classness was to better, and further better, oneself’; however,
‘middle class status in the early nineteenth century was a fluid, dynamic state, always
open for individuals to advance, while risking descent’.73 Known as ‘Rosenberg’ when
Knight lived there, ‘Beulah’ when a Salvation Army girls’ home, and now ‘Wychwood
House’,74 Knight’s home at 1 Markham Road, Riddells Creek, was recently described by
The Age as ‘still setting trends’.75 The house is sumptuous. There are numerous marble
fireplaces and, reflecting Knight’s love of all things botanical, floral motifs adorn the
stained glass. In 1878, after the family had departed, The Argus advertised Rosenberg as
a ‘handsome and commodious residence containing 11 rooms, pantries, &c, with 42
acres of land as garden, orchard, and paddocks, stables, coachhouse, and men’s rooms’.76
A subsequent description listed nine rooms and two kitchens.77 Rosenberg was clearly a
house of distinction in which the Knights enjoyed a privileged lifestyle.
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Figure 31: Rosenberg, 2008
Source: Michael Copp, ‘150 and still setting trends’. The Age (Domain), c. late 2008.

According to Davidoff and Hall, during the nineteenth century, the middle class
separated life into two spheres: the public sphere for men and the private sphere for
women. However, this separation was ‘always fractured’.78 The public and the private
bled into each other; men maintained some privacy, and women, although usually
secluded, were occasionally public. It is likely that Elizabeth, who remained largely
hidden from view, upheld such distinctions. However, while at Rosenberg she enjoyed
comfort, security and rank and would have engaged with her local community.
Riddell’s Creek was a bustling village with a cosmopolitan labouring population. Its
infrastructure included Anglican and Presbyterian churches, three hotels, wine shanties,
shops and boarding houses. Bluestone quarries supplied the railways with ballast, and
McKenzie’s water-powered flourmill provided employment. Mr Sullivan ran a school,
but the Knight children attended Mr Ketterwell’s Church of England school, initially
located at the rear of his general store and butchery in Main Road.79 With the closure of
camps for railway gangs, by the 1880s Riddell’s Creek had become a rural village as
78
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depicted by Ernest Stokes (Figure 32). To the right of the train, a white house emerges
from behind a tree near the railway line, correctly positioned to be Rosenberg.

Figure 32: Ernest D. Stokes, Riddell’s Creek, 1888
Source: Watercolour on buff paper, 22.6 x 24.9 cm, State Library Victoria, accessed 5 September 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/234227.

In the 1860s, Knight’s family expanded and Rosenberg filled with the noise of babies
and children. In 1863, when William was a schoolboy and Jerold and Jessie were
toddlers, Elizabeth gave birth to George Alfred. Lily was born in 1865, Isabel in 1867,
Charles in 1868 and Dora in 1870. With the exception of Charles, who died of
‘congestion of liver/indigestion’ after only thirteen weeks, the other children thrived.80
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They would have played traditional games, including ‘marbles, hoops, knuckles,
hopscotch and card-swapping … [and, when at school,] chanted their multiplication
tables and passages of poetry, learning by rote’.81
Archival records provide a glimpse of Knight’s active involvement with his children’s
education. Ketterwell’s school became Riddell’s Creek Common School.82 Knight was a
member of its local committee and likely its secretary, for he advertised for staff and
sought tenders to build a schoolhouse and, later, to make additions to the building.83
Knight was committed to public service; a gentleman, he doubtless considered ‘notions
of leadership and public duty were important’.84 This can also be seen in his efforts to
secure a doctor for the community. A public meeting was called and Knight instigated
the formation of a committee to select a doctor, the community pledging £250 for his
annual salary.85 Knight was also sociable. Known for recitations, he and his family
participated in fundraising evenings to build a public hall.86
The pleasure Knight found in verse and literature percolates through his writing,
speeches and presentations. He was an engaging presenter. At Kyneton, he broke a
lengthy lecture with recitations, and was accompanied by songs from John Knight, whom
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Dunstan described as a ‘general all-round renaissance man and cultural bandwagon in
1860s Melbourne’.87 While John was more extroverted, George’s eloquence could hold
an audience spellbound, giving strength to the notion that both were ‘renaissance men’.
It is reasonable to assume that Elizabeth, as mistress of Rosenberg, would have managed
household affairs and overseen the work of servants. The children, when not at school,
would have played in the garden and extensive grounds; they would also have
undertaken additional studies at home and practical instruction when accompanying their
father on jaunts through the property. It is not difficult to imagine Knight sitting in his
library observing his garden, vineyard and orchards, pondering his experiments. In this
private realm, Knight would have managed his business, and written letters and speeches.
George and Elizabeth Knight demonstrate gentility, which Young argued was part of ‘the
culture of the middle class’,88 with its attendant public and private spheres. Yet, Marilyn
Lake cautioned that ‘although men and women inhabited different worlds, they were …
locked into economic dependency … [and] women’s material (and often emotional) fate
thus depended on men’s circumstances and predilections’.89 Elizabeth’s fate was bound
to that of her husband; his success was her success, likewise his failure.

A Fountain and a Prince
For Knight, 1867 began well; the quality of his wines was widely acknowledged,
production was substantial and sales positive.90 His third daughter, Isobel Ada, was born
in July. However, Knight would soon encounter less auspicious times.
Arriving in 1867, Prince Alfred, the Duke of Edinburgh, was the first member of the
Royal Family to tour Australia. The colonies vied to outdo each other in feting the Prince
and expressing loyalty. As Paul de Serville commented, ‘cities, towns, officials, and
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classes competed with each other to secure the Prince, and there was much bitter
criticism by superior or disappointed rivals’.91 The Prince arrived in South Australia on
31 October, and Melbourne on 23 November.92 Victoria was abuzz with anticipation and
Melbourne ‘delirious with excitement’.93 The Legislative Assembly agreed that
‘whatever amount was required by the Government [f]or the purposes of suitably
entertaining his Royal Highness … would be freely granted by Parliament’.94 Knight,
caught up in this excitement, anticipated meeting royalty.
Balls, levees and myriad other events were arranged. Louis Lawrence Smith95 proposed a
free banquet for the poor of Melbourne, based on the English tradition of towns funding
celebrations when royalty visited.96 As the scheme grew, the Eastern Market, the
proposed venue, was deemed too small and the banquet was relocated to the Zoological
Gardens, adjoining Yarra Park (Richmond paddock). Newspapers and the Reception
Committee for the Prince, of which John Knight was honorary secretary, heartily
embraced the event. The Bacchus Marsh Express, with prescience, observed that more
than the ‘rabble of Melbourne and suburbs [would] partake of the provisions which are
being contributed quickly and liberally’.97 Writing of the event in the 1960s, Blackie
claimed that ‘Mr [George] Knight, the king pin of the Rosenberg vineyard, had a welldeveloped sense of publicity’.98 Knight certainly saw the Prince’s visit as an opportunity
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to expose the working class to wine and to promote his vineyards and the Victorian wine
industry. In the lead up to the event, he wrote to The Argus, stating:
An idea has just occurred to me, which I think may result in providing an
acceptable gift to the poor, and redound to the credit of the colony as a wine
producing country. It is to provide ‘red wine fountains’ for the banquet.99
Knight sought volunteers to help construct a stage to hold a very large cask, hoists to
move it into position, and piping and connections to distribute the wine. Along with Bear
and Adams, he donated 500 gallons of wine, which he calculated would provide 8,000
people with half an imperial pint of wine each. Reverend Dr Bleasdale, who credited this
‘a noble gift’, selected the wine from their cellars.100
Meanwhile, the Free Banquet Committee, which Knight attended, requested provisions.
Butchers donated whole bullocks, and bread and other foods were also donated.
Alehouses provided beer. The Commissioner of Public Works connected the Yan Yean
Reservoir to ornamental water fountains via special pipes. Cooks and attendants were
hired, and the fine ladies of Melbourne donated their services to assist with catering.101 A
Bill of Fare was published showing the foods and beverages available, including the
provision of additional buns, milk and biscuits for children.102 The Leader reported that
‘a very pretty fountain of marble, devoted to the gift of Mr Knight, of Sunbury’,103 had
been constructed, and two wine fountains took centre stage:
One raised high aloft and worked by a syphon pump, and another
communicating with a 500-gallon vat also raised on a staging to a considerable
height. Besides, there were the pavilion and dais, from whence a staging led to
the smaller fountain. Round the receptacles for the wine were stout barriers,
composed of a semicircular row of tables laden with eatables, and bearing also
99
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a pipe pierced for some fifty taps, through which the wine was to run for the
multitude.104
The free banquet took place on Thursday 28 November. The following day, The Argus
reflected on the enthusiasm felt for the feast, noting: ‘there was something so daring and
original in the notion that it was quickly seized, and, in true Victorian fashion, carried out
with an energy and determination that demand universal admiration’.105 Yet, the
newspaper concluded that, despite the expectation and generosity of many, ‘this free
banquet has proved one of the most tremendous and utter failures we have ever
known’.106
The day of the feast was hot and dusty. Marquees were erected. A staggering amount of
food was cooked and displayed: ‘120,000 lbs. of meat … 4500 lbs. of plum pudding, 72
dozen of pastry … 5000 pies, 600 lbs. of fish … 100 lbs. of cakes … ale, champagne and
claret’.107 The wine fountain centrepiece, set within an enclosure, was ‘a magnificent
sight. The mighty keg … set high above the ground.’108 Ten thousand were expected but
many more arrived—and not just the poor. One reporter observed: ‘so large a crowd
never assembled in Victoria before … one vast mass of human beings, variously
estimated at from 60,000 to 100,000’.109 To their credit, in the beginning, the crowd
remained orderly, even when the Prince was late. Increasingly hungry, thirsty and
restless, the crowd was greatly attracted to Knight’s wine fountains. The Argus reported:
Still the Prince did not come, and as time advanced, so did the barriers steadily
yield, and the people press in upon the pavilion. At half-past two the famished
mob could hold out no longer, the long tables were rushed, and in a few
seconds there was not a vestige of all the vast store of provisions under which
the boards had groaned.110
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Nothing was safe from the hungry hordes of Melbourne. The food quickly disappeared.
Barrels of ale were breached and wine flowed freely. The tree holding the wine cask was
scaled, the pipes cut and wine sprayed over the crowd.111 The mob descended with cups,
jugs and even buckets, but these vessels captured little wine. In an effort to regain order,
a wine donor ‘jumped up a ladder to draw out another spigot, and get the liquor drained
off and wasted as soon as possible, but he could not succeed’.112 Was this a nimble,
thirty-four-year-old Knight scaling a ladder to reach the cask and destroy his precious
wine as chaos erupted? When it became clear that the Prince was not coming, kept away
for his own safety, and the food and drink was squandered, the crowd dispersed and the
grounds were cleared.
Newspapers of the day and subsequent commentators judged the free banquet a failure.
While details within immediate accounts varied significantly, later authors depicted
chaos and calamity, with recriminations echoing through the decades. Clearly, the
banquet did not go as planned. In their own defence, the Free Banquet Committee noted
that they had attempted an activity that had never before been undertaken in Australia,
and that the Prince’s non-arrival had been problematic. The committee praised the crowd
for their patience in trying conditions of heat and wind. Their secretary, W. C. Weekes,
observed that:
On the table in the centre of the gardens were … some of the choicest of the
contributions, but not the slightest attempt was made to touch anything. It was
not until Captain Standish … arrived with the information that the Prince was
not coming, that the slightest sign of discontent was shown.113
Weekes added that ‘not a single police case arose out of the day’s proceedings with all its
blunders’.114 In his chronicle of the Prince’s visit, John Knight pointed out that the crowd
did not see their own behaviour as unjustifiable, because:
After all, they were invited guests; and when one man asks another to his
house, firstly to meet a distinguished guest, and secondly to eat a good dinner,
111
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the invited person has some reason to complain when he can neither see the one
nor eat the other.115
Having initiated the wine fountain, a major cause of the disturbance, George Knight was
roundly condemned.
According to Blackie, in suggesting the fountain, Knight declared that ‘history proved
that a free feast didn’t mean a thing to the poor unless a fountain from which rich wine
flowed was set in the midst of the festivities’.116 However, these were not Knight’s
words. With the stroke of a pen, Blackie condemned Knight for the banquet’s failure, and
he was not alone. Years earlier, Henry Gyles Turner saw the free banquet as an ‘episode
… long remembered as a discredit to Melbourne’.117 Likewise, de Serville argued that
the Prince’s visit showed the colony’s ‘sentiment, patriotic fervour, vulgarity, and
grotesqueness’.118 The whole episode was aptly summed up by David Dunstan who
noted, ‘not only was their wine wasted, so too were their hopes that such an occasion,
graced with the blessing of royalty, would introduce many people to its delights’.119
Knight’s intentions were honourable and vignerons donated wine hoping to popularise
the beverage. Instead, they received parody and ridicule.
Ever optimistic, an undeterred Knight met Prince Alfred at Castlemaine. His daughters,
Jessie, aged six and a half, and Lily, two and a half, presented the Prince with flowers
and fruits, including Knight’s new gooseberry varieties.120 Later, after he had purchased
the Australian Wine Company (as discussed below), Knight made the most of this
meeting, advertising himself thus:
BY APPOINTMENT,
PURVEYOR of AUSTRALIAN WINES,
Royal Highness Duke of Edinburgh
His Excellency the Governor.
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G. W. KNIGHT,
Corner Bourke and Queen streets.121

A Gentleman in Club Land
Irrespective of the embarrassment caused by the wine fountain debacle, Knight’s star was
on the rise. He met the liberal, middle-class qualifications to be considered a gentleman:
independent means; a well-paid government position, then an owner and manager of
vineyards; and, by the end of the decade, a wine merchant. As a landowner, he adopted
the title esquire. He attended the governor’s levees, dressed appropriately and mixed with
the upper echelons of colonial society. He was a member of the Athenaeum Club and the
Connoisseurs’ Club. According to Gunn, such clubs provided ‘a badge of middle-class
status’.122 As Susie Steinbach observed, they were also ‘comfortably domestic and
resolutely male spaces’.123
According to de Serville, colonial men’s clubs reflected a contestation of gentlemanly
status. Conservatives ‘wanted to re-create society in its traditional English form, based
on order, respect for blood and breeding, and for the principals of gentility’; that is, a
society characterised by an aristocratic vision of lineage and character. However, middleclass liberals ‘wanted a society based on the principal of merit and probity of character,
and open to all men of respectability’.124 Agreed characteristics of a gentleman were ‘the
possession of manners, deportment, appearance, clothes, tastes and suitable education’.125
Hirst observed that an English gentleman, with land and family lineage, was ‘essentially
a man of leisure, not preoccupied with money matters [but] everyone in the colonies—
including those with the best claims to be gentlemen—were closely involved in money-
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making’.126 To overcome the impasse, a new point of delineation was established in the
colonies at the level of merchants and shopkeepers. Wholesale trade was permissible.
However, retail traders were barred from becoming gentlemen; that remained ‘the status
of anyone holding a certain position in the occupational hierarchy or possessing
independent means’.127 The exclusive, traditional and highly conservative Melbourne
Club, an organisation that sought to separate the classes and used blackballing to reject
unsuitable applicants, was thus formed by pastoralists and merchants.128 The influx of
new settlers in the gold decade challenged the very nature of men’s clubs and, in the
1860s, new clubs formed.
The Knight brothers did not venture in the direction of the Melbourne Club, the first
men’s club in the colony. Instead, John Knight, gregarious and actively involved with the
Connoisseurs’ Club, the Yorick Club and the Athenaeum Club, encouraged Knight to
follow him. Many membership lists of early Melbourne clubs have not survived, and
there is no record of George Knight having any association with the bohemian Yorick
Club. The Connoisseurs’ Club is especially poorly documented, but newspapers reveal
that Knight was a member and attended meetings in which his wines were judged.129
Knight does not appear in the list of Athenaeum Club members compiled by de Serville
and there is scant reference of him in Pacini and Adamson’s history of that club, though
de Serville cites him as a member in a later book.130 Certainly, Knight’s filial connection
and pecuniary interest in the Athenaeum Club would have allowed him to know and
socialise with its members.
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The Connoisseurs’ Club
In January 1866, John Knight became honorary secretary of the Connoisseurs’ Club,
established to sample and commentate on wines from the colonies and the world. Wine
expert, Reverend Dr Bleasdale, was also a founding member.131 The club sought to relax
import duties on colonial wines, arguing that since its purpose was to inform the public
about them, ‘samples of wine sent as bona fide contributions to the club from the other
colonies or from Europe should be admitted duty free’.132 This exemption was granted;
however, South Australians complained that a duty of 3 s per gallon was still required for
their wines sent to Victoria.133 John Knight was spectacularly successful in ensuring that
the Connoisseurs’ Club collected quality vintage samples that were classified and
scientifically investigated, with detailed reports publicly available.134 Knight made his
wines available to the Connoisseurs’ Club, as did other members. At the meeting on 22
July 1867, it was agreed that wines ‘from Riddell’s Creek, shown by Mr. G. W. Knight,
took the lead of Victorian vintages’.135 Knight received plaudits for his Pineau, Verdeilho
and Carignan wines.136 Collusion between the brothers may be supposed, but this did not
occur for judging regulations were rigorous and blind sampling the norm. Bleasdale and
other Connoisseurs’ Club members agreed on the quality of Knight’s wine.
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The Yorick Club
Marcus Clarke and ‘some of the brightest people living in Melbourne’ established the
bohemian Yorick Club, situated in Collins Street, in 1868.137 John Knight was a
foundation member, along with Bleasdale and poet, Adam Lindsay Gordon. In a
‘reaction against [the] boring, stodgy, correct, and proper Melbourne [Club]’,138 the
Yorick Club aimed to bring together men of literature, art or science. Its entrance fee was
£2 2 s with a yearly subscription of £2 2 s.139 Within a year, the club had more than one
hundred members and was notorious for conducting pranks around the city. There is no
evidence Knight joined this club, but he would have known its members.
The Athenaeum Club
In 1868, James Smith, Robert Ellery and the Governor of Victoria, Sir John MannersSutton, sought to establish a more inclusive club. Manners-Sutton approached John
Knight to finance the venture.140 The Athenaeum Club was established for professional
gentlemen from the civil service, trade and commerce, with literary and artistic interests.
Members would be ‘gentlemen all, who had earned the respect of their peers’.141
Blackballing was outlawed and recruitment was by committee recommendation. The
club advertised that it aimed to ‘establish a common ground on which gentlemen of
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intelligence and character may meet together irrespective of class distinctions or personal
wealth’.142 The club thus met de Serville’s criteria for middle-class clubs; he commented
that its establishment was a ‘reaction against the growing power of money in Melbourne,
and a desire to bring into public society men who would not otherwise cut a figure’.143
More pointedly, de Serville noted the political context in which it arose, observing that it
‘seems to have been an attempt to provide a neutral ground during the constitutional
crisis and the deadlock between the two houses of Parliament’.144
Foundation members included Butler Cole Aspinall, J. G. Baillieu, Reverend Dr
Bleasdale, James Stewart Butters, Thomas Carrington, Marcus Clarke, William Clarke,
Chester Earles, Edward FitzGibbon, Dr W. H. Gerrard, F. W. Haddon, Professor W. C.
Kernot, Dr J. E Neild, Joseph Panton, W. Jardine Smith, David Syme and Henry Gyles
Turner. The non-residential clubrooms at 26–28 Collins Street East were substantial: two
dining halls, library, reading-room, conservatory and smoking-room, two card rooms,
billiard room, kitchen (with a stove sixteen feet in length), accommodation rooms for
members and guests, cellar, and bathrooms with constant hot and cold running water.145
With an entrance fee of £2 2 s and annual subscription of £3 3 s, The Leader noted: ‘The
Athenaeum Club already numbers 215 members, and about twenty names are added at
each weekly ballot.’146 However, usage of the club was not as vigorous as hoped.
Seeking to increase its patronage, John Knight introduced novelty evenings, a move that
temporarily lifted the financial viability of the club.147
Prior to the Athenaeum Club’s opening, The Age observed:
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Whilst members will command the exclusiveness and advantages appertaining
to the best organised club, they will be entirely free from the personal liability
which commonly belongs to such undertakings, as in the present case all
pecuniary risks and obligations will devolve solely upon Mr J. G. Knight.148
Pacini and Adamson observed that John Knight was not prone to speculation, preferring
gilt-edged investments, and that ‘providing capital for a gentleman’s club was a
speculative wild-cat scheme’.149 To finance the club, John Knight requested that three
men guarantee £1,000 each: one remains unknown; one is assumed to be Sali Cleve, ‘an
influential friend and patron of the Knight family’;150 and one was his brother, George,
who also gave £333 cash. Both brothers, then, had a deep vested interest in the
Athenaeum Club’s success.

Selling Wine
Knight had a fundamental belief in nature and in the productive power of vines. His
optimism was spurned by many of Sunbury’s early settlers who, sceptical of viticulture,
claimed that the climate was not suitable and that his vines would fail. In 1868, Knight
reflected:
I was laughed at by old experienced residents and by gentlemen then members
of the Board of Agriculture. They called my attention to what appeared to them
convincing proof of my error in judgment in attempting to form the vineyard I
now possess ... I was stamped at once as having more money than wit, and
during the years my young vines were gaining strength I was the special butt
for ridicule and jest.151
Undeterred, Knight continued his experiments and his vineyards grew and flourished.
However, the prescient words of those old settlers must have been ringing in his ears
when the 1868-69 vintage was greatly reduced. The poor crop coincided with the Knight
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brothers financing of the Athenaeum Club and George Knight’s new venture as a wine
merchant.
George Knight’s life revolved around viticulture. In 1869, The Argus reported that, after
conducting a wine tasting at Ballarat, Knight ‘commenced business [t]here as a colonial
wine salesman … and, judging from the orders already given, he will meet with
success’.152 At Bald Hill, in the early 1860s, Knight managed the vineyard of T. H. Bear,
whose family owned Chateau Tabilk and the Australian Wine Company (AWC). When
the AWC came up for sale in 1868, Knight seized the opportunity to own a substantial
company that would enable him to control his produce from vineyard to point-of-sale.153
Subsequent advertising carried the banner ‘Knight Brothers’, probably in deference to the
family firm in London, but a deed of partnership was never executed between George
and John.154 While appearances were otherwise, legally this was a partnership in name
only, as the AWC belonged to George Knight alone.
On 18 January 1869, Knight’s son Charles died. That same day the brothers announced
they had acquired the AWC. Advertisements informed the public:
The large practical experience of Mr. G. W. Knight as a successful winegrower, and the recognised taste and judgment of Mr. J. G. Knight … render
them peculiarly well qualified to deal with colonial wines in a sounder and
more scientific manner than has hitherto been attempted.155
Stock was increased by more than 20,000 gallons and wine was divided into four
categories, prices ranging from twelve to thirty shillings per dozen (1 s to 2 s 6 d per
bottle). Even the fourth quality wine was claimed to be ‘a sound, pure, good dinner
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wine’, and 185,000 dozen had sold since its introduction.156 Knight advertised regularly
in newspapers and, in May 1870, relocated to a larger building in Flinders Lane, the
former premises being let.157 He installed as company manager, Henry Gooch, who later
became a renowned wine merchant. It is not known how much time Knight, who seemed
to prefer country life, devoted to the AWC. What it known is that, soon after becoming a
wine merchant, Knight became embroiled in bitter litigation.

To Court
From 1868 until 1871, Knight regularly appeared at court. A pattern emerged of nonpayment of bills; however, many cases were dismissed or settled out of court.158 While
Knight’s lifestyle gave the impression of success and grandeur, the reality was very
different. Sometimes, Knight appeared an easy target—gullible.159 At other times, he
appeared careless and dismissive.160 As 1871 began, the Melton District Board took
Knight to court for non-payment of rates. He lost and was ordered to pay £7 plus £2 in
costs.161 However, Knight was absent from court, his whereabouts unknown. His
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property was up for sale, so a fraud summons was issued for the recovery of the rates. At
a subsequent hearing, Knight refused to say who held the bill of sale over his property;
the bench ordered that he pay the amount owing and an additional £1 5 s in costs, or, in
default, two months imprisonment.162 He paid.
These were minor matters. By contrast, the AWC was pivotal to litigation that materially
and personally damaged Knight. In December 1868, before purchasing the company,
Knight bought wine from the AWC, storing it at W. B. Jones’s warehouse on the
understanding that he would remove it as required. In June 1869, Knight sent for his last
thirteen casks of wine. A draymen signed that the first two casks collected were in good
condition, though Knight disagreed. Knight returned with the drayman to collect the
remaining casks. While he was prepared to sign for receiving his goods, Knight would
not stipulate that the wine was in good condition. Jones’s storeman refused to release the
casks. A stalemate ensued. Knight refused to accept Jones’s offer to have the wine tested,
and Jones would not allow Knight to add a preservative to his wine. When finally
delivered, three casks were unsaleable and another three had deteriorated and lost
significant value. In the interim, Knight had to buy wine for £100 to fulfil commitments.
With the backing of a legal team including Butler Cole Aspinall, Knight sought redress
of £145 in the Supreme Court. A judge and a special jury of four awarded Knight £87
10 s. Jones, who argued that the damages were excessive, requested a retrial. The Chief
Justice agreed but refused to alter a jury’s decision.163 Knight won damages but, in the
process, caused himself and his business considerable damage. Amid swirling litigation,
he had demonstrated questionable business acumen, and took his focus away from his
vineyards and business.
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1871: The Culmination
In February 1871, Knight appeared in the District Court for selling liquor without a
licence. He accepted that his licence fee had not been paid but argued that he was ‘upcountry’ and that his manager, Mr Gooch, had forgotten to renew it. Knight was fined £5
with £1 6 s costs.164 Four days later, creditors circling, the sheriff conducted a public
auction to settle a dispute between C. Carter and Knight, selling ‘the right, title, and
interest (if any) of the above named defendant [Knight] in and to wines and spirits at No
1 Market square’.165 In March 1871, Knight relinquished the AWC to Gooch.166 That
same month, John Knight was declared bankrupt, the likely cause being his financing of
the Athenaeum Club.167 Newspapers reported antagonism between the brothers when
John attributed his predicament to debts incurred by the AWC. In a public letter, George
contradicted him, took full responsibility for all AWC liabilities, and noted that his
brother left the partnership in May 1869, but also noted that they were ‘on good
terms’.168
The brothers fell from grace together. George Knight lost his business. His vineyards
were under threat. He was financially compromised. Usually organised and cautious, his
life seemed in chaos. His ability to provide for his family—so important to a middleclass gentleman—was jeopardised. Yet, even amid this turmoil, Knight continued his
community service. When a man from Riddell’s Creek drowned that January, leaving his
widow and six children destitute, Knight called for donations.169 Knight may have felt his
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ordeal was over with the loss of the AWC and a publicised falling out between the
brothers, but further litigation awaited.
The Case of Knight and Stephen
After disposing of the AWC, Knight continued trying to recoup monies owing to him. In
February 1870, William Smith had taken an order for six-dozen bottles of wine from
Francis John Sydney Stephen, transmitted it to Gooch, who then contracted Charles
Urben to deliver the wine. When Urben arrived at Stephen’s home, the lawyer refused to
pay. Urben left the wine, but failed to get a signed delivery receipt or payment. Only an
order book showed this transaction—four cases of wine and two dozen bottles, a bill of
£6 16 s.170 Initially, this debt seems to have been overlooked when Knight disposed of
the AWC to Gooch.
It seems that Smith thought Knight an easy target. He had paid for a dress with AWC
wine and Gooch then paid him commission for that same sale on the understanding that
Knight had authorised the transaction. He had not. In May 1870, with Stephen acting for
him, Knight charged Smith with having obtained money on false pretences. The case was
dismissed, and Knight’s honesty was called into question.171
In April, Gooch approached Stephen for payment for the wine delivered by Urben.
Stephen replied that he intended to keep the wine for three years but made no payment.
Mid-year, Knight saw Stephen and again asked for payment, but Stephen said he had not
used the wine, inferring he had ‘laid it down’.172 How would Knight recoup his money?
What should he do? He was now familiar with the inside of a courtroom, not only as a
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plaintiff or defendant, but also as a territorial magistrate.173 To the tenacious and
punctilious Knight, court seemed the answer.
On 22 August 1871, the Knight versus Stephen courtroom saga began. Knight saw
Stephen’s refusal to pay for his wine as an outrageous flouting of gentlemanly honesty.
Pragmatically, he also needed every penny he could muster to settle his own debts.
Knight proceeded against Stephen to secure payment for the wine delivered to him.
Stephen, supported by three servants, maintained that he had not received the wine—that
Urben did not deliver it. Gooch did not have a receipt. Although the verdict initially went
in Knight’s favour, the case was reopened. Knight, incensed at Stephen’s attitude, issued
civil proceedings against him for perjury on the grounds that he denied receiving the
wine. Urban’s evidence was central. The judge argued that the case rested on
contradictory evidence under oath given by Urben, a manual worker, and Stephen, a
lawyer. Stephen’s lawyer took great issue with the delivery date: 25 February. In court,
Urben said he was working from memory and the order book had that date. Stephen gave
evidence that he was conducting a trial that day and was away from Caulfield so could
not have received the wine. His servants corroborated his story. The judge ruled that it
was reasonable for Stephen to say he had not received the wine because that is what his
servants told him.174 At the second hearing, the case was dismissed, but Stephen, now
basking in victory, would not let matters rest; he had Urben in his sights.
Stephen prosecuted Urben for perjury.175 As John Knight had done twenty years before
in London’s Battle of Ben Jonson’s Bridge, George Knight spoke up for Urben. In a
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further twist, Mr Duigan, who had represented Stephen in the previous case, gave
evidence for Urben. Corroborated by others, Duigan stated: ‘Urben never said he
delivered the goods on the 25th February; all he swore was the general fact of the
delivery, but he would not fix the date.’176
This case was heard by Judge Cope, a member of the Melbourne and Yorick Clubs and
regarded as something of a radical, having defended men at the Eureka trial. In his
summary, Cope directed a jury of four that the date was insignificant. They needed to
decide if they believed the wine had been delivered or not. After a series of trials that ran
from 22 August until 30 October, the jury deliberated for thirty minutes before returning
a verdict that Urben was not guilty and that Knight should receive the £6 6 s claimed.177
Urben was freed. George was vindicated. Further attempts to re-hear the case were
dismissed. ‘An Unbiased Man’ summed up the public’s attitude when Stephen appealed
for further action: ‘the general public does not quite take the interest in his personal
quarrels that he presumes, and … your valuable space is far too precious to your readers
to be further wasted in this cause’.178
Evidence given in these cases resonated intrigue. It was revealed that Stephen had often
appeared in cases involving Knight, including for Knight against Mr Theobald for fraud,
Elizabeth Brown (12 s 6 d awarded) and Elizabeth Young (£2 plus 12 s 6 d costs
awarded). Cases in which Stephen appeared against Knight included those for Dr
Plummer and Mr Sommerville to whom Knight was indebted.179 Machinations also
surround Stephen’s claim that Smith told him that Knight was prepared to pay his legal
fees with wine, a claim denied by Knight. In all likelihood, Knight owed Stephen money,
and Stephen, fearing he would not be paid, may have kept the wine in lieu of payment.
Certainly, Stephen had intimate knowledge of Knight’s perilous financial situation and, it
seems, was prepared to grind Knight—and his employees—into the ground. Equally,
with debt-collectors at his heels, Knight had to chase everyone who owed him money.
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Throughout these court appearances, Knight was never worn down. In each case, he
pursued his version of the truth with integrity and steely determination. He expected the
same from others and was sometimes stupefied when they did not behave in a
gentlemanly manner. Macintyre characterised manliness as ‘the great moral idea of
liberalism … [embodied in] the language of independence, honour, chivalry, resolution
and mastery’.180 For Steinbach, middle-class men were recognised by ‘an emphasis on
independence, individualism, and personal integrity; a strong, even punishing work ethic;
a restraint on physical aggression; and a perception of the home as a compensatory
refuge and reward’.181 For Hogg, manliness entailed:
Vigour and self-control, encompassing the virtues of Christianity, honesty and
integrity, and the practice of endurance, temperance, diligence and selfrestraint. It was regarded as universal, applying to all walks of life, in all places
in a world driven by competitive struggle.182
These values encapsulate Knight. Working within such an ethos, he had to secure his
family’s future.
By 1871, a pragmatic Knight accepted that he could not remain at Sunbury and Riddell’s
Creek. He became a territorial magistrate, again fulfilling the expected role of a
gentleman, who:
Disassociated … from manual labour, while pursuits that were
unremunerative—classical study, voluntary service as a magistrate—conferred
prestige by the very token that they were unremunerative.183
Knight had social standing. He did no manual work. However, he needed to earn a living.
In May 1871, he was awarded a Certificate of Competency in Engineering and
Surveying, placing third in order of merit, though he had done no formal engineering or
surveying since leaving the railways.184 He looked for work as far afield as Palmerston
(Darwin), but it was to Sandhurst that he would take his family.
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Kimberly romantically reflected that, while at Sunbury, Knight:
Lived a retired life … devoting his time to the production of plant life. There he
spent many a pleasant day at his favourite occupation almost wholly shut out
from the busy world.185
Knight’s actions belie this. His active involvement in viticulture at Sunbury and Riddell’s
Creek, and his damaging involvement with the wine fountain, the AWC and numerous
court battles, are conveniently expunged in Kimberly’s brief summary. In 1872, Knight
auctioned his freehold vineyard, orchard and farming land at Sunbury and Riddell’s
Creek, and an unimproved allotment in the Sunbury township. The auctioneer noted that
this sale offered ‘an opportunity rarely presenting itself of securing first-class vineyards,
vigorous, and in full bearing, embracing the expenditure and labour of years’.186 Knight
left his past behind. Always moving forward and looking to the future, Sandhurst was
already his home.
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Chapter 5: To Sandhurst and the Council, 1871–80
When the Knight family was forced to pack their bags and move to Sandhurst, it was a
significant relocation that shaped the rest of their lives—a turning point that left
permanent marks.1 Yet, a few lines written by Kimberly in 1896 that were later repeated
by Knight and were also repeated in Knight’s obituaries, recasts his story so that more
than two decades of dedicated public work in Sandhurst were obscured, and Knight’s
tempestuous interactions with the Sandhurst City Council concealed. However, the
public record reveals much about this time, especially about the very public rancour
between Knight and his employer. It contextualises Knight in Sandhurst and reveals his
intellectual curiosity, humanitarianism, unwavering self-belief, dogged determination and
refusal to acquiesce to authority. Knight’s life and work in Sandhurst is the focus of this
chapter and the next.
In 1896, adhering to the nineteenth-century code of gentlemanly conduct that kept
private matters private, Kimberly noted: ‘Mr Knight sold his vineyards, and in 1870
again resumed the practice of his profession … some time later he was appointed
building surveyor and city surveyor to the city of Bendigo.’2 In 1923, Knight’s Bendigo
Advertiser obituary described him as a viticultural innovator and entrepreneur, whose
business became unprofitable so, in 1870, he sold up and moved to Sandhurst.3 The
Bendigo Sun’s obituary, repeating the information Knight had given to The Bendigo
Independent,4 dated the family’s arrival as 2 April 1870, bluntly stating that Knight
found viticulture unsuccessful and, with his family, ‘arrived … in a spring cart, which
was practically all he then possessed … [having] just lost a substantial fortune’.5
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However, a letter written by Knight and dated January 1871 located both George and
Elizabeth Knight at Riddell’s Creek,6 as do letters Knight wrote to Sandhurst Council
between April and July 1871. Further, the Eaglehawk & Bendigo Heritage Study dated
the family’s arrival as 1871.7 Therefore, it seems that Knight arrived at Sandhurst in
1871, not 1870.
By incorrectly dating the family’s arrival at Sandhurst, the pain and trauma of court
cases, financial demise and property losses were conveniently glossed over. Crotty and
Roberts remind us that ‘by privileging certain events we lose sight of others’.8 The
elusiveness of the family’s arrival date suggests that the Knights felt there were issues
better left unsaid or actively obscured in the hope that they would be lost to the passage
of time. Knight’s obituaries confirm the success of this tactic; however, they too form
part of the public record. Obituaries provide a narrative of achievements and are ‘never a
closed text, even though [they] present [themselves] as being one’.9 Their authors
determine what is told and what is omitted. It is easy to be seduced by the specificity of
Knight’s obituaries; however, in reality, the family was not destitute, though their
circumstances were severely diminished, and, as mentioned, it is unlikely that they
arrived at Sandhurst in 1870. To camouflage and forget any humiliation or dishonour,
Knight and his family may well have used 1870 as a generic date for their arrival,
thereby obfuscating the facts—and family lore has maintained the error.
Sandhurst had allure. Gold was discovered there in 1851 and, by mid-1852, ‘at the height
of the rush, diggers were said to be arriving on Bendigo at the rate of 5–6,000 a week …
and the estimated population … reached 40,000’.10 The rush subsided but prosperous
mines remained and the township of Sandhurst grew. Shops, boarding houses and
restaurants were built. Within a decade, the telegraph arrived, the first hospital and
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benevolent asylum were built, the first Circuit Court sat, newspapers were published and
the railway fast approached. The eight-hour day movement was supported in the district
and branches of the Amalgamated Builders’ Society and the Temperance Union were
formed.11 Sandhurst was developing all the infrastructure of a vibrant town.
As alluvial mining declined, Sandhurst’s success was underpinned by enormous wealth
extracted from quartz reef mining. By 1870, mining speculation was frenzied and
‘mining companies were being floated on Sandhurst at the rate of half-a-dozen or so a
day … [and] some 300 new companies [were] registered’.12 Figure 33 shows mining
brokers outside the Beehive on a Saturday afternoon in 1871, speculation still strong.
Before leaving London, Knight would have known of Sandhurst and its golden sheen.
Once arrived, this familiarity grew. He worked on the Sandhurst railway line, exhibited
wines and produce at local shows and knew the area as suitable for viticulture and
horticulture. In 1871, Knight became aware that the position of town surveyor was
vacant. Sandhurst became a city in that year and, ‘by reason of the rich yield from its
gold reefs … its name was on almost every tongue, both far and near’.13 It was an
exciting, intoxicating town, and it offered the hope of a brighter future. Knight was an
optimist. If he was struck down, he believed he would rise again. Sandhurst was to be the
place of his resurrection.
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Figure 33: Robert Bruce and Samuel Calvert, The Beehive, Sandhurst—Brokers on
[Change]–Saturday Afternoon, 1871
Source: Wood engraving, Illustrated Australian News for Home Readers (Melbourne: Ebenezer and David
Syme, July 1871), accession no. IAN15/07/71/137, State Library Victoria, accessed 9 September 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/252174.

To Be Town Surveyor—Or Not
Knight must have thanked his father for ensuring that he had a profession to sustain him.
When the position of town surveyor at Sandhurst became vacant, Knight believed that
his engineering and architectural skills made him the logical appointment. In April 1871,
he enquired about the position.14 In May, he sat an examination, confirmed his formal
qualifications and was awarded a Certificate of Competency as an Engineer and
Surveyor.15 He was forty years old with practical and theoretical skills and knowledge; a
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connection to Sandhurst through the railway line and viticulture; and a wife and seven
children to support, six of whom were totally dependent on him.
When the Sandhurst Council did not immediately offer Knight the position he
bombarded them with letters and telegrams outlining his qualifications, expertise and
commitment. Referees support him. Then, on 30 June, council appointed George Steane
as town surveyor, a man whom Knight saw as young and inexperienced.16 Aghast,
Knight wrote to the mayor and councillors expressing his extreme dismay. He would not
meekly forfeit this job. He listed, hierarchically, three standards by which he believed
applicants should be judged: moral character, professional knowledge and practical
experience. He thus situated himself as a middle-class liberal, for, ‘following on Mill’s
ideas, liberalism stressed progress, individual responsibility, and the centrality of
character’.17 Both men had passed the civil engineering examination, so were
professional equals. Knight believed his position as territorial magistrate indicated
character. In addition, practical experience differentiated them. Citing all his railway
works, Knight claimed:
I have had ten times the Practical Experience of Public Works that Mr Steane
has and of that particular nature required in your District … [and] I claim by
Eights that this experience alone entitles me to be placed before the junior Mr.
Steane.18
Knight sought council’s reconsideration of the position, concluding:
If young Mr Steane can point out works he has executed of greater magnitude
than these I have carried out I will willingly bow to him, if otherwise, his
election would be neither just to the Public nor myself.19
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On 6 July, Knight wrote again, indicating that Councillor McDougall20 had assured him
that appointments were made on public grounds and that he had provided sufficient
evidence to review the appointment.21 He followed this with a telegram again requesting
reconsideration of Steane’s appointment.22 A day later, The Bendigo Advertiser reported
that a councillor had allegedly told Knight that ‘the appointment of Town Surveyor had
been a “foregone conclusion”, and that he need not apply for it’.23 Such an exposé
questioned councillors’ ethics, forced postponement of Steane’s appointment, and gave
Knight the opportunity to prove his claim.
In a four-page letter, which only fleetingly referenced the unnamed councillor, Knight
provided extensive evidence of his experience in England and Victoria. English examples
of his work included many contracts held by the family firm in London. The extent of
Knight’s practical involvement with these projects can be questioned; yet, the young
Knight had worked for the family business for twelve hours a day while studying; all
brothers had supervised projects; all projects would have been the subject of family
discussions; and, after arriving in Victoria, Knight maintained communication with his
family in England. More importantly, his colonial experience was fully verified and it
alone indicated an impressive capacity for work. Knight concluded:
I therefore rely that this experience will not be put aside by a young man who
cannot bring the knowledge these works have created to the assistance and
benefit of the Council, and I most respectfully point out, in the want of a
dispute, or arbitration arising the value of experienced testimony & evidence, is
of material and weight, to wit.24
Knight’s letters indicated his affront that councillors had neither acted as gentlemen nor
accepted his prerequisites for appointments. More significantly, they indicate his
20
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increasing anxiety as he tried to find a way to support his family by obtaining a
guaranteed income.
All Knight’s entreaties failed. He was unable to have Steane’s appointment overturned—
and there was little hope of that ever happening. Steane had connections to Sandhurst; his
name was associated with a builder, printer and committee member of the Mechanics
Institute and, in 1870, W. Steane was the Sandhurst Council’s city valuer. In a town
where connections mattered, such connections surpassed any that Knight may have had
in 1871 when his brother John was ‘employed in mining in Sandhurst’.25 Knight had not
considered a fourth attribute for appointment to positions—local connection—nor did he
expect nepotism to trump character, knowledge and experience. Steane was formally
appointed in August, only Councillor Aspinall questioning the wisdom of appointing an
inexperienced young man to such a senior position.26
Embedded within this vignette lies an important insight into Knight’s modus operandi as
a middle-class, liberal man. As Gunn observed:
The public presentation of the Victorian middle class was, to an important
degree, symbolic, designed to conceal both the inner person and to project an
idealised, moral self to others through details of dress, demeanour and
behaviour.27
Epitomised in this exchange was Knight’s view of his own character. In many respects,
he was a private person; however, he also had enormous belief in his own expertise,
aptitude and capacity for work, and a strong moral code to which he would adhere in the
face of adversity. He would not placidly comply when he felt this code had been insulted.
In his first exchange with the city council, Knight had shown that he would not simply
acquiesce to its decision. He soon became known as a tenacious fighter against both
injustice and misused authority. For Knight, honesty trumped self-preservation, though
this assertive aspect of his character was tempered by his desire to provide for his wife
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and children. Knight did not seek confrontation; nor did he step back from confrontation
when attacked or when others were attacked. For the next decade and a half, these traits
would play out again and again. Aware of the role of newspapers in reporting local
government matters, his statement in 1876 that, ‘personally, I am much averse to
appearing in print’,28 was soon obsolete, for Knight used the print media to vigorously
and relentlessly oppose injustice for most of the rest of his life.

An Architect and Surveyor

Figure 34: Victorian Heritage Council, Hybla
Source: Victorian Heritage Database, B4876, accessed 10 September 2017,
http://vhd.heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/places/68363.

In 1871, Knight needed work. He began to practice architecture and surveying privately.
Immediately, his extraordinary work ethic and output were on display, especially for
those councillors who appointed Steane. Knight also needed a home for his family. In
1872–73, he rented a house owned by William Mackay in Horace Street, Quarry Hill,
while working from 15 Albion Chambers.29 He advertised regularly in the newspapers,
and tender notices show that he had regular work designing and overseeing the
construction of residential and business structures. In 1872, Knight designed ‘Hybla’
(Figure 34), an impressive but small sandstone house of Florentine influence. Recognised
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by the National Trust, its original grounds are now subdivided.30 In 2008, Hybla was
declared a ‘heritage gem’.31 Knight also designed ‘Rock Lodge’ at 14 Harkness Street for
his neighbour, Ebenezer Newcombe, a timber merchant.32
In 1873, Knight moved to a new stone residence, now known as ‘Merlemont’, at 10
Harkness Street, Quarry Hill. The architect of this house is unknown, but it was probably
Knight. A conservatory was built there and the adjacent block became a plant nursery.33
However, when Elizabeth Knight placed advertisements for a servant, she gave the
address as Graham and Duncan Streets. Rate books and electoral rolls show that Knight
resided at Graham Street from 1873 until 1905.34 Locating a dwelling after nearly 150
years can prove problematic. While these street names appear contradictory, housing
blocks ran between Graham Street and Harkness Street, and Harkness Street was
formerly known as Duncan Street.35 Thus, while the addresses may look different, they
actually refer to the same location.
New to Sandhurst, and relying on his private practice for income, Knight applied to the
chief secretary in Adelaide for a position at Palmerston (Darwin), stating:
With interest have I watched the progress of the Pioneers in the North and so
persuaded am I of its great future that I am prepared to sacrifice my excellent
Professional connection and my house in Bendigo, and offer my services to
your Government, if you deem my extensive knowledge of deep and shallow
mining would be of value of settling population in your Territory.36
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His offer was not accepted. It appears peculiar that Knight sought to relocate so soon
after settling at Sandhurst; however, his cursory application may have had an ulterior
purpose—to support a subsequent, more substantial application by his brother, John, who
had extracted himself from bankruptcy, was secretary to the Melbourne Mining
Exchange, and applied for the same position.37 With testimonials from prominent
Victorians and South Australians, including Governor La Trobe, John Knight was
appointed and later became a judge and government resident. He resided at Palmerston
until his death in 1892, but his wife, Alice, preferred to live in England, France and New
Zealand. The brothers maintained regular contact and when John ventured south, he
visited Sandhurst.38
Knight’s architectural and surveying practice grew. The Quarry Hill State School Board
recruited him as architect for school extensions, which were needed to cater for its
growing student population after the introduction of free, compulsory education in 1872.
Construction tenders opened in October.39 However, in January 1873, children were
turned away because the extensions were unfinished.40 The new school was finally
opened in March, the delay caused by Knight’s demand that contracts be enforced as
stipulated in tender documents. Knight’s refusal to accept incomplete or unsatisfactory
work brought him into conflict with Joseph Brady, an inspector from the new Education
Department. Brady noted that the building was:
Superior to many [others] … of a similar kind, and very well adapted for the
purposes for which it is intended … [but that there were] a few deviations from
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the details for mouldings, chimney caps, &c., which may have occurred through
bad supervision.41
With his professionalism impugned, Knight countered that he refused to ‘certify for
certain works that are not according to contract [and that] Mr. Brady is welcome to act
differently’.42 Contractor for the project, H. Galbraith, responded that Brady was only
doing his job. Ill-disposed towards Knight, Galbraith implied that Knight was neither a
gentleman nor a good architect and that he had visited the site only four times between
24 January and 1 March. However, it was Galbraith on whom any errors rested—and
Knight was never going to declare the project complete until every moulding and
chimney cap was installed, as specified.
Knight championed education. An accomplished architect, surveyor and engineer, he
sought to train others in these skills. The Sandhurst School of Mines opened on 21 April
1873.43 Its objective was to ‘afford instruction in those branches of Education useful to
those engaged in mining pursuits’. Although ‘primarily intended for miners, the classes
[were] open to students of all trades and professions’.44 That month, Knight began
teaching field and underground surveying, and continued to do so for the next thirteen
years. This subject was a fillip to the mining industry in Bendigo, and it put Knight into
contact with many rich and powerful Bendigonians.
Bendigo’s wealth lay in its quartz reefs and, as Serle noted, ‘sinking shafts to a
remarkable depth was a Bendigo characteristic’.45 Knight realised the importance of
understanding the honeycomb of shafts under the city. From 1872–73, he carried out an
underground mining survey of the Garden Gully line of reef (Figure 35), which,
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according to Cusack, ‘must rank amongst the richest in the history of gold mining’.46
Knight noted:
I have great experience in mining, my principal business consists in making
difficult underground surveys of the deep mines & reefs in Bendigo. I am
almost alone in this difficult and special branch of my mining profession. I am
doing nearly the whole of the underground work in Bendigo.47
Knight appeared to be boasting about his skills and work, but he was no braggart. His
claims were not exaggerated, for he was one of the first of the few who conducted
dangerous underground surveys, and he was successful. Produced in 1893, photographs
in the Bendigo Quartzopolis (Figure 36) indicate the scale of the cavernous, subterranean
work undertaken by miners, and the equally massive surveying task of Knight. The
expertise needed to successfully survey such mines, and the danger involved therein,
cannot be underestimated.

Figure 35: Robert Bruce and Samuel Calvert, The Mines on Garden Gully Reef,
Bendigo, 1871
Source: Wood engraving, Illustrated Australian News for Home Readers (Melbourne: Ebenezer and David
Syme, July 1871), accession no: IAN15/07/71/136c, State Library Victoria, accessed 9 September 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/252174.
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Figure 36: Above and Below, 1893
Source: Bendigo District Development Association, Bendigo Quartzopolis: Views by the ‘Crisp-Photo’
Process (Ballarat: Niven & Co., 1893), State Library Victoria, accessed 10 September 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/247591.

Knight’s skill and precision was demonstrated when, at the Princess Dagmar Company’s
mine, he surveyed a shaft that was to be sunk to a depth of 300 feet to connect with
another shaft within the mine. He marked the surface excavation point with perfect
accuracy, ‘for not only has the upper part of the shaft been holed through into the lower,
but, after squaring up, fits exactly, and lines fastened in the corners at the surface hang
plumb to the bottom—400 feet’.48 Local miners, impressed with Knight’s skill, soon
requested that the government support an underground survey of the city. Knight offered
his services, but instead took up a position with the council.49
However, Knight maintained contact with mining. In April 1874, calls for an
underground survey seemed to be answered when the Mining Department employed Mr
48
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Walker, part-time, to complete the work ‘when he could’.50 This was a ludicrous
solution. On 8 February 1876, on behalf of over thirty of Sandhurst’s leading gentlemen,
including mining magnates George Lansell and John Boyd Watson, Knight wrote to the
Mining Department arguing again for the urgent need to complete a thorough survey of
Bendigo’s underground mines. The Mining Department kept no records and, by then,
many individual miners’ records were lost and some mines had been backfilled, making
them impossible to survey.51
Thomas Couchman, chief mining engineer, blamed Walker for delays and indicated that
he would employ another surveyor. He added that Walker was employed shortly after
Knight had applied to carry out the work for a fixed sum, insinuating that Knight wrote
from self-interest.52 Unprepared to be discredited, Knight fired off another letter, pointing
out that:
An officer of the department replies, imputing motives, and excusing himself—
but the matter will not be allowed to rest … I will not sit idly by and see a
pressing and urgent want to this important district shelved year after year.53
Knight confirmed that, while he remained interested in completing an underground
survey, he respected Walker. The problem was that the time allocated to the task was
unreasonable, resulting in little work being completed. Ever the teacher, and never
prepared to make a criticism without an attendant solution, Knight provided a blueprint
for a way forward. He suggested that the appointed surveyor should be paid a substantial
salary for the risks run working 1,000 feet below the surface, and that information
revealed in the survey should be available to all Bendigonians and sent ‘home’ to
England and other countries.54
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To the Council: Knight v. Clark, Hattam and Bayne
On 24 January 1873, the birth of Florence Emiline, the eleventh and last child of George
and Elizabeth Knight, was proudly announced in the newspapers.55 Florence was
welcomed to a family of three surviving brothers and four sisters. Knight was actively
engaged with his private practice; however, in June 1873, he sought employment with
the Sandhurst Council when the powerful position of building surveyor and valuer was
advertised. One of twenty-three applicants, this time he was successful.56 His salary was
£350 per annum and his work included visiting, examining and twice entering between
8,000 and 9,000 dwellings to set the council rates.57 Immediately, Knight set to work,
carrying out the routine duties of his position, but controversy remained close by.
Within weeks of taking up his appointment, Knight’s approach to his duties was
scrutinised by council. John Hunter, a ratepayer, complained that Knight was too
fastidious in issuing him with a notice to make his house comply with the new Building
Act. Hunter argued that Steane had approved the work before the Act’s proclamation;
however, Steane had not informed Knight of this and, as usual, Knight upheld the letter
of the law, be it in an individual contract, regulation or Act of Parliament. Rather than
seeing Knight as careful and conscientious, on 9 August 1873, Councillor Clark declared
him overbearing and bureaucratic. Backing Hunter, Clark stated: ‘It was placing a
dangerous power in the hands of the surveyor to allow him to decide in what part of the
city the regulations should be enforced.’58 After lengthy discussions, Knight eventually
withdrew the notice. In the interim, Alexander Bayne, a former storekeeper and investor
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in mining and property,59 announced his candidature for the next council election. He
stated at a public meeting that, if elected, ‘he should [endeavour] to repeal the present act
… [and have] the services of the present building surveyor dispensed with, and let the
city surveyor discharge the duties’.60 Thus, Bayne became Knight’s nemesis; Clark, a
self-educated miner, and Councillor Hattam, a miner and mine manager,61 were not
finished with Knight either.
When council met 10 October 1873, Hattam protested that Knight was engaged in an
extensive private practice, including conducting mining surveys and acting as surveyor
for the Eaglehawk Building Society. Clark formally moved a motion, seconded by
Hattam, to ask Knight if he had accepted any private commissions while employed by
council. They argued that Knight had an unfair advantage over other architects and that
his employment by council positioned him to set up a monopoly.62 On 24 October,
council received Knight’s letter of explanation, in which he stated that he was not
engaged in ‘an extensive private practice’, as alleged, and was simply completing
contracts undertaken before his appointment by council. His son, William, then twentyone, had trained as an architect and was superintending the few remaining small jobs.
Nor had he been involved with any mining surveys and, in fact, had refused such work.
While Knight agreed that he was involved with the Eaglehawk Building Society, he
argued that no-one, including councillors, had a right to direct what he did in his private
time.63 Some councillors took umbrage at Knight’s forthright reply, but obsequiousness
was not in his character. Councillors Hattam, Neill, Clark and Bayne supported a
successful motion that Knight refrain from any private practice.64
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Amid the tension of an internecine dispute with council, Knight continued to work—and
his work was prodigious. Throughout 1874 and 1875, he built his understanding of the
city and its needs. However, paid employment was never enough for Knight. He
maintained an active social life, his passion for wine and horticulture confirmed by his
judging of wine and horticultural shows. He developed the Homestead Nursery at
Graham Street and, once again using the name of the family firm in London, he
established a horticultural and floristry business, Knight Brothers, in 1875.
The First Census of Sandhurst
In 1876, Sandhurst’s ratepayers would have been pleased with Knight’s valuations.
Victoria had been in a depression for a year and Knight believed it was his duty ‘to be
liberal’ in making reductions; therefore, he lowered ‘the annual assessment by …
£22,822’, a loss absorbed by rates levied on new properties.65 Here, Knight’s true
loyalties were on display. As city valuer, it was his responsibility to ensure that the city
was not left under-resourced, but his first duty was to the people of Sandhurst, not to the
council.
Concurrent with this valuation, The Argus noted that:
Mr. Geo. W. Knight, building surveyor, of Sandhurst, has prepared a valuation
and report of the city for the year 1875. Accompanying the report is a
comparative statement of the progress of the city for the past five years, which
gives some interesting facts.66
The Bendigo Advertiser praised Knight’s ‘[labour] of love ... [and his] quick and keen
power of personal observation’.67 Data had been systematically collected; in effect, a
local census prepared—a job never before attempted by any municipality in the colony.
Irrespective of the depression, the innovative Knight assessed Sandhurst as having
‘abundant evidences of permanent prosperity’.68 He analysed Sandhurst by population,
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by the net annual value of property, and by the number and rateable value of surface-only
mines. He also counted hotels, occupied and unoccupied houses, and freehold land.69 He
counted and categorised the entire population of the city by nearly seventy occupational
groupings, excluding ‘blindmen, cripples, invalids, billardmarkers and spinsters’.70 Thus,
a detailed picture of Sandhurst in 1876 was built. Today, one may baulk at Knight’s
exclusions, yet large categories of inhabitants are revealed, including 353 widows, 295
labourers, 225 carpenters and joiners etc., and 217 cabowners, drivers, carters and
carriers. Only one person was recorded for each of the three categories chimney sweeps
and nightmen, asphalt layers, and soap and candle manufacturers.71
Knight also supplied detailed information about the Chinese camp. He saw it as having a
‘healthy, social state of things … [and] the Chinese [as] a quiet and law-abiding
people’.72 Within the Chinese camp, rates were paid for 224 dwellings, housing 374
people. Not recorded were forty-nine huts of very poor condition, housing up to 150
Chinese diggers. Five European women had married Chinese men and another ten
unmarried European women and twenty mixed-descent children lived there. There were
sixty-six businesses, four joss houses, two churches and seven hotels—all of which had
had their licenses cancelled; Knight wryly wondered if 374 Englishmen would accept
closure of their hotels with the same equanimity as the Chinese. Three fan-tan
companies, three lottery companies, and fifteen gambling houses supported a problematic
gambling culture. One missionary resided at the camp and one Masonic Hall serviced
250 Chinese Freemasons.73
Today’s historians owe Knight a debt of gratitude for this comprehensive and rare
glimpse of the city. For this work, Sandhurst Council sent Knight a unanimous vote of
thanks under its seal. The Bendigo Advertiser stated that Knight deserved high praise for
‘such work executed … in his private time, and prepared at his own expense’.74
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Notwithstanding such accolades, some councillors remained implacably opposed to
Knight and, within a few weeks, he was again under attack.

Knight v. Macdougall
All of Sandhurst would have known that Knight’s youngest daughter, Florence, died on
22 March from scarletina maligna,75 an insidious form of scarlet fever that almost always
proved fatal. In a heart-wrenching, 700-word letter, Knight told how Florence had
attended school when the disease was known to be prevalent in the district. He berated
himself, writing: ‘God only knows how many other deaths may again be caused by the
fact of my daughter having been present amongst her playmates at the school.’76 He
outlined her symptoms so that other parents could watch for them, urged parents of
recovered children to keep them away from school and argued that schools should close
in March when it was known that the disease was active. He concluded: ‘Let every
family that escapes be thankful, and keep their children just now from unnecessarily
mixing with others.’77 The letter reveals an anguished man, systematically working
through his daughter’s death. He needed to know why he had not understood that his ‘pet
girl’ was so ill, and he fervently desired that his daughter’s death not be in vain, but serve
as a lesson for others. He wanted no-one else to bear such pain from the loss of a child
and he used public writing to work through these issues.
Knight would not be afforded the luxury of mourning his child. Only nine days after
Florence’s death, Councillor Macdougall spoke of rumours that implied that Knight had
altered rate assessments and been ‘squared’ (i.e., accepted money). Corruption was
insinuated. Some councillors called Knight ‘arrogant and imprudent’78 and council
determined that he should respond, which he did in his customary forthright manner.
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Knight outlined the rate appeals process to council on 7 April 1876, and showed that all
appeals were taken to court. When it was clear that the court would reduce a rate, he
explained that did not challenge the decision, thereby saving the ratepayer and the
council time and legal costs amounting to £24 16 s 6 d. Under oath to perform his duties
‘justly and rightly, and to the best of my ability’,79 Knight took particular offence at
Macdougall’s use of the term ‘squared’:
I ask Councillor Macdougall, as a magistrate and a gentleman, to remove far
from me the application of the word ‘squared’, remembering that I am much
longer a magistrate than himself, and that my honour and integrity is equally
dear to me. I would not allow any gentleman to apply such an expression to
me.80
Macdougall, possibly still smarting from Knight exposing him when Steane was
appointed, took offence and, with other councillors, argued that Knight had not acted as
required by the Local Government Act. They claimed that he ‘acted illegally in dealing
with the appeals’ (though they acknowledged that he had been ‘actuated with the best
intentions, as he thought, in the interests of the ratepayers’).81 Amid growing
dissatisfaction, council ordered Knight to challenge all future appeals in accordance with
the Local Government Act.
During the same month, council also sought to fill the vacant positions of town clerk and
cemeteries trust secretary. Knight applied but Macdougall was appointed unanimously.82
The Bendigo Advertiser applauded this decision, noting that while Knight had the
qualifications for the job:
Macdougall … has certainly the advantage of him in having been identified
with the municipality for a very lengthened period. He has, moreover, made
Sandhurst his home from its earliest days.83
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Sandhurst again showed itself to be inward looking: parochial. The moral code of
councillors again appeared deficient, the gentleman’s code ignored. First Steane then
Macdougall defeated Knight for council positions; once again, character, knowledge and
skill were trumped by local connection. Yet, Knight would not relinquish his own moral
code. Council employment allowed him access to information that could be used to
benefit local people and, while to act publicly may not have been strictly in accordance
with the code of gentlemanly behaviour, Knight saw it his duty to use his position to
benefit the majority. Council was, after all, a public entity, subject to scrutiny.
Water for All
The supply of water was the domain of the Mining Department and it had failed to
provide all Sandhurst households with reticulated water or a uniform, compulsory rate.84
In early 1877, engulfed by a hot and dusty summer, safe water was unavailable for all
residents, forcing some to use unclean, unhealthy alternatives because of excessive
cartage fees.85 When the Mining Department informed council that the supply of water
entailed ‘an annual loss of £2,885’86 and that the city’s water reticulation program would
be further delayed, Knight found it easy to take up the cudgels on behalf of residents.
After reviewing the facts, he explained that 5,167 of 6,967 houses remained unconnected
to reticulated water, and argued that connecting all houses would wipe the losses through
rate revenue while increasing community safety. ‘Life is too short, sir, for a slothful
department to waste nearly four years over a simple piece of work that any other public
body would have carried out in one-fourth of the time’, Knight declared.87
Of more significance was his argument that the Mining Department was culpable, as it
had not used its powers charge a water rate that, ‘being for the good of all, would be
gladly accepted by the citizens’.88 Knight was prepared to enforce such a rate because it
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was fair, just and reasonable. While his liberalism attested to the primacy of the
individual, his egalitarianism attested to the subservience of individual rights for the
benefit of the majority, thus reflecting T. H. Green’s views on ‘the interdependence of
society and the individual’.89 Knight tackled this contradiction and developed his own
political credo, his liberal and egalitarian beliefs on show for all to see. A powerful
wordsmith, indefatigable worker and someone who cared for his community, Knight
asserted:
I, for one, will not sit idly by when things of this kind are done in this city. I
will expose them, at whatever hazard, and leave others to protect such a
department, or join with me in its condemnation.90
Knight’s moral code remained steadfast, upheld not only for community and public
issues, but also when he was personally under attack, irrespective of cost.

Knight v. the Nurserymen
Knight loved the botanical world. After settling at Sandhurst, he established a nursery
and horticultural business and, by 1875, employed workers there. Thomas Moore, briefly
worked for him that year, as did Henry Rider, who was dismissed in 1876. In 1877,
Knight rented land and a shop in Hargreaves Street.91 ‘Knight Brothers of Sandhurst:
Seedsmen, Nurserymen and Florists’ began to advertise regularly in newspapers,
claiming to have ‘more than 25,000 trees of every description … raised, grown and
acclimatised to this side of the coast range’.92
In 1877, Knight came under attack from C. Lenne, a nurseryman operating in Echuca and
Sandhurst, who claimed to be handicapped by Knight’s involvement in horticulture.
Lenne wrote of ‘injustice’, labelling Knight a ‘favoured official’ who spent more time at
his nursery than at council duties, even having the time to ‘arrange and superintend
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auction sales of plants, etc., on his own account, at the very borders of the colony’.93
Lenne, who also argued that Knight’s position as city valuer allowed him access to
potential customers, called for ‘termination of this unjust handicapping’.94
On 1 June 1877, Lenne joined nurserymen J. F. Cartwright, petition draughtsman, M.
Maher, J. J. Ross, R. Trevethan, and Rider and Moore to complain to council about
competition from Knight Brothers (Bros). They carped that Knight’s salary was £350,
that he worked beyond his council duties and that he owned Knight Bros, though,
supposedly, it was operated by his sons. Mayor of Sandhurst, Ebnezer Neill, encouraged
them, arguing that Knight had been prevented from carrying out mining surveys and
should also be prevented from conducting business as a nurseryman. In doing so, Neill,
rewrote the facts, something that happened more than once to Knight, for Knight was
never prevented from working as a mining surveyor; instead, he relinquished such work.
Councillors Holmes, Denovan and Aspinall took issue with the severity of Neill’s
response and insisted that Knight should be allowed to reply. According to Aspinall,
Knight ‘had always been looked upon as a good, and efficient officer … [and] was in
receipt of what might be regarded as a fair, yet certainly not a high, salary’.95 Council
agreed.
Council met on 8 June 1877, with Mayor Neill, and Councillors Clark, Woodward,
Bayne, Aspinall, Denovan, Buckley, Sterry and Holmes present. Knight submitted a
lengthy, vigorous written defence, in which he affirmed that he would ‘not surrender to
these narrow-minded persons, whose trade has been benefitted by the example of my
sons, [as it is] my right to spend every moment of my leisure in horticulture that I love’.96
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Victorian times expected separation of private life and public life. Knight complained
that both council and petitioners attacked his personal freedom and the privacy of family
life. He explained that his sons were in business for themselves, and that he ‘assist[ed]
them, as any father would do … it [was] most clearly my duty towards them’.97 He
vehemently denied accepting any money for garden designs, adding that he had done
some work for friends, gratis. The signatories, Knight argued, were gardeners, not
nurserymen, and four were not even ratepayers. He questioned the motives of Rider and
Moore, stating that, ‘like thoroughly unfaithful servants, they attempt to spring at those
who have been feeding them’.98 Knight acknowledged taking a day’s leave-of-absence to
travel to Echuca with his sons whom he introduced to businessmen there. He concluded:
I do my duty faithfully, honestly, conscientiously, and well to the City Council
and citizens of this city, and this is the most important matter to these my
employers. I have spent five years of my life without a single complaint, which
entitles me to claim protection from assaults from whatever quarter arising.99
Cartwright implored council to investigate Knight’s private business, but Holmes and
Denovan moved that Knight’s explanation was satisfactory. Denovan added Knight had
‘always faithfully done the work belonging to his office’, and Holmes commended
Knight Bros ‘for the action they had taken in establishing a nursery in Sandhurst, for
before they entered into business the want of such an establishment had been long
felt’.100 Yet, the mayor opposed them, arguing that Knight’s office was regularly closed
and that he had seen him in gardens during working hours. Woodward sought to
eliminate the position of building surveyor and reduce Knight’s yearly salary as valuator
to £200. Employing a tactic regularly used at council when issues were contentious,
Clark moved that the matter be sent to the Finance Committee. After lengthy and
acrimonious discussion, this was agreed.101
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Letters flooded to newspapers, many anonymous. Some were for Knight; some were
opposed. ‘Observer’ argued that Knight had allowed an unsightly ‘pigeon-box’ to be
built in Mitchell Street and that he had too much power.102 ‘Economy’ wanted to abolish
the position of building surveyor because ratepayers could not afford to pay for it.103 ‘A
Looker-on’ differed, noting that, by attempting to pass Knight’s responsibilities to
Steane, Woodward was simply the tool of others who had Knight in their sights, for
Steane would ‘not trouble the Mayor or councillors by reporting and stopping works not
built according to the Act’.104 Rider and Moore were strident and unrelenting in their
attacks; they insisted that Knight senior made decisions at Knight Bros and that his sons
did not control the company.105
Lenne, who acknowledged that he was a Castlemaine vigneron and orchardist, claimed to
have studied horticulture and to have land in Sandhurst. He accused Knight’s sons of
only knowing what their father taught them—and missed the irony in claiming his own
family’s horticultural history.106 Cartwright was vitriolic, accusing one of Knight’s sons
of frequenting the City Club Hotel and insinuating that Knight undervalued some land
and then drew up plans for gardens on it. Blatantly accusing Knight of corruption, he
continued:
Why bolster up any man out of the general rates to give him an advantage over
anyone? There are plenty of men quite as capable as Mr. Knight to value our
property [and] … Let the city officer be kept to the work of the ratepayers, and
if the salary is not enough let them resign.107
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The Bendigo Advertiser summed up the dilemma facing council: ‘If Mr. Knight is
adjudged to be open to condemnation, it must be shown that he has neglected his duties,
and that he is therefore an incompetent officer.’108 However, no complaint existed.
Knight’s competence was never questioned. Demonstrated were petty jealousies of longtime residents towards a newcomer on an upward trajectory, with success and wealth
before him. Sandhurst expected tall poppies to be cut down to size, especially new
varieties.
Council met again on 15 June and addressed another grievance against Knight. Mr
Machett complained of Knight’s inaction when Lenne built a small building close to his
property in Mitchell Street. Knight believed council powerless to prevent anyone from
building an iron structure in any position on his own ground. When quizzed, Knight
explained that Lenne had claimed the works were temporary so had not sought approval,
and, as Lenne was a signatory to the complaint against him, Knight had not taken the
matter further. Council then looked to change the building regulations and deferred that
matter.109
Next, the Finance Committee discussed the accusations in Cartwright’s petition. The
complainants were present, as were Knight and two of his sons. Cartwright provided
dates when he had seen Knight performing horticultural work, including for Darnton
Watson. Ross and Trevelyan explained that they signed the petition because they thought
Knight had been given gardening work, and Maher said he knew that Knight had
accepted gardening work, but eventually admitted that he had never seen him superintend
any. Former employees of Knight Bros, Rider and Moore, provided details of their
employment, stating that they believed Knight to be in sole charge of the business,
although other family members sometimes paid them. Both men agreed that Knight
worked at his gardening business from two o’clock on most days and cited names of
people for whom Knight Bros worked.110
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Lenne complained that Knight sought work in Echuca. The mayor pressed Lenne about
Knight’s involvement with the Mitchell Street building, but Lenne’s response concurred
with Knight’s view. The mayor probed: ‘Mr. Knight did not say that if you stopped
proceedings in this matter he would see that you were made all right with your
building?’111 Knight erupted. He was unprepared to have his character so assailed. The
mayor retorted that he had heard of collusion and was determined to find out if the
allegations were correct. Knight would have to sit and listen and answer any questions
put to him. Knight apologised for his heated response. Lenne stated that he had not
entered into any agreement with Knight. Asked whether Knight had attempted to sell him
Knight Bros, Lenne replied that Knight had told him he had argued with his sons and
offered him the business and stock on easy terms;112 however, Lenne later distanced
himself from this allegation.113
Knight then rose in his own defence. He stated that no-one had complained that he had
not done his duty and, while he had offered gardening advice to some, that this was
always done after business hours. Indeed, he argued that he worked for the council ‘20
per cent in excess of his ordinary office hours’.114 Aghast that Rider and Moore, who had
gained some insight into his family’s private affairs, had used such knowledge to oppose
him, Knight denounced them as untrustworthy witnesses. Knight admitted offering
Lenne the business because his sons were fighting and he could not operate the business
alone. He stated that an agreement existed within the family but ‘it was not his duty at
that place to divulge [it]’.115 After hearing all submissions, council deliberated. It was
agreed that the matter was paltry and that Knight’s response was satisfactory. However,
Knight was to be informed that ‘he must not engage in any private business for which a
pecuniary benefit may arise to him, or which may interfere with his duties to the
corporation’.116
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Although vindicated, Knight still seethed. On 18 June, he wrote to The Argus and The
Bendigo Advertiser about pigeonholes and humanity. Citing Charles Darwin’s Origin of
the Species, he argued that society was too staid to accept different approaches and wryly
observed that it would be regarded as ‘too revolutionary’ to do away with the
pigeonholes that kept society under control. He concluded:
In truth and sober earnestness, I say to citizens in every city, tolerate no longer
the barbaric use of the human pigeon-hole. Let straight open counters in every
case be used. Let man meet his fellow man face to face, and transact his little
business straightforwardly and with expedition … [the] human pigeon-hole …
is nothing more nor less than a barbaric vortex.117
Councillors may have wanted to curtail Knight to keep him subservient and to ensure he
worked only at their direction, but Knight was not a man to be corralled or to be swept
into a ‘barbaric vortex’. He expected to transact his business in an uncomplicated fashion
and with equanimity between those with whom he interacted. He would never submit to
being caged.

Knight on Class
Yet, Knight was also guilty of pigeonholing people. In 1876, he categorised the
population of Sandhurst by number and, in mid-1878, went beyond a simple reckoning of
occupational and social differences, writing: ‘Let us look at the faithful division of this
city when placed into classes.’118 The trigger for his work was the depressed economy of
the area and the need to find appropriate work for the unemployed. Knight saw a
connection between unused local resources and unemployment and considered that
schemes for economic development, such as building of mills and factories, never
eventuated because investors did not understand the nature of Sandhurst’s people.
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In an article penned for The Argus and The Bendigo Advertiser, Knight explained that
‘men’ were divided into four classes.119 Class 1 included a few affluent, respectable and
generally liberal men engaged with mining rather than industry. Class 2 included
storekeepers and traders and was more numerous than the town could support. Class 3
consisted of ‘industrious, and bona-fide working men… [and was also] very
numerous’.120 Unlike the men in Class 3 who purchased houses and wanted to work,
Knight described the men in Class 4 as workers who were too lazy to improve
themselves. He declared: ‘No good can ever be done by me or any one else to endeavour
to elevate their position.’121 After writing them off so conclusively, Knight focused on
Classes 2 and 3.
Looking further afield, Knight questioned why Ballarat used its land for agriculture, yet
Sandhurst did not. The culprit, he argued, was a system in which ‘valuable land is locked
up in and all around this city by the mining leases, and thousands of other acres of waste
land are prevented from being used in any shape or form by mining objections’.122 To
solve the problem, Knight proposed that the Coliban Dam, a newly developed water
supply, be used for irrigation of smallholdings. He supported mining, so proposed a
system in which ‘the surface freehold [was] conveyed to the cultivator, leaving the
mineral rights to the miner and mining leaseholder’.123 He pointed out that if his system
was adopted, the problem of ‘thousands of houses having no title … would be done away
with’.124 Knight believed that those in Classes 1 and 2 would develop farms and
industries to employ those of Class 3. He concluded:
I trust the citizens of Sandhurst generally will join together heart and soul to
throw open the waste Crown lands in and around this city, which I am sure
would be rapidly taken up, and give abundance of employment to Class 3,
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would largely increase our municipal revenue which in its turn would again
benefit Class 3, and Sandhurst would by these means shortly be changed from a
city of the desert to a rival of Ballarat.125
In 1878, the year that Knight wrote his article on class, Adam Smith’s An Inquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations had been published for a little over a
century, volume 1 of Marx’s Capital had been available for ten years, and volume 2 was
ready for publication. Thus, concepts such as class and the role of the economy had been
widely and freely discussed for more than a century. This view is supported by
Macintyre who argued that, by the 1850s in Australia, ‘the principles of economic
liberalism had become a conventional wisdom at once scientifically certain and morally
imperative’.126 It is unknown whether Knight read any works by Smith, Marx, Engels or
any other economic theorists; however, it is likely that he did, for he questioned the
relationship between class and the economy. In doing so, he offered an analysis that
represented a radical departure from conservative views. Knight expounded liberal
thinking. Further, he challenged others to think—and, in the process, repeatedly raised
the ire of councillors.

Of Miners, the Chinese and Ratepayers
Knight refrained from direct conflict with councillors, but any serenity was brief. By
1878, he had acquired two blocks of land in Carpenter Street with net annual values of
£12 and £3, respectively. His Graham Street property had a net annual value of £58 and
he continued to rent the shop and land in Hargreaves Street.127 Knight Bros was
expanding and Knight was successful. His liberal, progressive views supported the
community good. He challenged conventional thought, offered alternatives for the future
and had shown a penchant for writing, winning first prize of five guineas in an essay
competition.128 Yet, Knight’s willingness champion those unable to speak for themselves
challenged community prejudices and exposed him to another set of opponents.
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On 1 January 1878, new mining regulations, ostensibly designed to improve safety,
became law. On 18 February, Edward Rosewall fell down a shaft at Garden Gully mine
and died. A coronial inquest sent the mine manager, John Keam, to trial for
manslaughter, shocking Sandhurst.129 On 27 February, Knight intervened. He took
umbrage that a mine owner or manager was liable for accidents prima facie, for Keam
was charged using this provision. Knight argued that it sullied the English way, for ‘the
pride and boast of all Englishmen has ever been to hold all men innocent until they are
proved by evidence to be guilty’.130 At the same time, he signalled that anyone found
guilty ‘of one particle of neglect’ should be severely punished using the law.131
However, Knight’s main target was a clause that allowed miners to descend into a shaft
without a cage provided they were ‘securely stayed to the rope employed for lowering or
raising in such shaft by a strap or other fastening passing round the body under the
arms’.132 Experienced in underground surveying, Knight saw this as outrageous for it
would inevitably cause deaths. He stated:
All the acts of Parliament in the world would never compel me to be lashed to a
rope, and I am certain not a miner in Sandhurst, or mining inspector, would so
descend, or ascend [a mine].133
He recommended enforcing the use of safety cages. The following day, The Bendigo
Advertiser confirmed that miners refused to be so bound, and that the clause should be
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thrown out.134 Charges against Keam were withdrawn. Knight’s intervention on behalf of
both mine owners and managers, and their workers, was successful.
Anti-Chinese feeling was pervasive in Sandhurst, despite their small numbers. By 1868,
only 693 Chinese resided in Sandhurst, that number dwindling to less than 500 in
1880.135 Knight supported the quiet, law-abiding Chinese community. In January 1878,
the city was in drought and the Chinese camp that housed over 300 people had no water.
Knight believed this perilous if fire broke out. He suggested running a water pipe a short
distance to their camp and levying a seven and a half per cent charge on the cost.
However, council was slow to act and the Chinese community approached Knight for
support. He reported their exact words: ‘Come no rain, few days’ time; welly ill China
camp; em stomach can’t stand it any longer. Will you try, get water for us.’136 Today,
such a verbatim report would have the appearance of mockery; it may be labelled a
promotion of xenophobia: racist. However, it is important to consider the context; the
Chinese community approached Knight to speak on their behalf, indicating that he was
trusted. In repeating their words, Knight did not seek to parody them, but to confirm that
this was their request. This would not be the last time that Knight publicly supported the
Chinese community; however, at the end of the year, they still had no water.
Ratepayers complained about Knight’s valuations. When rates increased, complaints
were par for the course; ratepayers would have complained about anyone’s valuations—
it was inevitable. In April 1878, hoteliers vociferously appealed their rate assessments.
Knight wrote to the newspapers, explaining:
As a sworn valuator, my oath is to do what is just and right between the rich
and poor; and I am sworn to make a true and faithful return. If to save
ratepayers a trifle each upon their water, I am too lenient in truth and facts, I
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should commit two large frauds—one upon the Government and one upon the
City Council.137
Though the hoteliers won a review, Knight maintained the gentleman’s code. According
to Robert Hogg, a gentlemen was ‘upright, brave, honourable, benevolent, and loyal to
the Queen and country … a natural leader, fearless … and equally gentle’.138 Knight was
honest and always ready with the last word. While he argued that his figures were
correct, he regretted any dissatisfaction. With words that can be read as sarcastic and
provocative or, alternatively, as amusing and conciliatory, Knight commented: ‘Those
rate collectors and valuers should be banished from the face of the earth; they are a
detestable nuisance.’139 Knight was tired of receiving abuse from people he considered
friends. He was, he wrote:
A poor abused valuator, who is black on both sides from hits received, whom
nobody respects, and who hopes to be killed some day in the discharge of his
duties to entitle his widow to claim an entrance to the Benevolent Asylum. He
gives in … solely because there is not a spot left on him to hit at but what is
black and blue. He only asks you not to jump on him now he is down, or that
100 won’t come off that Niagara [a hotel] next year.140
All jesting aside, Knight asserted his power—to set a rate that must be paid—and made it
clear that attacks on him could have consequences.
In the spring of 1878, the Chinese question erupted again. Seamen struck against
shipping companies employing Chinese workers, miners refused to load coal on their
ships and Chinese crewed ships entering port led to strikes by seamen.141 Sandhurst, with
a tradition of anti-Chinese sentiment, succumbed to increased racial tension. Anti-
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Chinese letters appeared in local newspapers. Shopkeeper G. O’Brien sought to have
gambling houses, allegedly also used for prostitution, removed from Bridge Street.142
Against such a move, ‘Truth’ wrote that O’Brien was wrong143 and thirteen Chinese
residents of Bridge Street supported him, arguing that if they were involved in any illegal
activity they would have been prosecuted.144
An anonymous, hysterical letter, ironically using the pseudonym ‘Humanity’, appeared
in newspapers in Castlemaine and Sandhurst. It argued that the health of the European
population was endangered by the ‘yellow agony’, the ‘yellow Chinese plague’ and the
‘smelly’ of Bridge Street. ‘Humanity’ raised the sceptre of harm to the young, the weak
and the vulnerable, and claimed that:
I have made it my business for the last six months to inspect and study the ways
of the Chinese in Victoria, and am certain that no one could believe the fearful
evils, diseases, and cruelty that emanate from these Chinese collectively; how
many murders, I can only conceive of innocent children, lie hidden from earthly
view, I knew not, but the systematic immorality, gambling and their attractive
but abominable ornaments … these fearful people spread their cunning snares
with such deadly certainty.145
Knight could not leave such vitriol unanswered. Declaring himself capable of delivering
‘disinterested and truthful testimony to the generally good character of the Chinese in
Sandhurst’, he questioned the superstition and xenophobia demonstrated by some writers
and raised his voice in defence of the Chinese community against ‘unjust attacks’.146
Knight was familiar with the Chinese residences and businesses. He confirmed that
gambling did take place in three premises on Bridge Street, but explained that this was
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legal if lotteries were not involved. He advised that there were two opium stores on
Bridge Street and three of the most successful Chinese businesses in the district. Knight
pointed out that the Chinese had no consular assistance in Australia and were left to
defend themselves, yet:
It is the pride of Englishmen that the moment a foot is set on the English shore
all men are free, and upon the same footing. In Australia before the law all men
are certainly equal, but in the public press we find an extremely strong
prejudice against the Chinese, not shown by the various editors, but chiefly by
correspondents, and by many persons who are content to hold the prejudice
without inquiring.147
Taking issue with ‘Humanity’s’ letter in particular, Knight railed: ‘Humanity, it should
be signed Inhumanity’. He continued:
The whole tone of the publication is in such violent and extreme language as to
carry its own condemnation with it, at least so far as one word applying to the
Chinese in this city.148
According to Knight, in the previous two months, no charges had been heard against any
Chinese person in Sandhurst.
Mounting a scathing attack on the hypocritical allegation that the Chinese were unclean,
Knight reminded citizens that the water pipe from the Coliban Dam did not run to the
Chinese camp, forcing them to carry water to their homes. He rebuked:
We chide them with want of cleanliness, and take good care to see that they
shall have no water … I deny that they are unclean in habit as a class. I
challenge contradiction when I state that they are vastly cleaner in all their
habits than the same class of Englishmen or Irishmen.149
Knight threw down the gauntlet to all those who wanted to engage in a ‘very unjust
prejudice against an inoffensive and industrious class of citizens’.150 He signed his letter
‘George W. Knight, J.P.’, thus using the weight of his position to summon respect. In this
time, when views that would eventually lead to the Immigration Restriction Act 1901
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(popularly known as the White Australia Policy) were taking hold, this was a remarkably
courageous position to take. As we have seen, Knight never backed away from upholding
his moral code or exposing injustice, regardless of the cost.
Knight continued to champion the Chinese cause, not only in Sandhurst, but also
throughout the colony. In 1880, he argued in The Argus that ‘a more law-abiding,
industrious set of men are not to be found in any city’.151 Knight noted that they
participated in charitable works and that ‘the English’, who accepted ‘their efforts and
charity’, now proposed ‘to banish them’.152 He asserted that, while below two per cent of
the population, the Chinese were blamed for unemployment, and criticised politicians,
whom he saw as weak, for acquiescing to such racial nonsense. More significantly, to
support the Chinese, Knight questioned the morality of British imperialism:
How many years ago is it, Sir, since the noble Englishman knocked at the doors
of the Chinese ports, and demanded admittance for his opium, his Sheffield and
Birmingham wares and being refused, soon showed them, with the amiability
and smell of gunpowder, a mode of persuasion that was irresistible, and must
have stamped the character of the Englishman with true nobility?153
In so arguing, Knight opposed conventional liberal thinking that saw the Opium Wars as
necessary to open English trade with China, despite an overriding belief that ‘free trade
itself was extolled as conducive to peace, progress and prosperity’.154

Opponents Circle
Hazards were intensifying and Knight would soon be fighting for his survival as a public
official; yet, for his own enjoyment, and for the enjoyment of Sandhurst’s citizens,
Knight prepared a design for a temporary glass structure to house the Sandhurst
Industrial Exhibition, scheduled for March 1879.155 A feature of his design was that the
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materials used could be recycled for a glass winter conservatory when the exhibition
concluded. However, his design was rejected, supposedly because of cost. Knight and W.
C. Vahland suspected that someone on the Exhibition Committee had almost doubled the
projected cost of his design. It was also reported that Councillor Macdougall insinuated
that the glass building would have an iron roof.156 For Knight, this was architecturally
preposterous, particularly given his intention to have the building used in the future as a
‘winter garden under glass’.157 Knight’s vitriol poured out:
The exhibition committee may congratulate themselves upon their discourtesy
towards me. Upon the next occasion that I devote my private hours to public
purposes, it will be to a body of gentlemen that will appreciate and thank me for
so doing.158
Irrespective of this slight, Knight maintained his professionalism. In an 1879
memorandum to council, he observed that the city’s population was stable at 25,775;
that, while rates were collected on new constructions, some houses and structures had
been removed and were not assessed; and that ‘a number of rates [were] remitted on
account of poverty, etc’.159 From 1874, to ease the rate burden on Sandhurst’s citizens,
Knight made annual ‘reductions on the valuations in [favour] of the ratepayers’160 and his
work was deemed satisfactory.161 In a subsequent, jocular article, Knight described the
complex additions required of a valuer. He asserted that the columns of figures he had to
add reached a height of 437 feet and six inches—or four times the height of St Paul’s
tower—causing ‘severe mental strain that but few could bear without feeling the effect
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for some time after’.162 Calculating such a figure in his spare time must have amused
Knight.
Amid this humour and acceptance of his valuations, council appeared to support Knight.
In April 1880, he was appointed to additional posts, becoming ‘City Inspector; Inspector
of Cabs; Inspector of Slaughter Houses, Abbattoirs & Cattle for Slaughter’.163 However,
all was not as it seemed. It could be argued that some were attempting to bury Knight
under this new workload. A new council committee, the Retrenchment Committee, went
to work. The town clerk’s salary was questioned and, though Knight was given
additional duties, to increase efficiency, he received no additional remuneration.164
The retrenchment issue was forced through council. Some councillors had their motives
questioned, for no savings were made in the redistribution of jobs. Instead:
The retrenchment committee appear to have made it their glory to strike at the
heads of the tallest poppies. So the town clerk and the receiver of revenue are
the first that have to succumb to the lopping process.165
In particular, the lot of the able and indefatigable Knight was dissected. He had
previously complained of being overworked when holding two positions. Despite his
work ethic and energy, The Bendigo Advertiser questioned whether he could do his
additional jobs effectively, noting, somewhat derisively, that Knight himself was so
energetic and self-assured ‘that we have no doubt he would be very apt to take offence at
such a question’.166 After this jibe, a far more perceptive, yet disturbing, prospect was
raised:
Nothing has been gained by the change, except perhaps in the mind of some
truculent or vindictive councillor who may desire to hasten the end of a
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gentleman who annually has to tot up figures—not merely by the yard or ell—
but by the height of the tower of St, Paul’s.167
A battle that would play out between Knight and council over the next six years was thus
foreshadowed.
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Chapter 6: Knight v. Council, 1880–86
Knight’s interactions with Sandhurst Council in the 1880s have influenced perceptions of
him to the present day, revealing the parochialism of municipal politics and exemplifying
the contestation surrounding the term ‘liberal’. In Sandhurst, at this time, councillors
were regarded as liberal because they supported universal male franchise (and,
sometimes, not much more of the liberal platform). However, Knight’s liberalism was
much broader. He championed democratic representative government; education, press
and religious freedom; innovation; and liassez-faire economics. He was tolerant and
protected the voiceless. He stressed individual responsibility and the centrality of
manliness and character. He spoke of public life and private life and, for Knight, public
life equated to government service.1
From the time of his arrival at Sandhurst, Knight’s property portfolio had quietly
expanded. Rate books show that, by 1880, he owned his house allotment in Graham
Street and had consolidated more land in Carpenter Street. Such strategic acquisitions
assisted in developing his nursery business and provided and alternative source of
income through rent. Knight staunchly upheld that Knight Brothers was his sons’
business; yet, he owned the property and was responsible for renting the florist shop in
Hargreaves Street. Knight had been confronted about his role in Knight Bros; now, his
public life was about to be mercilessly attacked on another front by Sandhurst’s liberal
councillors.

A Question of Rates
In January 1881, the council accepted Knight’s rate assessment made on 14 January,2 but
not all councillors were happy. In 1880, Councillor Alexander Bayne had demanded a
second assessment on his property and Knight reduced his rate by splitting it into land,
valued at £40, and the house, valued at £100.3 In 1881, Bayne again questioned his rates.
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On 26 January, Knight informed Bayne that a second opinion had concluded that the
original assessment was fair. Unsatisfied, Bayne continued to niggle Knight. On 14
February 1881, Knight wrote to Bayne explaining that plans had been viewed and his
house inspected during construction; further, that Bayne’s assertion that his rates should
compare to those of Messrs Horwood and Burrowes was wrong because his home had
six additional rooms. However, Knight offered to carefully review all three properties,
‘and if I find the slightest inequality I will at once correct it’.4 Knight’s closing lines
revealed animosity between the men for he added, caustically, that he ‘[regretted] only
your personal rudeness to me which I am sure no person would regret more quickly than
yourself’.5
Bayne may have insinuated in reply that Knight’s work was slipshod, for, in a third
letter, Knight demonstrated his meticulousness. He emphasised that he had ten books in
which were recorded ‘particulars of every room in every house in Sandhurst. I keep this
as a record and basis of my valuation. I … assure you there is no guess work about it.’6
Knight viewed Bayne’s actions as acrimonious; yet, assuming that both men would act as
gentlemen, he offered his adversary an olive branch. Knight noted: ‘I am not myself if I
do not unburden my thoughts and I ask you to accept them in the same frank and manly
spirit in which I write them.’7 However, the battle lines were drawn. Knight would not
acquiesce to Bayne, and Bayne would not reconcile with a person he regarded as a
subordinate.
Through council, Bayne pursued the cost of annual valuations. Some wanted them less
often and a change to the role of the city valuer. The mayor asked Knight to stop making
any further valuations until council decided the matter, offering him the sop that he was
‘one of the hardest worked men in the colony … [and this] was only equivalent to giving
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him a spell’.8 Knight retaliated. An issue previously confined to council chambers
became public when Knight’s detailed rebuttal was reproduced in The Bendigo
Advertiser. Knight’s trump card was legislation that required a valuation ‘to be sworn to
annually as a true, faithful, and correct return of the value of the property in the city’.9
According to Knight, without annual assessments, rate revenue would decrease because
of errors and anomalies created by changes to both housing and mines. Further, he
advised that, given his additional duties and increased workload, his eldest son, William,
regularly worked on clerical matters for council, unpaid. Knight concluded:
I can give no better services to the city than I am giving, and the salary I receive
is no more than any second rate shire is paying for less work for which see
advertisements constantly in the Argus.10
Seeing an opportunity, Councillor Harkness called for a special meeting of the council
‘to consider the removal of George Wm. Knight from the offices of building surveyor,
valuer, and all other offices now held by him under the council’.11 Councillors Clark,
Jackson, Bailes and Sterry opposed the motion, arguing that Knight’s roles were too
important to abolish. They questioned why council would dispense with Knight’s
services when ‘he has proved himself to be a most efficient, zealous, and energetic
officer … [and] there can be no doubt that Mr. Knight has very ably discharged all the
duties entrusted to him’.12
As Knight waited for the special meeting, townspeople defended him. In The Bendigo
Advertiser, ‘Patrician’ argued that, even though the rate collector was necessarily
unpopular, ‘Mr. Knight stands prominent. No one could fill the position with which he is
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invested with better ability … [and] the two offices he holds … give general satisfaction
to the ratepayers.’13 John Hasker asserted that Knight undertook many roles that:
Require the undivided attention of one capable man. No one questions the
capacity and energy of Mr. Knight; and the council will find it to be false
economy to try to dispense with him. Such, at least, is the opinion of very many
of the rate payers.14
On 6 May, The Bendigo Advertiser reiterated that Knight was loyal, zealous and
efficient, and his competence was not in question.15 It pointed out that no costly rate
appeals had been made in Sandhurst in 1880, whereas Ballarat had 250 appeals in 1877
and 150 in 1878.
Knight knew that council correspondence was reprinted virtually verbatim in newspapers
and, buoyed by support, wrote to council of his confidential dispute with Bayne. It hit the
papers like an incendiary bomb. His letters were reprinted in full. Knight wrote:
With the greatest pain and regret, I publicly charge Councillor Alexander
Bayne, J.P., with having threatened to do me an injury in your Council
Chamber, because for the past three or four years I have refused to reduce the
valuation of his private house … [and that] for years as a public officer, I have
been cruelly coerced by Cr. Bayne, and pressed by him most unduly and
improperly to reduce the valuation of his private house.16
Knight explained that, in September 1880, when Bayne was told that others agreed with
Knight’s valuation, Bayne called him:
‘A fool, sir, you are nothing but a regular fool’ … in the most spiteful possible
manner, and shaking his hand in my face, said, ‘I will bring such a hornets’ nest
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about your ears, sir, this year, both inside and out, over this valuation as you
have never had in your life, sir.’17
Knight relayed his reply that, irrespective of Bayne’s spite, his house would not be
valued again because it was already too low, and accused Bayne of:
Trying to injure me, because I would not prostitute my public office, which I
hold under oath to act justly and rightly between the rich and the poor, and give
him a paltry advantage over his fellow-citizens.18
Knight challenged that, if council did dismiss him, his character would remain
untarnished for he was better than Bayne. At council, Bayne agreed that he had argued
with Knight and made disparaging remarks, but denied bulling him, arguing that he had
the right to challenge a valuation.19 While proof of Knight’s accusations against Bayne
was sought, Harkness’s motion was held over.
On 13 May 1881, Mayor Patrick Hayes, and Councillors Clark, Bailes, Bayne, Burrowes,
Jackson, Sterry and Harkness met to discuss Harkness’s motion, which had been
seconded by Bayne. The Bendigo Advertiser described the motion as ‘a most dangerous
experiment’. In its view:
To take the work out of the hands of so efficient and experienced a city valuer
as Mr. Knight …would be a matter for great regret … we have not heard a
syllable breathed against [Knight] as regards his loyalty to his trust. On the
contrary, he has dared to quarrel with a councilor [sic] rather than truckle to
him and make peace with him by reducing his valuation as he desired.20
Council began by addressing the merits of conducting annual valuations; however, the
meeting was soon hijacked by Bayne and Harkness who introduced the topic of Knight’s
letter. Bayne wanted all Knight’s roles redistributed to other officers. Amid much
acrimony and personal attacks on Knight, several councillors lined up against Harkness’s
motion, indicating anomalies in Harkness’s and Bayne’s arguments. Harkness said his
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motion ‘only arose out of the letter received from Mr. Knight’.21 Yet, his motion was
mooted on 23 April, and Knight’s letter to council, which included letters to Bayne from
earlier in the year, was penned on 5 May, nearly two weeks later. Collusion exposed, the
motion was eventually lost, with only Harkness voting for it. Knight had survived
another attack—but the hornets’ nest had been poked.

A Marriage: A Pentimento Moment
As 1881 drew to a close, the Knight family met another milestone. On 29 November
1881, Knight’s firstborn son, William, married.22 However, what should have been a
joyous occasion led to secrecy and family ructions that continue to reverberate today
among Knight’s descendants. The veil of secrecy, once lifted, revealed that his bride,
Mary Anne Duncan, was the granddaughter of convicts. Her grandmother, Hannah
Holland, was a member of the notorious Staffordshire Pottery Gang of thieves.23 When
Hannah died on 2 January 1844, she resided with her husband, ex-convict Richard
Roberts, a blacksmith, at 20 Melville Street, Hobart.24 Roberts relocated to Victoria with
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his daughters, Martha, Maria and Mary Anne, around 1850.25 Maria married in
Melbourne in 1851. Mary Anne supposedly married John Roberts in 1854, though no
records for this marriage have been found. Her daughter, Mary Anne, was born on 10
November 1855, and her legitimacy remains in question. Claiming widowhood, Mary
Anne married George Duncan on 16 August 1858.26 Mother and daughter, both named
Mary Anne Roberts, became Mary Anne Duncan. Roberts, his daughter and
granddaughter, eventually arrived at Sandhurst, as did Mary Anne’s sisters and their
families. When he died on 7 August 1873, Roberts was residing at Cemetery Road, Back
Creek and, like Knight, had supported victimised Chinese in a court case.27
In modern times, when convict lineage is sometimes referred to as ‘convict royalty’, it is
difficult to imagine the shame that accompanied convict ancestry. Yet, such shame was
pervasive. Paul de Serville, citing William Westgarth, noted that ex-convicts:
Were regarded with revulsion, as polluted persons whom no respectable
colonist ought to have within touching distance. However they could not be
disposed of as the Aborigines had been; despite their repulsive appearance and
manners, they were protected by their colour.28
A territorial magistrate from 1870 until his death, Knight’s middle-class, liberal values,
were challenged. He advocated for many facing discrimination, but his desire to raise his
family’s status seemed to make it impossible to welcome Mary Anne. In 1882, in a letter
to council, J. F. Cartwright asked:
How come it is that at every occasion any of his [sons] do any thing to
displease Knight Sen. They [sic] are drove from home and the Business, even
the late William Knight was so treated because he got married.29
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Such a public announcement indicated a large and irreconcilable rift. Even today,
Knight’s descendants believe that Mary Anne’s convict links were the cause of the
family inability to accept the union.

Back to Work
Amid such conflict, Knight got on with his work. He took William Lang to court in
February 1882 for altering the Beehive store without correct approvals. Lang was fined.
Newspaper reports suggested that Knight had tried to take over the running of the case
from the council’s solicitor.30 A territorial magistrate for more than a decade, Knight
immediately rebutted this interpretation. ‘Nothing of the kind whatever occurred’, he
declared.31 He knew his law, but may not have known his place. In bringing criticism
upon himself, Knight gave ammunition to his council opponents. The same occurred in
May that year when Knight, inspecting piggeries, offered to purchase manure for his
nurseries. The transaction did not proceed, but council heard of it and was ‘quite shocked
… [and] resolved that Mr. Knight should be called upon to explain’.32 Knight agreed that
he had made the offer, but wondered how this could be construed as improper.33 These
minor skirmishes left Knight open to criticism; however, they did not compare to the
controversy over a byelaws dispute that was about to erupt.
From early June, the police warned traders to keep footpaths in front of their shops clear.
They did not. Summonses were issued and Jerrold Knight appeared for Knight Bros.
Uncertain whether the police or council had the authority to issue such summonses,
Sergeant Webb withdrew charges against Jerrold and nine others, stating: ‘Mr. G. W.
Knight, the city valuator, will in future take on himself the responsibility of issuing such
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summonses.’34 The anonymous ‘Virginius’, quick to expose the irony and significant
conflict of interest given Knight’s involvement with the family firm, sought a council
inquiry.35
Knight never allowed his name to be besmirched without immediate reply. His sons
wrote (and the sons could write what the father could not) that Sergeant Webb was
jealous of their father after he was appointed city inspector, and explained that:
One half the road in front of the premises of every occupier belongs to him,
subject to the general control of the City Council, so long as we do not obstruct
the footway or interfere with the traffic of the road we have no right to be
annoyed, either by the police or the city inspector.36
Knight must have vetted this letter and, given his position, its accuracy can be assumed.
A caustic letter from ‘Aunty Knight’ slighted Knight for ‘standing behind a tall flowerpot perusing the epistle … with his bland smile’. The anonymous writer censured
Knight’s sons for their attack on Webb, calling it ‘the cowardly challenge … of a
grovelling vindictive mind’,37 implying that Knight was a spiteful patriarch. Knight, in
response, pulled no punches. With the town clerk, he reported Webb to his superiors, as
business people were ‘under civil and not police control’.38 Knight told of many
instances in which his own discretion and courtesy led to willing compliance of
regulations. Rather than pugilistic, he pointed out that he had ‘a natural dislike to
summoning any citizen, and although my powers are very large in this direction, I use
them only in cases that I am actually compelled’.39
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Writing in support of Knight, ‘A Pall Mall Tradesman’ saw him as both courteous and
forceful.40 Robert Dare concurred, noting: ‘This interference with the above officer’s
duties looks very like a direct insult to him, from which, I am sure, citizens will not
hesitate to protect him.’41 However, ‘Virginius’ had the last printed word on the matter,
imploring council to keep Knight in his place and censure him for writing to newspapers:
Who is Mr. Knight, pray, that he should act as the council's master? … Mr.
G. W. Knight may rave as much as he likes, and may write whole quires of
foolscap—he is good at writing I believe—but it will not alter the position in
the least. The Council, however, should see that their city inspector is kept to
his proper duties.42
Supported by Sandhurst’s leading businessmen, Knight seemed safe. When J. W.
Cartwright wrote to council complaining that Knight had prevented him from displaying
plants on the footpath—in the same manner as Knight Bros—his letter was mothballed.43

The City Surveyor
In January 1883, the position of city surveyor became vacant. Many leading
Bendigonians wanted Knight to fill it; however, others looked to redesign all council
positions. A suggestion was made to amalgamate the city surveyor, building surveyor
and valuer positions. Knight’s supporters advised that he had the capacity, intellect,
creativity and character to add the role of city surveyor to his existing duties.44 W. C.
Vahland suggested that a combined position of city surveyor and building surveyor
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should reasonably be paid £800 per annum.45 John Teague cautioned that if Knight was
poached by the Huntly or Strathfieldsaye shires, councillors would ‘catch the kudos of
being penny wise and pound foolish’.46 ‘Buggins’ argued that any attempt to influence
council disadvantaged Knight.47 However, a hostile ‘Grab-All’ thought Knight
avaricious, stating that he already received a large salary and that any ‘additional duty
would fill up the time [already] paid for’.48 ‘Robinson Crusoe’ was even more critical,
claiming that Knight could, ‘run the town clerkship, and conduct the general bossing of
the council … [and] have his office at the garden; it is very central … [for he had] more
than one of the council under his heel’.49 He maintained that Councillor Sterry was the
benefactor of Knight’s electioneering skill. ‘Ratepayer’ suggested that Knight was idle
and others writers, who had financial dealings with the city surveyor, wanted their man in
the position.50
Unsurprisingly, Knight hit back, stating that, as an architect and certificated government
engineer, he had not sought any position from council and none had been offered to him.
He concluded that his professional knowledge was:
Not the property of your anonymous correspondents, but … my own, to sell as I
think fit, and no one is compelled to buy, unless they think the quality is worth
the price … Your petti fogging anonymous writers may think me dear at a gift
if it amuses them, it does me no harm … I can command a good salary any
where; and your carping anonymous writers cannot stop me obtaining it, let
them try their very best.51
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As this furore played out in the pages of local newspapers, Councillor Alfred Joseph
entered the fray. He compared Victorian municipal salaries and proposed to reduce
council’s wages bill by amalgamating the roles of city surveyor and building surveyor for
a salary of £400, and the roles of city valuer and rate collector, again for £400. Knight’s
other jobs would be redistributed, saving £182.52 The Bendigo Advertiser proposed that
the city surveyor should receive a salary of £600 per annum and questioned whether
Knight or Mr Hopper—one of whom was expected to take the position of valuer and rate
collector—would accept the proposed reduction in their salaries. The newspaper, which
also pointed out that the incumbent would need a horse and buggy, supported both men,
for they had:
Proved themselves to be competent and energetic officers [and] there can be no
doubt of the qualifications of [Knight] for the position of city surveyor … If,
then, the four separate duties … can be efficiently discharged by these two, they
ought certainly to be paid at rates fairly commensurate with their increased
duties and responsibilities.53
The Bendigo Advertiser revealed that councillors had met privately regarding council’s
workforce and had unanimously agreed on their position.54 Council met officially on 19
January and, amid some political point scoring by councillors, passed resolutions to
advertise for a city surveyor with architectural qualifications, and a rate collector and
valuer, each at a salary of £400. Knight’s other positions were to be redistributed.
Advertising was placed in local newspapers and a special meeting was called to make the
appointments.55
At the council meeting of 30 January, Knight accepted the combined roles of city
surveyor and building surveyor on the understanding that ‘expenses in the actual
discharge of my duties are not to be taken out of my salary’.56 In another letter, he
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resigned all appointments except that of building surveyor, understanding that his terms
were accepted. They were not. Knight was asked to withdraw that part of his application
that referred to travel. This he did, and both Hopper and Knight were appointed, as
anticipated. It had taken ten years, but Knight had finally become city surveyor.
However, it was a Pyrrhic victory.

The Hornets Gather
Initially, things went well for Knight. Council presented him with a certificate of
appreciation for his work as city valuer, noting that not one appeal had been made against
his valuations for the preceding three years.57 At the time, Knight was writing about a
smelly, green, slime-congested dam that the community blamed for a typhoid outbreak.
This seemingly small episode proffers an alternative interpretation of Knight’s
personality and the forces gathering against him. The Bendigo Advertiser, in support of
Councillor Bailes, posed that Bailes would fix the dam, and that Knight, in writing his
report, was not only proffering unsolicited opinions, but also was acting with
characteristic ‘obstinate perverseness … [refusing] to acquiesce in the general opinion …
[while being] indecently obtrusive’.58 However, the reporter ignored an article, printed in
the morning edition, which provided contrary evidence—a point not lost on Knight.
Using that article, Knight hit back to prove that:
My opinion was asked, not offered; I therefore throw back the application of
your words ‘indecently obtrusive’ … Would it not be more becoming if you
had made yourself acquainted whether it was my duty to abate the nuisance
before you tendered me your advice to do so?59
Goaded by this negative characterisation, Knight would have been even more aggrieved
to learn that the same newspaper also reported his daughter, Lily, dangerously ill with
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typhoid.60 An anonymous respondent found Knight’s use of the term ‘my councillors’
offensive:
It is possible Mr. Knight was … taking the measure of his humble self,
educationally, intellectually, professionally, magisterially, commercially, etc.,
and having done so to his complete satisfaction, he, by comparison, thought of
the City Council collectively as those deputed by the citizens to engage his
services and pay him his salary, and, while so thinking, he all at once saw how
utterly impossible for him to acknowledge them as even the ‘employers’ of
himself, their employe [sic], or servant.61
In June 1882, John Cartwright, Knight’s antagonist from 1877, had written to council
aggrieved that ‘this man Knight who brought Nothing to the city of Sandhurst is allowed
to fatten By the destruction of [me] one of the first prospectors of Bendigo’.62 Nothing
happened. Cartwright wrote again in August 1883, seeking permission to sell his plants
wherever he wanted, for Sergeant Webb threatened to summons him if he did not move
on. Reproduced in The Bendigo Advertiser, this letter reiterated old issues and referred
enviously to Knight salary of £8 per week. Cartwright complained that Webb and Knight
had been moving him on for years, and that Knight was a liar because he, not his sons,
owned Knight Bros. He was particularly aggrieved that he could not hawk his wares
outside their shop. Knight Bros saw it differently. They reported: ‘An unlicensed hawker
stands from 10 o’clock on Saturday morning until 10 o’clock on Saturday night, bawling
out nearly in front of their business premises, which is the nuisance which they
respectfully asked the council to suppress.’63 Cartwright received no support. Council,
concerned that traders remained unobstructed, agreed that anyone who breached the
byelaws of the city should be prosecuted. Cartwright’s latest attack on Knight failed;
however, it remained in the memory of some councillors.
Cognisant of enemies circling, Knight was prepared to take evasive action, small signs of
which changes can be found within the rate books. No longer in control of the rate books,
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Knight could not allow a careless oversight to be used against him—even if that error
reflected reality. In 1878, his occupation was listed as ‘florist’ against the shop in
Hargreaves Street. In 1883, he added a small parcel of land in Graham Street to his rental
portfolio, but neither there, nor for any other property that Knight owned or rented did he
again refer to himself as a florist, nurseryman or gardener. Instead, everywhere in the rate
books, he was ‘city surveyor’—a small change, but one that indicated that Knight felt
vulnerable about his involvement with the family firm.64

1884: In Defence of Women—in Self Defence
Knight had always mixed with liberal ideologues and was not shy in putting forward his
opinions. Two examples exemplify his liberalism and his willingness to defend the
subjugated. Part of his council duties required Knight to ensure compliance with
government regulations. In 1882, when shopgirls were forced to work unpaid overtime,
he cited the Supervision of Workrooms and Factories Statute 1873 (the Factory Act) to
confirm that working beyond eight hours was illegal. He explained that he could not
prosecute because no-one had complained; however, if evidence of non-payment for
overtime were provided, the offending employer would be prosecuted.65 Yet, at the same
time, Knight defended workers negotiating to work beyond eight hours, for ‘this is a free
country, and the time and [labour] of every citizen is the property of each individual to
sell’.66 He believed it was unreasonable to prosecute if overtime had been negotiated and
workers paid. For this he was denounced as ignorant.67 Knight replied that, while public
officials had to be impartial, even ‘the humblest person in the city can claim and demand
my instant attention, and I most cheerfully give it’.68 He believed that individuals could
sell their labour to the highest bidder, thereby bettering their social position. He seems to
have viewed both employer and employee as having equal bargaining rights, thus
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misunderstanding their unequal power relationship. Perhaps naively, he also believed
that employers, as gentlemen, would not exploit their workers, once again displaying
petty bourgeois vacillation in both supporting labour and employers.
In 1884, another issue brought Knight’s liberalism to the fore—and also highlighted his
disregard for personal safety, for some councillors remained determined to remove him
from office. Like English liberals, and some in the Temperance Movement and Salvation
Army, Knight defended downtrodden women forced into prostitution. He admonished:
‘First, punish the seducer … Man is the first cause of the evil, is the cause of its
continuance.’69 In his customary fashion, he provided a blueprint for action, suggesting
that a former superintendent from Sandhurst, a disciplined but humanitarian police
officer, be given authority to both assist women seeking redemption and punish
offenders. Hotels would be regulated and suitable work found to provide women a
legitimate income. Knight concluded:
Live somewhere they must … and man, proud man, base in the main to women,
how little is this for you to do for them; how many early graves to save them;
how little to requite them for your wrongs.70
While Knight spoke for these women, his own mother was ailing. She died on 10 May
1884.71 Knight never returned to England. He had spoken his last words to her nearly
thirty years prior, in 1856. His children had grown from babes to adults without ever
knowing their grandmother beyond letters. This was the lot of nineteenth-century
immigrants. In blazing new trails in far-off lands, the physical and emotional connection
with relatives left behind crumbled. In a new land, immigrants had to resist grief and
endure the poignancy of such losses. Always stoic, it is unsurprising that, in September
1884, when Knight’s son received head injuries attempting to stop a runaway horse at
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Echuca,72 only his mother and sister went to him. Knight remained in Sandhurst, aware
of, and preparing for, yet another challenge.
Fifteen Questions
The hornets’ nest, stirred years before, had slowly gathered its forces. In September
1884, a four-pronged attack by councillors blindsided Knight. In a series of fifteen
questions, asked and answered in the mayor’s room, Knight was asked if he was engaged
in any private business, whether his workload was too great for one man, why he charged
one and a quarter per cent for copies of plans and specifications, and whether he had used
council funds to build a road to benefit Knight Bros. When news of this meeting became
public, Knight sought a delay of two weeks to prepare his public response. This was
granted. On 2 October, on legal advice, he requested a further delay for he was suing The
Bendigo Independent for exposing his private meeting with the mayor.73 Meanwhile,
Councillor Bailes pursued Knight’s one and a quarter per cent charge for plans, which
netted him considerably more than Stean had charged. More significantly, Bailes alleged
that Knight had constructed a road off Carpenter Street without authority and for his own
benefit. Aghast, Councillor Joseph stated that Knight had ‘satisfactorily answered [the
questions] … in the mayor’s room, and the surveyor had come out of them all with clean
hands’.74
On 10 October 1884, Knight’s public response came. Council received letters on 8 and 9
October. The first responded to the working of the office of the city surveyor. Knight
pointed out that he had expressed concerns about inefficiencies within his department
fifteen months earlier, but nothing had happened. He now implored that council not see
him as hectoring, a charge made against his predecessors Mr Fletcher and Mr
Macdougall. He argued: ‘You pay me for the purpose of giving you professional work
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and suggestions, and I humbly and most respectfully in the kindest spirit submit them.’75
He then listed fifteen areas for improvement at the city surveyor’s office.
Knight complained about the process for letting contracts and that control of his
workforce was difficult because roles were ill-defined. To increase work output, Knight
argued that he required the authority, ‘after proper warning and subsequent notice to any
workman that I deem lazy or incompetent’, to ‘employ the best available men at the
current rate for such [labour]’.76 While it may appear that he wanted dismissal powers to
punish his workers, it must be remembered that Knight complained of interference by
councillors with both contractors and workers under his control. Therefore, what he
wanted was for the lines of authority to be clearly drawn—for everyone’s benefit.
Council policy was that the lowest tender should always be accepted and, in their zeal for
austerity, they offered 7 s 3 d per day for a horse and cart, when the shire of Marong
offered 12 s. Efficient contractors and competent workers went elsewhere. Knight was
left with an under-skilled workforce using poor equipment and overworked horses. He
noted:
No man can give a full honest day’s work for a proper horse, a proper cart, and
an able bodied workman for any such price. This year the contract is let at 2d
per day less than last than last year. Do we get a day’s work done? No.77
Knight did not question class boundaries, but he insisted that his workers were well
treated and paid fairly. He wanted to attract the most able contactors and workers to his
employ, but council policy hindered this.
The inability to move quickly and transport equipment and tools between sites created
another inefficiency. Council had refused to include a travel component in Knight’s
remuneration, so he found an elegant solution. He organised for council to purchase a
horse and cart to be available for his workforce—and him. What he was unable to
achieve one way, he ensured he achieved another way. This was hardly subterfuge. With
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oversight of Knight’s budget, council would have known of this purchase, but the horse
and cart also offered a means to attack him.
In relation to his workload, Knight believed that he needed assistance for his workload
was daunting and he already worked long hours of overtime.78 Steane had had an
assistant; however, this position disappeared with Knight’s appointment, even though he
had a larger workload and was often forced to work until midnight and on Sundays.
Knight listed his duties as including:
City surveyor, building surveyor. Loan expenditure (a special matter that is
everywhere specially paid for)—Three Public Work’s Committee’s instead of
one, which of course takes up three times more of my time, and the subdivision of every voucher, whether £1,000 or half-a-crown, into a calculated
proportion of three parts, which calculation varies according to circumstances,
and each portion has to be placed to a separate ward account. To make a simple
weekly advance of £35 to a contractor entails 61 figures on each occasion.79
Knight pointed out that, by forcing him into clerical duties, council was not getting the
best from his professional skills. Instead, in loading his position with added duties and
removing any clerical support, his detractors pitted Knight’s enormous capacity for work
against a huge workload; they expected him to falter.
Knight’s letter of 9 October specifically addressed council’s fifteen questions. In relation
to Knight Bros, he stated that it was well known that he ‘furnished the capital of Knight
Bros’ business, which is carried on by my family without any personal assistance from
me, or encroachment whatever upon my public time’.80 Rate books confirm that Knight
owned or rented all land associated with Knight Bros. In a deposition in a civil court
case, he stated that he was ‘the proprietor of an orchard, and had had considerable
experience in horticulture’.81 However, Knight’s responsibilities as city surveyor were all
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encompassing and he was not involved with Knight Bros on a day-to-day basis. That he
worked in the gardens for pleasure, distraction and relaxation is undeniable, but Knight
had always argued that his personal time was just that—personal—and council had no
right to intrude on what he did in his private time. It is also irrefutable that his sons were
working in the business and his daughters were working at the florist shop.
Knight admitted that, in his private time, he copied plans and specifications for a
professional charge of one and a quarter per cent and that he had received about £70 for
copies made; however, he noted that contractors did not have to use his services and were
free to make their own plans. Knight justified not paying this sum to the city coffers on
the grounds that he ‘earned the money [himself] in [his] private time, and the council had
no claim to it whatsoever’.82 He pointed out inaccuracies in council’s questions and, for
the most part, his answers showed that he followed council’s dictates to the letter.
However, making a road for Carpenter Street that benefited Knight Bros suggested fraud
on Knight’s part and is still cited today as proof that he used his position dishonestly to
obtain preferential treatment. The accusation has been remembered; Knight’s clear and
unequivocal answer has not. Knight explained that a resident had fenced off a private
road and that this had prompted him to ask the mayor for permission to ‘fill in some large
holes on the proper proclaimed road, which alone gave access to the property’.83
Councillor Bayne approved the work. Knight detailed his use of council employees and
equipment, and the men, equipment and resources that he paid for. He presented receipts
for monies he outlaid, which showed that he largely paid for the road to be made. When
answering to the mayor, Knight offered that, if there was any dispute about the cost to
council of £12 9 s 6 d, he would pay that too, but his offer was rejected. Appended
statements from contractors supported his claims. Bailes had stated that the repaired road
was for Knight’s sole use; however, Knight pointed out that his neighbours could ‘now
only get in via the proclaimed road that I have paid the bulk of the money for making’.84
Council chose not to pursue Knight, who proceeded with his work as usual, though
discontent continued to fester.
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A Question of Gas, 1885–88
When his daughter Jessie married in April 1885, Knight was embroiled in the question of
gas supply for Sandhurst. His interest was not new. Tucked within his Orchid Grower’s
Manual was a precisely cut article from The Bendigo Advertiser that discussed the halfyearly report of the Bendigo Gas Company (BGC) in 1881.85 Why Knight kept this
article is unknown; however, as an entrepreneur, innovator, engineer and someone who
was always looking for ways to reduce costs for council and its ratepayers, Knight would
have been keen to understand electricity. Sandhurst produced high quality gas from
imported New Zealand coal, and the BGC chairman assumed that electricity would not
challenge gas for domestic services, as ‘everywhere the light had proved a failure, the
lights going out and being very uncertain and irregular’.86 New and disruptive
technologies are commonly dismissed in their infancy; however, the chairman was
stupendously wrong in this assessment—a point easily seen with hindsight.
In 1885, council wanted to reduce street lighting costs. Not electricity, but kerosene was
suggested as an alternative to gas. Knight was asked to assess its viability. He analysed
the cost of the raw materials, transport and labour needed to produce gas in Bendigo,
Melbourne, Geelong and Ballarat, and even the yield of English coal, and reported his
findings to council on 30 January. He concluded that a dangerous monopoly existed in
Sandhurst that ensured both council’s indebtedness to the BGC and the BGC’s ability to
charge as it liked. In 1885, charges were 12 s 6 d per 1,000 cubic feet, whereas
Melbourne paid 5 s 11½ d and Ballarat 8 s 9 d. Knight suggested that a second gas
company would provide competition and significantly reduce council’s outlay. However,
he cautioned that:
In their own interest monopolists should drive with a gentle rein … [and] I have
no desire to do the BGC the slightest injury; I am officially requested to report
upon the whole question, and I do so fearlessly.87
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Knight knew that the BGC would respond to this challenge; undeterred, he stated what
he believed to be true and correct without fear or favour. He was in hot water again.
The Bendigo Advertiser reported that, at the BGC’s February meeting, its chairman, Dr
James Boyd, revealed that gas consumption dropped in the afternoon and evening due to
the close of business, and that discussions had occurred with council about a possible
price cut if the use of gas for street lighting increased. However, council was slow to
respond and Knight’s report alluded to the threat of another gas company commencing
operations. This precipitated a scathing personal attack. Accusing Knight of ignorance
and dogmatism, Boyd claimed that his report was inaccurate, malicious and ludicrous
and should be disregarded. Boyd argued that Knight had gathered his information by
‘reading up obsolete treatises, or [had been] crammed, to little purpose, by someone who
is acquainted with the technicalities of gas manufacture’.88 According to Boyd, this was
evident in Knight’s ‘affectation of scientific knowledge’, as seen in his use of technical
terms such as chaldron and endosmose and exosmose.89
One can almost feel Knight’s hackles rise. His response came swiftly. Knight carefully
reiterated that his report was factual. In defence of his own knowledge, he replied: ‘The
Gas Company may have the monopoly of the gas, but why have the impudence to
imagine they have the monopoly of knowledge.’90 He validated his correct use of
technical terms and went further, noting that, before migrating to Australia:
I was engaged with my father constructing some of the largest gasworks in
London. At one of these I could have packed the whole of the Bendigo Gas
works into one of the gasometers that we built. I was daily superintending these
works, and I am prepared to make detailed drawings of every part of the
Bendigo Gasworks.91
Knight must have been supremely busy in London when one looks at the accumulated
projects with which he claims involvement. Clearly, Knight regarded family business as
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his business; he saw them as inseparable. A picture is built of Knight as strongly loyal,
with sharing and cohesion a feature of his family.
Yet, council needed to reduce its gas costs. A subcommittee investigated introducing
kerosene street lamps and instructed Knight to further research alternatives. He reported
that Hitchcock’s patent oil and kerosene lamps were very costly.92 A BGC letter to
council again attacked Knight, who was then testing kerosene street lamps as instructed.
Knight was accused of ordering this work in ‘an eccentric proceeding … involving gross
incivility to this company’.93 The BGC took exception to a note from Knight that
included the line: ‘Gentlemen—Out of courtesy to you without in any way
acknowledging the necessity for such notice, I desire to inform you, etc.’94 The dispute
continued, but Knight soon found a solution.
Knight consulted dispute resolution clauses in The Act of Incorporation of the Bendigo
Gas Company 1860 that indicated that council could demand arbitration when an issue
involved fair pricing for gas.95 In mid-November 1885, an arbitrator was appointed;
however, the BGC threatened legal proceedings for non-payment for gas supplied.
Arbitration ran its course throughout 1886, with the arbitrator finding in favour of the
council. In October 1886, the BGC challenged this decision in the Supreme Court and
won. They offered to supply gas for 10 s 10 d per 1,000 cubic feet, a price finally
accepted on 30 October 1886.96 However, by then, Knight was well out of council.
Knight had warned against such exploitation and BGC greed. Bristling, he worked
behind the scenes to break the company’s monopoly. In September 1887, Knight
criticised the imprudence of council for a surreptitious move to purchase the BGC. He
suggested that an experienced gas engineer be employed to advise council in its
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deliberations.97 Council’s move was thwarted by an outrageous asking price of £117,028
10 s, which prompted The Bendigo Advertiser to support Knight’s suggestion of hiring
an expert, for ‘the fees paid would be a mere bagatelle as compared with the extent of the
transaction’.98
In October 1887, it became apparent that a new gas company had formed, at Knight’s
instigation, and that it was prepared to expend £60,000 on new works.99 The majority of
Bendigo’s large gas consumers guaranteed to purchase from the new company at a
reduced rate, an offer also extended to council.100 This salvo forced the BGC to capitulate
and lower its prices. It offered council gas for five years at a rate of 8 s 4 d per 1,000 feet,
discounted to 7 s 6 d after 1 January 1888 (even though there were questions about
council’s ability to enter such a contract, and speculation that electricity may replace gas
for street lighting). In a scathing and sarcastic letter, Knight refuted the claims made in a
BGC circular that their monopoly was in the best interests of citizens, declaring it an
‘argumentum ad absurdum’.101 In arguing for competition, Knight claimed that he ‘at
least [was] independent’: ‘I took a deep interest in the gas question before I left the
council, and I intend to pursue it in the best interests of the citizens if they support me to
the end.’102 Amid the usual flurry of letters to the editor, Knight penned an epitaph for
the BGC: ‘High-priced,—Dictatorial,—Argumentative,—Shallow,—Specious,—
Threatening,—Collapse. Requiescat in Pace.’103 Despite deputations to the council from
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both Knight’s group and the Eaglehawk Council, on 16 December, the BGC’s tender was
accepted on the casting vote of the mayor.104
Knight took umbrage at the treatment of the Eaglehawk Council, expressing his
displeasure in a letter titled ‘And These Be Thy Gods, Oh! Israel’. In Victorian times,
character was regarded an important pillar in the code of the gentleman. Knight argued
that the citizens of Bendigo had been ‘humiliated’ and ‘shamed’, for the Eaglehawk
representatives had been slighted and their requests ignored. Knight was quick to remind
council that ‘the public character of public bodies is just as they choose to make it, and it
is quite as easy a thing to lose as that of a private individual’.105 While The Bendigo
Advertiser disapproved of Knight’s castigation of the mayor, it noted that he was owed a
debt of gratitude for ‘the tenacious manner in which he has held on to the [gas]
question’.106
Some influential Bendigonians acknowledged that, without Knight’s intervention, their
gas charges would have been much higher. The Bendigo Advertiser honoured Knight’s
energy and community spirit in the work he undertook to reduce gas charges, even
though he was not a large user and there was little benefit to him, noting that:
The great body of the ratepayers, are doubly indebted to him, for not only are
they individual gainers, but the municipality is benefited since a great saving
has been obtained for the municipality; and the City Council must perforce
admit that, but for the course adopted by him, it would still be paying for gas at
the old rates.107
As a purse of fifty sovereigns was presented to Knight, J. H. Abbott, businessman and
soon to be councillor, noted that the city should be grateful for his activism, which had
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facilitated the cheaper gas charges, and that ‘Mr. Knight had spent much time and money
in his efforts, and the presentation was to recoup him in some degree, although it could
not adequately convey their [the subscribers] feelings of thanks’.108 It was recorded that
Knight had ‘worked purely from a public spirit, and neither expected nor desired … any
recognition of his exertions’.109 Some years later, Knight himself declared that, ‘even in
his private life, he had been working for the public benefit’.110
Knight adhered to liberal values of community service and, to some extent, philanthropy.
He was prepared to spend his own money on a project for the benefit of the community.
However, over the gas question, Knight was positioned to reap the rewards of success
regardless of the outcome. The BGC lowering its charges brought him public kudos and
cemented his position as a middle-class, liberal gentleman. Had the new company
succeeded, personal financial reward was on offer; however, unbeknown to Knight, this
would only have been for a limited time. Somewhat ironically, ‘Bendigo was one of the
first towns to go electric, switching on brilliant new lighting in Pall Mall and View Street
in October 1892’.111 Knight may have been very fortunate that council had sidelined his
proposed company.

1885: The Hornets Strike
Towards the end of 1885, council attacks led to another turning point for Knight. Until
then, only one hiccough disturbed an otherwise uneventful year. In April 1885, ‘C. E.’
complained to The Argus that many municipalities, including Sandhurst, employed
surveyors ‘whose names did not appear on the lists of those who are the holders of
certificates of competency, qualification, or service’.112 Knight, affronted that his
standing as a gentleman and a professional was questioned, responded immediately,
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arguing that his name appeared in the Arnall and Jackson’s Municipal Directory,113 and
that he was ‘well known as an old and qualified engineer, [who] constructed the
Williamstown railway, and the Sunbury sections of the main line’.114 Knight was not
only quick to pen this letter, he also met the printing deadline for the next day’s issue of
The Argus—quite a feat when the means of communication were limited to letters sent
via the rail network, the telegraph or, possibly, the newly installed telephone system.
Knight’s zeal for righting wrongs was not confined to defending others; he also
relentlessly defended himself, a skill he was increasingly forced to drawn upon in the
coming months.
At council’s annual reporting meeting held in November, Knight outlined his
department’s work for that year. He had overseen significant construction throughout the
city, the elimination of miles of foul drains, and improvements to the agricultural show
grounds and the town hall.115 On 4 December 1885, after being instructed by council to
employ certain contractors, Knight disclosed that some councillors had meddled with
contracts, making his work impossible. He cited an instance in which contractors Curry
and Culliney had approached Councillors Hayes and Bailes claiming that they had not
been contracted to supply stone. Overruling Knight’s directive to supply the stone, these
councillors instructed Curry and Culliney to not supply the stone, which resulted in a
mason being unable to work and Knight looking for other supplies. After discussions
with the mayor, Knight insisted that Curry and Culliney fulfil their contract. Incensed,
Bailes requested to view the contract, which showed that ‘Mr Knight was right, and
Curry and Culliney were wrong’.116
Bailes could not let Knight win. He made the issue personal, stating that Knight’s report
was intended to ‘hit at that brute Bailes … [and] because he had the temerity to attack
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Mr. Knight, Mr. Knight was to attack him’.117 Some councillors agreed that Bailes and
Hayes had interfered with Knight, and the mayor warned that contractors were trying to
divide council from its officers. Meanwhile, Harkness sprang to Bailes’s defence,
arguing that Knight should be questioned, that his office was not obstructed, and that it
was Knight’s constant public writing and complaints that disrupted council. When the
mayor suggested that the issue should be put to the whole council, Harkness scoffed that
‘it would be another nail’ in Knight’s coffin.118
The question of a horse and trap, purchased by Knight in 1884 for use by his department,
resurfaced. Bailes wanted them sold. Knight provided a detailed breakdown of their
weekly use by himself and his workmen ‘in the legitimate manner contemplated by the
council when [they were] purchased’.119 He appended corroborating letters from E. W.
Kirby, a private citizen, and from three council employees. Bailes complained of misuse
of the horse and trap to take Knight home; however, Knight could prove he walked
home. Knight could not resist using his withering prose to condemn Bailes yet again,
stating:
I was unaware that any councillor could so descend as to watch my every
movement; the fact of so doing will naturally give rise to the question in the
minds of the public. What is the motive that causes these continual attacks upon
the surveyor?120
Going on the attack, Knight countered that, in September, when council knew the
maintenance account was overdrawn, Bailes had asked him to employ a friend and
political ally:
I was asked point blank to do so; I could not do so; it was impossible; and so I
told the applicant. Had I consulted my personal interest, I should have added
just £100 a year of the ratepayers’ money to the cost of the maintenance of my
department by putting on the political friend of the councillor, at the very time
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my maintenance account was at its highest. It was my duty to refuse, and I did
so.121
Again Knight showed that he would not yield to political pressure and that the interests
of ratepayers was his central concern. A slanging match ensued. Bailes, who held the
whip hand, denied Knight’s charges and sought a council meeting to discuss their
accuracy. Knight wanted ‘every opportunity to defend himself, and desired also that the
Press should be allowed to be present at the investigation’.122
A week later, a robust council meeting in which councillors began to take sides
confirmed that Knight’s demise was inevitable. Bailes denied Knight’s charges against
him and called on Knight to produce evidence. Knight refused. Knight’s supporters
sought compromise; eventually, Knight agreed to bring documentation to council. Bailes
and Hayes sought clarification as to whether council intended to put them on trial—a
position no councillor would agree to; instead, Knight was put on trial.
Bailes seized his opportunity. Arguing that councillors were responsible for the sound
running of the municipality, he insisted that Knight had always been difficult. He
reiterated past claims against Knight and complained that he sought too much money to
finance council projects. Bailes and Harkness impugned Knight’s good name by raising
old allegations (in which Knight had been cleared of any wrongdoing) and moved that he
be asked to resign. Speaking in support of Knight, Councillor Joseph criticised Bailes
and Harkness’s trivial and mean approach, and reminded council that all allegations
against Knight could be refuted. Joseph stated that Knight had:
A high professional reputation, and some of the best works in the city had been
done in his time … It had been said that the council was bossed by the
surveyor. There were people always ready to speak of the council being bossed
… They had a good diligent officer. They might dismiss him, but it would be a
long time before they would get such another.123
Seeking to inject some order, the mayor remonstrated against councillors’ lack of ‘the
British spirit of fair play’. He stated that ‘they had put themselves into the position of a
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court, and in the absence of a specific charge against the surveyor he would not vote
against that officer’.124 Only the mayor and Councillors Sterry and Joseph supported
Knight. Councillors Bailes, Harkness, Hayes, Connelly and Bayne voted that Knight be
asked to resign. The successful motion was reported throughout the colony.125
When their meeting ended, the mayor and councillors gathered to review their decision.
Councillors supporting Knight said they would speak with him to modify his approach
and the mayor revealed that Knight had written to him on 11 December regretting the
clash and any appearance of a disagreement between himself and council. It was unlike
Knight to concede. Perhaps aware of the tenuousness of his position, he offered that:
If matters can be arranged to mutual satisfaction, I shall do my utmost to work
harmoniously with all concerned. I am aware that a slight infirmity of temper
requires the constant exercise of calmness on my part, which in future I will
cultivate with greater attention.126
Reconciliation?
That evening, between twenty and thirty prominent citizens met at the Shamrock Hotel to
attempt to reconcile Knight and council. Firmly on Knight’s side, the meeting
characterised Bailes’s attack as deceptive and shallow. Attendees believed that Knight
had been cast as the villain because he would not acquiesce to the whims of councillors;
yet, from their perspective, that made him a valuable officer who had served the council
and ratepayers well. The meeting, which determined that Knight had been wrongly
accused and charged, declared:
In no British court of justice would a man be found guilty of an imaginary
crime, such as it appeared to be in this case. It was un-English and unjust (hear,
hear), and they should raise their voices against the action of the council in
dismissing Mr Knight.127
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Meeting goers argued that councillors had been vindictive and hostile and that their
complaints were not about Knight’s work ‘but … the dignity of certain councillors’.128
Their motion for reconciliation was passed unanimously. They organised a petition and
adjourned.
On 8 January 1886, The Bendigo Advertiser reported on the reconvened ratepayers
meeting. Their petition saw Knight as hard working, skilled and with sound judgement. It
called on the mayor and councillors to provide more information about a matter the
petitioners considered trivial, and concluded:
We do most respectfully ask the council before dismissing an old and respected
servant of the ratepayers to clearly state their complaints against him in a list of
distinctly formulated charges, and to afford him an opportunity of replying to
the same in order that the citizens of Sandhurst may be assured that the council
will not consign one of their officers to ruin and disgrace without justice or
without a full consideration of his case.129
Attendees praised Knight for his exceptional efficiency and spirit, noting that he was a
‘diligent and attentive officer … [and that] If he had not been quite so stiff, and had been
in the habit of shouting champagne, he would have been able to push along better with
the council.’130
The Bendigo Advertiser also publicly supported Knight, claiming that no-one was really
sure what transgressions he had been accused of, and reiterating that he was ‘an officer of
skill and judgment and untiring industry’.131 The paper argued that ‘a mere personal
dislike on the part of certain members of the council is not sufficient to warrant the
adoption of so extreme a step towards an officer of ability and of many years
standing’.132 On 13 January, in a lead article, The Bendigo Advertiser again stated that
any forced resignation of Knight was wrong because of his competence, energy and
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capacity.133 The paper noted that Knight disliked any interference when carrying out his
professional duties, and that it was ‘partly, if not chiefly, because Mr. Knight has resisted
and resented interference on the part of councillors that he has incurred the displeasure
which they are intent on visiting upon him so heavily’.134 Two days later, on 15 January,
Karl Van Damme and others presented their petition to council seeking to delay the
adoption of the report into Knight’s tenure. It contained over 600 signatures, including
those of ‘mining managers, “bosses” and miners and numerous influential residents’.135
Harkness moved that the matter be heard the following week and his motion was carried
six to two. Battle lines drawn, the outcome was inevitable.
Knight defended himself in a brief public letter. He stated that he had tried to serve the
people of Sandhurst equally, regardless of their position, but that:
As a public servant, it is my duty to bend first, however strong I may feel in my
own rights. If councillors will assist to free my office from several disabilities
that, in my opinion, are detrimental to the public interest, and which chafe me
very much, I will study to please every gentleman officially over me, drawing
no line between one side or the other.136
Neither Bailes nor his supporters would accept this olive branch. Knight’s future was to
be decided at a meeting of the mayor and councillors Weddell, Harkness, Bailes, Hayes,
Sterry, Connelly and Bayne on Friday 22 January 1886.

The Final Sting
At the January meeting, Bailes and Harkness moved the adoption of the report seeking
Knight’s resignation. Bailes stated that he felt no animosity towards Knight, but
nevertheless brought up erroneous points to justify his stance, including that Knight:
Engaged in private business to the detriment of his work as city surveyor, and
in face of a resolution agreed to by the council. He competed with private
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professionals in the city, and obtained large sums of money for carrying out of
plans and specifications.137
Sterry and the mayor opposed this as hearsay, but Bailes continued, accusing Knight of
refusing to endorse completed works he deemed to be substandard, thereby jeopardising
a government grant of £750. All the old charges were regurgitated. Before the vote was
cast, the mayor indicated that Knight had written a response; if Knight was going down,
he was going down swinging.
Knight’s forty-page document, reproduced in full in The Bendigo Advertiser, was
presented to council at the January meeting. It consisted a covering letter of nearly 700
words, and an additional 3,800 words in letters, memoranda and explanations to support
each of his claims. It clarified how he saw his position and provided the hand grenades
that would ultimately be his undoing. Knight argued that he faced no charges and had
‘committed no act to justify so serious a step … I have done all in my power to do my
public duty straightforwardly and without fear or [favour]’.138 He complained of censure
for attempting to bring order to the city surveyor’s office; recalled Bayne’s threat to sack
him when he refused to alter his house valuation; remembered Harkness’s failed attempt
to sack him, from which time ‘Cr Harkness has been an implacable enemy of mine,
worrying me at every opportunity, preaching Christian charity on Sunday, and “one more
nail” for the city surveyor on Friday’; and also mentioned Bailes’s fifteen questions. He
especially recalled councillors’ interference with his office, for which he proffered
unambiguous detail.139
Many irregularities involved Bailes. For example, in 1884, Knight had advised council of
suspicious contract tenders. These had been opened prior to presentation at council and,
as money was involved, the police had been informed. Knight had wanted the contracts
to be readvertised, but this did not happen. In March 1885, Knight refused to certify
unsatisfactory work, the Public Works Committee and the mayor agreeing with his
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assessment. The contractors, Walsh and Goyne, approached Bailes who ensured that the
balance of their contract was paid. In a note to them dated 23 November 1885, Knight
stated that he was directed to pay them; however, he wished to ‘place on record that I still
remain dissatisfied with, and do not personally certify for, either the Mackenzie-street or
Cattle Yards contract’.140 Knight outlined other cases in which Walsh and Goyne failed
to fulfil contracts in 1884 and 1885.
While these were galling, Knight’s main focus was the 1884 contract to wall 3,740 feet
of the Bendigo Creek by the Ballarat company of William Barker. Baker’s workforce
required strong supervision and Knight appointed Mr Holt to that task. However, Bailes
issued Knight a council instruction to reassign Holt and employ Mr Smith. Knight
questioned Smith’s competence, proposing another role for him, but was ordered to
comply with Bailes’s instruction. Smith’s incompetence was soon apparent. Forced to
intervene, Knight informed the contractor that they would not be paid until deficient
work was rectified. He instructed Smith as to how to proceed, informed the town clerk
that the work done thus far would need to be rebuilt, and questioned if it would be
possible to certify these works. The town clerk replied that Knight was responsible for
the appropriate carriage of the works. Affronted, Knight wrote back immediately,
declaring:
I have officially complained of the incompetency of the inspector thrust upon
me. The blame is not with me. It is not my intention of worrying myself any
further in the matter. You have my official reports and it is for you to deal with
them.141
Knight refused to certify a £300 payment to the company. He was quickly instructed to
reinstate Holt and redeploy Smith, who was then dismissed. Knight remembered the
refusal of his offer to find Smith work within his capacity, adding that Smith’s
appointment had ‘greatly complicated [his interaction] with the contractor and the
council’.142 More importantly, Knight asked:
Who is to blame for such results? The surveyor’s professional status is set
aside, and he is made to do curtsey to the patronage of the hour, the stability of
140
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the public works being of secondary consideration … I am now asked to certify
for £750 balance to enable the council to obtain the Government grant in aid,
but in the face of the correspondence and events how could I be justified in
doing so.143
Failure to certify these works did put a government grant in doubt, but Knight was not
about to acquiesce when his professional reputation was at stake.
Knight was charged with having overdrawn the maintenance account by £1,500.
However, figures proved that the 1884–85 budget was only £319 less than the previous
budget, even though extensive maintenance works had been undertaken. Knight
explained that councillors regularly added unbudgeted works and cited instances in
which Harkness, Bayne and Hayes had done so. Chastised for overspending when the
excess was created by councillors, Knight asked: ‘Is such treatment either fair or just,
after I warned both town clerk, treasurer, and the council that the money was going out
too fast’.144 To balance the books, council extracted £1,483 6 s 8 d from Knight’s road
maintenance account. Knight attributed this to Bailes and complained: ‘I am ordered in
writing that I am not to exceed this reduced amount under any circumstances, but how
can I control the subsequent orders of the council’.145
Knight’s explanation offered more than councillors expected. To defend himself, he
exposed them. Councillors argued that Knight defied and misled them, was unreliable
and withheld information. They were scathing about his attacks on individual
councillors, calling them reprehensible. Councillor Connelly argued that no-one ‘would
believe councillors guilty of what was attributed to them’.146 He felt it was ‘dastardly
cunning’ of Knight to certify work by order of the council, all the while compiling ‘secret
memos [that] were only intended for an occasion like the present’.147 Bailes added that
‘Mr. Knight was the [most] champion fabricator of malicious falsehoods that ever he had
met’.148 Knight was again able to refute all such claims with facts and figures.149 In the
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course of the meeting, the mayor, aghast at Knight’s public revelations, stated that
Knight had ‘acted very wrongly in placing such records as these before the council, and
in referring to the subject in the terms he had’.150 A supporter, Councillor Sterry, realised
that ‘either they were not fit to sit in the council, or Mr. Knight had no right to his
position’.151
Denounced and derided by Knight, council attempted to bury his accusations. At the
Finance Committee meeting 29 January 1886, issues raised by Knight were not
addressed. Instead, a smokescreen was fanned. Knight’s experience was discredited and
an insinuation made that he was underpaying workers at Knight Bros.152 Knight
presented a penultimate letter containing yet more information about Bailes and the
council.153 He stated that council had made illegal payments to the creditors and debtors
of Ward’s company and to an injured workman when the city solicitor had advised that
council held no liability. He complained that operations within the town hall were
chaotic—works commenced without authorisation and were sometimes fully paid before
completion—and ‘there is no executive working head who will accept the slightest
responsibility’.154 Knight proved that six councillors intended to increase his budget by
£100 while simultaneously railing against that budget, and that councillors interfered
with his workforce. Bailes had wanted Smith employed and others requested that Knight
find work for Thomas Flood. Incensed, Knight wrote:
I refused to be levered even by six councillors’ signatures, & I declined to
engage Mr Flood, for how could I possibly supervise a workman put on in this
manner, 6 to 3 against me, for the man would be my master completely.155
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Given all that had passed, no councillor was going to vote in favour of Knight thereby
confirming his own behaviour, and that of his peers, improper. The motion was put and,
while the mayor and Sterry did not vote, the remaining councillors voted to dismiss
Knight. However, before he could be dismissed, Knight resigned. In a professional
manner, Knight advised that he would handover his paperwork and clear his office at
4 pm on Saturday 30 January. Knight would leave with his head held high, sure of the
correctness of his own position and, equally, sure of the shortcomings of council.
Knight’s letter of resignation concluded:
I prefer to leave your service in the circumstances that surround me, had I for
the sake of peace yielded to the improper pressure of councillors, I should have
commenced a downward career and disgrace would surely have overtaken me
sooner or later.
I leave you fighting to the last to maintain the professional integrity of my
office free from the abuse of Councillors patronage unfairly exercised which I
have exposed at the sacrifice of my official position.156
As Knight expected, The Bendigo Advertiser reported this meeting in near verbatim
format. With time to reflect, a more questioning article noted that the charges brought by
Knight were formally put and supporting documentary evidence provided. The article
argued that council had to prove its innocence, not simply pronounce it, or ‘justice and
right would be too easily defeated altogether for the public safety and welfare’.157 The
editorial observed that, if Knight lied, he must have been remarkably inventive and
recklessly overconfident to design a scheme that could risk his reputation for integrity.
Most tellingly, the article dismissed council’s whitewash of Knight’s charges, arguing
that ‘until they have been proved to be false they must stand as [an] unrefuted record
against the council, and are, therefore, very far from being beneath its notice’.158 In all
their talk and bluster, no councillor disproved Knight’s claims; no-one has ever
disproved them.
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Letters flowed to The Bendigo Advertiser supporting Knight. One censured all involved,
including Knight, but added that Knight faced no official charges and, if he was proved
correct, ‘the conduct of the council has been most reprehensible and unbusinesslike’.159
Robert Howard, a petitioner for Knight, wrote that Knight’s statement was calmly put
and supported by evidence, which contrasted with councillors’ ‘personal invectives and
abuse made to do the duty of logical argument and painstaking answer’.160 Knight, he
argued, resisted political patronage, while the council ‘paid no heed to the request of 600
citizens.’ Another letter suggested that those councillors who opposed Knight should
immediately resign to allow the ratepayers to demonstrate their feelings on the matter.161
It was commonly supposed that ‘this business may leave behind it an unpleasant
impression, which will not soon be forgotten’.162 The Bendigo Advertiser continued to
challenge Bailes and council to defend themselves against Knight’s charges, arguing that
they could be vindicated and Knight condemned if his allegations were proved false. In
the hiatus, the newspaper pointed out that if the charges were not absolutely refuted, both
‘the accuser and the accused [were] equally laid open permanently to suspicion’.163
In February 1886, Knight again weighed in, asserting that ‘a meaner thing never was
done by any mayor in Australia’.164 He reiterated previous claims and added that they
were ‘calmly, thoughtfully and deliberately made, and I again publicly repeat that I am
prepared to prove every one of them and to go a great deal further’.165 Knight noted:
I am glad to be out of the occupation of so unenviable a position … I am now
passing from public into private life and practice; if the citizens are pleased at
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the state of their affairs, I for one am glad that I have not yielded to, or assisted
in bringing them down to such a level.166
The following day, a ratepayer pointed out that councillors had simply muddied the issue
to escape scrutiny and, should any of the charges against them be proved, they should
resign. ‘Justice’ wrote that Knight was needed to defend ratepayers.167 It was suggested
that Knight’s resignation should be stayed until Sandhurst’s residents could decide the
matter. However, Knight’s fate was sealed. His resignation was accepted and Knight was
already moving on. With plans afoot for a new ‘private life and practice’, like a phoenix,
he would rise again.
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Chapter 7: Flower Years
Knight loved the plant world. He loved its variety, its beauty and its produce. It provided
him a place where he felt masterful and secure. When he walked out of his office at the
town hall that Saturday afternoon of 30 January 1886, Knight must have felt a maelstrom
of conflicting emotions—from despair to elation—as he faced yet another turning point
in his life. He had lost his job and the recognition that came from being engaged in
public service, so important for a middle-class gentleman. Knight had always
endeavoured to serve the public and his final letters to council show his antipathy
towards sycophants who yielded to the whim of authority. He would not bend to
intimidation, even at the expense of his career. Ironically, with his resignation, Knight
was liberated. No longer confined to the periphery of the venture he loved, he could
embrace his nurseries with the passion and dedication available to a private citizen—and
embrace them he did.
In 1887, Knight stated that, as an experienced horticulturist, he had ‘recently … given up
[his] profession to devote the autumn of [his] life to that pursuit’.1 Yet, Knight, then only
in his fifties, was never going to quietly retire to his garden. Nearly ten years later, in
Bendigo and Vicinity, Knight was noted to have been:
Unable to overcome his natural predilection, and while occupying these
[council] positions he established large nurseries, vineyards, and orchards …
under the trade name of Knight Bros. The attention required by these large
undertakings induced him to retire from the municipal appointments and he has
since devoted his undivided attention to his nurseries, vineyards, etc.2
All the bitterness and hurt was thus erased, the forced nature of Knight’s resignation
obliterated from this record. With history so conveniently and effectively rewritten, the
historian’s lifeblood, the forensic analysis of every available record, is shown as essential
for unearthing the truth. This chapter examines the rise of Knight Brothers, its influence,
and its eventual demise in the early 1900s.
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A Backwards Glance
When food is readily available at the local shopping centre, when refrigeration and
modern transport allows food to be grown in one state and available soon after picking in
another state—or even another country—it is easy to ignore the importance of seeds and
plants to a community. In Australia, early European settlers lacked the knowledge to
efficiently use local produce to feed the new colony, yet food self-sufficiency was
mandatory. As Richard Aitken noted, ‘the first settlers, concerned with survival,
cultivated vegetable gardens, orchards and vineyards’.3 A cropped section of a 1788 map
of the rudimentary settlement at Sydney Cove (Figure 37), drawn only three months after
the arrival of the First Fleet, shows that gardens and a farm were already established.

Figure 37: Gardens at Sydney Cove, Port Jackson, April 1788
Source: London : R. Cribb, 1789, accessed 1 December 2017,
http://digital.sl.nsw.gov.au/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?embedded=true&toolbar=false&dps_pid=IE
4228845.

Suzanna Plowman explained the challenges that early settlers faced, noting:
Just as the saws and chisels brought were not designed to cut and shape
Australian hardwood, the settlers were surprised that their expectations of easily
3
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Oxford Companion to Australian History, Revised Edition, Oxford University Press, Melbourne,
2001, p. 276
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growing food crops were nor fulfilled … The climate, soils, graft and
corruption served to frustrate plans for prompt self sufficiency.4
Moreover, early settlers could not rely on their gardens alone. After evaluating colonial
cookbooks, Blake Singley reminded us that, throughout nineteenth century, settlers
cooked with the ingredients they could find and ‘the transformation of native ingredients
into recognisable British dishes can be regarded as part of the broader colonising process
taking place’.5 Locally grown food and family kitchen garden were necessities,
especially in remote areas where ‘settlers’ survival depended on the success of their own
produce’.6
Food plants and seeds were imported and settlers adapted English agricultural and
horticultural techniques to different soil and climatic conditions. Seedsmen and
nurserymen were thus integral for the wellbeing of their communities. As Howard
Tanner explained: ‘The establishment of private nurseries was essential to supply
sufficient plants … [and for] guides on the seasonal management of gardens.’7 Essential,
too, was finding a way to successfully transport plant stock around the world.
As England dominated world trade in the 1800s, so too it dominated the trade in plants.
In 1829, Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward, another largely forgotten man, began to observe plant
growth in glass cases.8 By the 1840s, Wardian cases (Figure 38), ‘miniature glasshouses
full of living plants could be found on the decks of ships that plied the mercantile trade
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routes to and from Europe’.9 The problem of safely shipping plant stock was solved, and
‘revolutionary changes [were] brought about worldwide by the sudden acceleration in the
pace of plant distribution made possible by the use of [Ward’s] plant cases’.10 Along with
traditional food plants, exotic species were transported to England, classified, reproduced
and sent around the world. According to Paul Fox, this botanical trade, enabled by the
Wardian case, allowed colonisation ‘as surely as the settlers who imported them.
Professional nurserymen played an active role in this imperial project as intermediaries
between wild places and cultivated Europe.’11

Figure 38: Example of a Wardian Case
Source: N. B. Ward, On The Growth of Plants in Closely Glazed Cases, 2nd ed. (London: John Van
Voorst, 1852), accessed State Botanical Collection, Royal Botanic Gardens, Victoria.
Note: This book is inscribed: ‘Dr. Ferd. Mueller, with the best wishes of the Author’.

Now able to transport plants successfully, early nurserymen built a new colonial
industry. Thomas Lang, a Scottish nurseryman noted for importing more than one
million plants from the best English and continental nurseries between 1858–70 and
9
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establishing a well-designed nursery at Ballarat, was one such man.12 Lang believed that
the garden was ‘a force for ameliorating land and society’.13 Like many middle-class
emigrants, he had liberal leanings, differentiating people ‘by intellect and merit, not
social rank … [and believing in] self-improvement and public duty’.14 Standing on the
shoulders of such pioneers, Knight, too, used the Wardian case to transport many
varieties of plants to his nurseries. Though their lives followed a similar trajectory, and
though they both accepted liberal ideology, Lang is remembered and lauded while
Knight remains a contested figure.

Knight Brothers—the Firm
In 1875, Knight’s three sons seemed too young to have the gravitas to run a growing
horticultural and floristry business. William, the eldest, had been working with Knight
completing architectural projects and establishing the nurseries. He was only twenty-one
years old, but it was his name that appeared in advertisements in local newspapers. In
April 1875, the public was asked to inspect a display of caladiums at ‘his new shop,
Hargreaves-street’.15 In July, advertisements stated that table decorations for the Mayoral
Ball could be seen at ‘William J. Knight’s, seedsman, nursery man, and florist,
Hargreaves street … all the flowers and bouquets have been expressely [sic] ordered
from Melbourne’.16 The involvement of Jerold, then sixteen, must have been peripheral,
given his age, and George Alfred, aged twelve, would still have been at school. However,
the Knight family trained their sons in family business early and, having captured the
self-assurance and confidence of their father, run the business they did. Throughout 1875
and 1876, William remained the signatory and public face of the firm, which officially
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became Knight Brothers (Bros) in 1877. William was the registered ratepayer for the
shop in 1877; however, in 1878, his father assumed this role.17
To answer why this change was made we are drawn back to the nurserymen’s complaints
to council about Knight’s involvement with the firm. As discussed in Chapter 5, J. F.
Cartwright alleged that Knight tried to sell his business and entire stock to Lenne ‘in
consequence [of] a dispute with his sons’.18 It is likely that this was not a fight between
Knight and his sons but, rather, between the brothers themselves, for the younger boys,
as they matured, resented William’s authority over them. It was William’s habit to
advertise thus: ‘I shall exhibit at my shop this day, the following new and rare plants …
imported by me. I shall have on sale [other] young plants.’19 His lack of
acknowledgement of his brothers—‘I’, ‘me’ and ‘my’—may also have been a sore point.
Knight must have been mightily upset by this clash, for it mirrored the disruption he
experienced in London when his own father bequeathed his business to his eldest son and
his two younger sons left for Australia. Would Knight maintain the old system of
primogeniture? Would he empathise with his younger sons? Was his threat to sell the
business real or simply a venting of frustration? This must have been a poignant moment
for Knight. Evidence indicates that he wanted his sons to be equal in the firm; he wanted
all of them to stay. To remove William as the principal of Knight Bros (by listing himself
as the registered ratepayer) was a simple solution, but it was a solution that left Knight
open to attack.
The undercurrent of suspicion and hostility regarding Knight’s involvement with Knight
Bros is hardly surprising given the ages of his sons. Knight had also put on the public
record that he financed the firm and gave his sons advice. As late as 1887, in evidence to
the Royal Commission on Vegetable Products (RCVP), when asked to explain his
involvement in horticulture, he answered that the business was established some fourteen
years earlier but he had not devoted himself to it, rather, his sons were brought up in the
17
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business under his supervision.20 This supervision would not have been benign. Knight
was a hard taskmaster. His capacity for work was enormous, and his sons would have
been expected to demonstrate an effort equal to that of their father.
Knight was undoubtedly a presence at both the nursery and florist shop. For recreation,
he was known to busy himself in the nursery or assist friends with horticultural matters.
However, Knight was no liar. His honesty and professional integrity was publicly
acknowledged throughout his life.21 As a middle-class, liberal gentleman, he consistently
opposed hypocrisy, half-truths and dishonesty; indeed, in 1903, when offering advice to
young men, he emphasised the importance of honesty—‘this one most noble calling’.22
Adhering to liberal, gentlemanly ethics, Knight would have been scrupulously truthful
when testifying at a Royal Commission. He explained that he was so busy with council
work that he had had no time to run the business; it is fair to conclude that he believed he
obeyed council’s instructions, only working with the family firm in his personal time,
and that his nursery work was only of a consultative nature.
Consideration of Knight’s extraordinary work capacity helps unlock this conundrum.
Beyond his paid employment in the 1870s and 1880s, Knight kept busy: he served as a
territorial magistrate, and wine and horticultural show judge; designed patents; drew up
garden plans for friends; designed public structures; gathered and considered the
implications of statistics; took up local issues, such as the supply of water and gas;
advocated for the disempowered; advocated for the mining industry; taught surveying;
and wrote countless letters to newspapers. All of this was done in his spare time. When
horticulture is added to this incomplete list, there is little wonder that Knight saw the
advice he gave his sons as being peripheral and not interfering with his council duties, for
it must have taken comparatively little of his time. Equally, it is understandable that, for
those who did not comprehend Knight’s capacity for work, such advice had the
appearance of Knight himself running the business. Moreover, while Knight may have
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believed his input was a small matter because his sons took on the major day-to-day
responsibility, by the force of his personality and intellect—traits he did not
acknowledge—the level of influence he exerted on the business would have been
profound.
Knight’s understanding of how to run a family business also needs to be considered. In
England, his father was proprietor of Knight and Son/s and expected James, John and
George to remain with the family firm. As we have seen, Knight took ownership of
projects conducted by this firm, even when his involvement seemed marginal. While one
brother may have been the principal player in a project, all brothers shared and claimed
it. This mode of operation was ingrained in Knight and travelled with him to Australia,
where, with brother John, he established Knight Brothers and bought the Australian
Wine Company, though John’s involvement was marginal. It is hardly surprising that
Knight applied these same business practices and assumptions within his own family, so
that the work of one merged with the work of all. Fuse with that Knight’s enormous
capacity and self-belief, and a time when patriarchy was the dominant force within a
family, and we can begin to get an inkling of how the firm may have run.
Knight’s vision was the creation of a dynasty of horticulturists. To that end, to train his
sons in horticulture, he engaged noted horticulturist W. R. Hawkins.23 Yet, Knight would
still have expected his sons to bow to his expertise. After all, the power and authority of
the father in Victorian times was unquestionable when his children lived in his house and
were financially dependent on him24 (though, in the private sphere, fathers could be
generous, relaxed and intimate25). By 1885, Knight’s three sons were playing vital roles
within the firm, and his daughters were managing the florist shop and producing
bouquets, table pieces and other floral decorations for which the firm was so well known.
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Knight Bros never became Knight Brothers and Sisters, but it certainly was a family
affair.
The entrepreneurial Knight’s main contribution to Knight Bros until the mid-1880s may
well have been the quiet and systematic expansion of his Sandhurst property portfolio.
Adding to land already owned in Graham and Carpenter Streets, in 1881, a further house
and land was purchased, the house being rented throughout the 1880s to John Way, a
miner, indicating that Knight was more interested in the land than the cottage upon it. In
1883, he rented a small plot in Graham Street from Bertha Hall. In 1884, Knight
purchased a further two allotments: one in Carpenter Street, described as land with a
garden and hut; and one in Carpenter Street, described as land and house, the house being
rented by the clergyman, J. Swindells, and, later, by William Gemmell, a speculator.26
Following in the tradition of the family stone masonry and building firm in England,
Knight and his sons did not engage in day-to-day labour at the nurseries. They were
supervisors, administering the running of the business and giving directional advice to
their workers. Knight rented the houses but it was his horticultural ambition that
indicates his aspiration to elevate his position within the middle class. Simon Gunn
pointed out that the often satirical periodic press of the mid to late nineteenth century
represented a social hierarchy that ‘turned on a latent dichotomy between mental and
manual categories which was to continue to be a staple element in the representation of
class and the social order into the twentieth century’.27 As explained in Chapter 1, class
categories are not set in stone; nor are individuals allocated to immovable class positions.
In Marxist terms, Knight aimed to move from the petty bourgeoisie to the bourgeoisie,
for he was not only a landlord, but also employed horticultural workers.
The Workers

Knight Bros employed an overseer to manage the work of the nurseries, skilled
nurserymen, and men (and sometimes women) as permanent or casual labourers.
Advertisements from 1879 show that they hired contract labourers to support seasonal
26
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work, building projects and even artistic pursuits. In 1879, probably to help decorate the
Sandhurst Industrial Exhibition building, they advertised for ‘a handy, seafaring Man,
who thoroughly understands arranging flags; also, a Man that has some skill at floral
decoration’.28 Shortly afterwards, and regularly throughout the next two decades, they
advertised for a ‘strong lad to work in nursery’.29 In the early 1880s, they sought tenders
from tradesmen, including joiners, painters and fencers, possibly for the construction of
the conservatory and greenhouses. The Bendigo Advertiser reported that ‘numbers of
workmen’30 were engaged, and that ‘the overseers prefer[ed] to incur the [cost of]
additional [labour]’31 when fruit trees had to be lifted for preparation as bare-rooted
winter stock. Some of Knight’s workers, and possibly family members, can be seen in
Figures 39 and 40, photographs perhaps taken by Knight himself for he was known to be
interested in photography.
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Figure 39: Knight Bros Workers, Back Creek Nursery, Conservatory Under
Construction, c. 1886
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

Figure 40: Back Creek Nursery Workers, c. 1886
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.
Note: Some of those pictured may be members of the Knight family.
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As the firm expanded, Knight Bros became more specific in its request for staff. In 1885,
they sought ‘a Thoroughly Intelligent Lad to educate as a skilled propagator, board, and
reside with the family; must be a lad with ability’.32 Knight must have intended to train
this young man in the business, and it is interesting that he would open his own home to
an employee. Other advertisements found in the pages of The Argus indicate that Knight
sought skilled employees from around Victoria and beyond. In January 1885, a skilled
propagator was sought to take charge of the hothouse.33 When Knight acquired land with
a cottage, that house was then used, where possible, for his employees, as seen in an
advertisement for a gardener ‘to take charge of the bedding in and lifting departments;
cottage on the ground to live in; last man six years in charge’.34 In 1886, a ‘skilled Plant
Grower, to take charge of new plant house, and occasionally bed out’ was sought.35 In
1887, a gardener to bud and graft fruit trees was needed for another permanent position.
Knight stipulated: ‘Must be master of this branch. State wages. Send references.’36 The
business also advertised for clerical workers and bookkeepers. This level of employment,
though still comparatively small, shows that Knight Bros was more than a family affair.
At the same time, it demonstrates Knight’s elevation in middle-class ranks and, in
Marxist terms, his move towards the bourgeoisie.
Apparently placed only once and only in The Sydney Morning Herald, in 1890 an
advertisement for two skilled men with references showed Knight’s innovative approach
to his workforce. It is significant that he advertised outside of Victoria where he would
have known (or known of) many of the potential applicants.37 At a glance, the
advertisement looks like Knight was simply seeking qualified staff; however, the
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preceding words suggest otherwise, for Knight was offering to run his nurseries on a
cooperative basis, in which ‘leading hands [would receive] a share in the profits in
addition to their wages’.38 Whether Knight received acceptable applications is unknown,
but there is evidence that, in 1895, a form of share farming was used at the Epsom
property.
The Leader described Knight’s new way of attracting farm workers as ‘capable of
extension in many parts of the colony, and if carried out in fairness by both employer and
employe[e] would be a mutually beneficial arrangement, resulting in profit to all
concerned’.39 Knight let ten-acre orchard blocks, usually to young men who had been his
pupils, for £26 per annum. In return, they were expected to cultivate and maintain the
land and Knight guaranteed to employ them for wages when they were not required in
the orchard. Knight regularly inspected their work and, ‘knowing that Mr. Knight will
not permit, and can readily detect slumming, no attempt to scamp the work has been
made, and consequently the examination has been a pleasant duty’.40 This supports the
contention that Knight was a firm but fair taskmaster. It also shows that he was not solely
interested in exploiting his labour force for his own profit; instead, he worked with them
for mutual benefit—a point that shows that Knight not only looked to the bourgeoisie but
also to the workers, as is the lot of the petty bourgeoisie.

Of Plants and Shows
Both the advertising sections and news articles in contemporary newspapers provide
insight into the extent of Knight Bros nurseries, the speed at which they grew, and the
scope of Knight’s vision. The firm advertised regularly. In November 1875, William
auctioned ‘a magnificent collection of plants of every description, including 200 of the
new and beautiful [tri-coloured] Sunray Fuschia, specimen plants’.41 The following year,
2,500 two-year-old Hermitage and Verdeilho vines were to be sold for 1¾ d per vine, and
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sultana raisin grapes at 2 s 6 d each.42 By 1877, Knight Bros carried a selection of more
than 25,000 trees they had grown and habituated to conditions north of the Great
Dividing Range. Foliage, cauliflower and cabbage plants were packed and sent to every
part of Victoria.43 The following year, they added blue gums and sultana raisin grape
vines to their plant collection, and prepared the decorations, flowers and bouquets for the
Mayoral Ball.44
In 1882, Knight Bros were also operating a seasonal outlet at Echuca, managed by
George Alfred. By 1885, the firm advertised widely throughout Victoria, notifying that
they had tens of thousands of plants available to supply households and farms throughout
the colony and beyond. Their catalogue encompassed fruit trees, including orange,
lemon, loquats and apples on blight proof stocks; rooted vines of all the show varieties,
including the sultana raisin grape; the beautiful scarlet flowering gum, blue gums,
peppers gums, Eucalyptus ficofolia, Norfolk Island pines, euonymus, dracoonas,
grevilleas, ficus and pines; yuccas New Zealand palms, creepers for verandahs,
variegated oleanders and ornamental shrubs; daphnes, camellias, primroses, primulas,
pansies, veronicas, variegated veronicas and tri-coloured pelargoniums; and other choice
florist’s flowers, seeds and every description of nursery stock. They even supplied pepper
trees (Schinus molle), valued for their ability to survive in dry climates (but, today,
considered by some a pest plant). Auctions of plants were held in Melbourne, Bendigo
and other towns.45
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An examination of articles discussing Knight Bros’ participation in shows and
competitions throughout the colony further indicates the wide variety and strength of
their plant stock. On 13 August 1878, the firm made a foray into the Melbourne show
circuit, entering the Camellia Show at the Horticultural Hall at the intersection of Russell
and Lygon Streets. Their exhibit, which included varieties such as ‘Princess Frederick
William and Harriet Beecher, which are Sydney seedlings of great merit … [and]
Triumphe de Wondleghero, Virginia Franco, and Venus de Medicis in small plants’,46
was noted for beautiful foliage and large blooms. At the Sandhurst Industrial Exhibition
of 1879, Knight Bros display of variegated foliage plants, ferns and hand bouquets was a
significant drawcard, The Bendigo Advertiser noting, ‘certainly such a grand display in
this particular class of plants has never before been seen in Sandhurst, and it is
questionable if ever in the colony before’.47 The article waxed lyrical about the ‘beauty’,
‘charm’ and ‘striking effects’ of the display. The front page of The Australasian Sketcher
with Pen and Pencil (Figure 41) captured the magnitude of the exhibition and
commented: ‘The exterior of the Exhibition presents a very pretty appearance, having
been decorated tastily by Mr. G. W. Knight.’48 While Knight Bros display was not
represented on the front page, a replica of John George Knight’s gold pyramid, which
represented the total gold yield for the colony at the Victorian Exhibition (1861) and the
London International Exhibition (1862), featured prominently.49
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Figure 41: Sketches at the Sandhurst Exhibition, 1879
Source: The Australasian Sketcher with Pen and Pencil, 12 April 1879, 1, accessed 26 October 2016,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article60623208.

Knight Bros magnificent display, which included many delicate plants, deteriorated
quickly in the confines of an iron building. The exhibition lost a significant exhibit and
the firm lost £15,50 an insignificant amount compared to the potential loss of business if
their stock was deemed inferior. The firm wrote to the Exhibition Committee asking that
the judges be informed that the building was at fault and that they did not want their
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‘prestige injured … We knew our exhibits would be spoilt before we sent them in; this
did not lessen our efforts to make a fine display and aid the exhibition.’51 This hiccough
was quickly overcome. Knight Bros maintained their reputation and expanded their
patronage of shows, adding shows at Inglewood and Castlemaine in 1883.52
Success in horticultural shows provided excellent promotion of the Knight Bros business.
They triumphed throughout 1884. Three leading Melbourne newspapers carried articles
describing their success in gaining nearly all the first prizes in the divisions in which they
entered at the Bendigo Agricultural and Horticultural Society annual autumn show. Their
picturesque display in the horticultural and floricultural sections featured grapes and
vines, along with foliage plants, ferns and new plants to the colony, which created much
interest. Knight Bros received numerous first prizes and one second prize.53
Knight Bros also successfully exhibited pot plants in bloom and bouquets at annual
agricultural shows at Moama and Elmore.54 At the National Show, held at Echuca and
patronised by Governor and Lady Loch, parliamentarians and dignitaries, Knight Bros
won ten first prizes and two second prizes for ornamental foliage plants, a collections of
pot plants in bloom, collections of ferns, ericas, cinerarias, cyclamens, varieties of cut
flowers, and table, hand and bridal bouquets.55 At the 1884 Bendigo Agricultural and
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Horticultural Society spring show, ‘Messrs. Knight Bros, and M. A. Maher were the
chief prize takers throughout against all comers’.56

An Orchid Book
Knight Bros imported plant stock and seed from around Australia, England and the
world. Knight acknowledged his gratitude to Baron von Mueller, Director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens in Melbourne (1857-73), for providing ‘a number of useful, interesting
and rare specimens of economic and beautiful plants … as well as the valuable and
thoroughly reliable botanical information which has accompanied them’.57 Inspection of
Knight’s copy of B. S. Williams’s The Orchid Growers Manual (Figure 42) provides
insight into his approach to business, the extent of his purchases and the man himself.
The frontispiece carried his name, his positions and the curlicue so common to all his
signatures. At the back is the inscription: ‘Mr. Lord [Low]. Curator of B[otanical]
Gardens, Hong Kong.’ However, of most significance are the careful annotations in the
margins. Eighty-nine orchids show a purchase date and more than forty of these add
information about blooming, sometimes with descriptions of flowers and their perfume.
Knight’s methodical, scientific approach, to horticulture is thus highlighted, as is his love
of orchids. A delicate, sepia-toned pressed orchid and crocus (Figure 43), both carefully
wrapped in tissue and found within the book’s pages, reveal Knight to have been
someone who not only appreciated nature’s wonders, but also took the time to gently
prepare such specimens.
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Figure 42: Benjamin Samuel Williams, The Orchid Grower’s Manual, 5th ed.
(London: Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, 1877),
Source: Darren Wright, Bendigo, private collection. Author’s photograph.
Note: This is George Knight’s personal copy of the book.

Figure 43: Pressed orchid (left) and crocus (right) found in The Orchid Grower’s
Manual
Source: Darren Wright, Bendigo, private collection. Author’s photograph.
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Knight began importing orchids from the Himalayas circa 1883. An early orchid
importer, he was certainly the first to bring them to Sandhurst. On 24 December 1885, a
hermetically sealed glass case from William Bull’s Chelsea nursery arrived containing
fifty-one of the best orchid varieties Bull himself had imported from countries such as
Brazil, Burma, Columbia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Java, Mexico, New Grenada, Nepal,
Panama, Peru, The Philippines, Trinidad and Venezuela. Three specimens had even
thrown blossom buds in transit.58 The Bendigo Advertiser expressed surprise that a
cattleya was growing on a bare board, and a cypripedium was growing in a pot filled
with broken bricks covered with moss as mulch.59 Such an importation was very costly
and fraught with the danger of plants dying during the voyage or lacking vigour in their
new habitat. However, Knight was an optimist. He would have expected his plants to
grow—and they usually did. When they did not, Knight sought recompense. Also
contained within the pages of the Orchid Grower’s Manual was a convivial letter from
Bull that provided shipping and invoicing information for plants Knight had ordered,
recompense for that those had failed, information on grape seed orders, and an indication
of his desire to see Knight’s ‘new Black Seedling that gives berries 1½ inch in
diameter’.60
Knight was singled out as the principal of the firm in this correspondence. As Knight
risked his capital, it is reasonable that he should correspond with suppliers; yet, such an
assumption of responsibility further confused his level of involvement with Knight Bros.
When he resigned from council, such challenges became irrelevant. Knight could get on
with the work he loved. However, the force of his personality, his knowledge and his
work ethic, coupled with his sons’ desire for autonomy, would soon cause ructions,
though the firm would continue into the next century.
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The Nurseries

Figure 44: Knight Brothers, Advertising Flyer, c. 1895
Source: Bendigo Regional Archives Centre.
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The scope of Knight’s ambition can be seen in Figure 44, a promotional flyer from the
mid to late 1890s, which provides clear evidence of the abundant growth of many species
at Knight Bros nurseries. The business, divided into six departments—floral, fruit trees,
vines and vineyard, bottled wine, seed and orchard—was a significant employer in
Bendigo. Colonial newspapers reported on rural ventures as part of their civic duty, and
thus mapped Knight’s rise as a horticulturist. In 1879, while still a developing business,
The Bendigo Advertiser investigated Knight Bros new fernery at Quarry Hill, noting that
their time was ‘much taken up in preparing and planting their new ground’.61 However,
Knight Bros expanded quickly and, by 1886, operated two nurseries separated by about
one-eighth of a mile. The Quarry Hill nursery was about one hundred feet above the
Back Creek nursery in the valley of the Back Creek, about a quarter of a mile from the
railway station at the foot of Quarry Hill.62
Rosenberg Nursery

The Rosenberg nursery, formerly the Back Creek nursery, was developed on boggy
ground that had been severely compromised by mining and required four to five
thousand loads of fill to eradicate the large holes.63 In 1886–87, when this land was
transformed into a beautiful, prolific nursery, newspapers again visited Knight Bros.
Acknowledging Knight and not his sons, The Australasian described the land before
Knight’s intervention as having ‘a most forbidding appearance, being a portion of the
Bendigo Creek flats used 30 years ago as diggings’.64 As Knight put it: ‘Rapid settlement
soon determined the fate of the primeval forest, and the beautiful valley of Bendigo
became a barren waste.’65 Such degradation can be seen in Figure 45. When alluvial
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mining gave way to quartz mining, the land was further ravaged, as shown in Figure 46.
Yet, previous mining, with its subterranean honeycomb of deep shafts and drives, gave
perfect drainage. Knight trenched the soil to depths up to four feet, laid pipes to drain the
subsoil, and kept the old sediment for use in the nursery. He then installed a complex
spray irrigation system unequalled in Victoria, and irrigated in the growing season on the
premise that only daily plant evaporation should be replaced and the ground should never
be saturated.66

Figure 45: B. P. Batchelder, Puddling for Gold, c. 1861
Source: Albumen silver photograph, 18.5 x 24.1 cm, State Library Victoria, accessed 30 November 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/95487.
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Figure 46: N. J. Caire, Bendigo Taken from ‘Old Chum’ Hill, 1876
Source: Albumen silver photograph, 13 x 18.5 cm, State Library Victoria, accessed 30 November 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/55059.

When the Victorian Government ran a competition for the best irrigated gardens,
orchards and vineyards, Knight entered, ironically against one of his old foes, C. Lenne,
of the San Souci gardens at Campaspe West.67 Knight’s flood and spray irrigation
systems were inspected in January 1889 and judges were astonished that ‘there was no
trace whatever to be seen of either drought or flood, with which every part of the colony
has been so severely visited’.68 Because his holding was under twelve acres, Knight was
disqualified; however, the judges declared that ‘for excellent, varied stock, magnificent
order, and completeness of irrigation the nursery ranks higher than any other of its
class’.69 Knight would have been unimpressed with his disqualification, but proud of the
accolades showered on his nurseries.
In 1889, The Australasian again placed Knight’s nurseries squarely in a degraded mining
landscape, commenting: ‘A greater contrast could scarcely be found than there exists
67
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between the intense cultivation on one side of Messrs. Knight’s boundary fence and the
old mullock-heaps and abandoned shafts on the other side.’70 Knight advised that
reclamation works cost at least £100 per acre; however, at the 1888 RCVP, he
recalculated the total cost, including preparation and fencing, at £150 an acre.71 Knight
must have been an optimist to envision luxuriant growth amid devastation, and he was
renowned throughout the colony for returning degraded mining land to productive use.
Fahey and Mayne commented that, across the goldfields, ‘the middle class attempted to
create havens amid the detritus of the mines’;72 Knight certainly achieved this.
A winding cart road facilitated movement through the Rosenberg allotment (Figure 47).
Divided into three fenced blocks, each allotment held different plants. In the first block
grew ‘half an acre of camellias and daphnes … blooming shrubs, conifera, … [and more
than] 20,000 fruit trees, including oranges and lemons … grown and grafted in the
nursery’.73 The second block was used for flowers and specimen trees. It was filled with
approximately 120 different varieties of roses, bulb beds and specimen trees, including
elms, oaks, forest trees, silver poplars and grevilleas. Some vines were also permanently
planted and trellised in this allotment.74 The third block, still under development, was
planted with standard trees used for budding and grafting, including about 2,000 budded
apricot trees and many seedling stocks for the following year’s grafting. Roughly one
hundred different varieties of table grape were planted against the fences and about
20,000 vines were perfectly laid out in exact right-angled beds, for Knight used his
surveying skills to ensure that everything was square.75 Across the three blocks, more
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than 30,000 vines were ready for shipment.76 Knight’s total stock of trees, plants, fruit
trees and herbaceous plants at both nurseries was estimated in 1888 at 200,000 vines and
60–70,000 fruit trees,77 with vines increasing by the 1890s to 250,000.78

Figure 47: Back Creek (Rosenberg) Nursery, c. 1886
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

At Rosenberg, Knight built a conservatory costing about £500 (Figure 48). At 132 feet
by twenty-two feet, it was reputedly one of the largest in the colony. In three climatic
conditions, 9,000 plants could be housed and watered in half an hour, using eight
hydrants. By the winter of 1886, conservatory plants included over 500 camellias and
3,000 five-inch pots of azaleas, cinerarias, tricolour pelargoniums, primulas, giant
cyclamen primroses, magnolias, ericas, palms, bananas, orchids and South Sea Islands
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dracaenas.79 By 1893, the nursery also sported a pond for growing aquatic plants
surrounded by a gigantic Indian bamboo, though fruit trees remained a significant portion
of the general business of Knight Bros.80 Fruit from its orchard was taken to the Quarry
Hill (Homestead) nursery in the 1890s, for Knight had moved into the business of
preserving fruit in syrup, using ‘a special apparatus … [which could] turn out about 20
dozen per day, [using] the Chicago bottle’.81

Figure 48: Knight Brothers Conservatory, c. 1885-95
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

Growing at Rosenberg was also the famous ‘Cloth of Gold’ rose (Figure 49). Twenty
years old in 1894 and measuring thirty-eight feet by thirty-one feet with a height of
seventeen feet and four inches and a circumference of 138 feet, it was seen as ‘perhaps
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the largest in Australia, and possibly in the world’.82 News of this rose spread throughout
the country, even reaching the barren climes of Broken Hill.83 Looking at this rose, noone could doubt Knight’s horticultural prowess. So proud of his gardens was Knight that
he opened them to the public on 4 November 1894, employing additional workers to
ensure they were shown at their best.84

Figure 49: ‘Cloth of Gold’ (Giant Rose Bush), 1894
Source: The Australasian, 1 December 1894, accessed 17 May 2016, http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle139703182.

The Homestead Nursery
The original nursery at Quarry Hill was later renamed the Homestead nursery. It
contained a glass propagation house with a tiled floor, thirty-eight feet long and thirteen
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feet wide, which replaced a smaller version. A propagating tank, made of slate, was
heated by two rows of pipes to keep the temperature consistently at eighty to ninety
degrees. It was here that Knight conducted the:
Higher class of experiments, which need[ed] the constant supervision of the
master mind, such as the hybridisation of the vine, the propagation of plants by
the leaf process, and the thousand and one duties which take up the time of the
enthusiastic horticulturist.85
Other structures on this block included four additional greenhouses, five large glass
frames, a number of calico double frames, two large plant houses and the orchid house,
which held Knight’s diverse and large collection of orchids that regularly produced
flowers unknown in Sandhurst. Plants grown included Norfolk Island pines, Moreton
Bay figs, 2000 pepper trees in pots, blue gums, 500 show pelargoniums, ferns, foliage
plants, camellias, rosewood trees, begonias and daphne in their thousands. The bulb
collection was extensive and a camellia bush produced over two thousand blooms in
1894.86
The Royal Commission on Vegetable Products

Sought as an authority, Knight’s evidence at the RCVP in 1888 consisted of more than
10,000 words in testimony and detailed drawings. Proud of his work, Knight was quick
to point out that his drawings were ‘not copied from books, but … taken from day to day
from my own observation’.87 It was his practice to gather fertilised and unfertilised
blossoms, cut them with a razor, inspected them under a microscope and then drew them.
He was particularly interested in the timing of fertilisation to facilitate the development
of new hybrid varieties to improve the size and flavour of grapes and eliminate faults in
the parent plants. Knight aimed to develop a stone-free raisin grape, large like the
succulent muscatel but with the pip-free quality of the sultana. Such a grape ‘would be
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worth an immense sum to the man who propagated it because the world wants such a
variety and would be very willing to pay for it’.88
To achieve his ends, Knight was patient and methodical. He once sat for two days
observing the blossom, sending for his lunch rather than leaving his observation post.89
He determined that fertilisation of vines occurred ‘in the bloom bud, and long before the
flower expands’.90 He described those days as ‘the most interesting and profitable I ever
spent in my life. I am just a little less ignorant; if only a little less, it is an advantage.’91
For Knight, this was a time of great creativity and scientific endeavour. His evidence to
the RCVP included details of twenty experimental hybrid crosses he had attempted over
a three-week period. It was for this work on grape hybridisation that Knight was admitted
as a Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society in England on 22 May 1888, a title he
proudly used throughout the rest of his life.92
Reporting on the RCVP, The Leader noted that:
The subjects dealt with and the information given are, perhaps, the most
important to the farming community that had yet appeared … [and Knight]
gave a large amount of very valuable evidence on grapes and other fruits, as
well as on various other subjects … enlarged microscopic figures of the flower
of the grape in different stages, and … a descriptive list of grape vines planted
in the experimental ground at the nurseries.93
According to the Mildura Cultivator, Knight was considered ‘one of the best authorities
on horticulture in the colonies … [and] on the subject of vine-growing particularly he
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surprised … with the extent of his researches’.94 The commissioners commented that
Knight’s evidence would be of interest and value to vine growers throughout the colony,
and Commissioner J. L. Dow singled him out for thanks for his ‘valuable evidence [and]
unselfish conduct … in freely giving to the public the results of his long experience and
scientific investigations’.95
Those who knew Knight would have been unsurprised that he shared his knowledge for
his liberalism and personal ethics required it. Some had encouraged him to restrict his
evidence to the RCVP—to keep his findings to himself; however, for Knight,
dissemination of science was more important than profit. He was happy to share his work
and, though yet to develop the variety of hybrid vines he sought, Knight stated:
I shall derive very great satisfaction indeed if I have only pointed out that
requirement, and that some other person than myself has succeeded in
producing the result. I shall not be jealous, but exceedingly gratified.96
Throughout his testimony at the RCVP, Knight reinforced the notion that his nurseries
were experimental; they were places where scientific trials were conducted to determine
the optimal ways of growing and acclimatising plants to northern Victoria, and of
selecting the most suitable species and varieties for commercial production. Showing
considerable patience and persistence, and following scientific methods, he closely
observed, precisely measured and kept detailed records, as experiments were repeated to
confirm outcomes. A lover of plants, Knight was not only interested in their beauty or
commercial value; he also wanted to know how they worked. He wanted to know
everything he could—and he wanted to share this knowledge with his sons and anyone
who would listen.
Knight continued his scientific experiments throughout his lifetime. In 1893, The
Australasian reported that, at the Homestead nursery, Knight cultivated ‘about 50
different [vine] hybrids … [and was] waiting with intense interest to see what they will
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produce’.97 His most successful variety was the Knight’s Grand Centennial, a Waltham
cross grape that was a ‘beautiful amber, the bunches being very large and square
shouldered while the berries are enormous … [measuring] 1⅝ inch in length by 1⅜ inch
in diameter … more like plums than grapes’.98 This grape was named by Lord Carrington
and Sir William Robinson at the 1888–89 Melbourne International Exhibition and was
described as the finest and most noble grape grown in Australia.99 Because of its size and
firmness, Knight thought it suitable for export. On Lord Carrington’s advice, Knight
even sent a case to Queen Victoria.100 In search of further markets, over the next decade,
Knight continued to experiment with sending cases of grapes to England, but these
shipments generally failed.101
With his testimony at the RCVP, and within the descriptive articles written about his
nurseries, it is clear that Knight’s business was large, successful and built on the
meticulous application of scientific principles. It was also clear that while Knight may
have been an engineer, surveyor, horticulturist and businessman, at his core was a desire
to be recognised as a botanist. Finding two nurseries too confining, Knight expanded
again, introducing a small third nursery in nearby Williamson Street about 1890. He then
bought one hundred acres of land at Epsom, four miles to the north of Bendigo, where
the deep loam soil and the availability irrigation water from the Coliban Dam suited the
development of vineyards and orchards.
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The Epsom Nursery, Vineyard, Orchard and Testing Grounds

The Australasian described the Epsom district as harsh and degraded by mining. It
advised that, while the land was possibly suitable for fruit growing, only those with
‘considerable capital’ could afford reclamation costs of about £200 an acre. On this basis,
it would be easy to believe that Knight was a successful capitalist with the cash to cover
his costs; in reality, he borrowed o finance his dreams. The folly of such risk-taking
would financially cripple Knight in the new century; however, in 1893, the reporter
waxed lyrical about Knight’s work to develop his Epsom orchards and vineyards,
commenting that they were:
Likely to become in the near future the model fruit-gardens of Victoria. I have
not seen any new place in this country laid out with more skill and taste …
[They are] are a treat to behold, everything is planted so orderly and so true to
line. The style … is unique and far superior to anything I have seen in Victoria.
… when everything gets into the shape and order that Mr. Knight is aiming for
there will be few places like it in this or any other country.102
Knight intended to develop ten acres per annum and, by 1893, thirty acres had been
planted with fruit trees and vines. The property was sturdily fenced with an entrance gate
denoting each ten-acre block. Knight planned that, after a time, there would ‘be ten of
them, with a lodge for the caretaker of the gardens inside of each’.103 As mentioned, his
vision was grand.
Experimentation remained the basis of Knight’s work at Epsom. He advertised this site
as ‘Epsom Nursery, Vineyard, Orchard and Testing Grounds’.104 In the orchards,
standard fruit trees were grafted to different stocks to assess their qualities. Had Knight
simply sought to make a living from his nursery, it would have been sufficient to plant
fifteen or so varieties, but he planted ‘300 sorts being solely for experimental
purposes’.105 Development of his vineyard followed similar principles. Knight, always in
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the vanguard of innovative practice, hosted the first Victorian trial of the American
Patent Digging Cultivator, a horse-drawn implement that cultivated the ground to a width
of six feet and came in two sizes.106 Seeing this as means of facilitating the work at
Epsom, Knight purchased the smaller cultivator for £15 8 s and developed an irrigation
system to supply water to every corner of his block.107 Such was his success that, in
1895, The Leader claimed that:
In fact most of the work done at Epsom by Mr. Knight is almost a reproduction
of that carried out at the Horticultural Gardens, Burnley, and the value of the
experience is just as great to growers north of the Dividing Range, as the
Government experiments are to those residing in the coast districts.108
Aesthetics were not forgotten. Knight’s daughters were responsible for the floristry
department at Hargreaves Street. Flowers were exhibited and sold at the shop and
shipped to Melbourne several times a week for sale. Floral arrangements were produced
and displayed by Lily and Dora. One display, seen by visitors to the city, was considered:
A blending of [colour] perfect in its effect. During the evening several visitors
to the city inspected the magnificent sight … [which] excelled anything of the
kind ever seen in the metropolis.109
Knight’s wholehearted commitment to his nurseries earned accolades from many
quarters, and the community sought to bask in the glory of the work of ‘our leading
florist’, Knight Bros. The nurseries and florist shop were seen as ‘reflect[ing] credit upon
the district’ and as constituting ‘an object lesson for the enterprise of others’.110 In 1893,
The Bendigo Advertiser noted:
For many years past the name of the firm of Messrs. Knight Bros., nurserymen
of Back Creek, has been ‘as familiar as household words’ in connection with
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the production of the choicest varieties of horticulture, and they have certainly
deserved the reputation gained.111
When council representatives from Prahran and St Kilda visited Bendigo in 1895, they
were taken to the properties of Knight at Epsom and Councillor Carolin. The visitors
were ‘unanimous in their laudations on the energy, and enterprise displayed’112 by both
men and, on return to the town hall, Knight, along with the mayor, were cordially
toasted. Knight, who had been forced to resign as city surveyor a decade earlier, was now
‘a lion of the district’.113
Showing a similar scene to Figures 39 and 47, Figure 50, a photograph of Knight’s
Rosenberg nursery featured in the Bendigo Quarzopolis (1893), shows Knight dressed in
a frock-coat and top hat—the uniform of the middle-class gentleman—striding down the
pathway towards five of his workers, the conservatory with its roof now emblazoned,
proudly proclaiming Knight Brothers for all of Bendigo (and the world) to see. Today,
this land is within the built up area of Bendigo; however, in the 1890s, the nursery was in
the town’s outskirts, with bare hills in the background, their sparseness in stark contrast
to the luxurious and varied growth of the nursery in the foreground. Knight would not
have anticipated anything but success; yet, his passion for viticulture was to take a
battering in the late 1890s and early part of the new century. Phylloxera, a tiny, aphidlike insect that devours grapevine roots was making its way to Bendigo.
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Figure 50: Knight Brothers Nursery, 1893
Source: Bendigo District Development Association, Bendigo Quartzopolis: Views by the ‘Crisp-Photo’
Process (Ballarat: F. W. Niven & Co., 1893), accessed 16 July 2016,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/247591.

Phylloxera
Knight’s relocation to Sandhurst in 1871 placed him squarely in another wine-growing
area. German immigrants of the 1850s actively established vineyards, especially around
Axe Creek and Emu Creek, Strathfieldsaye, Frank Cusack noting that, as the lure of gold
declined, ‘wine-making was enthusiastically hailed as the industry that would save the
colony’.114 Knight, too, subscribed to this view, planting vines and making and judging
wines. He always grew vines; however, at Epsom, this aspect of his nurseries was
expected to flourish. Such optimism was confirmed by T. W. H. Leavitt who, in 1888,
noted that:
Wine growing has made rapid strides of late years. It cannot be doubted that in
the future this [state, Victoria] will be a great wine producing country … The
whole of the northern slopes of the ranges in the centre of Victoria, from
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Stawell to Bendigo, a zigzag line of 200 miles of mountains and gullies, is
dotted with small vineyards.115
Then came phylloxera (Figures 51 and 52).

Figure 51: Scanning Electron Microscope Image of an Adult Phylloxera
Source: Agriculture Victoria (Rutherglen), ‘Phylloxera’, Vinehealth Australia, National Wine Centre,
Adelaide, South Australia, accessed 13 June 2017, http://www.vinehealth.com.au/phylloxera/.
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Figure 52: A Root Swelling Covered with Young Phylloxera
Source: Weekly Times, 30 December 1893, accessed 13 June 2017 http://nla.gov.au/nla.newsarticle221156045.
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Native to North America, phylloxera was transported to Europe by French viticulturists
who ‘unwittingly and inadvertently’ facilitated its spread.116 The insect has ‘an
extraordinarily complex life cycle … [and] multiplies at a devastating rate, with four to
seven generations in any year’.117 Responsible for grape failures from the mid-nineteenth
century, it was not identified in Europe until 1872, by which time it had made its way to
Australia, the first outbreak occurring at Geelong in the mid-1870s.118 Following the
French example, government policy was to pay compensation and uproot affected
vineyards and those in proximity to a diseased site.119 Land was then trenched and
common salt and disulphide of carbon used as insecticides. The use of a highly toxic
chemical caused ‘almost as much damage to those who applied it as to the phylloxera’.120
Vines could not be replanted for many years.121 This invasive method of control may
actually have spread the insect, as the ground was disturbed and poisons were not only
toxic to the person applying them, but also, like salt, to the soil.
In April 1888, Knight travelled to Seven Hills, New South Wales, to visit a phylloxerainfected vineyard. He testified to the Board of Viticulture in June 1888 that this outbreak
had been reported but the New South Wales Government had not acted to contain the
disease and vines were still being sent to Victoria. He advised that all imported stock
should be carefully inspected.122 A month later, in evidence to the RCVP, Knight again
argued that the Department of Agriculture should thoroughly inspect and ensure that all
116
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imported vines were phylloxera free. He acknowledged that he wanted to import vines
from England and argued that the best stock was being restricted, thereby curtailing the
industry throughout the colony.123 That phylloxera could be spread by infected vegetative
material, including grapes and unfiltered grape juice, and also by humans through
equipment or the dirt clinging to boots, was unknown at the time.124 In carrying out
scientific investigations, Knight may unwittingly have spread the pest.
Late in 1893, it was reported that Mr Grosse’s Axe Creek vineyard had succumbed to
phylloxera. Knight quickly wrote to The Bendigo Independent insisting that it was ‘a
most cruel, heartless thing that [such] a [rumour] was allowed to circulate … [for it may]
injure not the district only, but the whole of Victoria’.125 He visited Grosse’s vineyard
and examined the small, supposedly diseased patch and declared it phylloxera free, wet
ground causing the problem.126 The Argus questioned whether this was the first outbreak
in Bendigo, other occurrences being ‘stamped out quietly without the public being any
the wiser’.127
The government sent an expert to investigate. Initially, he agreed with Knight but then
changed his mind. The Bendigo District Vine and Fruit Growers’ Association
(BDVFGA) expected more investigation and Knight proposed that the Minister of
Agriculture be asked to delay destroying Grosse’s vineyard until further investigation, as
destroying a person’s livelihood was an extreme measure, not to be taken lightly.
However, vignerons were not united, Cusack arguing that they were ‘involved in endless
wrangling … [and] seemed almost more concerned with matters of compensation than of
prevention’.128 Some, sceptical of Knight’s knowledge of phylloxera, sought the
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immediate destruction of infected vines, but Knight’s motion was carried, and he joined a
committee to interview the minister.129
Phylloxera was confirmed. About three acres of young vines were unhealthy or dying,
and both the louse and its eggs were in abundance in the roots; however, because the
affected area was so small, it was decided that the whole vineyard should not be
uprooted.130 Knight quickly acknowledged his error in declaring the land phylloxera free
and thanked the experts whom he had accompanied during inspections. He sought to
cooperate with the process, and noted that the government entomologist told him that
phylloxera was most active in the summer months and could not survive in heat of
113°F, giving Bendigo a natural advantage against the pest.131 This optimism would soon
be dashed. Four months later, a number of Strathfieldsaye’s vineyards were declared
infected and vines were uprooted.132 Yet, in June, the Weekly Times noted that, despite
this setback, grapes from the Bendigo area were ‘very fine … Apparently the phylloxera
has had no effect whatever upon the table varieties of grape.’133 Again, limited scientific
knowledge of the disease may have contributed to its spread.
By 1896, phylloxera had spread to Emu Creek; it was reported at Heathcote and
Goornong in 1897, the Goulburn Valley in 1898 and Rutherglen in 1899. Growers
destroyed their vineyards, received government compensation, and viticulture continued.
In March 1899, at a meeting of the BDVFGA, a report from the Victorian Fruitgrowers’
Association expressed hope that Bendigo growers would export fruit and that ‘Knight
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and other successful vignerons would be induced to forward grapes for export’.134 By
August, it became clear that Huntly and Espom vignerons had known of phylloxera’s
existence for up to two years, but ‘hoped that it would be possible, owing to the
favourable conditions existing, to exterminate the pest’.135 Then it was announced that
Knight’s vineyards were infected.
On 25 August 1899, The Bendigo Advertiser reported that the outcome for Knight’s
vineyard was undecided.136 By then, compensation for uprooting vines had been
dispensed with and Knight stood to lose a fortune. The Bendigo Independent added that:
The Agricultural Department has wisely given some latitude where an earnest
desire has been shown to take all reasonable precautions for the suppression of
the pest, not only for the sake of those who have invested a large amount of
capital in developing the vine growing industry, but also that there should be no
needless blocking of the interests of others within the area which is proclaimed
as infected when phylloxera breaks out.137
Knight had ben given a reprieve, as had his neighbouring vignerons.
Experts met to discuss phylloxera.138 Knight was furious that there was no grower
representation from Bendigo or Rutherglen. He argued that the government and media
had sensationalised phylloxera, and he particularly resented the actions of Rutherglen
growers who agreed, given the government’s withdrawal of compensation, to pay for the
destruction of Bendigo’s vineyards themselves. He concluded: ‘ “Theirs but to do and
die”; likewise their vineyards.’139 One wine-growing region had attempted to destroy its
competition, but it did little to stop the spread of phylloxera to Rutherglen.
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The future of Knight’s vineyard was still being discussed as the new century beckoned.
Nearly half of the Bendigo district’s 800 acres of vineyards had been destroyed when
French viticulture expert, Raymond Dubois, principal of the Rutherglen Viticultural
College and entrusted with sole control of the phylloxera eradication program, visited
Knight’s vineyard. Dubois argued that phylloxera could not be eliminated and uprooting
vines and ploughing the land only released the pest to be spread by the wind. Like
Knight, he saw the use of American rootstocks as the only way to deal with the
disease.140 Whether non-contaminated vines remained or were dug up was really
inconsequential. We now know that phylloxera can move 100–200 metres per season,
that symptoms may appear within three years of infestation, and that the vine dies within
five to six years.141 Knight’s Epsom vineyard was doomed.
In 1898, a journalist from The Bendigo Independent discovered that Knight had selfreported an infestation at his Epsom property. Instead of immediately proclaiming the
area and uprooting vines for a three-mile radius, Knight sought permission to trial
flooding the land to see if that would destroy the louse. This was a far-sighted move for
we know today that ‘wet seasons and well irrigated vineyards help the vine to fight off
the damage cause[d] by phylloxera’.142 In 1898, the season was dry and the experiment
failed. Knight was again permitted to replicate the experiment in 1899, a wetter year;
however, ‘owing to the disagreeable nature of the work, Mr. Knight could get no man to
perform it. Consequently … all the diseased vines [were to be] uprooted without delay,
and the area [was] formally proclaimed infected.’143
Knight was considered an expert viticulturist. He believed viticulture to be a significant
industry for Victoria and argued that measures taken to eradicate phylloxera had been
unsuccessful, as it had ‘spread from the seaside at Corio Bay to the furthest boundary of
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the colony inland to the Murray at Rutherglen’.144 Knight supported Strathfieldsaye
vignerons even though his own vineyards would increasingly dominate the district if they
could not replant.145 He agreed that salt spread on the land would kill plants and thought
it would eventually become neutralised.146 Significantly, he advocated the use of
phylloxera-resistant American rootstock, as had been done in Europe. Today, we know
that the only proven method to manage phylloxera is to ‘pull out infested vines and
replant with new vines that have been grafted onto phylloxera-resistant American
rootstocks’.147 Knight had found a solution. However, government was slow to act.
Government’s decisions in 1899 proved pivotal. The Act, against which Knight railed,
was discontinued when the government began importing American phylloxera-proof
vines. Compensation for vine removal, which had cost more than £92,571, was also
ended. Replanting of phylloxera-affected land with vines was prohibited.148 Such
decisions confirmed Knight’s views of governmental interference. Supporting the liberal
credo of the centrality of the individual, Knight was firm in his opposition to government
interference in an individual’s management of his own business:
The vine has been the very study of my life, and I would have had every variety
of resistant vine out from Europe and America years ago but for the various
preceding Governments interfering with and stopping me from carrying on my
own legitimate business. I thought I was part of the empire, that I lived in a free
country, but I have lived to find my mistake.149
Phylloxera haunted Knight and he could not leave the problem for others to solve.
Knowing that using American rootstock seemed the only antidote, he began
experimenting. By 1909, he claimed to have developed a new method of propagating
phylloxera-resistant vines from the soft growing pip ends, rather than from seed or
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hardwood grafts.150 He took his experiments to a meeting with the Premier, the Minister
of Agriculture and others at Parliament House, in which he explained that vines
propagated that way would ‘put forth a vigorous growth of roots in a month’.151 Knight
received accolades from those assembled, for his system allowed year-round
propagation, rather than being confined to certain seasons. Knight, who was keen to
apply for patents, offered his newly discovered process to the Victorian Government ‘for
a very modest sum, asking also for a testimonial to the Government of New South Wales,
where phylloxera has been rampant for very many years’.152 However, the Minister for
Agriculture, Mr Graham, declined Knight’s offer, saying that research being carried out
at the Rutherglen Viticultural College would produce ‘sufficient resistant stocks … to
supply the whole of Victoria’.153
Figure 53 is part of a memorandum to the Bendigo Council dated 23 July 1892, penned
by Knight for Knight Bros on their letterhead. In his usual direct manner, Knight
complained that, as a ratepayer paying £25 per annum, he expected council to deal with
cattle roaming the streets of Bendigo. He particularly wanted the five or six cows and a
goat that regularly grazed along the footpath at his house and nurseries dealt with. While
this is an amusing anecdote, it is the letterhead itself that is instructive. Though written in
1892, when the city had changed its name to Bendigo, Sandhurst still figures
prominently. The canny Knight was never wasteful. The letterhead confirms the date of
the firm’s establishment (1875) and the renaming of the nurseries as having occurred
before Sandhurst changed its name in 1891. However, of most significance is that, under
‘From Knight Bros’, only Knight himself is mentioned. The sons are missing. Where
were they? Knight, the polymath, did not confine himself only to horticulture. More had
happened in the 1880s and 1890s as his children matured and threads of their stories, and
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those of his wife(s), need to be picked up as an interlude to put Knight’s later years into
perspective.

Figure 53: Knight Brothers’ Memorandum Stationery, c. 1890
Source: Bendigo Regional Archives Centre.
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Chapter 8: Knight’s Family
Victorian family life is often characterised as the private realm of women who managed
the household, cared for the family and educated the children. This is in contrast to the
public realm of men, who funded the family and provided household discipline.1 Lake, in
discussing the exclusion of women from the workforce and their subsequent dependence
on men, explained: ‘By the late nineteenth century the gulf between the experience of
manhood and womanhood, even allowing for class differences, was large.’2 This may be
expected in a time when delineation of the masculine public sphere and the feminine
private sphere was an expression of society; yet, Davidoff and Hall reflected, the public
and private were ‘binary categories. Like all dualisms, one category necessitates the
other.’3 However, Gordon and Nair argued that Victorian life was far more complex and
people were ‘capable of negotiating, traversing and bridging the realms which in practice
[were] permeable and porous’.4 Knight’s life reflects such public and private separation.
Much of his family life remains private, undiscovered; however, some insights are found
in the public record, and the stories of his family members add considerably to his story.

The Daughters
Knight’s daughters exemplify middle-class values. All would have considered
themselves middle class, though their socio-economic positions and life trajectories were
vastly different. As adults, Isobel was bourgeois while the aspirational Jessie, Lily and
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Dora were petty bourgeois. In Victorian times, women were seen as appendages to their
fathers, brothers or husbands; however, Knight’s daughters were no mere sideshows to
the men in their lives. They were young women at the time of the first rumblings for
women’s suffrage. Though there is no evidence of them participating in this fight, they
were trained to be resourceful and to think for themselves and would have been very
aware of campaigns to improve the rights of women.5 While accepting some dictates of
the genteel middle class, each daughter made her mark in society and challenged
expectations—of women’s right to work; of the role of marriage, children and family;
and of self-expression. They also challenged traditional stereotypes; they were their
father’s daughters after all, and a feisty foursome they made.
Jessie Violet (1861–1934)
Jessie (Figure 61), Knight’s eldest daughter, challenged the traditional roles of wife and
mother. After briefly working for Knight Brothers (Bros), aged twenty-three, Jessie
married James Collier, an Irish tailor, on 21 April 1885.6 Collier’s new business premises
was described as ‘an ornament to Pall Mall’;7 however, by December, they had left
Bendigo, all their furniture, tapestries, oil paintings, crockery and utensils sold.8 They
returned the following year, renting a house in Bull Street owned by Alexander Bayne, as
well as a property in Pall Mall owned by John Holmes, likely a business premises.9
Like many other women of her time, Jessie gave birth nearly every second year. Her
children were: Percival (1886), Ernest (1887), Stanley (1889) and a daughter, also named
Jessie Violet (1891). In 1890, James and his brother, tailors in Swanston Street, were

5

See: Parliament of Victoria (PV), Women’s Suffrage Petition to Parliament, 1891, “M.A. Knight,
Horace Street, Quarry Hill,” page 302, line 23, accessed 15 December, 2017,
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/about/the-history-of-parliament/womens-suffrage-petition.
6

“Family Notices,” Bendigo Advertiser, April 29, 1885, accessed October 12, 2016,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88535844.

7

“New Tailoring Establishment,” Bendigo Advertiser, June 29,1885, accessed October 12, 2016,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88651169.
8

“Advertising,” Bendigo Advertiser, December 3, 1885, accessed October 13, 2016,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88536934; “Advertising,” Bendigo Advertiser, December 4,1885,
accessed October 12, 2016, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88536983.
9

Bendigo Regional Archives Centre (BRAC), Online Historic Rates Index, 1856-1903, accessed
September 19, 2016, http://www.brac.vic.gov.au/Family_Local_History/Historic_Rates_Index.
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declared insolvent.10 In 1891, the family briefly lived in Brighton before moving to New
Zealand. They returned to Australia for Dora’s wedding in 1897, at which Eyre
Jackson,11 described later as an ‘affable … [and] genial gentleman’, was also a guest.12
When Jessie and Eyre met is unknown, but their relationship was set to blossom. The
Collier family remained in Australia for the next six years; however, in 1903, James
Collier left for New Zealand, where he remained for the rest of his life.13 Jessie stayed in
Melbourne, separating from her husband and children. Once in New Zealand, Collier
filed for divorce and, on 9 December 1903, it was granted on the grounds of desertion.14
The following year, Collier remarried. At the time of his death, he had married four
times. Official records confirm that all four children remained with their father.
Jessie can be found in the social pages of Melbourne newspapers. Before her divorce in
1903, she attended musical soirees with her siblings and Eyre Jackson at the home of her
sister Lily Allen.15 When Jessie and Jackson’s relationship began is unclear. However, on
1 September 1904, aged forty-three, Jessie married Jackson, a clerk and later a licensed
victualler. The ceremony was held at Lily’s home and she was given away by her
brother, George Alfred.16 Even though a divorcee who had deserted her husband and
children, Jessie’s siblings publicly supported her, for they all attended her wedding with
their partners and children. Knight was not mentioned in the guest list.
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From June 1908, the couple leased Ringwood’s long-established and successful Club
Hotel.17 It provided ‘first class accommodation, and as the cuisine is exceptional and
only the best brands of wines, spirits and beers are stocked, patrons are practically
assured of every pleasure, comfort and convenience’.18 They entered this business, happy
and secure, yet tragedy lurked. Only nine months later, on 29 March 1909, Eyre Jackson,
aged forty-five years, died suddenly.19 Alone, Jessie fulfilled the lease commitments,
managed the hotel and advertised it as offering: ‘Superior accommodation; week end
visitors; picnics catered for.’20 In 1911, she renewed the hotel’s liquor license.21 The
1914 electoral roll gave her occupation as ‘hotelkeeper’ but later rolls show her
occupation as ‘home duties’. Jessie remained in Ringwood, appearing occasionally in the
social pages of Punch or Table Talk, usually with her sisters. She died on 18 July 1934,
aged seventy-two. Jessie had defied the expectations of a married mother, leaving her
husband and children and following her heart.
Lily (Lilly) (1865–?)
Lily was described as ‘little but energetic’22 and enthusiasm, resourcefulness, conviction
and support for her family and friends mark her life. Lily was the child most like Knight,
differing only in stature, for he was tall. She worked at the Hargreaves Street shop and
studied art and design at the School of Mines. Both her floral decorations and her
paintings and drawings of flowers and the natural world were praised.23
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In 1889, Lily and Matthias (Matthew) Dewar Butterwick, a nephew of her mother’s
brother and chief officer of HMS Carisbrooke Castle, became engaged.24 Almost as
quickly, the engagement ended. Butterwick departed Australia, only returning in 1919 as
commander-captain of HMHS Dunluce Castle, a hospital ship that supported the entire
Gallipoli campaign and later transported ‘sick and wounded from practically all theatres
of war where the British fought’.25 Lily remained in Sandhurst and ensured that her
youngest sister, Dora, was appropriately introduced into society. She also benefited from
the family’s relationship with the very wealthy Watsons, accompanying J. B. Watson’s
sister, Mrs Hall, on a world tour in 1899–1900. The Bendigo Advertiser printed her
regular, detailed letters that outlined not only tourist attractions and the opulence of their
travel, but also revealed scientific, financial and cultural aspects of places and people
they encountered.26 In doing so, Lily showed herself a competent observer and engaging
writer—just like her father. Her arrival in Albany, Western Australia, was noted, and her
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return to Bendigo celebrated.27 Back in Bendigo, Lily busied herself, even helping to
organise a farewell concert for opera singer Kate Samuels.28 Amid this work, the next
phase of Lily’s life was about to unfold.
When George Vesey Allen worked for The Daily Telegraph he was one of four
journalists at the siege of Glenrowan in 1880. He observed the capture of Ned Kelly,
stood over his wounded body, and gave evidence to the Royal Commission and the Kelly
Rewards Board.29 A respected journalist for The Age, Allen moved to New South Wales
after his marriage failed and worked for the Department of Charitable Institutions from
1893–97.30 In November 1900, he was appointed secretary of the Victorian Gold Jubilee
Exhibition to be held in Bendigo.31 Then in his early forties, a divorcee with children and
the president of the Bendigo Press Association (1901),32 Allen took up with global
traveller Lily, then aged thirty-six. Their engagement was announced in October 1901.33
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Not wasting any time, they married on 24 October at Bendigo’s St Paul’s Church of
England.34 Their marriage was lavish, very well attended and widely reported. Figure 54
shows the couple and the beautiful bouquet Lily carried.35
Lily supported her husband’s diverse and interesting work and accompanied him when
he travelled. His work included touring a production of ‘Sinbad the Sailor’, which Allen
had written, and organising lecture tours in Queensland as a representative for J. C.
Williamson in 1905, and travelling Australia with the Fijian cricket team, which Allen
managed, in 1908.36 Allen was then commissioned by the Australian Government to
write the history of the Queensland cadet movement.37 Newspaper reports show that the
couple toured Queensland, reaching as far north as Thursday Island; on 7 June 1909,
their signatures were the first ever written in Rockhampton’s visitors’ book.38 In 1912,
Allen was manager for the lecture tour of polar explorer Captain Amundsen39 and, at the
end of the year, was secretary and manager of the Tasmanian Exhibition.40
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Figure 54: The Allen–Knight Wedding, 1901
Source: Bendigonian, 29 October 1901.

Throughout the first decade of the twentieth century, Lily featured in the social pages of
The Australasian, Table Talk and Punch, organising musical and recital evenings, and
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attending balls. Like her father, Lily had an altruistic side. She raised funds for the
Women’s Hospital appeal and, in recognition of her services, was made a life governor in
1907.41 Then, on 14 November 1913, Allen died suddenly. Reports of his death were
carried in newspapers throughout Australia and in New Zealand.42 Alone, Lily retreated
to the Esplanade Hotel in Perth,43 remaining there from 1914 until 1916 when she
returned to Dora’s home in Bendigo.44 By February 1917, Lily had moved to Melbourne
to jointly operate the highly praised tearooms, The Langham Tea Flat, at 288 Bourke
Street.45 Within months, she departed the Langham and independently opened The
Willow Tea House at 88 Elizabeth Street.46 This well-patronised establishment received
favourable publicity in the pages of Punch and Table Talk; however, within two years,
Lily had sold it and was staying with Isabel at Foilacleugh.47
By 1920, Lily was again on the move. She travelled to Bendigo, then Sydney, with her
friend Georgina John, a daughter of John Boyd Watson and Isobel’s sister-in-law.48
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Table Talk noted that they returned in time for the wedding of their nephew, Eric
Watson, and the Melbourne Cup carnival.49 Lily then sailed on the Orontes to London,
where she joined Georgina and her son.50 In June 1921, Lily was living at Fulham Road,
Chelsea.51 A resourceful woman and well trained by her father, Lily soon found
employment.52 By 1923, she was ‘secretary and manageress of the Art Flower Co. Ltd.,
266 Edgeware Road, London’, and offered tourist information and support for Australian
travellers.53 By mid-1924, she had taken the position of secretary for Lowell Thomas
Film Travelogues and toured Commonwealth countries showing films about Africa,
India and Mount Everest.54 Returning to Australia with the company, Lily spoke to an
audience of 1,400 women in Sydney, where she made:
A great impression as a lecturer and has received many congratulations upon
her fine speaking voice and clear enunciation. [It was also noted that] probably
these gifts are inherited, for she is a daughter of the late George W. Knight,
Bendigo, who was famous as a lecturer.55
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In 1925, while in New Zealand, tragedy befell the company. Cunningham died.56 Lily
eventually returned to the home of George Alfred in 1928, aged sixty-two.57 Figure 55
shows her with Cyril Knight, George Alfred’s son. In 1933, aged sixty-eight, Lily
travelled first class from Melbourne to London aboard the Port Fairy with Georgina
John. They arrived on 22 December 1933 and stayed at the Strand Palace Hotel in
London.58 What happened to Lily in her final years is unknown.

Figure 55: Lily Allen with Nephew Cyril Knight and Mollie, c. 1930
Source: Ancestry.com.au, Ancestry Family Trees, ‘dianegodfrey89: Heritage Family Tree’, online
publication (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com, n.d.).

Isabel Ada, (1867–1952)
Like her sisters, Isabel (Figure 56) worked in the Hargreaves Street shop. Unlike her
sisters, she married money—big money. James Isaac Watson (1865–1944) married
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Knight’s twenty-three-year-old daughter at Ballarat on 19 February 1890. The marriage
was recorded in family notices and articles throughout the colony.59 Her Scottish-born
father-in-law, John Boyd Watson (1828–89), migrated to Australia in 1841 with his
parents and siblings.60 Watson made money from alluvial gold mining and subsequent
shrewd investments in quartz mining, real estate, banking and infrastructure like
tramways, railways and steamship companies. Fahey and Mayne recorded that: ‘The
richest gold fortune [in Bendigo] belonged to John Boyd Watson, who rose from being a
humble working digger in the 1850s to one of the wealthiest men in the Australian
colonies by the 1880s.’61 With assets spread from Queensland to Tasmania, Watson was
thought to be worth between £1 and £2 million when he died, though estimates of £3
million and even up to £6 million were made. Probate on his Victorian assets alone was
reported as £942,202 and, more recently, as £976,549.62
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Figure 56: Isobel Ada Knight
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

J. B. Watson’s estate was shared among his children. Isabel’s husband, James, never held
a job, electoral rolls indicating that he was always a man of independent means. The
couple initially lived with the Watsons at Wattle Street, Bendigo, but soon relocated to
Melbourne.63 After his father’s death, and irrespective of Georgina’s contestation of the
will, James controlled some assets and sold 1,155 acres of prime grazing land with ready
access to water from the Axe Creek.64 Financial ties with Bendigo were finally severed in
1897 when the Foilacleugh Estate, situated on the Emu Creek, was sold.65 This eightytwo-acre property contained orchards and irrigation systems for which Knight had been
consulted. By then, James and Isabel were living at Brighton where they remained for
some years, residing at ‘Harefield’, 163 South Road; ‘Glenroy Park’, North Brighton;
and ‘Ki-Ora’, 81 South Road. Eventually, their family home, ‘Foilacleugh’ (Figures 57
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and 58), was built at Foilacleugh Avenue (now Kent Street), Brighton. They moved into
their ten-roomed mansion with large grounds and bay frontage around 1909.66

Figure 57: Charles Daniel Pratt, ‘Foilacleugh’, Brighton, c. 1925-40
Source: Photograph, accession no: H91.160/1663, State Library Victoria, accessed 29 January 2018,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/112893.
Note: Central is the Foilacleugh estate, its tennis court and boathouse in the foreground, and garage and
men’s quarters at the rear of the house. The tree-lined street at right is North Road.
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Figure 58: Foilacleugh
Source: The Weekly Review, Bayside, 4 January 2012. Retrieved 23 January 2017 from
http://www.theweeklyreview.com.au/uncategorized/286793-now-then-foilacleugh-estate/.

Isabel and her family were often reported in the social pages of newspapers. Interested in
aeronautics, with their daughter, Venora, Isabel and James attended Harry Houdini’s
Diggers Rest flight.67 Their son, Basil, was also interested in aviation. In 1914, aged
nineteen, Basil met Harry Hawker and returned to England with him to help with the war
effort. Showing the same engineering skills as his grandfather, Basil became a test pilot
and obtained a British Empire Aviator’s Certificate. He crashed in 1915, returned to
Australia and, as Figure 59 shows, began to construct his own bi-plane in the billiard
room at Foilacleugh.
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Figure 59: Basil Watson Assembling his Aeroplane in his Parents’ House c. 1917
Source: Image H39292/2, State Library of Victoria, accessed 23 January 23 2017,
http://handle.slv.vic.gov.au/10381/294972.
Note: The State Library of Victoria holds several other photographs of Basil Watson.

Basil Watson flew his aeroplane to Bendigo, where, no doubt, amid the mass of
spectators, his proud grandfather awaited him. All around Victoria, Basil gave flying
demonstrations, doing loop-the-loops and other aeronautical acrobatics for the public. He
collected souvenir postcards for return to Melbourne and is regarded as the first person to
deliver airmail. Aged only twenty-three, Basil’s life was cut short on 28 March 1917
when his plane crashed into the sea near Point Cook.68
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Isabel and James Watson remained at Foilacleugh until 1923 when the property was
subdivided and sold as a gentleman’s residence and eight housing blocks.69 They moved
to 181 Kooyong Road, Balaclava. James died in 1944, and Isabel, aged eighty-four, died
on 3 February 1952. Throughout her life, she had provided material and social support
for her extended family; yet, surprisingly, this seems not to have extended to the
orphaned children of her brother, William.
Dora (Tot) (1870–1951)
Dora, the youngest of Knight’s surviving children, appears to have led a most
conventional life. As a young woman, she worked at the shop and socialised with Lily. In
July 1891, they attended Bendigo’s Mayoral Ball along with the Governor, Lord
Hopetoun, and his wife; it was reported that ‘officials from the centre of Victorian
fashionable and aristocratic life gave the occasion an unusual air of importance, grace
and dignity’.70 Later that month, Dora attended the Return Ball with her parents.71 On 16
February 1897, twenty-seven-year-old Dora married thirty-one-year-old Robert Munro, a
draper.72 Their families and friends assembled at ‘Glenroy Park’, Isabel’s home, and the
Venerable Archdeacon M’Cullagh of Bendigo and the Reverend C. Barnes officiated.
James Watson gave Dora away. Jessie and her husband travelled from New Zealand and
their daughter, Violet, was in the wedding party. Both George and Elizabeth Knight were
mentioned in the list of gift givers, as were Jessie, Lily, Isabel, George Alfred, Mrs J. B.
Watson and Georgina Kitz (nee Watson).73
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In 1892, Dora trained in floristry at Ronald’s of Swanston Street, Melbourne.74 Noted for
her floral arrangements, she continued to enter bouquets and posies in horticultural
shows after she married but such activities seem to have waned once she became a
mother. She had two children: Robert Keith (1899–1973) and Doris Isabel (1907–76). It
was Dora who assisted Knight in his declining years, and it was at her home that he died.
Shortly before her husband died on 24 December 1925, Table Talk reported that Dora
holidayed with her son at Mt Macedon.75 The Knight family’s connection with John
Boyd Watson’s family extended to Dora as well as her sisters. After attending her
wedding, in 1930, Georgina John (nee Watson) and her son flew to Bendigo to visit Dora
before they sailed for England.76 A lifelong resident of Bendigo, Dora lived a quiet life
with her children. After Doris married Frederick Stilwell in 1933,77 Dora lived with
Robert Keith until her death on 2 December 1951, aged eighty-one.78

The Sons
William John (1854–1901)
At the Easter fair in 1878, the strapping young William bravely rescued a child from
under the wheels of a runaway horse and trap and was later presented with a gold
Maltese cross, a gesture of the child’s father, James M’Lister’s appreciation.79 Nearly
twenty years later, a photograph (Figure 60) shows William and his wife, Mary Anne,
with their children, William Charles (30/11/1883–13/8/1920), Daisy May Duncan
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(15/6/1888–buried 20/8/1973) and Oscar Stanford (27/3/1892–27/2/1945). The family,
through their dress and the room in which they sit—surrounded by plants, Mary Anne
with a bouquet, and all with floral buttonholes—present a picture of middle-class
comfort and confidence. While the children and William look well, Mary Anne’s piqued
expression and general thinness indicate a sadness, possibly attributed to the pain and
poignancy wrought from the challenges of her pregnancies, miscarriages and childbirth.
As well as the three children pictured, Mary Anne also bore Richard Herbert (7/2/1886–
12/12/1887), Frederick (2/8/1890–5/8/1890), Myrtle Violet (1896–15/6/1896) and
Stanley Lyell (21/8/1898–05/10/1898). Of her seven children, only three survived.

Figure 60: William and Mary Anne Knight and Their Children, William, Daisy and
Oscar, c. 1895
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

William’s marriage on 29 November 1881 to Mary Anne Duncan had caused ructions, as
described in Chapter 6. Irrespective of this, William must have reconciled with his father
for he worked with Knight Bros for another six years—but he was not well. William was
a member of the Independent Order of Oddfellows (IOOF), rising to the position of Left
Supporter to the Noble Grand in 1893 and Vice Grand in 1894. Mary Anne was then
secretary for the Daughters of Temperance.80 This was fortuitous, as William required
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the support of his friendly society. In 1886, he was so ill that he was unable to work.
Given his ‘needy circumstances’, the IOOF and the Sons and Daughters of Temperance
arranged a benefit to support him and his family.81 His death certificate states epilepsy
and meningitis as his cause of death.82 It is unknown when his epilepsy manifested;
however, family stories indicate that his first seizure occurred when he hit his head on a
dahlia spike at the nursery. In 1884, with fellow townsfolk, William organised to hear
from Samuel Fisher, a well-known Buancheidst.83 Whether he was investigating
alternative medicine for his own ailment is unknown; however, his interest indicates an
attempt to find a remedy when conventional medicine could provide none. Intriguingly,
rate records show that, in 1883, J. B. Thomas, a homoeopathist, rented a house in
Cemetery Road from Knight.84 Even though it would belie Knight’s scientific approach
to life, he may also have been so desperate to find for a cure for his son that he too
looked to alternative remedies.
After Knight left council in 1886, he focused his attention on Knight Bros and, by 1887,
William had ventured out on his own. Family lore says that Knight Bros could not
sustain three brothers’ growing families; however, it is unknown whether this, William’s
illness or his marriage prevented him from working effectively within the family
business. It is possible that Knight, understanding his son’s restricted work capacity,
assisted him to establish a small, manageable business from which he could support his
article89877797. Note: The Left Supporter to Noble Grand ensures that members enter the lodge
room in proper regalia and give signs correctly. He officiates for the Right Supporter when that
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family. Three months after the benefit concert, William established a shop in Bull Street,
supplying it from his own nursery at Horace Street, Quarry Hill, where he lived with his
family. Both premises were near those of his parents. In June 1887, The Bendigo
Advertiser noted:
Mr. W. J. Knight has commenced business in Bull-street as a nurseryman,
seedsman, and florist in premises just a few doors above the Commercial Hotel.
He has a good deal of experience, having been with Knight Bros., of
Hargreaves-street, for eleven years.85
There appears to have been no antipathy between father and son. In other advertisements,
William referred to himself as ‘Mr W. J. Knight, Junior’, indicating that, while he may
have wanted to commence his own business, he did not want to sever ties with his father.
Ostensibly, father and son were in competition; however, Knight never aggressively
advertised against his son. Instead, they sought to cater to different markets. Whereas
William’s advertisements appeared to cater more to the domestic market, from 1887,
Knight Bros advertisements were more focused on commercial production of fruit trees,
vines and flowers, with only an occasional mention of flowers and pot plants for sale for
the home garden.
William, like his father, did not regularly engage in manual labour, advertisements
indicating that he too employed men to assist in his nursery.86 He participated in shows,
supplied bouquets and floral arrangements, and sold ‘a large stock of plants, flowers,
seeds, fruit trees’.87 In 1892, he built a conservatory to house his collection of pot
plants.88 William maintained a position as the Bendigo agent for The Union Fire and
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Marine Insurance Company of New Zealand from 1879.89 For a short while, he entered
into partnership with John Murch, a member of the Temperance Movement, for which
Mary Anne was an office-bearer, though this dissolved in April 1896.90 It was Murch
who was executor of Mary Anne’s will and took responsibility for her orphaned
children.91

Figure 61: William Knight with Sons Oscar Stanford and William Charles Outside
His Shop in Bull Street, Bendigo, c. 1897
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.
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Family records date Figure 61 as 1897. Oscar, who was more than eight years younger
than William Charles, would have been five years of age, and William Charles, thirteen.
Oscar’s short pants and collar indicate that he was considered a child, while his brother’s
long trousers denote acceptance of his increasing maturity. Oscar’s height suggests that
he was very tall for his age, a trait he maintained into adulthood, for Oscar was six feet
and one inch tall. William, in his pith helmet, shirtsleeves and waistcoat, is dressed much
more casually than his father who always wore the dress of a gentleman, including a top
hat. All three wear floral buttonholes. With potted plants so readily available outside
their shop, and the nursery somewhat exposed, William John suffered the occasional
petty larceny from both.92 William’s fine in 1895 of five shillings for obstructing the
footpath with a basket and box of plants was reminiscent of Knight Bros clash with the
council officers on the same issue.93
William operated this shop and his nursery until his untimely death on 1 March 1901,
aged forty-seven. Mary Anne, who suffered devastating burns in a house fire in 1899,94
took over the business until her death from mitral heart disease on 9 September 1906.95
She too died young, aged fifty. William Charles, then twenty-three years old, attempted
to carry on the family business. Married to Alice Susan De Grunchy in 1907, they cared
for his siblings. An attempt to sell the business in 1911 failed; however, in 1914, when
both his brother and sister had married, William Charles sold the business.96 In 1914, he
was still living at Quarry Hill, his occupation listed as florist. Some time later, he left
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Bendigo, moved to Hawthorn and worked as a seedsman.97 He continued to attend
competitions and show flowers, particularly carnations, though he never reached the
success of his grandfather, or even his father.98 A member of The Loyal Britannia Lodge,
Manchester Unity IOOF, William Charles died in 1920, aged thirty-seven.99 Knight
outlived both his son and grandson.
Jerrold Ernest (Jerold, Gerald) (1859–1916)
Jerrold worked in the nursery and developed his skills as both a horticulturist and
businessman. An active Rechabite, Jerrold was giving recitations at meetings of
Bendigo’s Total Abstinence Society as early as 1878, when only nineteen.100 In 1882, he
won three guineas for introducing to the Star of Bendigo Tent No. 5 of the Independent
Order of Rechabites the largest number of new members during the year.101 By 1885, he
was subdistrict secretary.102
In 1882, in what amounted to a challenge to his father’s role with the council, it was
Jerrold, aged twenty-three, who was summoned for Knight Bros for obstructing the
footpath outside their shop.103 In 1886, he married local girl, Mary Elizabeth Watts; their
first child, Elsie Florence (1887–1978), was born the following year. Knight supported
Jerrold and his family by providing them with a house in Carpenter Street vacated by
William Gemmell. Jerrold, described in rate books as a florist, rented these premises in
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both 1888 and 1889.104 As well as becoming a father in 1887, Jerrold was the unfortunate
recipient of a lightning strike while working at the Back Creek nursery, and not for the
first time. In 1882, when lightning hit the spade of a worker, Jerrold had been thrown
against the fence, hurt his arm and forehead, and sustained shock.105 The second time, he
was ‘thrown to the ground with great violence, and was rendered insensible for some
time … [and] on recovering consciousness [suffered] headache and nausea and general
physical depression’.106
By 1889, Jerrold had struck out on his own, even auctioning the family furniture before
his departure from Bendigo.107 A new irrigation scheme developed by the Chaffey
brothers was commencing at Werribee. Knight must have financed Jerrold for he
purchased twelve acres to establish a nursery on the banks of the Werribee River for
£1800.108 With a second child, Harold Watts Knight (1889–1976) born that year, Jerrold
would have been keen to secure their future—and, like his father, Jerrold was interested
in the science of the nursery business.
At the Chaffey Brothers Irrigation offices in Swanston Street on 3 May 1889, Jerrold
spoke about eradicating codlin moth, a destructive pest. He had applied the scientific
method, well learned from his father, and ‘made the subject a special study for years, and
… [observed] the habits of the grub or moth in its various stages of development’.109
Using specimens to support his claims, Jerrold explained how the moth destroyed fruit,
that cocoons could be collected at autumn leaf fall and that traps should be set to catch
grubs by attaching cloth or paper to branches. He proposed that all infected material
should be burned and farmers’ practice of ploughing-in leaf litter should be stopped, as it
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encouraged the spread of the disease. In 1889, Jerrold, like his father, gave evidence to
the Royal Commission on Vegetable Products.110
Mary gave birth to a third child at Nathalia on 8 October 1894 and died two days later.
With a seven-year-old, five-year-old and newborn to care for, Jerrold took up residence
with his mother-in-law in Mitchell Street, Bendigo. Mary Elizabeth, named for her dead
mother, did not survive the year, and was buried in the Bendigo cemetery with her
mother on 8 December 1894.111 How long Jerrold remained in Bendigo is unclear. His
obituary states that he worked for the Vacuum Oil Company (later ExxonMobil) in
Geelong for twenty years, indicating that his departure was about 1896.112 This places
him at the forefront of the supply of oil and petroleum products in Australia, for that
company commenced operation in Australia in 1895.113 In 1903, at Footscray, Emily
Gill, a thirty-three-year-old school principal, married Jerrold, then aged forty-four. They
had four children, Emily Patience (1904–2002), George Edmund (1906–90), Stanley
Ernest (1907–89) and Russell Michell (1910–80).
Electoral rolls from 1903 show Jerrold as a ‘traveller’ living in Geelong, eventually at
Yurilla, Garden Street. After contracting diabetes, Jerrold’s health declined, forcing him
to curtail his business dealings,114 though, in 1916, he was still an oil merchant operating
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from a small portion at the back of a massive bluestone building in Moorabool Street.115
He died at home on 6 October 1916. A funeral notice requested that members of the SelfReliance Tent of the Independent Order of Rechabites attend the funeral to honour their
brother.116 While Jerrold had not continued in the nursery business, his loyalty to the
temperance movement followed him to the grave. Knight, the viticulturist and wine
lover, saw another son buried—a son he financially assisted irrespective of Jerrold’s
commitment to abstinence.
George Alfred (Alfie) (1863–1947)
In 1882, at nineteen years of age, Alfie (Figure 62) became manager of the Knight Bros
branch in High Street, Echuca, which opened for a short time during the winter–spring
planting season, and supplied the Riverina and northern Victoria with the same wide
range of trees, shrubs, vines, flowers and vegetables available in Bendigo.117 The store
closed abruptly in September 1884 when Alfie received a severe head injury after
attempting to restrain a runaway cab horse.118
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Figure 62: George Alfred Knight
Source: Copy of photograph held by C. Winter, private collection.

In 1885, when Alfie worked with Knight Bros, the Salvation Army sought funds to
provide housing for unmarried mothers. Ballington Booth, son of the Salvation Army’s
founder, William Booth, declared that authorities had made some inroads and that the
Salvation Army was ‘successful in netting some hundreds from this moral sewer’,119 but
more was needed. Just as Knight had advocated for prostitutes in 1884, Alfie and Lily
rallied to the cause. Both helped establish a society to support the ‘rescued sisters’ of
Bendigo, Lily as president and secretary of the Ladies Committee, and Alfie as a
fundraiser.120 By 1891, Alfie had joined the Ancient Order of Foresters (AOF). In 1892,
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he was elected auditor for the Court Banner of Hope, No. 3768, and was secretary in
1891–95, only relinquishing the position when he left the district.121
In 1888, when Alfie married Mary Allison Thompson, a nineteen-year-old domestic
servant, he was running his own business as a nurseryman and florist from View Point,
Bendigo.122 Their home, owned by Knight, was in Duncan Street.123 Two children were
born there: Irene Marion Patience (1889–1960) and Claude Alfred (1891–92). Knight’s
support of Alfie went beyond housing. Following the dictates of gentlemanly patronage,
he introduced his son to the Bendigo Fruitgrowers’ Co-operative Company when it
began in 1889. Alfie was appointed manager with an annual salary of £156.124 He soon
advertised that they would sell ‘seasonable fruits direct from the grower to the public’.125
By 1892, operations had expanded and fruit was even sent to England;126 however, Alfie
resigned in March ‘to commence business [as a florist and nurseryman] on his own
account’.127
From mid-1892, Alfie began an aggressive advertising campaign, offering fruit and
flowers to the Bendigo community.128 Knight also resumed advertising, but not overtly
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against his sons. In July, Alfie offered ‘cuttings of our wonderful new grape, Knight’s
Centennial … Price 5s each’.129 Knight quickly curtailed Alfie’s enthusiasm with his
own advertisement. Extolling the grape, Knight (un)subtly reminded the public about
who was in control, his advertisement stating:
We have not yet let it out in commerce. We purpose doing so later on this
season when those desirous will be able to secure a limited number of cuttings
from the true and original vine. Prices on application.130
This interchange belies the notion that Knight and his sons fell out. Knight may have
corrected Alfie, but it is clear that he was supplying Alfie’s business and, probably,
William’s as well; moreover, he used the term ‘we’ not ‘I’.
Alfie began to diversify in 1892. He called himself a fruiterer and became sole agent for
Goodfellow’s cordials, Ballarat, which supplied that ‘great thirst quencher … coca
water’.131 In 1893, he attained council’s permission to run a stall at mayoral concerts held
in Rosalind Park—no doubt this drink featured on his stall.132 However, an eerie sense of
deja vu soon eclipsed the summer fun. Alfie became embroiled in court cases. People
appeared to not be paying for fruit he supplied, just as Knight, in the 1870s, had not been
paid for his wine.133 When an unemployed man was found sleeping in his shop, Alfie
was again called to court; the man received seven days in prison.134 On 1 April, he sold
his shops in View Point and View Street to Sarah Hardy. Mirroring the circumstances of
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Knight versus Stephens (1871), Hardy accused Alfie of fraud, claiming that he sold her a
cedar counter and a partition that were not his to sell. She also claimed that sixteen
bottles of wine were missing and argued that those supplied contained water coloured
with cochineal or saffron. That Hardy’s husband attempted to renegotiate the sale before
court proceedings commenced went badly for her. She lost. The case was dismissed.
Alfie returned to the nursery business at Hargreaves Street West. Throughout 1894 and
1895, he won prizes for chrysanthemums, pansies, roses, bridal bouquets, ladies’ dress
sprays and ornamental foliage plants at horticultural shows.135 Knight Bros also
submitted entries, but Alfie never competed against his father.136 Living in a property
owned by William’s wife at the corner of Hargreaves Street and Creek Street,137
conflicting emotions beset Alfie and Mary—sadness at the death of infant Gladys Murial
(1893–94) and elation at the birth of Lyal James (1894–1965). In 1894, Alfie’s business
endured a crippling blow. A consignment of fruit trees and shrubs sent to Adelaide was
impounded in fear of a phylloxera outbreak in Bendigo.138 Bendigonians saw this as an
overreaction by the South Australian Government, but Alfie’s business suffered.
In 1895, Alfie left Bendigo. Another son, Clarence Roy (1895–1969), was born that year.
By 1900, the family was back in Bendigo, for Alfie escorted his sister to balls in June
and July.139 In October, he advertised that he had taken over Hall’s Drapery Emporium,
Cambridge House, View Street, and would be selling clothing and manchester.140 While
this may look peculiar—nurseryman to draper—the skills of his wife would have come
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to the fore. In early 1903, Alfie sold the premises and stock valued at over £1000 to the
owners of the Beehive.141
Alfie fathered two more children, Cyril George (1901–57) and Ivy Allison (1909–85).
Electoral rolls show that the family settled at 11 Hopetoun Street, Elsternwick. Their
home was named ‘Buelah’.142 Like Jerrold, Alfie worked as a representative for the
Vacuum Oil Company from at least 1912 until his retirement,143 as did Lyle before he
journeyed to England in 1914 and enlisted with the 1st Welsh Regiment.144 From the
1920s, Cyril, a garage proprietor, lived at 38 Hopetoun Street.145 Newspaper
advertisements from the 1930s stated that G. A. Knight gave Sunday addresses at the
Spiritual Mission of Light, Camberwell.146 This was probably Alfie. In their declining
years, Alfie and Mary moved to Cyril’s residence. It was there that Alfie died on 29
November 1947.
These stories of the lives of Knight’s children reveal that Knight supported them in both
their public and private lives. The daughters lived at home until their marriages and were
encouraged to be independent, a trait that served them well. Each of his sons married in
the 1880s, began their own families and found their own successes. Each set out from
Knight Bros with support, housing and sufficient funds to establish their own business. In
the first instance, each looked to horticulture, receiving practical advice and support from
their father who never competed against them. While William alone remained a
horticulturist, all Knight’s children maintained strong connections to the botanical world
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throughout their lives. Importantly, the stories of the lives of Knight’s children also
reveal much about the times in which they lived, including the place of friendly societies
and temperance in middle-class families.

Of Friendly Societies and Temperance
In today’s society, it is difficult to envision life without government welfare, yet such
support is relatively recent. Social services such as unemployment benefits and age
pensions were only introduced in the early 1900s, and it was not until 1975 that the
Australian Government provided medical insurance to citizens through Medicare. Before
then, people were left to their own devices in times of emergency. Few had wealthy
relatives who could provide assistance when disaster struck. A means of caring for one’s
family was found in friendly societies.
Friendly societies were developed in England as ‘part of a widespread, highly
ceremonial, lodge-based fraternal movement, hierarchical in structure and focused on
members’ duties and obligations’.147 E. P. Thompson noted that, in the early 1800s,
English ‘small tradesmen, artisans, labourers—all sought to insure themselves against
sickness, unemployment, or funeral expenses through membership of “box clubs” or
friendly societies’.148 It was predictable that such popular organisations, reliant on a mix
of personal responsibility and mutual aid, based on friendship and goodwill, and
ingrained in people’s consciousness,149 would stretch their global wings to English
colonies, including Australia.
John Hirst postulated that with massive British migration to Australia, a colony where
social stratification was not as rigidly defined as in Britain, ‘the institutions of a section
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of the population became those of the whole’.150 Braybrook noted that, in 1873,
Victoria’s statistician listed 790 societies and branches, including the Manchester Unity
of Odd Fellows, the Independent Order of Rechabites and the Ancient Order of
Foresters.151 James Inglis, a visitor to Australia in 1879, commented that mutual
assistance provided by friendly societies was significant in Australian towns152 and, in
1890, Charles Dilke observed that both manual workers and small businessmen were
involved in friendly societies.153 Hirst confirmed that Australian friendly societies had a
wide membership and that employers and employees often belonged to the same lodge;
however, the largest membership came from skilled working men and labourers.
Friendly societies flourished in the gold towns of Victoria for, as well as protection, they
provided a way to strengthen business and social affiliations.154 It was not surprising that
Knight’s sons joined and took on duties within their chosen organisation. Knight would
have instilled in each a sense of duty and their work in such societies provided a way of
supporting the community. That each took up with a different organisation hints at strong
rivalries existing between the brothers. Moreover, their participation in such
organisations heralded a festering issue within the family—the role of alcohol. Knight
grew vines, made wine, judged wine and enjoyed a tipple. Jerrold was a total abstainer, a
requirement of the Rechabite movement. William’s wife was deeply involved with the
Daughters of Temperance. Both the IOOF and AOF pursued alcohol policies ranging
from moderation to abstinence.
Russell Ward, when discussing Australia’s pioneers, asserted: ‘To judge from
contemporary accounts, no people on the face of the earth ever absorbed more alcohol
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per head of population, or swore so foully and fluently’.155 Appearing to confirm an
insatiable appetite for alcohol, an 1859 account claimed that ‘Australians are not content
to drink, or even get drunk—they never drop the cup until delirium-tremens overtakes
them’.156 Alcohol consumption was an issue for colonial society and the Salvation Army
had fertile temperance ground to till when it advanced on Bendigo. In 1883, Horsley
noted: ‘In July the Army made its first attack on Sandhurst, with wonderful results … the
halls of the city, for months, seemed to be moved, and thousands professed to find the
Saviour.’157 As discussed, Jerold Knight accepted the temperance cause and remained
teetotal until his death. Other members of family were also influenced by the Salvation
Army’s push into Bendigo; William, his wife Mary Anne, George Alfred and Lily were
all associated with Salvation Army causes. Rather than taking the lead from their father,
on such issues, the children were influenced by their mother, Elizabeth.
Temperance in the late 1800s was not only about the abolition of alcohol. While some
argued for total abstinence, many advocated the literal definition of temperance:
‘Moderation, self-restraint … especially in eating and drinking.’158 Those in favour of
moderation aimed to curb excessive alcohol consumption, not abolish it. While
intimately involved with viticulture and its produce all his adult life, Knight would have
supported moderation in the use of alcohol, as did William. Given that George Alfred
was selling wine at his shop in View Street, it is fair to conclude that he also supported
moderation. However, the more strident side of the temperance movement did affect
Knight, and it was even closer to home than his sons.

Elizabeth Knight
Seeming to conform to Victorian expectations of ‘separate lives’, Elizabeth Knight
(Figure 63) rarely appears in the public record. The births, and some of the deaths, of her
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babies were recorded in newspapers and government records. Occasionally, newspapers
mentioned ‘Mr. and Mrs. Knight’ attending a ball or other social function, and she was
sometimes cited as paying Knight Bros employees. In 1890, Elizabeth was recorded as a
key player in a reception party for the Australasian Science Association that inspected
key sites in the district. Among these was Knight’s nursery, where ‘visitors were greatly
delighted with what they saw … and expressed their admiration of its completeness and
beauty of the rarity of the plants and shrubs’.159 Along with the mayoress, Elizabeth
welcomed Baron von Mueller and visitors from all the colonies. Toasts were dunk at the
reception and, before they left for Melbourne, ‘a parting glass of wine was partaken
of’.160 Although she was involved with the Salvation Army, Elizabeth’s association with
the temperance movement was not so significant that she withdrew from this function at
which wine, and the development of the wine industry in Bendigo, formed a significant
part. However, things would soon change.
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Figure 63: Jessie Violet Collier (nee Knight) and Her Mother Elizabeth Knight, c.
1895
Source: Ancestry.com.au, Ancestry Family Trees, ‘dianegodfrey89: Heritage Family Tree’, online
publication (Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com, n.d.), photograph.

In late 1891, the privacy of the family was blown apart when Elizabeth began legal
action against Knight for maintenance, something that could never remain hidden within
the social structure of a rural city.161 Elizabeth’s preparedness to challenge the niceties of
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polite society shows her to have been less subjugated by society’s expectations than one
might expect. A summons was issued on 19 September. When the case came to court on
1 October, Elizabeth, her main witness and Knight were all suffering influenza. Knight
objected to Elizabeth’s attempts to delay proceedings, though his lawyer had agreed to an
adjournment without consulting him. When informed, Knight wrote to his wife’s
lawyers, stating that he:
Would not agree to any adjournment, as Mrs. Knight had gone away so that she
would not be able to attend the court that day, and he (Mr. Knight) was unable
to stand the worry and mental strain over the case for another fortnight.162
When the summons was first issued, Knight’s legal team proposed reconciliation, but no
meeting occurred, as Elizabeth had left Bendigo. Significantly, it was noted that an
amicable settlement was possible as ‘the only cause of the trouble [was] a too close
attachment on Mrs. Knight’s part to the Salvation Army or prayer meeting, or
something’.163 The case was struck out. That George and Elizabeth Knight’s marriage
ever recovered from this onslaught is questionable. Elizabeth never recommenced
proceedings for maintenance; however, she succeeded in making her point and
challenging Knight’s gentlemanly respectability. Explaining the centrality of family to
‘the formation of a strong public self for many men’, Stephen Garton argued that ‘when
the private foundations collapsed … the “essence” of the public man was threatened’.164
Possible separation must have shaken Knight to the core.
Behind this ruction stood the temperance movement and the Salvation Army, forces that
pitted husband against wife, publicly humiliated Knight and forced Elizabeth and George
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to be on opposing sides of a bitter battle over local options, being the authority granted to
local communities to determine the number of hotels in their midst. Mr J. Illingworth,
when chairing an Anti Local Option and Property Protection League (PPL) meeting
reflected that the temperance campaign ‘had been brought about by half-a-dozen persons
… who by their action had created dissension between even members of families’.165
Was this a reference to Knight’s family? In reporting on the local option campaign, The
Bendigo Advertiser noted that ‘a lot of unnecessary feeling has been introduced into the
matter’166 and, ‘unfortunately, there was a good deal of bitterness imparted into it which
would have been better left out’.167 The local option campaign, which is further discussed
in Chapter 9, not only threatened Knight’s marriage, it also provided another platform
from which Knight could assert his views and another group of vocal and influential
opponents.
We know that Elizabeth left Bendigo after the summons was issued, and that she was
suffering influenza when the hearing was scheduled for 1 October. Whether she stayed
for the local option campaign in November is unknown; however, it seems that she may
have been in Melbourne in mid-November. During late 1891, William Booth addressed
crowds throughout the colony on the scourge of alcohol and the benefits of temperance.
On 16 November 1891, Booth spoke to a crowd at the Exhibition Building. At the end of
his address, Booth ‘handed a flag to “Adjutant” and Mrs. Knight, and both these officers,
whilst holding the standard, gave short addresses’.168 Elizabeth Knight had been
spending time away from Bendigo and it is easy to imagine her delivering this speech.
In July 1892, when the Eaglehawk local option poll was imminent, meeting chairman of
the PPL, Councillor M’Cormack, noted: ‘Drinking habits could not be putdown by
legislation. The Salvation Army was doing more good than all of them [the local
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opionists] put together.’169 M’Cormack’s statement is telling. It infers that the Salvation
Army, while supporting temperance, may not have been keen to ally itself with the
zealotry of Mrs Harrison Lee or the organisations with which she was involved, the
Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) and the Victorian Alliance. Such
fanaticism and bigotry may not have appealed to Elizabeth Knight either. Had she taken
a public stand, Bendigo’s newspapers would certainly have reported her involvement, not
only for the salacious nature of husband and wife in public opposition, but also because
Knight had enemies, as well as friends, in the newspapers. However, it remains the case
that temperance disrupted the Knight household; this is confirmed when responses to the
1893 Liquor Traffic Veto Bill are considered.
Knight maintained that the Veto Bill would raise disunity within families. ‘One Who
Knows Him’ argued that Knight was speaking from experience, that his family dared not
oppose him, and that:
He put me very much in mind of an old gentleman I have heard of who used to
have his wine in the parlour whilst his wife and children had to be content with
soup in the kitchen.170
This scene, surely meant to reflect Knight’s own home, indicated a deep fracture within
Knight’s family; it also suggested that Elizabeth was present, which implies that some
resolution to their separation had been found. Knight remarked that the Veto Bill would
see ‘father against son, mother perhaps against father, and all sorts of discord’.171 When
the letter from ‘One Who Knows Him’ is juxtaposed with this statement, it is fair to
assume that ructions in Knight’s household continued.
A further hint of household discordance is buried within an 1893 article about Knight’s
nurseries. An Australasian reporter, when inspecting Knight’s new fruit-preserving
venture, spotted a curious bottle of spirits amid the old preserves. Its covering was
removed and:
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There was revealed … a bottle of brandy bearing the label ‘Planot and Co.,
Cognac, 1808’. The contents are thus 85 years old. The ullage space at the top
has come down nearly to the shoulder.172
This bottle of cognac was more likely from Planat and Co., an early nineteenth-century
French cognac house.173 Yet, when Knight was interviewed in 1913, The Bendigo
Independent reported that it was a gift from his friend and fellow vigneron James Blake,
and that it was an early Australian vintage, then more than one hundred years old.174
Whatever its origin, this cognac must have been precious to Knight who, given the air of
temperance pervading his home, had felt the need to hide it.
From 1891, Elizabeth and Knight were rarely reported together. Elizabeth died of
pneumonia on 6 July 1901 when staying at Regent Street, Caulfield.175 The certificate
notes that she was married; however, under Knight’s name is a partially legible
scratching that appears ‘oead’ or ‘aead’. One can only ponder if Knight was ‘dead’ to
Elizabeth, for it is highly likely that her undertaker, the informant for the certificate,
thought so.

Another Wife—Another Pentimento Moment
As mentioned, Elizabeth Knight died in 1901. I saw a reference to Knight’s wife in 1910
and dismissed it, as there is no record of Knight ever having remarried. I found
references to ‘Councillor and Mrs Knight’ attending balls in 1912 and thought that this
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must have been Knight’s daughter-in-law. However, when I found a reference by Knight
to ‘my wife’ in 1911, I could avoid the obvious no longer—this was one of Denzin’s
pentimento moments, where scraping away had revealed something previously unseen.176
T. R. Oakley, an undertaker, was the informant for Knight’s death certificate and his
knowledge of the family is unknown. The certificate lists Elizabeth, and only Elizabeth,
as Knight’s wife, but it also contains errors and omissions; for example, Knight’s parents
are unnamed and Florence Emiline is listed as forty-nine years old, though she died when
a child. Therefore, it is probable that Oakley did not know the family intimately;
conversely, as he was a Bendigonian, it is reasonable to assume that he would have
known if another wife existed. Knight’s principal obituaries mentioned his children and
their offspring. Only one mentioned the family coming with him to Bendigo—a single
line encompassing Elizabeth’s contribution to his life. There is no mention of a second
wife. Obituaries also stated that, in his last three months, Knight lived with his daughter
Dora, and it was at her home that he died. A second wife was not mentioned.
However, electoral rolls cast another light. In 1903, Knight lived alone at Graham Street.
In 1905–19, Annie E. Knight lived first at Graham Street, then at Olinda Street, as did
Knight. Her occupation was listed as ‘home duties’.177 It is possible, but improbable, that
they were neighbours; more likely, Knight was living with a woman who carried his
name (the woman cannot have been Annie Knight, the wife of Knight’s grandnephew,
for she lived in England in 1911). Further mention of another wife is found during a
court case in July 1910, in which Knight alleged that a prospective employee, Charles
Kelly, stole both his travelling rug and house key for his Lang Lang property. According
to witnesses, Knight said that he could not employ Kelly because he ‘had to consult his
wife’ and that he ‘would make arrangements with his “old woman” ’.178 The parlance is
not that expected of Knight and he denied saying it, though not vociferously. The case
was dismissed. Interestingly, Annie E. Knight had a land licence for a property at Lang
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Lang East declared void in 1919.179 Councillor Knight and Mrs Knight were attendees at
a civic reception for the governor and his wife in 1912 and, in 1913, at both the Mayoral
Ball and a planning meeting for Empire Day celebrations.180 Later that year, at a volatile
council meeting at which Knight realised that the mayoralty was going to another
candidate, he roared: ‘Cr. Murphy, I challenge you to your face, sir, you promised me in
the presence of my wife and of a dozen others that, you would vote for me, and now you
… change your mind.’181 In his own words, Knight had a second wife.
Knight, who turned seventy in 1902, considered himself youthful and his age
inconsequential—and he was still relatively well off. It is unsurprising that he would
form another relationship after Elizabeth’s death, yet a record of another marriage cannot
be found. It is possible that Mrs Annie E. Knight was a relative. It is also possible that
Knight and Annie simply lived together, but this would have compromised Knight’s
position as a middle-class gentleman. Both propositions fail to explain why Knight
referred to her as ‘my wife’. Logic dictates that theirs must have been a common law
marriage. The 1922 electoral roll shows Knight living alone at Olinda Street and Annie
Ellen Knight, a nurse, living at 53 Pyke Street.182 Whether this was Knight’s second
wife, now living alone, is unknown. Knight’s will, handwritten on a single page on 24
December 1920, lists his daughter Dora as sole beneficiary and executrix; Dora’s
executrix affidavit describes Knight as a widower.183
Who Annie E. Knight was and what became of her is unknown. The canvas, once
scraped, revealed a little; however, clarity remains elusive. Annie, like Elizabeth, remains
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enigmatic. There is no doubt that Knight’s private life affected his story; yet, for him, it
was his public life that mattered most, even in his later years.
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Chapter 9: Knight’s ‘Lusty Winter’
Many of the seemingly divergent threads in Knight’s life coalesced in his later years,
revealing him a true middle-class liberal. It would be easy to be seduced by the notion
that, after leaving the Sandhurst Council in 1886, Knight devoted all his time to his
nurseries, and that, approaching his sixties, he pulled back from public life, contemplated
the beauty of his gardens and confined his writing to reflective works. Yet, that was not
Knight’s way. Slowing down was not in his nature. In 1913, The Bendigo Independent
noted that, before meeting with their reporter, Knight completed a walk of nine miles
and, ‘at 81 [he] works harder, both mentally and physically, than most men in Bendigo’.1
In 1904, Knight wrote an article on old age that commenced with the line: ‘My age is a
lusty winter’.2 This was the mantra by which he lived. An active, vigorous man, he both
espoused and acted on liberal principles of philanthropy, education, social betterment and
political involvement. By the 1900s, phylloxera had severely impacted his vineyards and,
trying to evade the pest, he worked land at Lang Lang, Gippsland. However, Knight was
committed to the people of Bendigo. His departure from council in 1886 allowed him to
become more politically active and even to stand for office. Through the welldocumented machinations of council, and detailed newspaper reports, another layer of
Knight’s life is revealed.

Council Beckons: 1888–1900
Knight relished the to-and-fro of politics. In May 1888, aged fifty-six, with his profile
high, he was asked to stand for council; however, nothing was straightforward when
Knight was involved. He declined, instead endorsing George Pallett who had supported
him during his troubles with council.3 Knight stated that he opposed three-cornered
1
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elections and Pallett would ‘represent all classes of the community, and not any
particular section, temperance or any other’,4 an important consideration for the liberalminded Knight. However, magnanimity may not have been Knight’s overriding
consideration, for he was well connected in Bendigo and would have known that the
mayor intended to leave council and stand for the Victorian Parliament. When this
became public, Knight announced his intention to nominate for the August elections.5 He
must have assumed that he would join his friend, George Pallet, in council. This hope
belied Knight’s inexperience in electoral politics, even at the local level. In many ways,
he announced his run too early, unaware that Bendigo stalwart Joseph Henry Abbott6
would also contest the seat. His race was lost almost before it began.
Bendigo Council remained full of cliques and condescension to new members. At an
acrimonious council meeting on 6 July, councillors attempted to intimidate and discredit
one another.7 Knight declared their behaviour appalling and ungentlemanly, especially as
any new councillor who dared to question them was snubbed. Knight, who believed his
victory certain, questioned the level of professional sacrifice needed to join such a
council—was it worth it ‘to reap a reward of so doubtful a character’.8 Electors must
have pondered why they would vote for someone who doubted his own candidature.
Knight’s supporters pointed out the illogicality of his public ruminations and, in a public
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letter, Knight announced his candidature to ‘do my public duty to them [the citizens], in a
fearless, and out-spoken manner’.9
When nominations were declared on 30 July, only the Darling Ward faced an election
with Abbott and Knight the candidates. Abbott’s political skills were soon on display.
His supporters canvassed the ward as he prepared for a public meeting. Conversely,
Knight intended to dispense with public meetings and posted a copy of his platform to
every home in the ward; however, this plan was not practical and he had to speak. At a
public meeting on 3 August, the chairman emphasised that Abbott was a good man
whom Knight did not intend to denigrate, ‘for if [Knight] could not win the seat
[honourably], he would not seek it at all’.10 This was not the usual acrimony and attack
of an election.
Knight, forced to justify the distribution of his platform in lieu of a meeting, argued:
If a candidate placed his views in writing before the ratepayers and left it in the
ratepayers’ hands to decide it would be much better, because in the heat of
discussion, people might use language that they would afterwards be sorry for,
and as far as he was concerned he would rather be judged upon what he had
thought out, and considered carefully and thoroughly.11
Knight had been accused of having a fiery temper. He was aware of his propensity to use
wit and sarcasm to quash his opponents; however, he was also cognisant of the power of
the written word and of reflection. A generous view would be that Knight wanted the
voters to have a full understanding of his position before they voted.
‘Ratepayer’ was not so generous. In a lengthy letter to The Bendigo Advertiser,
‘Ratepayer’ sang the praises of Abbott and criticised Knight, whom he castigated as an
autocrat, fearful of addressing a public meeting. ‘Ratepayer’ labelled Knight ‘sneering’,
‘so very wise, and also so smooth and polite’, and suggested that his assumption of
victory indicated that ‘he must, indeed, have a most exalted opinion of his own worth …
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if he supposes they [the public] will take him upon his own certificate of merit’.12 As
ever, for Knight, attack was the best form of defence. Knight criticised ‘Ratepayer’ for
anonymity—that is, for failing to be a man—and for his ‘shallow and disingenuous a
criticism’.13 He argued that ‘Ratepayer’s’ claims about his council service were false and
explained that, ‘in saving the ratepayers money a man must make enemies, and hence the
reason of these abuses existing. I fearlessly step above these considerations.’14
Other letters, both for and against Knight, appeared in newspapers. ‘Citizen’ mounted a
personal attack, questioning Knight’s equivocation over his proposed nomination and
implying that Knight did not want to be asked about Chinese labour or the road to his
nursery at Back Creek.15 At a public meeting in August, Knight reiterated his platform
and addressed such attacks. He reaffirmed his support for the Chinese community and
denied that he acted autocratically when city surveyor.16 Knight had departed council
more than two years previously; however, the issues and falsehoods surrounding his
departure still dogged him, clouding his campaign.
Both candidates’ platforms were similar and, as Knight had praised Abbott, Abbott said
Knight was ‘a good citizen, and a servant whose endeavour to promote the welfare of the
city and advance the [viticultural] industry … are deserving of high commendation’.17
Yet, this was feint praise, for Abbott added that the statistics Knight used to support his
arguments were overblown, and that it was irrelevant to raise his work on the gas
question, as he had received a purse of sovereigns for his efforts. Abbott also attacked
Knight as city surveyor, noting that as there had been no friction since he resigned, ‘the
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impropriety of the administration of that office [was caused] by Mr Knight himself’.18
Finally, Abbott accused Knight of dictatorship and maligning councillors.
Knight had not bargained for such manipulation and falsification. His penchant to adhere
to the code of the gentleman and not attack the individual was not reciprocated, and
Abbott won in a landslide, 640 votes to 266. Bendigo was a parochial city and, like many
insular locations, length of residence was a significant qualification for office. Knight
never stood a chance when his opponent had lived in the area since the 1850s.
Acknowledging this, in his concession speech, Knight called himself ‘a new chum
amongst them’ and implied that, while he might seek office again, ‘he would abide his
time in peace and quietness’.19 Both men praised each other for the gentlemanly conduct
of the election; however, only one would have slept easily on that question.
During the campaign, Knight had received praise as well as anonymous, pejorative
character assessments. He was revealed to be a practical man, not prone to talkativeness;
a man who abhorred sycophancy; a good businessman who owned much property; a
well-educated man of significant knowledge, ability, energy and tact; and an eminently
qualified supporter of the community.20 ‘Vigilans’ asserted that Knight knew how to fix
‘the rottenness of the present system’.21 Knight’s own words, and his approach to Abbott,
demonstrated his commitment to behaviours expected of a middle-class gentleman. In a
time in which political parties were yet to form and most called themselves ‘liberal’,
Knight demonstrated a staunch adherence to that philosophy.
In endorsing Pallett, Knight had maintained that ‘a man taking a public position should
be free from all bias or sectional feeling’.22 This seems to contradict his passionate
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support for causes and his attacks on actions he deemed unworthy. However, in his
written platform, he argued:
I shall support no men, or party of men, in the council. I shall support measures,
not men, come from whomsoever they may. I shall treat all my colleagues alike
as gentlemen, and I shall expect to be treated the same in return. I shall let
bygones be bygones. I will not be sat upon [i.e., intimidated] as I have seen
others, if I cannot hold my seat with [honour] and retain my self-respect, I shall
at any moment resign it, and again appeal to my constituents direct for their
support. I shall be fearless and out spoken. I shall try to avoid giving personal
offence to any one, but I will either do my public duty or resign my seat.23
Knight believed that decision-makers should hold opinions, take a stand, and never be
beholden to any individual or group. He was a true independent who deliberated issues
on their merits and opposed obsequiousness. In this brief campaign, Knight proved
himself not only to be a middle-class gentleman, but also a steadfast liberal. However,
his first foray into electoral politics must have been disagreeable and humiliating, for he
did not stand for office for another ten years.

The Local Option
In 1890, under pressure from the temperance movement and growing calls to reduce
alcohol consumption, the Victorian parliament allowed local councils to determine the
number of hotels allowed in an area; this was known as the local option.24 In May,
Knight’s sparring partner at council, A. S. Bailes, then a member of parliament, amended
the Licensing Act to allow hoteliers compensation.25 In Bendigo, a reduction of hotel
numbers from thirty-nine to fifteen was proposed. Key figures took up positions forcing
some, who had previously worked together successfully, into opposing camps. The
debate became increasingly acrimonious.
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In February 1891, Knight and the Reverend Keith Mackay were appointed to a
committee of the newly formed Bendigo and District Development Association to
promote the area, stem a loss of population and foster local industries. Both were
appointed lecturers.26 In May, Mackay, who delivered the inaugural lecture, outlined
local industries and mentioned fruit growing and winemaking.27 Yet, by the end of the
year, Mackay was leading Bendigo’s local option crusade and was in bitter conflict with
Knight and his allies.
The Property Protection League (PPL), which supported hoteliers, wine and spirit
merchants, and viticulturists, was formed in August 1891 to uphold ‘the rights and
privileges of those interested in property in the district’.28 Knight was aligned with the
PPL. The PPL argued that the ‘fanatical teetotal party’ had not sufficiently considered the
implications of hotel closures. Many ordinary people had invested in hotels and stood to
loose money; moreover, as the cost of paying out hotel licenses had been vastly
undervalued, this cost would fall on taxpayers. The PPL opposed hotel closures and
argued that: ‘The teetotallers simply want to make this sweeping reduction without
considering the hundreds of people they ruin, and the incalculable amount of injury they
do to business generally.’29
Travelling throughout the colony promoting the temperance cause, the highly influential
Mrs Harrison Lee30 visited Bendigo prior to the local option vote, scheduled for 18
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November 1891.31 An expert organiser, Lee based her meetings on religious fervour,
solid planning and fundraising for polling day.32 Campaigning by both sides was intense.
On 13 November, Lee and committee members of the local option campaign disrupted a
PPL meeting, their action described ‘as one of aggression as well as oppression’.33 PPL
speakers at the meeting noted that Mackay no longer promoted viticulture, that he
supported the local option campaign and that he spoke against wine. This attack on
Mackay, along with Knight’s presentation, reverberated throughout the next days of the
campaign. Knight argued that:
Alcohol pervaded all nature, and like everything else in this beneficent world
was sent for man’s use. It was only when a man abused it that it was a curse. In
even the milk that the babe sucks from its mother’s breast, even in the grape
which the temperance people delight in, is alcohol present … Instead of doing
good they [the local optionists] were only sowing seeds of discord in the
community. What was wanted was men of moderate views; then only could
they expect to have real progress.34
Knight concluded that ‘the extremists … were doing considerable harm to business, and
were setting class against class’.35
The next day, the local option campaign organised a demonstration at which more than
2,000 children carried banners decorated with temperance-inspired religious slogans.36
Church leaders, including Mackay, headed the march. Brass bands accompanied the
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procession and a large crowd turned out to watch. In the evening, Lee addressed another
meeting. Claims were made that the local optionists lied, as they really aimed to close all
hotels. To this Lee responded: ‘At present a reduction of houses was advocated, but as
soon as the country and the people were ripe for prohibition, prohibition would come.’37
Their subterfuge exposed, Lee took aim at Knight. She parodied and ridiculed his speech,
stating that he must have lived ‘in the dark … [and] before Noah’.38 Scientists, she
claimed, had not found alcohol in plants or animals and it was an insult to God to say he
had given decaying grapes to man to eat. She agreed that Christ had turned water to wine
and that people ‘were at liberty to drink what he made’, but insisted that ‘it was
dangerous to drink that made by man’.39
On 16 November, the PPL held another meeting. Knight was again on the platform.
Speakers accused Lee of deception and exaggeration and punctuated their speeches with
Bible references celebrating wine. Knight argued for the renaming of Temperance Hall to
‘Intemperate Hall’ or ‘Teetotal Hall’. He implored the audience: ‘To free themselves
from the would-be domination of a few intemperate men … repeated that the elements of
alcohol pervaded all nature … [and] condemned Parliament for referring such a question
as local option to the people.’40 Knight then attacked Mackay who had denied ever
recommending the district as suitable for viticulture. A paragraph was read from a
pamphlet authorised by Mackay that stated: ‘The climate and soil of Bendigo are simply
perfect for the growing of grapes for wine making … The result is that the Bendigo
wines are noted for their very superior quality.’41 Knight had always maintained
scrupulous personal honesty and expected it in others. Finding Mackay’s denial
unconscionable, amid cheers, Knight ‘quietly, calmly and deliberately characterised him
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[Mackay] as a canting hypocrite’.42 Mackay , who claimed not to have written ‘one line
in that pamphlet, the writer being Mr. Alexander Bayne, who is prepared to take the full
responsibility for its contents’, demanded an apology from Knight for slander.43
On 17 November, the PPL and the Local Option Committee both held meetings. Knight
was first to address the PPL. He attacked Mackay’s latest denial regarding the pamphlet
and, with characteristic bluntness, stated that he ‘cared not whether the pamphlet was
written by Mr. Mackay or not, but so long as Mr. Mackay’s name was attached to it that
was all that interested him’.44 Knight reiterated his disapproval of parliamentarians
obfuscating their responsibility by referring the matter of hotel numbers to the electorate,
and pointed out their hypocrisy when on the ‘one hand [they] offered a bonus for the
cultivation of the vine, and on the other hand they tried to interfere with the liquor
traffic’.45 As Knight was unwell, his speech was brief. He was soon confined to bed with
influenza.46
The Reverend E. W. Nye, Mrs Nye, Lee and several prominent local optionists rallied
next to the PPL meeting stage, which Reverend Nye tried to mount but was pushed off.
When Nye tried again, another scuffle broke out. People were injured and, ‘for some
moments, a scene of indescribable confusion prevailed’.47 The scuffle subsided when it
was pointed out that ‘ladies were present’ and that the police had been asked to remove
Nye if he interrupted again. The local optionists failed to stop speakers from making their
points; however, The Bendigo Advertiser reported that they caused ‘a scene of disorder as
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has seldom been seen in any public meeting in this city’.48 The local optionists meeting
was filled with exaggerated claims, appeals to God and personal attacks on opponents.
The vote would be taken the following day.
The local optionists campaign was unsuccessful. Hotel numbers in Bendigo remained
unchanged. Subsequent analysis regarded the call to close twenty-four hotels as overreach, even though many believed that there were too many hotels in Bendigo.49 For
Knight, the campaign had far greater results. As discussed in Chapter 8, it was in the
midst of this battle that his marriage faltered.
The Bendigo community was implored to ‘rest satisfied with the [local option] decision,
and forget the animosities which sprang out of the contest’.50 After the vote, legislative
shortcomings were uncovered. When hotels were closed, hoteliers had to be
compensated. Arbitrators were appointed; however, there was no mechanism in the Act
to replace arbitrators who died or retired and, ‘through this very simple matter, the local
option system … tumbled down like a house of cards’.51 Amendments were needed and
were quickly made, thus questioning the wisdom of the original local option legislation
that had been hurriedly drafted ‘amid compromise between two widely divergent
parties’.52
Prior to a second local option vote at Eaglehawk in July 1892, the PPL held a meeting
attended by both Knight and his son, William. The Bendigo Advertiser reported that
William implored temperance advocates to educate people of the dangers of
overindulgence because ‘alcohol was one of God’s gifts, and as such should be used, but
not to excess’.53 Other speakers noted that the WCTU were distributing erroneous
publications and, with the Victorian Alliance, used the local option campaign as a feint
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for their real purpose—prohibition. The Bendigo Independent also cited Knight’s speech
in which he accused local option campaigners of using unmanly tactics, and labelled
prohibition as anti-democratic. Knight argued that individual responsibility could not be
trampled. He also claimed that there was an inherent bias in prohibition, for the wealthy
could access alcohol whenever they liked, whereas:
Poor people had to go without. Why should we stamp on the liberty of the
people and be ruled by half a dozen goody women. Alcohol would not injure
the body if used in moderation. Used in moderation it was good. He could tell
them himself that he drank lightly and felt the good of it.54
When Eaglehawk voted, the local optionists lost again, giving the PPL another
significant victory.55 Knight remained vehemently opposed to prohibition for the rest of
his life,56

Liquor Traffic Veto Bill
The temperance movement did not wait long to launch another attempt at prohibition. In
1893, they proposed a Liquor Traffic Veto Bill that would require municipalities to vote
on whether the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages should be prohibited. As part
of the Bill, they proposed that compensation should not be paid to manufacturers that
were forced to close down. More interestingly, the Bill stated that: ‘Every woman of the
full age of 21 years shall be entitled to vote within the licensing district in which she
resides.’57 Temperance and prohibition campaigners believed conflating votes for women
with prohibition a winning tactic, for they presumed that women would vote in favour of
the veto, but they were wrong. The local option campaigners, thought to have attempted
to close too many of Bendigo’s hotels, now advocated total prohibition without
compensation. The warnings sounded by the PPL two years earlier were confirmed.
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The Bendigo Licensed Victuallers’ Association (LVA) organised well-attended meetings
to oppose the Bill, and Knight took up the cudgels as a key speaker. Having read the Bill
in full, he contended that it would be disastrous for Bendigo’s industries, especially the
wine industry. His research showed that ‘6,285 persons were directly engaged in the
wine, beer and spirit trade, exclusive of horsemen, clerks, travellers, agents, lightermen,
etc.’. Moreover, the prohibition experiment in Mildura had ignominiously failed.58
Describing the Bill as ‘extreme’ and ‘drastic’, Knight moved a motion opposing it.
Knight also raised the spectre of family unrest on polling day, claiming that ‘it would
cause all kinds of domestic feuds between families, and the country would be in a state of
civil war’.59 This may have reflected his own household, but it also reflected his view
that the form of women’s suffrage put forward by the temperance campaigners was
opportunist. Knight explained that he was:
Fully in [favour] of womanhood suffrage, but not to make use of womanhood
as a particular weapon on any particular question in any shape or form. If they
gave women a vote let them have a general suffrage not only on temperance but
on all questions. Place them on an equal footing with men, and not use them to
introduce a discordant element into families.60
Offering an olive branch, Knight claimed that ‘intelligent’ temperance supporters would
condemn the Bill. He understood that there were women and ‘men of extreme views’ in
every community, and argued that ‘it was not fair to class all the temperance party as
being intemperate and extremists’.61
A series of anonymous letters in Bendigo’s newspapers followed. ‘Benighted’ pilloried
Knight as ‘the old gentleman’—a man who was so ‘pathetic’ that he was only able to get
a sympathetic hearing from those in the liquor trade.62 ‘One Who Knows Him’ was
equally scathing, portraying Knight as infantile and unlikely to successfully argue his
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position; therefore, as someone who should ‘retire from active service’. The anonymous
letter writer supposed that the LVA must have been desperate to use Knight as a speaker,
for he was ‘badly wounded’ in the local option campaign and could ‘never recover
sufficiently to get any go in him’.63 Yet, Knight’s position was victorious in 1891; it was
his family circumstances that were threatened. Although discussion of the Bill continued,
it was never passed.

Back to Politics
In 1898, aged sixty-six, Knight again nominated for council. His opponent was Simeon
Ryan, the incumbent councillor, a businessman who saw himself as ‘a representative of
the working classes’.64 As part of his campaign, Knight cited his work to extend the
Coliban water scheme65 and argued that a position on council ‘should be within the grasp
of any intelligent, ambitious ratepayer’.66 However, his main focus was opposition to
council sourcing loans when previous loans remained unpaid. As usual, Knight was
attacked and, as usual, he replied with alacrity, stating that nothing would ‘kill the
interest I take in the public affairs of this city, or stop me from protesting against any
further loan’.67
Although Knight’s considerable word skills were on display, and although his public
addresses were punctuated with laughter and applause, neither was sufficient to oust a
sitting councillor. Returning officer, Alfred Bailes, Knight’s adversary in the 1880s, must
have had a wry smile when he posted Ryan’s re-election with 502 votes to Knight’s
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343.68 The loan went ahead and Knight maintained his opposition to using excessive loan
schemes to finance council works.
Sutton Ward
Knight remained a thorn in the side of the Bendigo Council. Bendigo had three wards.
When they were established in 1868, the wards had roughly equal electorates; however,
an imbalance had developed. Sutton Ward’s three councillors represented half the
population while six councillors in Darling and Barkly Wards represented the other half.
In 1891, a petition to subdivide Sutton Ward lapsed. From 1898, business owners in
Sutton Ward, including Knight, campaigned for the ward to be split and Bendigo to have
a council of twelve. Mayor Harkness and Councillor Bailes (the same men who battled
for Knight’s removal from council in the 1880s) seemed to view Knight’s involvement as
a direct personal challenge and, with others, appeared determined to oppose the petition,
regardless of its merits. Arguing that nine councillors were enough, they dismissed
Knight’s evidence.69
Perceptively, The Bendigo Independent suggested that council was afraid of those outside
their cabal who would ‘require “breaking in”, and, perhaps, there might be one keen and
incisive old gentleman amongst the trio who is far too old to be subjected to that process
with any chance of it succeeding’.70 Surely this was a reference to Knight. ‘Mosquito’
agreed that most councillors were afraid that Knight would join them on council, but
scurrilously added that any interaction between Knight and Bailes would make worthy
viewing. Colourfully, ‘Mosquito’ wrote:
It will be well worthwhile being there when the first set meeting takes place
between the tough old never-say-die ‘Chicken of Quarry Hill’ and the neverknow-when-he’s-beaten ‘Slogger of the Victoria Gully’. They are both able and
determined men, each after his own style of fighting. By the time that the
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burning Scoto-Hibernian blood of one and the unconquerable Anglo-Norman
blood of the other had had enough of it, it would be necessary to adjourn the
council for half an hour, so that the venerable Speechley and the charwoman
could collect and carry away the debris of the fight, and the respective backers
soothe and rub down all that was left of the pair of champions. It will be
worthwhile going round to the Town Hall on the afternoon that this contest is to
take place. So I hope they won’t spring it on us without notice.71
Council procrastinated and Sutton Ward ratepayers met, expressed their indignation and,
on a motion put by Knight and seconded by R. H. S. Abbott, determined to petition the
governor-in-council.72 Another war of words between Knight and anonymous letter
writers ensued. Knight commented: ‘The dreadful fear of my becoming a councillor is
very complimentary, and indicates in a most forcible manner the internal dread of any
healthy opposition.’73 ‘Another Ratepayer’ noted that Knight was invariably defiant, and:
It is the poor man’s nature; he cannot help it. He complains about being kept
out of the council. Who keeps him out but the people? … the ratepayers don’t
want men of his stamp, and I should not think any of the councillors are afraid
of him.74
Knight exploded. He would not address anonymous letter writers. He asked the writer
whether he:
Considers himself a man. If he does, I don’t. Shakespeare says: ‘Thou
abominable damned cheater’. (Henry II.) And this quotation aptly applies to
anonymous writers. Strike like a man, sign your name and be prepared to
receive blow for blow, and then even ‘the man of that stamp’ will respect you.75
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On a lighter note, one disgruntled (also anonymous) reader was moved to write seven
poetic stanzas in support of Knight and the petitioners.76
The expected timely outcome for the subdivision of the ward stalled, councillors
appearing intent on outwaiting the petitioners. An election was run in August and, by
October, ‘Mosquito’ was asking what had happened to the petition.77 Bureaucracy had
buried it. Nearly a year later, in July 1900, the council moved that they would issue a
counter-petition in favour of the status quo. Only Councillor Ryan dissented.78 It took
more than two years for a final decision to be reached, which was in favour of the status
quo.

Of Wine and Loss
As a scientist, Knight understood phylloxera and attacks on his vineyards that came from
the biological world. He must have been gobsmacked by attacks that came from the
political world. With the wine industry already buckling under the weight of phylloxera,
as the new century approached, it also had to deal with the Wine Adulteration Bill. Using
the pretext of concern for people’s health and the reputation of the wine industry, and
emboldened by agitation from The Argus and temperance crusaders, the Bill, sponsored
by Mr Graham, Minister of Agriculture, handed administration of the viticulture industry
to the Health Department, which promptly banned additives including fruit juice or spirit,
aniline dye, glycerine, salicylic acid, alum, any substitute containing boron, fluorine, lead
or copper, and any chemical antiseptic.79 The Health Department even attempted to have
water included as a banned substance.80 Fines from £10 to £50 and possible
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imprisonment were threatened against any Victorian vigneron adding anything other than
grapes to wine; however, the Bill exempted imported wines from these restrictions.
Knight saw the Bill as ‘one more nail in the coffin of the wine-producing interests’,81
with police given powers to ‘enter the cellars of the wine-grower (get a drink), [and] take
samples’.82 He honed in on the use of salicylic acid, an antiseptic agent to prevent
fermentation when producing rich, full wines. Citing the British Pharmacopoeia (1895),
he pointed out that the minute quantity used (less than in health remedies) was not
harmful to health.83 Knight wanted the unrepresentative Legislative Council to throw the
Bill out.84 This hope would soon be dashed. In 1901, he noted that the lower house had
passed the Bill with little debate ‘and the sin of neglect lies heavy on the soul of the
Upper House (only that it has no soul) for permitting such hasty legislation defiling the
statute-book of this country’.85
The reality of the legislation soon bit. Bendigo vigneron, Mr Deravin, was found to have
adulterated wine and, along with his labour, capital and reputation, £5,000 worth of wine
was destroyed, with casks, utensils and a new cellar made redundant. Though Deravin
competed against him, Knight regarded his treatment as undemocratic and ‘contrary to
British law, the fundamental basis of which is that “every man’s house is his castle”, and
anyone invading it breaks the British law’.86 He railed: ‘Sir, this country is now not fit to
live in, when in the broad light of day such cruel acts can be committed.’87 Knight sought
to find a parliamentarian:
Man enough, with a remnant of British blood and justice coursing through his
veins, in the name of all that is just and right, to call for righteous retribution to
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be done … [to support Deravin] a man who knowingly never would do any act
unworthy of him.88
A public meeting censured the government, for ‘nobody contemplated that such
wholesale quantities of a private citizen’s property would be so ruthlessly destroyed’.89
All speakers supported Deravin, but Knight held his comments for a meeting scheduled
to be held at Strathfieldsaye.
The Bendigo Advertiser found it necessary to publish two articles on the Strathfieldsaye
meeting, one reporting its substance, and a second describing Knight’s speech. Knight
spoke of the influence of The Argus in promoting the Wine Adulteration Bill and
criticised the responsible administrator, Dr Greswell, a ‘public man’ who claimed that
salicylic acid was sold ‘to the detriment of the consumer’.90 Knight, who chaired the
wine-judging panel for the Royal Agricultural Show (Melbourne), advised that they
never considered salicylic acid an additive. Knight was affronted by Greswell’s
contention that he, Greswell, acted as ‘an agent’ of the vigneron, and that Deravin could
have continued to sell his wine ‘the only consequence being that a few more prosecutions
would have resulted’.91 To these claims Knight retorted sarcastically: ‘Perhaps Mr.
[Deravin] had invited the Government to come and work his ruin, and had paid this agent
of his handsomely!’92 The meeting passed motions opposing the retrospective aspects of
the Act and seeking amendments to it.
Knight’s powers of oratory captured the imagination of the Bendigo Advertiser reporter.
The following day, referring to a Melbourne newspaper’s complaint that there no longer
existed speakers such as Gladstone who could ‘move an audience to frenzy or thrill an
empire to its furthest limits’,93 the reporter noted that they had not heard Knight talk on
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the Wine Adulteration Bill. Described as a ‘genial expert’, some thought that Knight had
chosen to speak at Strathfieldsaye because ‘the remarks would be more telling if they
were delivered upon the ashes of the industry, against whose annihilation he had come to
protest’.94 His friends thought ‘an undulating valley was much better suited to his
declamations and modulations than any spot hedged by the necessities of a dense
population could possibly be’.95 Knight held the audience in the palm of his hand from
the outset. When attacking anti-wine crusaders he noted:
These people would annihilate all the produce in the country in the hope that
the microbes and bacteria would thus be killed; they would annihilate all the
consumptives and others afflicted, or supposed to be afflicted, with disease; in
fact, they would annihilate every living thing, provided there was one man left
to pay them their salary.96
The audience was greatly amused. Knight’s speech, punctuated by laughter and
pronounced applause, captivated them. They hung on every word—every point made
being absorbed and understood. When Knight ‘commenced to utilise his withering
sarcasm, the people appeared to see by the twinkle of … [his] eye what was coming, and
the remark was not followed by, but accompanied by peals of laughter’.97
Knight’s crusade in support of the wine industry masked his own financial trouble. In
1902, the Bendigo Vine and Fruit Growers Association, to which Knight belonged,
sought information from the Agricultural Department about measures to suppress
phylloxera in the Huntley Shire. Phylloxera had been discovered in Knight’s vineyard in
that shire, and the association wanted to know why Knight’s vineyard had not been
uprooted. Reports from 1899 and 1900 were forwarded, but were thought insufficient.98
Amid the insinuation that Knight had used his prestige and influence to avoid destruction
of his vineyard, in May 1902, Knight offered two allotments for sale: lot two in
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Carpenter Street and lot one on the corner of Carpenter and Rodney streets.99 He must
have been feeling the effects of both phylloxera and the Wine Adulteration Bill, but
nature had more in store for Knight.
Huntly and Epsom residents had complained for many years about flooding in the
Bendigo Creek, and of the discharge of mining sludge and tailings. Knight even wrote to
the newspapers for them, pointing out that floods damaged their properties and that
mining sludge had increased the height of the creek.100 In December 1903, Huntly
Council requested that Bendigo Council assist with remediation works, but Bendigo
Council claimed not to have funds for such projects.101 Within the month, after
significant rain, the area was reported as:
A scene of ruin … where the main road and all the land adjoining the creek
continued to be a roaring torrent until the early hours of the morning … To see
the damage which has been wrought to the fruit gardens, where hundreds of
pounds and years of [labour] have been spent, was heartrending. Fruit trees
which had stood up against previous floods were torn up from loose ground and
washed away over fences until they became entangled and fixed in some
obstacles. On the whole the land from Knight bridge, at Epsom, to the lower
part of Huntly, where the waters again reached the creek, has been ruined, as
the soil has been carried away and replaced by a thick covering of slimy silt and
refuse.102
Knight’s orchard and vineyard were devastated.

Knight’s Philosophy
After facing financial loss from phylloxera and attacks by parliament and temperance
supporters, as well as personal loss from the deaths of his wife, eldest son and several
grandchildren, the rains came. Late in 1903, Knight penned two reflective articles:
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‘Knight On Youth’ on 19 December, and ‘Knight On Old Age’ a week later.103 Peppered
with quotations from Shakespeare and the Bible, an obituary claimed them, along with
other essays, ‘gems of concentrated philosophical thought’.104 They provide a glimpse
into the core of the man himself—a man who, notwithstanding such concerted attacks
and losses, maintained positivity for ‘the world is full of beauty and wonders’.105
Addressing infancy to adulthood in his work on youth, Knight commented that character
was set early in life and was reflected in attitudes to learning. He argued that those few
with ambition and intellect, who knew their future career by age twelve, readily
advanced. Was Knight reminiscing—seeing himself a boy in London, surrounded by
family, knowing he would be an architect and engineer, and believing his intellect
superior to his peers? Summoning Shakespeare to add metaphoric description to his
musings, he invited young people to determine their own destiny, for:
In the ‘morn and liquid dew of youth’, just as the early dawning sun has a
greater potential influence upon both animal and plant life, far greater than at
meridian, so it is given to the young either to ‘wear out their youth in shapeless
idleness’ or to take arms against the example round them, and by opposing end
it. The youth of to-day makes his own future, suffers for his own follies, and
must work out his own destiny.106
Knight also addressed class, describing workers as ‘[producers] and non-producers—and
[highlighting that] every youth must ask … into which of these great classes he will
go’.107 Significantly, he included doctors, lawyers, teachers, clergymen and hoteliers as
non-producers, while producers worked the land or applied their intelligence to
manufacturing, building or even chemical engineering. Knight’s overriding advice to the
young was that the best life could be found on the land, where:
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The wonderful secrets of Nature to a mind gifted with the power of penetration
opens up avenues of study, vast enough for any … throw all your heart, all your
mind, and all your strength, into the scale, and [endeavour] to outweigh your
[neighbour] in energy, [honour], and perseverance.108
Affirming the importance of nature and horticulture and the advantages of selfknowledge and hard work, Knight predictably advised following the path he had trod, for
the article is testimony to his own desire to succeed. Revealed as confident and
comfortable with his lot, Knight concluded, ‘teach me, thou unknown power, to know
myself’—though, in reality, he needed no divine intervention for that.
When ‘Knight on Old Age’ was printed, it was no requiem. The article contained several
references to ‘three score and ten’ years being man’s allocated lifespan. Then in his
seventy-second year, Knight remained vivacious and vigorous. He noted: ‘To but few is
the blessing given of having “a lusty winter”; it presupposes a healthy mind, set in a
healthy body.’109 Knight saw himself as having such blessings.
Amid this positivity, Knight contemplated the difficulty of relocated populations
acclimatising to a new country. Perhaps reflecting on the loss of his children and
grandchildren, he thought Australia’s population, though sturdy, needed time to
strengthen as a cohort to overcome the rigours of relocation. He mourned the brutality
and destruction of conflict inspired by man, a theme to which he returned as World War
One raged and he decried the inhumanity of war, arguing ‘man has not yet reached the
age of reason. War, cruel butchery, shows that man is the lowest animal on the face of
the earth, not the highest. Does any other animal kill by machinery?’110 However, in
1903, times were gentler and he chastised the younger generation for not honouring their
home and their parents, especially at Christmas time. Evidently, his children had not
brightened his Christmas and personal loneliness and melancholy afflicted him.
Knight argued that old age could also be ‘crooked, old, and sere ill-faced’, but this belied
his compassion. He wanted to give ageing residents of Bendigo’s asylums ‘either wine,
beer, or spirits to kindle to warmth the old declining body, and doubly cheer at that time
108
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of life, when the lamp is nearly going out and to brighten the flickering gleam’111—a
commitment he had already fulfilled.112 He lauded the experience and historical
knowledge held by senior citizens, and celebrated that even after death: ‘Their works live
after them; they are not dead, because their memories are living substances, setting
examples to time that is yet unborn, and to man, yet uncreated.’113 Knight was positive,
his essay ending in a new world where man lived for more than seventy years:
With nobler brain, nobler hopes, and a better knowledge of longed-for
immortality if age, old age of worlds, as well as the little atoms creeping upon
it, give rise to change and ever-onward progress, then let us sing, Gloria in
excelsis.114
These articles cannot show the inner depth of Knight’s psyche, yet he is revealed as a
man of science, able to seamlessly incorporate creative and artistic references—an
intellectual. He honoured builders and creators and revered nature. He was well educated
and articulate, a reader, a lover of art and music, compassionate and caring, driven to be a
productive and sharing member of the community, and one who revelled in his age while
also fearing old age and loneliness. Though he had faced many challenges, the irony of
‘Knight On Old Age’ being published the same day as descriptions of the destruction at
Epsom and Huntley would not have been lost on Knight.

Then Came Codlin
As he pondered the arc of life, and how natural and human-produced calamities had
affected his own fortunes, Knight must have wondered what else lay in store for him. He
did not have to wonder for long. To compound his woes, in a case reported throughout
Victoria, he and seven other orchardists were taken to court for selling apples and pears
affected by codlin moth.115 Knight defended himself—possibly because he could not
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afford a lawyer. He argued that the Vegetation and Diseases Act 1896 had not proscribed
codlin moth, it only becoming a gazetted disease by an order-in-council in December
1902, and that decisions made in this way should be rendered unlawful. A Supreme
Court decision, Turner versus Sykes, proved him wrong. He was fined 5 s, with £1 6 s
costs.116 One more major assault awaited Knight.
In May 1904, the month of Knight’s seventy-second birthday, though he had spent
between £4,000 and £5,000 on his orchards, vineyards and modern machinery,117 the
Sandhurst and Northern District Trustees Company called in its mortgage over his
Epsom property. Advertised as excellent land for garden and orchards, they intended to
auction eighty acres in four lots of twenty acres each.118 On 1 October, yet another
mortgagee auction was held. Lot six was advertised as comprising twenty acres of
orchard and vineyard land at Huntley. Two more lots in Carpenter Street were advertised
as building allotments. Another allotment with a frontage to Rowcliffe Street was
described as more than two acres of nursery land, while another allotment included a
substantial six-roomed brick villa. Then came the bitterest blow. Knight’s own brick and
stone residence and adjoining half acre of land in Graham Street was also to go under the
hammer.119 However, Knight would not go down without a fight.
Newspapers carried details of the auction on 3 October. As it began, Knight angrily
denounced the sale of his properties, claiming that he had paid the Building Society
896 sovereigns (over £940) for a block originally valued at £560. ‘I think I have paid
enough’, he declared.120 The auctioneer continued with the sale. Standing bareheaded in
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front of the rostrum, Knight continued to protest. Several lots were withdrawn and others
were passed in, failing to meet the reserve.121 Only Mr J. R. Daley bought property, the
auctioneer indicating the other lots would be resubmitted for auction. Knight’s residence
and gardens were passed in, the highest bid being only £740. Yet, this was only a
reprieve, not a victory. The Bendigo Advertiser reported in November 1905 that Knight
had sold:
Five blocks of nursery land in Carpenter street: …. [a] brick and stone house,
with half acre of land, in Graham street … Huntley: 20 acres of garden land ….
[an] allotment of land off Miller street, allotments 318 and 124, section II,
Williamson street near Durham Ox hotel, [and] 4 blocks land, Carpenter
street.122
Unable to pay his mortgage and stripped of his Bendigo properties, Knight began a
nursery and vineyard at Lang Lang, Gippsland, on land free of the dreaded phylloxera,
and also rebuilt a nursery at Olinda Street.123 He still operated this venture in 1910,
travelling between Bendigo and Gippsland, but was consistently referred to as being
‘from Bendigo’. Though he had land elsewhere, he never left his city. He was too
invested in it. As reported in Gippsland newspapers in 1910, he even dabbled with the
notion of becoming Bendigo’s city surveyor again; however, he withdrew his application
before council considered it.124

Federation, Liberalism and John Quick
As Knight knew Alfred Deakin, he also knew Dr John Quick (1852–1932), a titan of
Federation,125 their relationship going beyond mere acquaintance, for their paths crossed
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time and again over nearly forty years. Quick lived in Quarry Hill. In 1885, both he and
Knight helped to settle the estate of John Elliott Blake (of Tabilk Vineyard fame)—
Quick as attorney and Knight as holder of the power of attorney for Blake’s wife.126 In
1894, when Knight was late for jury duty and the judge fined him £2, Quick pled to have
the fine expunged.127 Knight surely would have discussed the subdivision of Sutton Ward
with him in 1899,128 and consulted him as a member of parliament on behalf of the wine
and beer industries.129 In 1899, Knight sought to petition the governor to acknowledge
Quick as ‘The Father of Federation’.130 The following year, he approached the Australian
Natives Association with another proposal to honour his services to Federation.131 In a
necessity of business, Quick’s legal firm acted for Knight’s mortgagee in 1904; however,
Quick joined with many others to publicly acknowledge Knight’s fifty years of service to
the bench in 1920.132
Like Deakin, Knight and Quick were both protectionists. Knight had nailed his colours to
that wall as early as the 1860s when he fought to protect colonial railway industries. As
momentum for federation grew, so did feelings of unity, but the politics upon which
federal government would be waged were far from unified. Neither the colonies nor the
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newly federated Australia had replicated the English two-party system. Formed in 1891,
the Labor Party was comparatively stable. Conversely, Liberal forces, which included
conservatives entrenched within their fold, had to work through issues such as the split
between protection (significant in Victoria) and free trade (dominant in New South
Wales).
From 1901, the new federal parliament was unstable. In many ways, the trajectory of the
Protectionist Party (1889–1909) mirrored the middle-class vacillation of which Marx and
Engels had talked, siding first with Labor, then with the conservatives. Between 1901
and 1909, a three-party system existed: Protectionists, Free Traders and Labor. Initially,
Labor held the balance of power.133 Protectionists led the first and second parliaments
(1901 and 1903).134 The third election (1906) saw the Free Trade Party, renamed the
Anti-Socialist Party, win twenty-six seats, Labor twenty-six seats and the Protectionist
Party twenty-one seats. Deakin, a Protectionist, was Prime Minister under a Protectionist
coalition that included Labor; however, Labor’s Andrew Fisher became Prime Minister
in November 1908, the same year that Joseph Cook took the helm of the Anti-Socialist
Party. It became apparent that ‘the instability of the three-party contest … [required] the
resolution of three into two’.135 Wanting to retain their individualism, Deakin and other
Protectionists opposed Labor’s caucus system. In 1909, to defeat Labor, liberal and
conservative forces coalesced around a newly formed Commonwealth Liberal Party led
by Deakin. Known as ‘Fusion’, Judith Brett argued that ‘the generally accepted
interpretation of Fusion is that the two middle-class parties … buried their differences in
1909 to unite and face the common enemy, the working-class based Labor Party’.136
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Paradoxically, this Liberal Party was anything but liberal, for conservatisms dominated,
and ‘the ideological content of “liberalism” was denied by giving it a capital “L” ’.137
Throughout November 1909, Quick spoke at meetings in the Bendigo area, outlining the
platform of the Commonwealth Liberal Party (sometimes known as the Commonwealth
Liberal League or Commonwealth Liberal and Democratic Association). The party’s
objectives included maintenance of states’ rights, with federal intervention only to
resolve disputes among the states or when state awards needed to be equalised. Trade
with England was preferred. They desired ‘protection of the workers, and … [securing]
for them a share of the profits with the manufacturers’,138 as had been done in Victoria
through wages boards and Arbitration Courts. The Immigration Restriction Act was
supported, along with encouragement of immigration of ‘suitable settlers’ to Northern
Australia. Elected representatives were expected to be responsible to their electorates and
not to a party caucus.139 Branches were formed in Bendigo and its surrounds. It is not
surprising that Knight, an adherent of liberal philosophy and confidant of liberals, sided
first with the Protectionist forces, then the new Liberal Party. It was under the banner of
liberalism that he again entered electoral politics.

Council: 1911–14
Knight was always interested in solving civil engineering problems140 and he consistently
opposed Bendigo Council taking out additional loans that burdened ratepayers. In 1911,
when council proposed a new loan for sewerage works, he argued that the proposed
scheme could not safely dispose of Bendigo’s collected waste. In a time of general
political turbulence, Knight, aged seventy-nine, again ran for council. At meetings, he
used all his skills as an orator, and even a prop—a little box—to captivate and entertain
his audiences. Peals of laughter and calls to ‘open the box’ echoed throughout his
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meetings.141 As he had done previously, Knight refrained from attacking his opponent
personally. This time he was successful.142 On 25 August 1911, Mr Knight became
Councillor Knight.
Within weeks of re-entering the public political world, Knight announced his intention to
run for the Victorian Parliament. The local Commonwealth Liberal Party branch
endorsed him as their candidate.143 Local barrister and solicitor, Luke Murphy, councillor
for Darling Ward from 1902, was the Liberal Government’s preferred candidate.
Knight’s name was submitted to the central executive for ratification, but somewhere in
this process Murphy became the endorsed Liberal candidate and Knight was left to run as
an Independent Liberal.144 Given the new preferential voting system, some argued that
running two Liberal candidates would hand the election to Labor’s Alfred Hampson.145
Knight’s main meeting before the election was advertised for friends and supporters
only.146 However, the meeting was gatecrashed by Hampson’s supporters who interjected
with heckles and yells of support for their candidate. Knight began by describing the
liberties and freedoms bestowed by the Magna Carta and his fear that they were being
lost. Amid the mayhem, in a speech peppered with facts and figures, Knight outlined his
support for compulsory voting, tertiary education that was accessible to all, religious
unity over sectarianism, immigration and the encouragement of more capital into
Australia. He opposed decisions being made by the use of order-in-council rather than a
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parliamentary vote, gambling, and religious education in state schools. Confirming his
Independent Liberal stance and his support of capitalism, Knight stated:
Some petty tyrants and petty corporations were ruling this country. (Applause
and Labour interruption.) The Liberals who had a stake in the country were too
apathetic to vote. If he were president of the Trades hall he would teach the
workers to regard their employers as their very best friends. (Applause and
uproar.) He would teach them not to bite the hand of the men who fed them,
and that it was impossible to have too much capital in this country. Peaceful
industrial work could not possibly be carried out when man and master were at
war. (Applause and uproar.)147
Knight delivered much of his program, but the pandemonium grew and the meeting was
forced to end prematurely. After Knight packed up his things and left the stage, the
interjectors attempted to take over, but were forced to retreat by the police.148 The
following day, a letter of support appeared in The Bendigo Advertiser. Opposing both
Hampson and Murphy, ‘Callpayer’ stated:
We have a Liberal candidate standing in the person of Mr. G. W. Knight, J.P. a
gentleman with mature experience, and, of recognised ability, an able platform
speaker, and one who will carry great weight in the Assembly, if elected. Let all
the apathetic electors wake up and make a point … of doing their duty of
citizenship.149
Election results revealed that Hampson received 3,380 votes, Murphy 1,475 votes and
Knight 850 votes—but more than 3,600 abstained from voting.150 Apathy seems to have
been the winner, as ‘Callpayer’ feared. Knight lost, but he remained a councillor.
Knight’s opposition to the sewerage scheme, in and out of the council chambers, earned
him no friends in council. He stood for mayor in 1912, but Councillor Curnow defeated
him. Councillors assured Knight that he would be mayor in 1913,151 but Curnow
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nominated past mayor, Councillor Andrew, for the position. Councillor Ross nominated
Knight, reminding councillors of their pledge to install him. In seconding Ross’s motion,
Councillor Dunstan noted: ‘Cr. Knight was energetic and very young for his years, and,
if elected, would not do anything to injure Bendigo.’152
Certain that some had deliberately organised to vanquish his hopes of being mayor,
Knight told those assembled that he was aghast that Curnow, whom he would later label
a dictator and quasi-emperor, had publicly called him an ‘imbecile old fool’. It aggrieved
him that councillors who had pledged support for him, including Andrew, lied and
reneged on their promises. Councillor Murphy, who stood with Knight as a Liberal in the
1911 election, refused to support Knight, citing his views on sewerage as the reason.
Knight roared: ‘If [honour] is to count for nothing, then the sooner I am out of the
council the better.’153 Thereafter, the meeting descended into a slanging match, with such
intense acrimony on display that The Age commented on its ‘most unseemly
character’.154 Curnow ordered Knight to sit, but he would not. Knight was accused of
lying, to which he countered: ‘I would cut off my right hand before I would tell a lie.’155
Others claimed that Knight said he would change his position on sewerage and the loan if
elected mayor. Knight strenuously denied this, Councillor Ross adding that Curnow had
twisted Knight’s meaning for: ‘What Cr. Knight did say was that if the majority of the
council would support the loan and sewerage he would bow to the will of the
majority.’156 Andrew was eventually declared elected. Knight and others thanked
Curnow for his year of service and went to lunch.
Knight carried out his duties as councillor for Sutton Ward and, in 1914, at the end of his
term of office, announced that he would renominate. In yet another entertaining meeting
filled with laughter, Knight, then aged eighty-two, pointed out that he had not canvassed
the electorate or asked anyone to vote for him, as much of what candidates proposed was
‘electioneering bluff’. He preferred to stand on his record. He thought it improper that
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only about ten per cent of the city was to be sewered, yet every ratepayer would pay for
the works, and that companies in which some councillors held an interest, particularly
Curnow’s Bendigo Pottery, would benefit. He thought the engineering questionable, that
White Hills was the wrong location to end the sewer, and advanced Wellsford Reserve as
an alternative site.157 Knight’s low-key approach did not meet with success. He lost in a
four-cornered election: M. Hamburger, 774 votes; W. D. Heywood, 634 votes; Knight
280 votes; and J. Teague, 176 votes.158
Continuing to write to newspapers, Knight maintained a lively commentary on public
affairs. Some twenty years earlier, he had been responsible for the positive and
provocative chapter ‘Real Estate and Resources’ in Bendigo and Vicinity, which
examined Bendigo’s riches, the development of its agricultural and horticultural
resources, particularly viticulture, and the potential of its human resources.159 In 1916, he
was commissioned to write a series of articles for The Bendigo Advertiser headed ‘The
Future of Bendigo’, published between 14 July 1916 and 4 January 1917. In these,
Knight warned that other towns could usurp Bendigo, for it was ‘a dead city … there is
no ginger, and a torpedo will not liven [it] up’.160 He criticised local government
inaction161 and the Agricultural Department for ‘wanton wickedness … [in allowing
deforestation where] baby trees … [were] killed almost as soon as they were born’.162
However, in almost every article, Knight extolled land as the source of prosperity and
provided a homily to horticulture and viticulture.
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Convinced that viticulture lay at the heart of Bendigo’s future success, Knight provided
practical advice on grape growing and declared: ‘If I write upon “The Future of Bendigo”
until I die, I shall leave unsaid one half that I could say upon this most wonderful
“Staple” the vine.’163 Harking back to the phylloxera scare, the Wine Adulteration Bill
and use of orders-in-council, he accused the government of ruining viticulture, its
associated industries and many ‘broken-hearted’ viticulturists.164 Knight must have
considered himself one of the broken-hearted, for he noted that when the government
brought about this ruin:
I did raise the ‘red flag’ of rebellion and they came down on me and nearly
crushed me out of existence, but my old spirit still remains uncrushed, and I
will fight them to a finish, exposing their ‘don't care a twopence for the best
interests of the country’.165
Within these reflective articles, Knight provides hints of self-assessment. He was proud
of his rebellious and indomitable spirit, regarding himself as an optimist. When attacking
local and state government, he noted:
I must clear away the cobwebs that oppress my path … I shall soon be slaying
right and left, and leave anyone that likes to pick up the dead bodies. I am
trying my best to avoid bitterness, but hit I must or perish.166
Of local councillors, he was scathing, observing that he too deserved censure for his time
in council.167 He envisioned Bendigo becoming a hub for the wine industry, importing
grapes from other districts and making wine for the domestic and international market.168
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Most poignantly, when looking to the city’s future, Knight observed: ‘Please let me live
just a little longer to see and help to develop it.’169 He noted that a teetotaller saw the
vine only for its fruit, but it was also for ‘the man who, with self-control and only
common sense, eats, drinks and is merry, for tomorrow he dies. It is also for the man who
requires wine to give him a cheerful countenance—that’s me.’170

One Last Tilt
Knight remained cheerful. A few weeks before the scheduled Bendigo Council election
in 1917, Councillor Murphy abruptly resigned to take up a position as solicitor for the
Sewerage Authority. A by-election was required. On 1 May, Knight took advertising
space in Bendigo newspapers to indicate that he would stand for this position, and again
campaigned against the sewerage scheme. He noted:
If you are of my opinion, that the time is inopportune for sewerage, and that the
large majority of the citizens cannot bear the above heavy taxation burden, then
I AM YOUR MAN. Vote for me on Thursday next, and support me when you
put me in the council.171
The Bendigo Independent advised its readers that candidates Knight and Heywood were
‘of the old school’ whereas Mr Giudice was new and progressive.172 Clearly they
favoured new blood. The 1914 election result should have told Knight that vote splitting
with Heywood would allow Giudice victory. Knight recorded 288 votes, Heywood 310
votes and Gudice 333 votes. Yet, this was only a by-election; campaigning for the
August council elections soon began.
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Knight did not stand, but he took an active role in the campaign nonetheless. A month
out from the election, he wrote that the by-election had yielded a result based on religious
lines; one candidate had received Catholic support, one Protestant support and he had
‘got all the square sinners and was a few short’.173 While Knight could poke fun at
himself, his point was that 725 eligible ratepayers had failed to vote and that increased
taxation forced by the sewerage loan was too much to bear.174 On 2 August, Knight
addressed a meeting of 120 people to discuss the connections between councillors, the
Sewerage Authority and Bendigo Pottery.175 As usual, he had done his homework. He
reminded the audience that ratepayers had opposed the sewerage scheme in the
referendum of 21 November 1912, yet council had continued its quest. He explained that
he was not opposed to sewerage in principle, but to its cost, and that, as a qualified
engineer, he knew the difficulties in completing underground sewerage in Bendigo. With
engineering and financial topics covered, Knight expanded on information he touched on
in 1914 regarding Bendigo Pottery, a supplier of sewerage pipes, noting that it gave him
no pleasure to do so.176
Knight investigated Bendigo Pottery and found that no company of that name had been
registered with the registrar-general. Instead, G. D. Guthrie and Co. controlled Bendigo
Pottery. Three families, comprising twenty-four people, controlled the bulk of the 4,000
issued shares: the Curnow family held 1334, the Beebe family held 1108 and George
Lansell and associates held 1283. Small shareholders held 325 shares between them.
Thus, councillors promoting the sewerage scheme were majority shareholders in Bendigo
Pottery—and ex-Councillor Murphy was solicitor for the Sewerage Authority. Knight
pointed out that the Local Government Act prevented councillors from deliberating on
any matter in which they or their partners had a pecuniary interest.177 Sewerage Authority
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regulations contained similar clauses, but Beebe was both mayor and chairman of the
Sewerage Authority, and councillors made up the remainder of the Authority. Armed
with this information, Knight told the meeting that he had approached the town clerk and
asked for financial details of transactions between council and Bendigo Pottery, as
allowed by the Local Government Act. However, the figures had not arrived. In a time of
non-compulsory voting, Knight also told his audience that apathy had to be challenged. If
people did not vote, it was no use complaining about rate increases when they arrived.
He urged the audience to vote for men opposed to sewerage.178
Curnow and Beebe challenged Knight’s assertions at a meeting of the Sewerage
Authority. Present were Beebe, Curnow, Dunstan, Abbott, Giudice, Ross, Hamburger
and Wilkie. Only Councillor Andrew was absent. Beebe and Curnow argued that they
supported a sewerage scheme before forming a company to revive the failing Bendigo
Pottery and give employment to the people of Epsom, that it would be years before the
Sewerage Authority would be in a position to purchase pipes and that the process would
be subject to an open tender. Curnow labelled Knight pitiable, and added:
The poor old fellow could not have much longer to live, and he should be
thinking of the grave or the [hereafter]. It was a pity he could not preach peace
on earth rather than strife.179
Curnow, who claimed that Knight blamed him for losing the mayoralty, explained that
his failure to support Knight had been ‘on public grounds, and not for private spleen or
private differences’.180 However, those public grounds included Knight’s opposition to
the sewerage system, and Knight would have known of the councillors’ relationship to
Bendigo Pottery from the time he began campaigning against sewerage.181
Both Curnow and Beebe argued that, under the Local Government Act, they could hold
both a council position and a stake in a company that traded with council provided it
comprised more than twenty shareholders and they stood aside from any council
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decisions pertaining to that company. They argued that Knight had been dishonest in his
failure to mention these provisions. Curnow abhorred the suggestion that a ‘vile
conspiracy’ existed to benefit Bendigo Pottery. However, he acknowledged that some of
what Knight said was ‘true’:
I admit it is true, and I am very proud to think it is true. I have nothing to be
sorry for, and nothing to hide … I went into this business with my eyes open. I
knew this was the only place in Bendigo where sewer pipes could be made, and
I knew the City Council would require pipes. That was the reason why I
insisted upon getting a public company formed to run the pottery. I knew that as
a private individual I could not sell pipes to the council but if a company were
formed it would be quite legal for it to do so.182
Herein lay the problem. Curnow admitted to forming a public company to meet the
requirements of the relevant Act; however, he failed to state that thirteen of the twentyfour shareholders bore the name of Curnow or Beebe or were closely associated with
them, and that this group controlled 3,600 of 4,000 shares. This would never pass
scrutiny today and showed Beebe’s and Curnow’s attempts to manipulate the law for
their own profit.
Knight refused to acquiesce. He claimed that his statement ‘was directed to showing the
necessity for clean municipal government … that no man can serve two masters … [and]
the difficulties and dangers of the dual position of councillors and directors’.183 He
argued that Curnow and Hamburger, who labelled his speech ‘a scurrilous attack’ or ‘a
dirty vituperative effusion,’ had shown ‘an entire absence of both dignity and sound
reasoning’.184 Curnow immediately replied, stating that council doubted Knight’s
capacity as an engineer and in financial matters. He went on to label Knight a cocksure
‘calamity howler … a curse to Bendigo … [and] ever ready to impute gross and
unworthy motives to any man who has the courage to embark on any enterprise for the
uplifting of the city’.185 Politics in Bendigo was personal—and dirty.
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Knight refrained from vitriolic attacks against either Beebe or Curnow. Yet, their
response, and that of other councillors, against Knight was venomous, personal and did
not marry with the public duty to Bendigo that he had shown for nearly fifty years.
Ratepayers would have remembered Knight’s actions to reduce their gas bill, improve
their water supply, promote their industries, and teach them surveying, horticulture and
viticulture. They would have known him as a fighter and a man of his word. Further, he
had now lived long enough to be regarded one of the ‘old Bendigonians’. The election
was held on 23 August, The Bendigo Independent calling it ‘unique in the history of the
city’.186 Retiring councillors were usually unopposed on renomination, and Wilkie,
Hamburger and Giudice all renominated. All were defeated.187 No-one could remember
three sitting councillors ever being ousted at the one election. All the entreaties of Beebe
and Curnow had not destroyed Knight or his credibility. He would have appreciated the
tacit support from Bendigo’s citizens.
Knight never again stood for public office. Aged eighty-five, Curnow’s comments that
he ‘should think of the grave or the hereafter’ must have hit hard. He still regarded
himself vibrant and active. He regularly attended to duties at court and was publicly
honoured across Victoria for his years of service as a territorial magistrate.188 In 1921, he
was appointed to the Commission of the Peace for New South Wales.189 The following
year, The Age celebrated his completing fifty-two years as a justice of the peace, a record
that was then believed to be unequalled.190 As expected of a gentleman of standing,
Knight was still regularly attending to his public duties on the bench in 1923.191
However, his family noticed that his body was beginning to fail.
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Insensibility–Sensibility–Insensibility
In May 1923, Knight’s daughter, Dora, convinced him that his Olinda Street home was in
poor repair and that he should reside with her family.192 By mid-June, he was bedridden
but still actively discussed his beloved plants. As August approached, the family
gathered and Knight began to slip in and out of consciousness; though, in moments of
lucidity, he talked of his palms and orchids. Then, just before midnight, on 3 August,
Knight died. He was buried the following day. That morning, members of the bench
acknowledged the loss of such a significant figure, court officers and police endorsing
their words. The town hall flag flew at half-mast and the bells of St Paul’s church pealed
a hymn as his funeral cortege passed. The mayor and other prominent citizens gathered at
the Bendigo cemetery and members of the Bendigo Horticultural Society acted as
pallbearers.193 Knight would have been chuffed—and even more so by his obituaries.
Knight’s death was widely acknowledged throughout Victoria and New South Wales.194
In Williamstown, his work superintending the construction of their railway line was
acknowledged.195 However, in Bendigo Knight’s life was celebrated. Documenting his
contribution to engineering, viticulture and horticulture, superlatives filled obituaries in
both local newspapers. The Bendigo Advertiser described him as ‘a picturesque figure …
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a hardy old pioneer … [with] grey locks and venerable, yet bright and keen aspect’. The
paper noted his relentless youthful optimism and that:
He could crack a joke and take one. He could also give a hard knock and take
one. Many a hard knock he got in his business enterprises, but he would always
come up smiling ready to start again.196
The Bendigo Sun declared him to be ‘more than an eminent Bendigonian; he can better
be termed an eminent Victorian, for his interests were not simply local, but State
wide’.197
A regular contributor to newspapers, Knight’s letters and articles reveal not only his
liberal principles, but also his role as a public intellectual. In 1923, he was regarded as
‘remarkable’—‘a guide, philosopher and friend to many … [with] those who knew him
well remember[ing] him as a wonderful man, self contained, self reliant, a very strong
character indeed’.198 The Bendigo Sun’s tribute concluded, aptly, with a summary of
Knight’s views on life and death from his essay ‘Man’. Knight had written:
We are not conscious of our own birth into life, and we are not conscious of our
birth into death. Healthy life is progressive degrees from insensibility to
sensibility, and healthy death is progressive degrees from sensibility to
insensibility, both lovely and beautiful, painless transitions, taking us first from
the unknown to the known and merely leading us back again. At death there is
no flying out of the soul or spirit; it dies with the body just as it grew with the
body from its birth, and we pray that it may rise again … As nothing perishes in
the physical world it is almost an impossibility for me to think that the better
part of me, my vital spark, should perish.199
Through his forays into viticulture, Knight ‘secured and spent two fortunes’.200 His estate
was almost bare, assets of £358 6 s 3 d matched exactly by liabilities. Nevertheless,
Knight steadfastly upheld his beliefs in liberalism and the code of the gentleman. He
lived life on his own terms and his ‘lovely and beautiful, painless transition’ to death was
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also on his terms. His ‘vital spark’ may have been extinguished, but Knight’s legacy has
not perished. It remains in the things he built, his commitment to his community, his
championing of the underprivileged and the ethical standards he set.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion
A biography is not a neat linear exposé of a life. Life is far messier than that. All the
public and private experiences of an individual are woven into a narrative. Knight’s
biography is no different.
When thinking of biography, the metaphor ‘the fabric of life’ is apt. Warp threads,
strong, stationary and in tension, suggest the ever-present themes of life. The weft
threads, drawn over and under the warp, are the stories. Together, the warp and weft
represent the variety of life’s experiences. Intact, they are strong, but sometimes a thread
can disappear—under a patch, or an embroidered or woven design. In an old cloth—like
an old life—a thread may have been pulled out, gone forever. Such is the fabric of life.

The Warp and Weft of George Knight’s Life
This biography of George Knight (Figure 64) contributes to an understanding of regional
Victoria, colonial railway construction, viticulture and horticulture, and to the often
misunderstood middle class and liberalism, through a complex interweaving of themes
and stories. Chapters regularly digress from strict chronology, veering backwards and
forwards in time to build a story around pertinent themes, for Knight’s story revolves
around high tides and low ebbs, the vicissitudes of life. Periods of achievement, even
great achievement, and periods of failure, including great failure, feature in his story.
Five major turning points defined Knight’s life. Three professional foci, in turn, impacted
these turning points: engineering, viticulture and horticulture. Each shone brightly for a
time before being eclipsed by another, only to reappear again. They are strong and
enduring, even though, at times, they may be obscured in this thesis by other events.
Adding depth, colour and complexity are the stories that emanate from them.
As private resources for Knight remain limited to a personal copy of a book about
orchids and a few family photographs, this thesis has been written primarily using public
documents. Some official archival material was uncovered, yet Knight’s public writings,
retrieved especially from the vast array of digital newspapers held by the National
Library of Australia’s Trove service, range from deeply personal reflections on the death
of his daughter to polemics on class, the future prospects for Bendigo and extensive
letters to newspaper editors. These documents provide a strong picture of the man—a
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picture uncensored by the careful inclusions or exclusions of a diary or journal writer.
Inevitably though, when gathering evidence, some new insights are gained, while some
information remains hidden; some facts are obscured, while others are clarified. Such is
the case for Knight.
When the young Knight completed his education, he must have envisioned a life
supervising contracts in London for his father’s company Knight and Son, for in his
youth engineering was his focus. However, Knight’s eldest brother was to inherit his
father’s firm. Rather than being his brother’s minion, in 1857, Knight, his wife and
children left their homeland to join another brother in Australia. Knight worked as an
engineer with the Victorian Railways Department until 1862 when he acquired land and
left paid employment to pursue his viticultural dream, a second turning point. Moving
from public life to private life, Knight established vineyards at Sunbury and Riddell’s
Creek in the 1860s. It appeared that his time as an engineer had passed and that he would
become a successful vigneron, though glimpses of his engineering, architectural and
surveying skills appeared in the methodical accuracy of the design and layout of his
vineyards and the scientific method he applied to viticulture. However, within a decade,
his vineyards and his new venture, the Australian Wine Company, had failed. By 1871,
his dream had evaporated and Knight was in financial peril. He sought to re-establish
himself in Sandhurst, a turning point that would shape the rest of his life.
Knight gained a position with Sandhurst City Council in 1872. Once entrenched as its
building surveyor and city valuer, he built a nursery and horticultural business, ostensibly
for his sons. He planted vines and myriad other species to supply the colonies and
beyond. Internecine disputes with councillors forced his resignation in 1886, but this
fourth turning point allowed Knight to concentrate on viticulture and horticulture and
Knight Brothers expanded under his direct intervention and supervision. His dream of
establishing a flourishing horticultural and viticultural dynasty seemed assured.
However, viticulture was Knight’s nemesis as much as his passion. By 1905, phylloxera,
rigid government legislation to rid the colony of the pest and natural disaster saw
Knight’s vineyards ruined. As he entered old age, nature and parliamentary decrees had
conspired so that, once again, he was forced to sell up. Yet, Knight faced this final
turning point with his usual indomitable spirit. He would not be beaten. When Knight
was challenged, he changed direction and faced his future with optimism and verve.
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Then in his seventies, he entered local politics and built another modest nursery where he
ended his days.
Theories of class and liberalism (understood as a philosophy of the middle class)
illuminate how Knight conducted his life. Tomes have been written about the working
class and the elites. This thesis contributes to the academic cannon by providing new
insights of a ‘man in the middle’, neither a member of the highest social echelons, nor of
the masses. It provides a means to understand both the middle class and liberalism from
mid-Victorian times until immediately after World War One.
Knight was brought up to be a middle-class gentleman. His education, occupation, dress
and demeanour place him firmly in that category. His family was aspirational, though
from less salubrious surroundings and background than expected of the middle class.
While young, Knight mingled with middle-class peers at school, church and social
gatherings; he also spent time with his father’s workmen. He observed the transient,
multicultural and often impoverished population of Tower Hamlets. By contrast, once in
Australia, he associated with Victoria’s economic, political, social and cultural elites. He
attended the governor’s ball and levees. Later, in Bendigo, he visited and knew every
home including those of the Chinese community, which he passionately defended.
Although never a member of the working class, Knight understood their lot. In his own
analysis of class, he praised workingmen who toiled for a fair wage, but he had no time
for those he considered lazy.
It is worth reiterating that classes are nuanced categories, not homogeneous wholes in
which every member exhibits exactly the same characteristics. To call Knight middle
class is correct, but he is more accurately described as petty bourgeois. Marx wrote of the
contradictions inherent within the petty bourgeoisie; namely, that they aspire to raise
their status, while sympathising with the class below them. At various times, Knight was
self-employed, an employer or a supervisor working for a salary, but he never laboured.
Yet, he found time to defend those who were voiceless, and supported fairness for
workers, especially those in the mining and railway industries. He did not belong to one
of the wealthy, non-aristocratic families predominantly analysed in scholarly surveys of
the middle class. He was petty bourgeois, as was his father, and confirmed Marx’s
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analysis that contradiction was at the basis of their existence.1 The theory of Marxist
class analysis assists in understanding Knight’s class position, for his life epitomised the
dilemma—the paradox—of the middle class: aspiration shrouded by empathy and
understanding for those below his station in life.
Liberalism, like class, is often misunderstood. In 1850s Australia, anyone supporting
universal male suffrage was regarded as a liberal. Consequently, many wrongly wore the
label of liberalism. Conversely, Knight had grown up amid the expansion of Chartism
and the Swing movement in rural England and was imbued with liberal thought. He was
loyal to Queen and country. He read John Stuart Mill. He supported universal franchise
and argued that women should have the vote long before that reform was passed into
legislation. He associated with liberals including Prime Minister Alfred Deakin and Sir
John Quick. He stood for election as an Independent Liberal. However, his liberalism is
best seen in his actions and expectations of gentlemanly behaviour, predicated on public
service, truth and rectitude. These were the benchmarks to which Knight held himself
and others. Consequently, class and liberalism enhance the themes and stories of
Knight’s life and help to sew them together.

Knight’s Legacy
Standing testament to Knight’s contribution to Victoria, which began almost as soon as
he arrived in 1857, is his railway, horticultural and viticultural work. Beyond railway
edifices delivered on budget and on time, his relentless, scrupulous insistence that
contracts be rigorously enforced ensured that graft and corruption held no sway in the
works for which he was responsible. His effort to develop viticulture, initially cut short
by an industry downturn, revived when he moved to Bendigo. More than the showpiece
nurseries, vineyards and orchards he developed, he actively promoted horticulture and
viticulture through lectures across the colony and beyond, testimony at the Royal
Commission on Vegetable Products, and by acting as a wine and horticultural judge for
more than fifty years. Regarded an expert horticulturist and viticulturist, an obituary

1

Karl Marx, “Letters: Marx to P. V. Annenkov in Paris, 28 December 1846,” in Selected Works in
three Volumes, 1:527.
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noted: ‘By lecture or public speaking, anywhere and at any time, Mr. Knight was always
ready to advertise Bendigo as a horticultural [and viticultural] centre.’2
Knight was a public intellectual who shared knowledge and actively sought to educate
people at meetings, in competitions, through his writings and, most notably, as a
presenter, for he believed:
What is the use of superior knowledge to be selfishly bottled up, and stored,
only for the possessor to feed upon. This does not brighten the intellect of the
world, nor add one atom to the great storehouse of human knowledge, that is
cumulative.3
He was a territorial magistrate for more than fifty years. He saw this, and his work for the
Victorian Government and Sandhurst City Council, as fulfilling his public duty. He was a
strong character, eloquent in both speech and prose, and confident and vigorous in
defence of marginalised and excluded people. He said, ‘I am a man to speak out,
unasked, against any injustice, when I clearly see it is being attempted by any one.’4 Such
strength in fighting injustice earned Knight enemies, as did his powerful position as city
surveyor. His character has been besmirched, people remembering accusations of
corruption when a city surveyor and forgetting his defence that proved those accusations
wrong.
Knight should be remembered as an exemplar of mid–nineteenth century, aspirational,
middle-class, English migrants. He was a man of great complexity beset by flaws and
contradictions, a man who aspired to climb the social hierarchy, yet, who showed great
concern and empathy for those on its lower rungs. Now, when I look at The Spanish
Maiden, I see no callous, ignorant brute, but a man of extraordinary intellect who sought
to share his knowledge; a man of principle, strength and courage who faced the future
with enthusiasm; a man who worked to secure his family’s future while all the time

2

“Mr. G.W. Knight Dead: Venerable Pioneer Gone: Noted Horticulturalist,” Bendigo Advertiser,
August 4, 1923, accessed State Library Victoria.

3

“The Queensland Government Astronomer,” Bendigo Advertiser, February 24, 1903, accessed
March 30, 2018, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article88593760.
4

“Cr. Hinton On Tiddle-Winking,” Bendigo Independent, February 5, 1898, accessed November 14,
2017, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article184288728.
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looking to make his mark on society and ensure his legacy. As Knight wrote in his essay
‘Knight on Old Age’:
To the noble army of the good old workers who have gone before; to the noble
minds, the inventors, the slaves to science, to the army of the great brains that
lie buried in the dust, let us raise ‘a paean’ of praise. Their works live after
them; they are not dead, because their memories are living substances, setting
examples to time that is yet unborn, and to man, yet uncreated.5

Figure 64: G. W. Knight, Sen., J.P., F.R.H.S., c. 1890
Source: W. B. Kimberly, Bendigo and Vicinity (Melbourne: F. W. Niven and Co., 1895), 268.

5

“Knight On Old Age,” Bendigo Advertiser, January 1, 1904, accessed August 20, 2013,
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article89891348.
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Appendix 1: Three Generations of Knights

John Knight 1785-1858
Married
Elizabeth Maria Ashton 1791-1884

Sarah

Mary

James Richard

Elizabeth

John George

Elizabeth

George William

1816–1899

1818‐1878

1821‐ 1882

1822‐1824

1825‐ 1892

1828‐1868

1832‐1923

Married

Married

Married

Married

Married

Samuel Hugh

Eliza Ann

Alice

Elizabeth Patience

Caswell

Burnett

Bertrand

Middleton

1841–1889

1821‐1906

1838‐1905

1831‐1901
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William
John

George
William

Augustus
Gerald

Jerrold
Ernest

Jessie
Violet

George
Alfred

Lily

Isobel Ada

Charles

Dora

Florence
Emiline

1854-1901

1856-1857

1858-1858

1859-1916

1861-1934

1863-1947

1865-?

1867-1952

18681869

1870-1951

1873-1876

Married

Married

Married

Married

Married

Married

Married

Mary Ann

1. Mary

1. James

Mary

George Vesey

James

Robert

Duncan

Watts

Collier

Thompson

Allen

Watson

Munro

1855-1906

1860-1894

1862-1944

1869-1957

1856-1913

1865-1944

1866-1925

2. Emily J

2. Eyre

Gill

Jackson

1870-1960

1864-1909
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